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This manual presents a course designed.for persons
who have direct contact with youth, on an indivldual cr grbup basis,
in a service capacity. The i'ntent of the course is to train youth
workers to develop a, basic framewcfrk for understanding adolescent
development, acquire intervention and decision-making skills, and
facilitate the growth of adolescents, focusing, on basic concepts in
order to increase understanding of adolescents, personal perspectives
cn youth, and individual self-awareness. The materials, presented in
modular format, addres the following areas of concern: (1) themes of
adolescence, ,(2) labeling and stereotyping of adolescents, (3)

personal'attitudes toWard voWth ((4) de4sion-makinT skills, and "(5)
personal learning plans and asspssment ,Tecords. A resource manual of

, ,articles dealing with adolesence and a bibl-lOgraphy are also
provided. (Author/HLM)
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Purpo3o

This cdurso prOvicies peri10ipantt with a Oasic/underitan 06,loOnient label, .

12.08), and with the skills and.ktioWloglge'ilkesOrW trcni ii .000t!orOl 40#406#0,
liverhigh quality serviceS VvhenAwOrking 'With Ybatty;This, c,Orsiidoes.hotiridude inforrhation
about specific'types of yocith Oragranis or; aboticieveCopliv:a l*giiiag4nCy,appi'oakjh fO yOuth,:

, , . .

The course is basic to indivlduaW vi4shind to increase theirAderstanding.Of adolespents,thek
perspective on youth,,and their own',selNwareness. Thi Is a prereOuitite to:develoPing youth..
programs;

A

Audience
:

Thiiiourse is intended for persons who\have direct contact with youth on tin individyaF or
group basis in a service capacity, for example, school personnel; scout lead.ers,00rnmi.unity:baSed
program staff; church yquth workers,, alternative prograrn,putreach, criminal justice, end mental

.

health workers. ,

. .

The cbursels not for!'adminisfrators, comMutiity organizers, or program planners, unless these,,
,

persons wish to explore the content areas of the. dskirse.

eoursi Goals

The course is intended to train youth workers io;--

develop a basic framework for understandihg adolescence; including its 'developmental
,tasks and thernes;

develop a perspective on adoleke,nts that endompasses an expanded group of behaviors
in the."normative" ranges while respecting the uniqueness of each individual;

-make intervention decisioni that are responsive to the developmental tasks of adolescence
and that integrate relevant biological, Osychological,'and sociplogical influences;

understand the impact of labeling and stereotyping on interacting with yOUth;

increase self-awareness and appreciate the impact of one's own adolescent experience, \
values, and attitudes when wbrking with youth;

develop a conscious process and acquire increased skills in making intervention decis)ons
with 41olescents;

concpptualize preverition *and intervention issues in terms of facilitaling the growth and
development of the whole person as opposed to resOonding only to "problems" such as
drug abuse.

Clintent

'I'henies fAdohce,tce : biological, psychological, sociological influences; perspectives
owdevelopmental tasks; the. behavioral expresiion of these themes

Self-Understanding: exploration of the importance .of the values.and experiences of the
youth worker on the relationship, including stereotyping and labeling .

PrOtotype' of becision Making. necessary steps for making intervention decisions

, Case Studies: examples of "real" cases and discussion of alternative ways to approach
working with the youth described; personal assessment of specific areas ftir further study
or training to kncrease skills in,working with youth

. (Contintioni on inside b(ek ('over) . 3

,_,._:,,,. ,.......A'
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ADMESCENCE: INTERVENTION STkATEGIES ..re

Purpose

This course provides participants with a basic understanding of adolescent deyelopmentlages
12-18), and with the skiJls and knowledge necessary, from an interpersonal sOndpoint, to de- -

liver high quality services when working with youth. This course does not include iRformation
about spe 'fic types of youth programs or about developing a Wad agency approach to youth.

The coursLis basic to individuals wishing to increase their understanding of adolescents, their
perspective on youth, and their own self-awareness. This is a prerequisite to developing youth
programs.

This course.is intended for persons who have direct contact with youth on an individual or
group basis in a sendce cipacity, fpr example, school personnel, scout leaders, community-based
program staff, church youth workers, alternative program, outreach, criminal justice, and mentar
health workers.

The course is not for administrators, community,organizers, or-program planners, unless these
,persons wish to explore the content areas of the course..

Course doals

.The course,is-intended to train.youth workers 10

develop i b'asic framework for understanding adolescence, including' its developmental
' thsks and themes;

devlop a perspective on adolescents that encompasses an expanded group of behaviors
in the '!normative" ranges while respecting the uniqueness of each individual;

qe make interveAtion fieciSiOns that are responsive to the developmental tasks of adolescenoe
and that interate relevant biological; psychological, and eociologlcal influences;

understand the impact of labeling and stereotyping on interacting wi,th youth; ;

increase self-awareness and appreci4e the impact of one's own Adolescent experience,
values, and attitudes when working with youth;

develop a conscious process and acquire increasedskills in.making intervention decisions
with adolescents;

.conceptualize prevention and intervention issues in terms of facilitating the growth and
development of the whole person as opposed to responding only to "problems" such as
drug abuse.



.

as. .

Content

gi Themes of Adolescence: biological, psychological, sociologicarinfluences; Perspectives .

on developmental tasks; the behavioral expression of these themes : , I
.r

3 .
.

Self-Understanding: -exploration of the iMportance of the valuessand experiences of the
youth worker on the relationship, including stei-eotyping and laWing

. \. .

Prototype of Decision Making: necessary steps for making intervention decisions .

Caie Studies: examples of "real cles and diScussign of alternative ways to approach
working with the youth described; personal assessméntof specific areas for further study
or training,to increase skills in working with youth

Training Objectives
t

L

By the end of the course each Lrticipant will be able

definwiolescence, according to personal understanding of the term as well as acCeptable .

Components of the coolie definition;
o,

identify at least four theorists described in the course and at leastone contribution to the
study of adolescepce made-by each;

list at,least four of Havighurst's ten-developmental tasks;

de§cribe a youlh program 'as it relates to at least one of the four themes of adolescence
discussed itz the course;

0

7

define labeling-and stereotyping;

ernonstrate self-awareness by listing at least three personal values and at least five
personal stereotypes that affect one's relationships with yoigh;

,

describe each .of the'elements 9f the prototype decision-making model discussed in the
course;

demonstrate uhdersta ding and integration of each of the course modules by assessing
. a tate study presente by the trainer and by preparing and analyzing a personal. case

study based upon a r cent work experience;

,,
develop a personal learning plan delineating at least one area in which further skill
development is.desired and at least two new resources for working with youth..

,



Trainer Qualifications
C.

As a group, the AIS traininb team should refloct the following characteristics. Each member
need not have all characteristics, but all n\embers should have those characteristics that are
-Marked by the asterisk. Trainer should Nivel-

*at least two years of experience in group dynamics and task-oriented train g;

,

*a persorial investment in helping youth Workers-improve their skills and self under-
standing;

experience working with youth'in prevention or mental health setting'S, and sensitivity
to current issues inWorking with youth;

. . , .
-,,-

knowledge of developMental them and adolgscent development;

thp ability tg-conduct an assessment of e'training population, and design and conduct
an original three-hour module appropriate to the needs of that population. Q

Methodology

The course involvei small-group and individual exercises, ledtures and- discussion, and.case
studies.

Materials'

'Trainer's Manual

Participant'S Manual, including Personal Course Record and Resources

Film: "Everybody Rides the Carousel"

Scheduling

.

;The course may be delivered.in five consecutive days or module by module over an extended
period of time. The course consists Of eight modules. Modules I, II, I II, IV, VII, and VIII are
each,approximately three and a half, hourkin length. Modules V and VI are each approximately
'seven hours in length.

9
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NOW 'TO USE yowl PERSONAL mune lecola
1.

11,

.

The Personal ordCourse Rec is hke a.struCtured diary. It is designed as a Way for you to
collect your impressions and.your ideas, and to doCument yOurleelings as'you progress
through the course. Many of utiliaVé bten through training sessions and then returhed to
the work setting or home saying, 41fwish I had written down that point," or "i can't
remember exactly how I felt then, but I know something important happened," Notes
are scattered everywhere and it's hard to recOnstruct the learning that ocOurred. This
Personal Course Record is an Organized way for you to aVoid theseifrustrations.

For each course module, the Personal Course Re6ord providese structure for taking
lecture notes, documenting yout'inipressions from exercises that occur in the module,
and summarizing your learning and insights at the end of the module.

The Personal Course Record belongs to you iind you alone: It will not be collected, You
mtk choose to share certain parts of it with yoUr fellow participants, but you are.not re-
quired to do. this. We hope that the Personal Course Record will be useful to you during
the course as a way to structureand identify the impact of your experiences upon you
at that time.

The Personal Course Record may also be used as a contiQuing diary after the course is
over. If in your work you fincrthat certain experiences ate strikingly important in terms
of your own understanding Of, yourself, your colleagues, or your clients, the PersOnal
Course,Record may be continued as a history of your impressions in your Work with
youth. We feel'that this type of recordis extreMely useful because self-understanding

, on the part of the worker\ it so essential to quality relationships with youth,

/

xiv
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Name

Date
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7.77-7777--
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MODULE I

COURSE INTRODUCTION



;

s

c

MODULE l COURSE INTRODUCT ON

PERSPECTIVE,

The pw fpose .Of this Module'js to pTesent the .course descritot ion, including goals, content,
and m thodolOgy to provide a forum for the sharing Of participant expectations anci
learning needs, to set a climate that begins the proceis of building an effective learning
envir nment, and to begin exploring the meaning of adolesceoce.

OBJECT4VES

By the end of this module, particippnts will be able to

state at lea* one reason for attending the course and at least one desired.work
related outcome of attendance;

identify whether personal learning goals and the stated goals of the course

coincide;

write a personal definition for "acjolescencti";

identify at least three components of the definition of adolescence as used in

the course.

4

li
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PERSONAL GOALS AND STENOTHS

I ayn here attending this coUrse because

et

IV

The wOrk-related area in which I would most like to improve my skills is

4

The work-related area in which I a trongest is

k

1.

.1+

.



ADOLESCENCE -1S..

Persorll definitiop or meaning:

11,

Other definitions or meanings:

0

Porsonal definition revised:

1-4

' ft
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,
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EVERYBODY RIDES THE CAROUSEL: Amanimated f1lmictng a of ,the 8 sgeè
ckf life according to Erik H. Erickson:

I

STAGE:4 Industry vs Inferiority: CorApetence
(School age, 6 11 years)

STAGE. 5 Identity vs Role Diffusion: Fidelity
(Ages 12 - 18)

STAGE 6 Intimacy vs Isolation: Love
(Young Adulthopd)

..

For more inforniation, please refer to the Erickson article in the resource manual.*

IMPRESSIONS / FEELINGS / IDEAS:

A

1-6

21
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PERSONAL RECOR6

MODULE I

4

OBSERV4TIONS, INSIPATS, LEARNINGg.

/

about myself: -

about youth/adolescents:

about my work:

other:

1

1-6

S.

,o.

4 1

(Continued on next page.)
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REMAINING QUESTIONS, UNRESOLVE-P ISSUES

t

1,2r,4
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ADOLESCENCE: "SOME OBSERVATION

Adolescence ?an be defined as the period between pubescence and ysical pisaturiO,
burin cons[dering personality deviloprnent we are concerned with the transition

2, from childhood, initiatedtty the prepubertal spurt (*growth impelled by the.hor-,
monal changes ofxuberty,Ao the attainmeiet ofaclultprerogatives;r6sporisibilitiel,
and self-sufficiency: (Lidz41968). °

,
.

2. 'Adolescence can be considered in many different ways and in many perspectives. It
is different at different times, in different culturevind in differentinilieus.
(Osterrieth, 1969),t,

3. Adolescence is a dynamic Phase in the continuum of life in which profound changes
take place in ,physical, physiological, and iiiochemical as well as personality develop-
ment so that the child is transformed into a sexually "attractive" adult capable.of
reproducing. ($chonfeld, 1969) 4,

4 c

4. The very, custom of using a single term for as wide a stretch of development (adoles-
cence) as we do, reaching from "latency" into young adulthoOd, leads tO a most
misleading and dangerous abbreviation.'Usually, although we are well aware of this
risk, we forget about it in the course of a discussion-and then end up not talking
about the same people at all.. .. There seems to be no question that the difference
between the yodng adolescent at the onset of his puberty and the older adolescent
blurring into the picture of the young adult is enormous. (Redl, 1969)

5. While an adolescent remains inconsistent and unpredi hie in his behavior, he may
suffer but he does not seem to me to be in need of tr attnent. I think that he should
be given time and scope to work out his own solution. Rather, it may be his parents
who need help and guidance so as to be able to bear withhim. There are few situa-
tions in life that are more difficult to cope with than the adolestent son or daughter
duringthe attempt to liberate himself. (Anna Freud, 1958)

a technical term is invented in order to create a social cdndition and a social
fact; such has been true Alith respect to the term "adolescence." The idea of adoles:
cence as an intermediary period'in life starting at puberty and extending to some
period in the life cycle unmarked by any conspicuous physical change but socially
defined as "manhood" or "womanhood" is the product of modern times. (Bakan,
1971)

7. Perhaps the difficulty in using the phrase "adolescent period" is the likelihood of a
too rigid interpretation of what the tprm represents: it tends to give the impression
of a stable entitya fixed and unchanging situation through which all individuals
must pass and to which they must adapt on the same terms. In the mk1st of the
existing confusion,mt might take Lindgren and Byrne's advice and find it easier to
say, what an adolescent "is not" than what he is; concur with Kuhlen that the con-

. notations of the term "adolescence" are so numerous and.inconsistent among them-
selites and with the facts that if persons of this age.are to be understood we should
declare a moratorium on the word "adolescence" for a decade or two; or sohie te
oonflict once and for all by viewing adolescence as a prodess rather than a period:
a process of achieving the attitudes and beliefs needed for effective participation in
society. (Paul A. Clarke, 1968) .

1-8
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. ..There Are societies, and'ittions qf ourciwn soci ty, in w14 adolescence:is not
a time of "Man and drang" (storm and stress), sq,iat although all young people go
through the phySical Changes of adolekence, onl those in particular Cultijral set-
tingi show the behavior we take to be characteristics Of this age. Furthennore, care-

. ful observation shNit thatthe psychological crisis offadolescen6eldbes hot ordinaril'y'
begin,until a-year Or rore after the period,of most rapid physical change; for some
Individuals thereseems to be virtually noTelatilin betwer physical changes and'
typically adolescent behavior. Por th6se reasons we are obliged to'view adolescence

. 'as a cultural phenOmenon dejived from the way people in our society.(and similar
societies) interpret the factlif phlsical maturing. Adult§ and the peer group.both
'define.roles for the adolescent to play, and in assuming these roles he.takes on his
adolescent identity. (Stone and Church, 1968)

9. In a discussion of adolescence as a period in human growth; Perhaps the first point
to establish is the difference between adolescence and puberty. Theptter refers to
the relatively brief period of physiological change, during which the sexual organs,
become mature. Puberty supplils the basis for adolescenCe,but is by no means
synonymauswith it. The two p iods begin at much the same time, but adoles-
cence lasts for about eight years and involves not pnly the pubertal chOnges.in the
body but also developrnants in intellectual capacities, interests, attitudes, and'adjust-
ments. (Cole and Hal), 1970)

10. The biological changei at puberty undo a balance letween ego and id which has, in
most cases, been maintained in the latency period,Itughly between six and twelve
years of age. As the instincts gain'in vigor, the rather fine articulation between
drivps and the control processes is endangered. The two sentences above sum up,
however grossly, soene of the basic elements in the psychoanalytic approach to .
adolescence.' (Douvan end AdelsOn, 1966)

.4.

. .

11. Of books about the adolescent there is no end; of facts about the adolescent there Is'
still much need. (Dimotk, 1937)

12. It is possible that adolcIscence may in some senses be effectively defined by the prog-
ress which is made.in the relationship ptween the young pyrson and his parents.
,Such a relationship is'a dynamic, continually changing one, and the adjustments that
each makes to accommodate the changes will play a critical part in determining the
adolescent's development. (J. D Coleman, 1974)

fl

13. Adolescence is a time of life wheel' the individual and his society must come tO terms,
The edolescent bebomes mature by asserting himself as a distinct human being, and
his sense of competence and selfhood depends upon the,ways in which he responds
to obligations and assimilates earlier experiences. (Grinder, 1973)

14. The existence of the adolescent period in our culture is due primarily to the len0h
ot the educational process. This emphasis upon the extensive education of every'
child still does not exist in any Other countrV in the world. Expanding public educe-
tion to include four years of high school has postponed the assumption of adult
roles for every young person in America today. .. .quite a bit of seasorting and numer-
ous ingredients make significant contributions to,the recipe which results in the
virtual potpourri called adolescence in America today. (Ralston and Thords, 1974)

,
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16. We know something of adolescents: We know the tasks of the.itaie: we have to
learn the specifics from them as to time and place and practice. They are Veither all
goold, pure, angelic,,end loving either to us,or o themselves, But neither are they as
revolted arkd revolting as sorne would have us see them.. If Vile Are to expect theleiLto
see us as indivkluals we must do the same with them. The stereotypelis easy to de-
rive, safer to 'deal with than the individual whO*&an affect and move us to love or-
hate. (Flee-Grant, 1972)

16 Derek Miller described earhi knd middle and late adolescence,and said that the Aliree
phases were distinguishable frdm eaeh other: ,early adolesdence is characterized
by-the plea for help from parents and other,authorities in an attemlit to eon-trol.the
strange urges and,rumblings which are going on inside the early adolescent wiy),
though well adapted to childhood,'is as yet quite unadkned to the dhanges in him-
self which are going on. Middle adolescenceis characterizeny the plea to be left
aldrié And to develop.in his or her own Way. Late adolescence is characterized by '
considerable rivalry with parents. (A. Hyatt-Williams, 1975)

17. An adolescent is the prootyct of the interaction of his biologid ritage and the
mature in whidh-he livei. 'Adolescence, as it is generally used, is a desoriptive term
for the period during which an emotionally immature individual in hi(s teen's ap-

proaches the culmination of his physical an, d mental growth. Although potentially
an adult, he.still plays the role of an ihexperienced child bound and/restricted by
the culture in'Advhich he lives. In its nonphysical aspects adolescence is culturally
determined and repeetents a period of difficult adjustment if the ehvironment is
a restrictilpone. In a nonrestrictive environMent the adoleScent's problems tend
to be primarily those of gaining and applying experience. ....

In Western culture there are five points of reference from which to view adolescent
growth and delielopment:

:

,
1. Adolescence is a time of seeking status as an individual,

2. It is a time when group relations become of major importance.

3. It is a time, of physical development and growth. cr,

4. It is a time pf intellectual expansion, development, and 'academic experierke.

5.. It is a time of development and evaluation of values.

Adolescence is viewed''as a period of adjustment to cultural demands; and of expec-
tations as to commonalities of behavior and development, within which individual
differences may.also lie expected. (.1. Horrocks, 1951)

18; "It's the pits." (13-year-old white male, 1977)

1-10 .
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THEMES OF ADOLES6ENCE
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1

PkRSPECTlyE,

(0,

MODt1LE THEMiSOF ADOLESCEICE

The focus of this module is twofold, First, it is designed to provide a brief overview of the
biological, sociological, and psychological in-fluences on adolescents and of the develop-
mental tasks and themes of adolescence. Sethnd, this understhnding is applied to examin-
ing the ways In whkh participants and their programs respond (or do not respond) to
these.themes. 0 o

. OBJEaTIVES

By the end of this module, participants will be able to

describe at least two sociological, biological, and psychological influences on
adolescents;

e.

describe and provide one example of at least four of Havighuest's ten develop-
mental tasks; .7
list at least one behavioral expression for each of the four themes of adolescence;

ist at least one personal and one programmatic response te the four themes of
dolescence.

29
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MODULE II: THEMESPF ADLOESCENgE
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STATISTICS

WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF AMEPICAN SOCIETY



27.3

million

1960

r32

110.111..11

: YOUTH POP4ATION

43.8

million

4

21% of

TOTAL

POPULATION,

?Ige

1974

14-17 = 16.9
18-21 = 16.1
22-24 = 10.8

million
million
million

1980,

(1976)

,49.211

50.8%

84.6% WHITE,

NON
15.4a " WHITE

(Youth Aged 14-24According
to the U. S. Bureau of Censlis
Characteristibs of American
Yodth: 1914)

PERSPECTIVE: TOTAL U. S. POPULATIOti = 23.5.1'MILLTON

(has risen by 9.4% in past decade)

4

4



WHERE?

MOBILITY?

GE9GRAPHY

4

2/3 Youth live in Standard Metropolitan Statistical'Areas (SMSA's
including 30% residents of central cities

75% black jouth and 82i Spanish yoUth
)._

resiclends of metropolitan arqas

50% of 20 - 21,year olds and

70% of 22 - 24 year olds moved between March 1970 and March 1974

34

(Ages 14 - a4
U.S. Bureau of Census)



Of
EDUCATION

93% '14 - 17 year-olds

43% 18 19 year olds

1973

.
ENROLLED IN SCHOOL

In l975 3/4, of high school'seniors planned to attend co1lege or

uhiversity

(49% "definitely")

1/3 of white youth 18 - 21 years old

1/5 of black youth 18 -..21 years old

ENROLL& IN

COLLEGE

IN

1973

U. S. BUreau of Census

(Series P-23 No, 51) Charapteristics of American

and Youth

(Series P-20 No.299) College Plans of High School
Seniors

35



PAMILY

90% of a 1 youth lived in families in 1974

(1ter their own or their parents)

S. Bureau of'Census

Average c

I

st to raise one child from birth to age 17: $34,600.
or(,

Mi dle-income budget:
$13,530 Food

4,480, Clothes
2,260 Medical

15,560 Housing,
12020 Repreation4 Transportation, etc.

--

$48,150

MALE

(U. S. News and World Report
September 6, 1976, p. 46)

PEMALE

Unmarried 66% - White 49% - White
Persons Ages

18 24 75% - Black 60% Black'

v 36

41
f.

. Bureau.of Cen'sus)



EMPLOYMENT

4

16 - 21 ye* old persons comprise 14% of all civilian Workers.

14 - 21 year old persons earn 5% of all income in.the U. S.

.1"

Approximately SO% of 16- 21 year olds are workings

(including babysitting, cutting lawns, etc).

laborers, equipmen't operators (blue collar: 56
sdYvice-workers (18%)

clerical (40%) and service, such as waitresses,

maids (32%)

Average income of persons 14 - 21 years of age $ 2 138

Median income of families with a he44.

under 25 years of age and a year-round
fullr.time job

(in 1976)

$10,155 (in 1973)

(U. S. Bureau of CensUs)

pNEMPLOYED: 34.1% of non-white teenagers in labor force

16.3% of white'teenagers in labor force

YOuth agep 16 19 have highest unemployment rate of any age groUp.

37

(U. S. News and World Report
unless otherwide stated)
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Y (Youth) = 12'-

100%

-90%

80i

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%'

10%

0%

38

67% A

USE OP PSYCHOACilVE SUBSTANCES

(YOUTH andADUtTS).

7 liearsi Of 'age

8-2% A

55%

Increse for
adults and
youth, ages
14-17;no
dhange for
youth ages 12-
13.

23%7 y

Cigarettes AlCohol Marijuana

Increase in Increase
since-1974, since
most in 1974, par-
yduth in ticularly
large citieg, large cities
,rural areas & in the Ast

.A (Adult). = 18 &-!..,I1P years of a e

According to 1975 nationwide study.
called: Public Experience with,Psychoacti:1SubstancescOnducted tor mot

NIDA by the' Response Analysis
Corp. and George-Washington
University

No change
for youth.
3% drop for
adults 49

dem.
11% Y

'Non-medical use
Psychotropic

Seds Barbs Stints

L _AL j
1153....Y.

v Heroin

It
Too small a
sample to
compute
change

_2741%_A_

69% Y

Reported no non-
medical use of

any drug

1 39
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L;"..

1 of 5 live births..is to a. teenagir

.

.
1 of 34abortions is performed on a'teenager

,

r

,

Inbreasejn rate ofi,teen
,preganaóies

'(betWeen,1968.- 1973)

at

o

4

0,

Li

.50% among white females.

13,154 among black and hispantc-
named Semales

,

C

FASTEST PREGNANCY RATE e'REASE: .9 15, YEAR OLD FEMALES-.'

00

r.

.'(Statistics,,according.to National'
AllIanbe concernectwith School.Age
14rents a,s reported in Washington
Post, March 84 19774

. 40
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6.RiME BY YOUTH

Arrests of.persons under 21 as a percentage of all arrests ,

-

5 %

1970: 8 million 'birests for all

Offenses. 3.4 million, or
;

, 37%.

41.

)involved ak)uti,:t below,age 21

32%

1-

r-

111.- <

'Source: P. B. I.-and U. S. News and,World

Report.
4 4 2
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ASSORTBD PACTS ABOUT YOUTH

V.

Young women were More 1$:kely to be single in 1974 than they'Were
1'1,1960.

(ureau of Census, 1974"Report).

Teenagers (mostly girl.$) buy approximately 560b6f the shampoo sold,
yearly in the tL,,S, (AboUt 250 million dollcirs Worth!) 46141,.today!s
teenage.girlspurchale about 1/4. ofall cosmetics sold in'store0.

(U. S. News & World Report)

.t

Young men between6the ages of 15 and 24 buy about 60% of the audio
equipMent sold'in America.

6(3. S. Nevis & World Report)

outh are important peoplg.

,YOUR OWN STATEMENT(S) OF FACT/KNOWLEDGE:

(Gillispie)

. 1



entity to be considered)

1. What cloes my prcigram do, in terms of specific approaches to Youth or activities, thef
responds to this theme?

If

Ii

2. What do I 'do in my work with youth that responds to this theme?

3. If I could create an "ideal" programmatic approach to this theme, what would I do?
What types of,activities would I recommend? How would youth be involved?

4 I
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PERSONAL RECORIi

MODULE II

OBSERVATIONS,.INSIGHTS,.LEARNINOS

about myself:

about youth/adolescents:

about my work:

other:

00

11.14

f

45

(Continued on nokt pogo.)
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REMAINING GLItheIONS:UNRESOLVED latIES

A
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MODULE III

STEREOTYPING AND LABELING OF ADOLESCENTS

4

4
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MODULE.III STEIFiEOTYPING ANa LABELING OF ApOLESCENTS

PERSPECTIVES

The purpose of this module is to examine the process of labeling and stereotyping d (es-
cent behavior and the impact that this process has on adolescent development. ljvls cbn\
corned with the way adolescents are labeled by the society and the institution/they are \
part of (e.g., family, school, and friends), and focuses on the problems created for adoles-
cents who are negatively labeled by society.-(One of the underlying assumptions is that
the participants of this training deal with youths who have been. labeled in a negative way \
and.who may have accepted some aspect of these negative labels as part of their own self '

image.) The module provides an opportunity for assessing possible strategies for workirig
with adolescents in this situation and looks at the important needs of a young person who
has incorporated negative labe0 into his own self 'concept. This module also begins to
examine participants' feelings about arid responses to negative labels and to adolescent
behaviors that fall into "negative" categories.

OBJECTIVES

By thaand of this module, participants will be able to,
distihguish between a label and a stereetype;

describe At least two kihds of negative labeling experienced by adolescents;
st-

cite two examples cif,the self-fulfilling prophecy;

identify at least two possible outcomes for the adolescent who is labeled by family,
friends and/or school;

" discuss one stragegy to ule in approaching the adolescent who bas accepted/he
conceptof being no good (a bad person, a lpser, etcS';

identify three adole!scent behaviors that trigger negative stereotypes for the partici-
pant (pttrsonally);

V.

identify one type of behavior that-an adolescent may exhibit that fundamentally
conflicts with the participants' personal values (i.e., his/her sense of right and
wrong),



MODULE III STEROTYPING AND.LABELIIIOF ADOLESCEI1ITS

NOTES:

y.

A.

111.2
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Descairrom OF A YOUTH

IT
1. In the exericse you just completed, you described a youth latih w om you are work-

ing. What positive and negative labels did you use to describe him or her?

2. Did you find yourself doing any unconscious labeling?

6
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.17,a high school ciropout, and an unwed mother.,She does not Kaye fulicustody
of her baby because her mother does not trust her with the child and so obtained legal
custody of the baby. Betty does not live at home; she drifts from friend to friend and
wants to establish a place to live so she can have her 1ib-year-4;4d child, She has been living

off of friends, family, and money she picksup in oddIjobs. She sornetimes gets money

from boyfriends.
,

Betty has a reputation' for being,tough and t)i- fighting. She drinks a lOt; when drinking
with a group of kids, she often PhysiCalli attackspeople, boys and girls alike. She most
often gets into, fights if someone makes insinuations of a sexual nature about her behaVior

or appearance.

When not drinking, Betty is fairly quiet end withdrawn even with her peers. She does nob

talk at all when adults are present. She is attractive physically and has long bleached hair.
She hides her face all the time by covering it with her hair. If adults are around, she re-
fuses to look up and has her ;ace totally obscured by her hair. (which looks uncombed),
She can't read,or write; when she was in school she was put in a "sldw learner" group at a

. very early age. Her parents did not care. She was a viotim of severe child-abuse when,she

was young and for quite awhile lived with foster parents (seVeial) when her natural par-
,

' ents threw her out. Since she was 12, when she lived at home, she lived with her natural.
-mother: her father had left with another woman and lives in the same town.

When she was 14 she met the father of her child. He w
was in love with him. He was her first boyfriend; He le
became pregnant. She has not heard from him since.
for being pregnant. She now haS a new set of frie9ds,
primarily at parties and bars. It's unclear if ihe talkst
friend. She wanders around with different people an

gentle and kind to her and she
t town without a Word when she

er friends at the time rejected her
more transient group that relates
anyone or has a particularly good

never stays with anyone long.

She recently enrolled in a summer Jobs program. She told the counselor who interviewed
her thEit she needed money badly. Sheactually did nqt talk directly to the counselor. When
the counselor would ask her a question, her friend Pat, who was with her and enroliing in
the same program, would answer for her. She refused to be interviewed alone and started
to walk out of the program because Jean, the counselor, asked hertto stay Jora few min- it
utes without her friend.

The first activity of the jobs program was to have ell the young people enrolled Meet to-
gether with the staff to discuss' the available jobs and the training that would be coffered
during the summer. Each young person was asked to describe himself/herself and talk'
about what job and what training might be interesting for them during the summer. petty
'refused to talk., Herfriends tried to help her and encourage her, but nothing seemed to
work. When'finally put on the spot she said in a barely audible voice,.with face down and

covered by her hair, "I can't do anything, I'm no good." Then she said, "Maybe 9ou, have

some jobs for whores in this program." She refused to participate any more than tha and
would not listen or speak to anyone for the rest of the meeting.

III-5
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At a party laterthat night she got into a fight With a girl who called her a whore and told
Betty to- keep away frorry hfr boyfriend'.

She came back to the jobs program the next day. She SPoke briefly to Jean, the counselor;
saying the would adopt any job that would take her because ihe needed Money for her
baby: She was Pretty Sure rio one would employ Fur for anYthing. Jean was able to cOm
vince her to talk for awhile after thibroup meeting. Betty appeared to trust her amftold
her a bit about herSelf. When Jean triSd to ask her about, school or family issues, Betty
became hostile and suspicious and reverted back to withdrawn, self-cieorecating behavior.
While she was talking, Jean formed a strong opinion of her as amalert and. bright person,
who kept most of her private thoughts and feelings to herself.

0
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TRAINEE'S NOTES

Describe the bfollowing:

Central points of Betty's case:

Betty'l current self-image:

1.

Betty from the perspective of peers:

I.

A

(Continued on next page.)
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Betty from the perspective of insti,utions:

Betty's behavior:
4'

,

a

Your own personal response:.

Yo r reactions to the role play'(if applicable):

t A.

;

4.

E.

4

>

#

I.

4.

I I

N.;

6

'1

%.
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it CASE STUDY: BETTY

ROLE PLAY INSTRUCTIONS FO!I JEAN.

,You oro *jean, a coi:inselor ip the.suninertitigrarn. YoU are the:one who hastalked to
Ben's/ about her partiCipation in the Peogram. She'did seem to trust you for a few min- .

. uteS, thelast time.you talked..She told you a little aboUther Current life and abbut how
much she wanted to have her child living with her. She told yOu shehad no place tO live
and no way. tO pay-for a place. But when you tried to esk her about her bray and why
her niothertook the baby, she got really angrY and then refused tO talk. She said I don't
know and covered'her face again with her hair. It's really tough to talk to her when she
does that.' b I

\Yiour rOle in- the progr.a)t iito help place k in sumMer jobs. Your;main interest, how-
ever, is dirjeCting toward the training program those kids whO might.last beyond the sum-
mer. This program.is connected with the local community college andcwill provide what-,

ever'training you and. the young person- decide is needed. No one has a clear picture yet
of how thii ll1 wOrk and exactlyvhat the college resources are in,terms of providing
training. Yoii, have a lot,Of faith in the staff there, and believe that if You come up with
a sensible training plan for a young person, they Will do al(they can to Provide it You
sense it.Woutd-be good for Betty to gO into that type of situation, but you also know
that she it strOngly in-need Oft job and money. She woulddnot be paid if she went ,Into
training ivy& have dea'ded that that Will have tomait. You Will have to help her get a
job first. You woUld like, however; to get her into the evening relredial reading program
offered atithen college sO that she could attend even if she:Were working.

You havescalled herb) to talk about.the types of ,jobs.she might be able i6 get'. The types
of jobs available are typicalsummeejobsiwalting on tables in a restaurant, summer camp
counseliin,.construction, etc-. You Want more informatiOn about her, so you:can place
her into a sitUation where she will:succeed. You also want to talk to her aboiot the reme-

.

dial reading course, which begins *next week.
,

KA,
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ROLE PLAY' IN6TRUcTIOIS 'FOR iterrY ,'' , 1 i4.,

yocu are Betty.tooktack eYer the Betty case ff yOu want.more background aboutBetty.

You are'really unhappy. You want your baby baCk, you'Clon't,Want to (and your mother
won't let you) live at home. You eee really tired of bumming-around arid living different
places. You always get into fights with the people you live with:They are always picking
on You, especially When they drink. It's funito drink though and'iit is fun to roam around
going.places. It josttgets boring. You wish you knew how to do Something, You have
failed at everything you have eVer tried. As they told you at school when 04 were little,
you are really slow. Once yoil tried a remedial reading course because the school made you
do it. They .knew you would fail, but they, made you go anyway. The dumb teacher
picked on you, telling you you didn't try enough, and made youtry to read in front_of
the class. She knew you would be embarrassed and'couldn't do it. She just wanted your
friends in the dais wire how dumb you were. Anyway you told hee off that night that .

you went to her house after having a few beers. She threw, you outbut so what.
.

Now you are in this jobs program. You have to do something. You can't go on this we*, 7
with just the money you can get from odd jobs or borrow from your friends. But who
would 0/ant to give you a job anyway? There is nothing you can do. It might be too hard,
but you are trying to stick with it long enopgh to find out. If you don't get a job, what
will you do?

Jean has asked you to come in and talk to her. You,sure don't want to do that. Talking to
grownups is terrifying, besides they are never honest with you and try to make you do
things you can't do. Maybe Jean is okay: she wasn't too bad that time you talked. But
she did get nosey about your family. You don't have to put up with that; you can walk
out if she starts that sort of stuff again. It really is sCary to talk to her though, but you
have to do it oryou won't get a job. She will probably throw you out anyway as scion as

'she finds out how dumb you are.

S.
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SMALL .G110b01\ifiTRUCiONS: A- .14N

hi your sMail group, Your task is to decide what 1 liernalive strategiee Jean mighfUse in
,,Working with Betty. Decide what Jean should be ing to accompligh with Betty and
what approaches'(or Strategies). she might take in Ioiflg sp. At the end of this task, yoU .

will be asked to share your.conclusions with the total group. Organizte your information
So that it can be easily surnmarized from the rest of the group. You will have 20 mirptes
to complete this task. ,, .. ;

, . ,

. The follpwing information about the program and the resources available to Jean should
help..you in this task.

..,Tne summer program Jean is wbrking with is designed to place young people in Jobs to
.

.

give them a chance to 'work; earn money,(and get some experience. The jobs available are
typical summer work: waiting on tables iii a restaurant, tumnier camp,dounseling, con-
struction, and the like. The program, however, has another component for, young people
Who need training befom they can work. This part of the program is connected with the
community college'and will last all year. The way this is.structured is that Jean, in work-
ing with her yOung people, can devise a training plan that will help meet a young person's
needs and be implemented through the community college, which has a number of good
resourdes available. They haVe remedial reading, GED programs, career workshops, and
the like. In some cases, young people referredqo that program by Jean .can 'even get
credits from the college for their training. They will not be paid, but their course work ( .

or training will be provided free of charge. Although job placement for people choosing
to go into the training-program. is not guaranteed, the program staff 'feel fairly.confident
that they can place people aftdr,training.:

. ..

,. .

Complete the outline on the following page and prepare your group's responses ,on a flip-
chart.

7 S.
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From oloan's point of viewL

A CASE STUDY Orty.

1. What are Betty's basic needs?

2., What are your goals in working with Betty?

3. What approaches or strategies night yoU use?

P,

.58
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CASE STUDY1 BETTY

$ ALL GROUP It4STRUCTIONS iETTY j
ln Your small group, your task is to decide what are Betty's battle nee& at this stage from
her point of view, Then decide (ftill froqher point of 'view) what optiOns she'has.in
terms of meeting those n4eds. Atthe end of the small group work, you will be asked to
share with the total grouP your conollisions about what Betty sees as.her most important
needs and what she sees as her options in meeting those needs. Organize your information
so thatit can be eaSily shared with the total group. You will have 20 minutes to complete
this task.

Remember the following about Betty: She has nmoey, no place to live and wants very
much to have her baby with her. She also knows, when shd is honest with herself, that she
is getting nowhere and really wants something to happen to changdlier life. She secretlY
would like to get married and provide a home for her. baby, She wants badly to have
someone loin) her, but is sure no one can. After all, She is no goOd, she has been steeping
arourtd, and she is sure she ii-clumb and "bad," She doesn't trust guys anyway. They all
just use her. Actually. she. doesn't have any friends girls or boys. There is no one that
understands her. She is in the summer program for rnoney.,qhé knows she can impr6.43
her reading and writing skills andliarn other things there as well. She thinks she would
like that, but she is sure shdwill fail and be laughed at again:She did try once to take a
remedial reading course, but the fees it was,a failure. Shd thinks the teacher really had it
ip for_her and kept embarrassing her in front of her friends. Ste believes the teacher just
wanted to let everyone see how dumb she was. Betty told her, off one night after a few
beers, ind never came back to the class.

Even if shewoukl like to try some training, she knows she can't because she needs to
work so she can live. Anyway, she it not sure she trusts the people at the Program to real-
ly help her. She is sure they,will throw her out of fhe program when they realize she is
slow and that she has a bad reputation,

Complete the outline on the following page and pre'pare your group's responses on a flip-
chart.

t-9
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A C480 STUDY BETTY

From Betty's point of view:

1. What are Betty's basic needs?

IA

2. What options does Betty have in meeting thcise needs?

.1

3. What would Betty like Jean to do?

A

I/
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Notes on Betty's point cif view:

A *CASE STUDY:' Berry

Notes 3n Jean's point of view:
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OPTIONAL CASE ST1:10; DAVID

David is 14 ant has been in and but,Of troubliWith theslaw several' times. He Wes picked
up for cai theft at age 11, and released-to his parents three years ago...The last time his

. parents turned him in was when they disCovered him in the Middle of a bad drug trip in
another stolen car with some friends. They.imrnediately tbok him to the local police sta=
Von and left him.there. He has just been released from a juvenile home into thebuitody
Oct his aunt, His parents refused to takd hini. His aunt lives in another city and. he did not
knoWanyone there.,His aunt is 50 and he last saw her when'he was 10.

He is enrolled in the local high school and haerrapidly himself with a group of
friends whdget into trouble with the school for truancy aggreisive behavior and some:.
times with the juvenile authorities.

David talks "tough," swaggers a lot and in general behaves in a manner diffkiiiffor
teachers to handle. He dOes none of his assignments and makes a big point of entertain-
ing the class by baiting his teachers. He refuses to sit down and talk to teachers or
counselors. When sent to the office for disciplinary reasons, he walks oUt of the school
and does not corne back until the next day, or if forced to say something to the Wind-
pal orother adults he announces loudly he is kbad" and "ain't nothing anyone can do
about itl" The school is reluctant to have him picked up for truancy since his previous
record would probably'mean he would be institutionalized again. David does not indi-
Cate, in any way he is concernedabout that possibility. He has said several times he.knows
he Will be sent back anyway by either the school or his aunt, so why worry aboth it. His
aunt believes that his stay in the juvenile home was tough anddifficult for him, so she is
trying to convince the school to help him and her through/this crisis and give him some
time. His aunt has never h-ad children, is single, and agreed to take David because she be-
lieves it is wrong for children to be rejected by their families. She is a strong church-
goer. She is afraid of the scandal of David's being picked up again by the authorities .

for illegal activities. She keeps things locked up at home just to be sure David does not
take theM. David does not talk to het' and laughs about her with his friends.

cr
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STEREOTYPING EXERCISE

List at feast five types of aciOlescent behavk4about which you feel positive:

1.

2.

3;
0

4,

5.
A

6,

7.

8.

Comments:

pst at least five types of idoleicent behavior about which you feel negative:

1.
%*.

2.

3.

4.
fl

,* 5.

6.

7,

8.

Comments:

111-21
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PERSONA RECORP

MODULE III

OBSERVATIONS, INSIGHTS, LEARNINGS '

about myself:

about youth/adolescents:

about my work:

i

other:

64
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III-22

(Coniinued on next page.)
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,STEREOTYPING AND LABELING 01,ADOLEBCERTS

by Marla Le Clore
1977

A'dolescence is a time when the childhood Veers are over and the adulthood yeare have

not yet begun. Many adolesgeWs have "loit" one identity end nOtiyet gained the other.
The search for an identitiand for a meaniriiifUt itlitigtociety is extremely. intense (ind
often painful. Young people are moving out of the identity they have had with their,
family, school, and community and are trying to build a new identity and establish a

sense of belonging. As a result,the external labels and the identity given to them brthe
*adult world are very influential for the adolescents development and feelings of self-
worth, Kenneth Keniston characterizes youth as a "time of ambivalent tension over the
relationship between self 'and sOciety,'! Adolescents are constantly'searching for clues to
determine how the external world views them. TheY are particularly sukeptible to iden-
tity labels applied to them by others because most of them. have not developed a strong
enough identity or self-image of their own. It is a time of extremeself-doubt and a time 0

of stniggling tafind something or someone to trust. The certainties and foUndations that
were trusted during childhood are no longer valid. Establishing trust in*something and
finding a self-identity are all important issues to most adolescents. (Refer to themes and
behaviors in ftlodule II.)

It is therefore extremely important to look at the processes Of labeling individual adoles-
cents and stereotyping adolescents as a group that are done by society and by adult insti-
tutions. The teenage yeers are ones to which our sOciety applies many stereotypesmany
of them negative ones. Stereotyping teenagers into categories.such as troublesome, selfish,
worthless, self-centered, lazy, etc., seems to be a common practice of adults. Adolescents
are portrayed in the public media in many of these types of stereoyprIcays, and teen-
agers are well aware ofthe images that are applied tb them. When a teenar behaves in a
manner that the adult world interpret&to fit into those:stereotypes, the teenager *often
finds himself labeled as lazy, unmotivated, selfisketc. Too oftenparticularly, in the case
of negative labelsthe teenager begins to accept these external interPretations of his be-
havior as truth and accepts them as part of his self-image. The process of labeling individ-
ual adolescents and the impact that has on their self-kmageis what we want to lOk at. In

--"`parlicula this paper will focus on the lasting damage that can be done by preMature neg-
ative .labeling of adolescents who are searching for their identity apd trying to get answers
to the question: "Who am I?" When a young person feels that the outsidemorld perceives
him as a failure and has labeled him as such in his early developmental years, the chances

I.

are he will accept that concept of himself and become.a failure.

C.

LABKING

Adolescents are labeled both positively and negatively by a variety of persons.

Family, friends, teachers, and others in the youth's community have a profound influence

.on an adolescent's concept of himself. Individuals are, in fact, labeled by those in the in-
stitutions to which they belong all the-time. Labels such as ambitious worker, smart, good

III-25
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gdyi t ad guy are clonstantly applied by ectiO.ol systems, family groups, and peer groups.

, ThOst types of labels often form the basis of ,a young PersOn's definition of ,hirnself, his
senseOf competence, usefulness, and belongipg.

0 )
The sense of belonging and knOwing one's identity IS blarly connected.to developing a

' strong self-iwage. The transition period of adOlescente is by nature a difficult one in this .

aspect and the adolescent is forever searching for cues,and clues in the behavior of others
to test their acceptance of hini as an individual.

0,

Closely connecteee
.I

the feeling Of power and contrOl over one'ilifegplone'S identity...,
Youth, in fact, have little power over the institutions to which the\,/, along (schools, tor
example) or aspire to belong (the world Of work). Again, youth are Constantly searching
for the way these institutions perceive them as individuals and define their potential for .
meaningful existence,

Negative Labeling and theSeff-Fulf Ming ProphecY

0
-

Many adolescents (particularly Mose found later in drug programs, juitenile justice p
grams, and the like) have been negatively labeled.

A majority of youth still manage to get thrtotigh the adolescent years without getting
caught in the self-fulfilling prophecy that occurs if they are,negatively labeled by the
outside world. But those youths who do get aught in that process are often the ones

a whom we later see as troubled, ponfused, and involved in a variety of "problem Situa-
'Jions." Negetive labels, when applied to youth repi-74clly by their family, school, and
community becomelhe basis for that youth's image cif himself. Sorne sort of self-percep-
tioneven a negative one-Lmayseem- at the moment preferable to the adolescent to.none
at all. If adult institutions begin to label him a failure, he is peculiarly attunecho hear .

thet and accept it. He is at a unique point in life, with little trust in himself to define his
own identity, anxious for others to define that identity for him, and,prepared to accept
that external definitiOn of his identity as accurate.

After an indMdual has been labeled as a troublemaker, slolearner; delinquent, prosti-
tuteor simply aS, "bad,"that individual tends.to be treated that Way. by parents, teach-
ers, and friends. When society begins to eXpect an incgvidual to behave in a way that con-
forms to those types of labels, that individual is under griat pressure to do so. The more
widespread and consistent the labeling; the-more difficult it is for the adolescent to find
alternative wayS to define himself. If thi'S labeMepomes a part of the youth's identity and
if he begins to behave accordingly, the labeling has become a self-ftilfilling prophecy.

The elf-Eieinforcing Process

.Often a person has accepted a rieg4tive label as part of his identity, it also becomes a self-
reinforcing process.

The adolescent who has accepted society's view of him as "no good" begins to reinforce
that concept for himself. He begins to look for (and often finds) opportunities to rein-
force his self-image. He becomes certain that he is not acceptable and not to be trusted;
his response is often to confirm that type of picture of himself. Interpreting the adults

I 11-26 6 7
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and their inititution's view of himself as negative, Abe adole$Oritturiiipg.to a peergiop
for support. They often choose a like.peer group (one in 11116 Others have the Semi

:

negative labels) and reinforee the negative behaviors tinctitragei they haVe of theniseives.

They also reinforce for each other their feelings of alienation from satiety.

Negative labeling rapidly leads to feelings of alienation frorn meaningful slitial roles and

feelings of failure and rOjection by society and of societY. Ultimately it causes the young ,.

.person to loie anY faith in himself and makes it almost impossible for him,to trust anyone.
else other than peers he perceives to be like himself.

,

.
\

- `,...........
Vilienation in its most general sense is a destruction of one's ties to the-
social order, a weakening of one's feeling of belonging to the family, the
schoo(yor the community, a-weakening of feelinnrally obligated to
obey the rules, and a doubt that there are any positive rewards for striv-

ing to do what is right. In essence, it is a-rejection of one's rejecitors, a
psychological disengagement from the society one lives in,*

ti One of the significtmt aspects of this respOnse to libeling and to limited access todeiir-
able social roles is that it gives the youth permission to ignore or violate the rules. If one

feels that he doesn't belong, has no possibility of any rewards from continued involVe-

merit, and ultimately has no moral obligation to those in authorityin these institutions,

then he is free to engage in any form of behavior that is personally gratifying:There is

nothing-to lose.** If a young person does not feel respected and loved at homeuor suc-

cesful at school and believes th'at it is impossible to move into a rewarding career path,

that youth has little or no reason to hope foisuccess in the traditional societal frame-

work. He places lithe or nothing in jeopardy by experimenting with illegal forms of be:

havior; in fact, these, types of behavior may become his only hope of success, If he is cut

off from school and work, his only source of financial and materiel reWards may be crimi-

nal activity.***

a

Sources 6f Negative Labeling

exoectations Of a young person and interpretations of aspects Of his behavior' are

often a priMary source of negative labels. Educational systems and other institutional -

settings, however; are an equally important source of negative labels. Schools are for the

most part competitive, and failure ise strong part of our school process. Once fichild or,

,adolescent becorries part of the failure syndrome within the school, it is extremely diffi;',

cult for him to become sudcessful. A great deal of research has been done concerning the)

issue of failing students and "slow learners." The data uncovered consistently supports
the.theory that a young person who is labeled a slow learner will in fact become one,

regardless of his actual abilities and skills. Once that feeling of failure is implanted in a

young person, changing it becomes an extremely difficult task.

"A.Dosign for Youth Dovolopment Policy, Center for Action Research', InC., Efoulder, Colorado,

June 1976.

**Ibid.

'68
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., .The juvenile justiOe,System'iOvarial2ly labels arradoleicintin negative ways as sbon as the
. ,_ ,

... . . . c, . .. _ , .

:adolescent bapmesinvcIved in thatsYstern. Againestudies shoe/ that once a Ybuth is

labeled asialinqupnt .6r.a Unguent or a, youth OffenderesocietY treatstIm as such. .
ThachanCes are great th EPientuallOhe -youth yvill -see hirrtself the same.Way." .

... .

.. ;'
, ,, . .. .

;."
I't;

:.

t.

' The probletli viill institutional labeling, such.as that in--the school oe the
:, justice-Aystenis,,is)that it is ofi.in prihnature: ,inappropriate, and di:dated

-by system itequIremegis rathei tfroia carefusl evaluation of the individual's

,- abilities, values, atufroMmttmak to the particular kind of behaVior. The

' ilanger of lab6lingtvhether in the home, sehool;or juvenile justice system,
lies in.thevery'real possibility.that the youth has not made any real elk-
Mitawat to' the specific behavior tVlaCh genOated tite label; the tabeling

,, process itself -reinforces the very behavior.ivkich was.seen,as objection-,
. 0-

.."... able. *--, ' . - . .

0

j
a AP

)
A. .1,

i

/
V4, :

.,,

, -IMPLICATIONS FOR COURSE/PARTICIPANTS .
,. 1

.

"One of the major points to Linderstaild about the process by which,1Z;...o:ccurs is 'Cat
-,

'this process is inherent in'ouikitiety and that most of Us play a part in the process..When

. nhative labeling does occur and does become an integralvart of ihe you*RtOncept Of, .

s-.3lf, it is usually a part of a compleA series of events that is difficult to undVetirc Iltef
.? I

.., life. ..---.,;
. r :- ;l' .

. .

. lf, in fad, ithas bccurred, the youll'l Wdiker'clealing With this adOlesOe0rdmu'st bp aware
,,

that the adoleScent.is continuing to search for confinhation of,his'serf-image. Ithe does
noftrust himself to define that seltimage,pe will gO to extreme, steps-td get others to
define itfor'hitn.,Often this*leads to unusual experimental behavior (Le. fighting, drink,..,

infe; drugs, sex, defiance in,generacko:elicit some response to help hin3 'find some defini-
ti'ons.(1,e,, tough., wild; crazy, Weird, etc,), any of which distinguish him amorig.his peers.

Because they.are often the most influential (reference group and oftenvroyide the only
(pereeived) source of 'trust, the negative label cap become self-reinforcingt, .

: ,
-1,-

.f hus,.the adpiespentehas become an iotAgral part of the problem ,by intprpreting foP him-
self, iri a negative wayx sOciety's vieVv of him as an individual, The yOyth worker must try
triunderstand and deal wit1:044 PrniplexitY Of lhatigsue. The adoleIcenpivilh anegative
self-image does not trust posiNe-feedback. The strdhger the negative irriage,:the Tore,

-difficult for the person to hear, seeor trust any'positive feedback. The truth'(and thd
aciplescent knows it) is that our soojety does reject the person wh6 is labeled a fa,

The ektent to which the"adoleant has definedbirnself aT a failure and has'cut off h. - ,
ties with society l'Oits his options. Creating alternative wiys to look at himself and his
optioni is a complex nd yet a critical aspect of any strategy designed to help'the adoles-

4 cent.

A

d'

1

Ibid,

a :I 1, ,'r ,
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MODULE IV

SELF-UNDERSTANDING
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MODULE' IV SELF4JDERSTANDING*

PERSPEOTIVE

,

The basic purpote of this module is for participanti to understand clearly that a person's
values impact his/her behavior. During this module, particlpants Will be able to discover
soMe specific values and beliefs they hold that influence their attitudes toward young
people and the thin.gs yontleople do. Participants will not be able,to get into an in-
depth analysis of their values or their,own adolescent eXperience during this module. The

purpose is not to do values clarification per seit is to.recogriiie the importance of,values
arid to begin to look at specific areas where individual values help or hinder one's work

with youth

OBJECTIVES

By the.end of this module, participants will be able to V41.,

A

identify two personal beliefs and how they positively influence their behavior
whin working with youth;

4,

identify two personal beliefs and how they negatively influence their behavior,

when Working with, youth;
t

describe a personal experience in which an intervention's success or difficulty
was related to value issues.

*Pt
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MODdLE IV: SELAJNbERSTANDING

NOTES:
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REACTIO'NS TO SI4f.t*ERSTANDING

Exercise 1 My Adolescence, A Recall Exercise
14(

Exercise 2 Values Clarification: Positioning Exercise

Exercise 3 Values Auction

Exercise 4 57ka\tional Role Play

,s()

411

arid+.
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VALUE

410

,.1. A satisfying and fulfilling marriage

2 Freedom to do what you want

3., A chance to direct_the destinies of a nation
0

4., Thelove and admiration of friends

5. Travel ancltickets to any cultural or athletic
event as often as you wish

6. Complete self-confidence with a positive
outlook on life

7 A happy familytelatiOnship

8.'tRe6ognition as the most attractive person
in the world

9. A long life free zf illness

10. A cpmPlete ibr ry for y9Lir private use .

11. Successfully having and raising a child

ORKSHEET

Amount I Highest pought
Budgeted Am't. I Bid Top Bid py Whom

12. A satisfying re 4ous faith

13. A month's va4tion with nothing to do
but enjOy yourself

a

14. Lifetime financial security \
.

:
15. A lovely home in'a beautiful setting /4 .

16. A world without.prejudice

17. A chance to e imin te rape and VD

18,. International f end pppularity t

19. An understanding of the meaning of life

20. A world without graft, fying or cheating

2,1. Freedom within.your work setting
A

22. A really good love relaiionship

23. Success in your chosen profession or
vocation

Total $15,000

GIL
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Five values
to whiah I °

I budgeted
most roney

'VALUES $,BEHAVIORS WOliKSHEET

Hel0ful ' .Hindering
behaviors behaviors .
resulting from c resulting from
these values these values

,

Implications
these might
411110 on my
work with youth
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PERSONAL RECORD

MODULE IV

OBSERVATIONS, INSIGHTS, LEARNINGS

about myself:

about youth/adolescents:

about my work:

other:
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(Continued on next.page.)
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MODULE V: ANALYTICAL AND DECISION.MAKING SKILLS

PEOSP.ECTIVE

The purpose of this module is to examine the process by which given situations are ana-

lyzed (e.g., that of an individuOadolescent, a family, a group, etc.) and decisions are
made about intervention possibilities. Special consideration will be paid to the elements
of a prototype framework for decision-making. Participants will compare their own
decision-making process to the prototype. Opportunities will be provided for application,
of the prototype framework to a range of potential intervention situations.

Y

OBJECTIVES

By the end of this module, participants will be able to

list the elements of the prototype analytical framework;

state the elements of their prior decision-making methodology;

review a sample situation and describe the following:

a. six clues and cues evidenced in the person or situation

b. two relevant., ieces of data about the Eierson or situation under analysis

c. one way in which the clues, cues, and datigathered have been influenced by
participants' own beliefs, knowledge, and experience

d. the problem situation(i)

e. three forCes potentially affecting the problem-solving process

f. one goal of intervention

g. two potential intervention posiibilities

h. the match (or lack of match) between the desired goal and the participants'
skills

i. one decision abOut whether and'how to intervene

I. one mechanism for evaluation of the decision made'

demonstrate an awareness of the context in which decision-making occurs, and the
interrelationship of the process and context by discussing two examples of these

elements;

state a chosen element from the prototype framework on which they wish to focus
attention for the duration of training.,

V-1
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1 FOCUS

The purpose of this paper, is to (1) discuss the importance of the context in which any.
interaction occurs and the ways in which the context can affect the outcome, and (2) in-
troduce the concepts of role and influence and their relevance to any interactional pro-
cessc

,.. 0 ,
\---? t .1

We will examine and.work with models by which.people make decisions abouttheir rela .
tionships with others. More specifically, we will look at the steps involved in analyzing 0., ..,.

given situation from the moment we first discover that situation until we'Ve decided what
to do about it. As peOple who work with adolescents, in Jyar..0iety of settings and with -.

different backgrounds, experience, goals, and expectations, w a ou have in,cOmmon is
that (1) you are ail involved with youth; (2) yin' delineate, cohsi er, and respond to a
variety of situations each day; and ,(3) you have a process by which you make your deci-
sions; Because the decision-making :)rocess varies little from situation to situation, let's
spend some time considering the context in which it occurs. The experience and the out-
cdp..of the decisionnaing procesis can be markedly different.

All relationships are dynamid since they involve the interests, energy, needs,.hopes,
thoughts, values, and concerns Of all participants. Each person brings his own baggage,
his own set of biological, psychologibal and sociological elements, to each relationship.

. These elements will have different weights and will be variously experienced depending
on the'particular features of the relationship. One approach to'cleeper understanding of
this notion is through role theory..

<, ,
..

Role theory considers a person and his role, the set of behaviors and expectations sur-
rounding him at a given moment, as being inseparable. Roles can be adopted by the per-
son or assigned to him by someone else. They may reflect the actual nature of an individ-
ual, or be based on fantasy, stereotyping, assurni3tions, ignorance, wishes, etc. Some roles
are linked with a person and some with the position he fills. Linton, for example, hat dif:
'ferentiated between ascribed roles resulting from characteristics we are born with and
cannot alter, and achieved roles, things we accomplish and can effect. It isiaossible to
experience oneself as influencing a designated role, or as being influenced by it.

THE MODEL AND THE PRACTITIONER:
SOME IMPORTANT NOTIONS

00.

Furthermore, everyone fills a dombiniitiOn of roles,siMultaneously, egg., wife, mother,
teacher, friend, supervisor, etc.* To further complicatethingt, roles also change in re-
sponse to newly developed relationships, to altered rerationships, to environmental
changes, and to a myriad of other circumstances. Often alterations in role, either how one.
sees one's own role or how one is perceived by others, cause stress and difficulty. (just as
it can also result in growth and enjoyment). This is.0f course a common dilemma for the
_adolescent who is in constant upheaval as to the kind, number, and qua* of roles ex-

perienced, adopted, or ascribed..Thereforel, it is important td keep the attareness of role

*Sometimes 'dope multiple roies are compatible and sometimes they are in conflictihe professiohal
woman with on important board meeting and a sick child is an obvious example.
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changes and theyrelated pressures in-mind in thinking about the relationship that develops
between us and the adolesbeht with whottiwe're working. The roles with which we ap-.
Proach a relationship affect its process and outcome. AYelationship between a teacher !
and student, for exareple; will be much mOre frayght Witivissuesof authority arid
eke than that between two:students. Because the tiacher is in a position to mial4ate the
student officially, to record opinions;of student pehavior and accomplishment, to interact
with.parents and otherauthliriticis in the student's world, the teacher has the potential for
wielding large ambunts of.power and influence. Mellow student, while he may have ac-
cess tO,highly valued résourdes'of one sort or another, ii.unlikelY to have the same kind
of potential power over another kid's life. (A sample exception to this notion would be
the influence based on life and death options that a student gang leadermight have over a .

rival gang member.) .

A.

In order to clarify this notion fuyther, let's consider the bases that exist for influence be-

tweets, people. Influence as defined in Webster'S New. Collegiite Dictionary, 1967 edition,
is "the act or poVer of producing an effect without apparent force or direct authority,"
Thereare severalbases upon which a person becomes influential:*

1.1

Knowledge and expertise

Material resources and services

Legitimate authority

Status and reputation .

Charisma and personal attra tiveness
#

Control over the flow-of informatiai

Established relationships
P

TyPically, adults hold-positions and fill roles that enabldtheni to exert varying amounts
of influence over adolescents. Adults are most Often'reldied to youth Eli Parents, teachers,
counselors, clergy, probation officer's, physiNns, politiciins;lintertainerk etc. Most
often, adults still hold the oowpivand,desired position in relation-to the adolescent. The .
adolescent is usually acutely iware of the' differences between himself and thd adult and
of attempts to inflrienbe his behaVior. Inoidentally, this does not mean that influence is,
or is intended to be,-a bad thing: it is a fact of life that happens, often despite efforts to
minimize or avoid it. Nevertheless, because I represents an area ofcritical- stress between
adolescents and the world, those working with youth need to keep it in mind as much as,
possible. .

7

Because the relationship among participants 6reatly affects their ability to hear each other
accuratelY-, to assess e,ach other'S viewpoint fairly, and tO wofk.together in a decision-
making process, the impact of rolesand how we choose to Use thern, perceive them, and
respond to themis en importa4area ol study.

7t.
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. DECISION-MAKING CI4ECKILltit
. . .. .

. . 4 ''.:4

Please indieate whether you have sufficient Wornrafion in tke following amiss to ntakg a decision
about what yout vxmld do next. Note what finfornihrion you have questions aktut.-., I

,

Do y4ii,have ivfficient information 'bow:
-

..

A

.
., .. . 4i,t, , - - k-

I, -
.

''
S

,..ei 1.1No
.

.

., ...;

rot would you questio

1' ..

, 4

4. . *
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1._ Doris . -.,
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Doris is a 14-year-old glrl who just finished telling y4p that she is pregnant. As she has
been descrlbing her pregnancy, she has had a smile oiler face, and has been nervously
wringing her hands together. At several points, Doris WO that she shouldn't be bothering
you with this problem, but she states that you are easy to talk to.

By the time she leaves, Doris has told you the following details: the father is a 15-year-
old boy she has known only a brief tithe, and whom she has nattold about the.preg-
nancy; her parents do not know she is pregnant; she believes she can have the'baby and
keep it without making many changes in her current lifestyle, although people will soon

, see she it pregnant; she fears abortion because it might damage her body; she has just
been awarded a scholarship to a local ballet school and wasiold she has great talent;
she comes frolp a strict religious upbringing; she had been forbidden to date the father;
she attends a schedl thattoesn't allow Pregnant girls in class; her closet friends are

classmates. ,

Your interaction ended when Doris looked at her watch, mumlited that she was late for

an i portant meeting, and quickly disappeared out your door without giving ypu an
oppo nity to say anything.

4

\,
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AN INtERACTION*
4 tt,

e:An interaction is an event or,situation :that occurs involving any,nuniber-of people, insti-
tutions, dOamics, issues,efc.'The folloWing are examples: ' , 4

. .
. .

1
.

. .

Yo overhear at conversation in the hallway between two young people in *hi41
, the talk.about a party held last night where everyone gOtodri.ink find itick; and that

.pO one else made it to school today. .
, .

. a
. ,

, The president of a youth.group asks ypu for helP planniria a fUnd-raising event. The
fund§ will be used to buY skate-boards,ping-pong muiprnent, arkivolleYballs for
the group.

-

A 13-year-old girl has become sullen in school, and her grades hive gone frorfi s to
C's in one semester. Her mother calls and asks for an appointnienit to talk with you,
and requests that her husband and daughter be included in the apPoint1Knt.

:

The first thing you must do in any of the above sitUations,is ti recognite, perhapi qnly in
very generalterms, the ri.ecl for you to make a decision about what you will dp ne)a.
Thereafter, You begin a decision-making process in which you consider whether, and the .

ways in which, you will relate to the interaction that has occurred. You will ask a number
'of questions about the interaction, think about yourself in relation to it, and arriiie at a
course of action you wish to follow.

lot's' look briefly at some decisions that might lae suggested by the above examples:
, l

8:-

4.

,

In the first example, you have some data about kidk absent from ichoorrivhich
you gathered accidentally,,, Your decision involves what to doAntith that informa-
tion: whether to talk with the kids; to share it with school officials, attempt to
gather further.information, corroborate the facts of the story:or to act as ifyou
never heard the-information;

The other twoexamples are somewhat different because your involvement ha
been directly solicited, Nevertheless, you could similarly choose to limit your
future contacts in a variety pf ways and for various reasons, or choose to be much
more invohied with the described situation than your'invitatioii suggested.

Obviously4he above examples describe different sets of circumstanc s. Nevertheless, in-
each of thele instances, you need to make a decision about how you will use.yourskills
and resources, to what extent you want to invest your time, interest, and energy; whether
you are the most appropriate person to.interact with this3Ruatibn, etc. In addition, you
will want to decide what the actual elements of the interaction include, whether there is
a probleln requiring action, and how critical that problem is at the moment.

ichard Bollman and Charlene Paul Smith, Simplation in Human Systems: Decision Making in Psycho-

lwrapy,, (Now York: John Wiley and Sons, 1973).

Q
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.

In any, case, you will be asking yourself a number of questions in an attempt tO gather

as metal information as possible abouf the interaction, the people involved in it, and yatir
potential role.

. I.

e

Having a general freinework available for dealing with that information can prove ery,..
helpful. In the following pages, wkwill explore such a framework, use it with sever
exabplet, and evaluate the extent to which it can hap the process.

.10

..

,

6
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'GATHERING CLUES AND CUES

The first step in a decision-making process is the gathering of Wuxi and cues, which begins
withothe interaction. Some of these clueiand cues are obvious and stralohtforward, such
as who's-involved in the situation, anii-lheOsic, O6Setvable fdttti..0ther clues and cues
are more subtle ahd deal with how people are feeling orothinking ebout the interaction,
whether the partitipants have a history that- is greatly influncinments of the moment,
and whether the most significant aspects of the interaction are happening on the sUrface
or below it.

-

Pincus and Minahan* have categorized the mechanisins by which we typicelly collect -

clues and cues into three groups:

1. Questioning:

. This can be done both verbally and, in wrkten form. It includes interviews, coun-
seling sessions, testing,'questionnaires, letters of recommendations, etc.

2. Observation:
_ ;,

This Orocess refers to'noti 'ng all the nonverbal signallie person sends: the way
they posture themselVes, w et r they make eye contact, etc. This also includes
being aware of pattein's of b avior, typical companions, recurrent habits of ab-
sence or Jateriess, etc.

3. Use of written material:

This includes information gathered for other purposes like school records, police
reports, newspaper stories, etc.

The kind of data we gather, and often how we choose to gather it, is a function of our
roles and what we have access to (e.g., not everyone could reView a police report), our
skill per eiving clues and cues (both verbal and nonverbal, obvioufand hidden), and our,
beliefs about the kind of data we think is valuable (some people believe psychological
testing is the only reliable way to'check out someone's emotional State).

a.

%

Naturally, the informatiim we get about a person and his, situation is also a funtiOn of
what he or she is willing to share. Therefore, the process by which the information be-

)

comes available must be kept in mind: information freely offered is frequently quite dif-
ferent from stuff that has been coerced. li
Equally importaht to the kind of clues and cues made available in a given sitimtion is the
way participants in the situation peel about each other.

*Allen Plows, and Arnfe Minehan,SOeial Work Practice: MOdel and Method, F, E, Peecock Publishers,
Inc., Itasca, Illinois, 1973, p, 117.

1
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Max Siporin* talks about how difficult it is to get accuratedata if the relatiqnship doesn't
proyide an environment in which the person, feels free tooffer information openly.
Furthermorel the wayi in which the infOrmation might be interpreted or Used is Very im-

portant: it's always easiet to speak openly when you believe you will be understood and
respected. Other conditios that create a supportive environment for sharing information.
tan'EtrUst, caring, and hoheSty. Because privacy, personal integrity, and self respect are .

significant iambs for most adolescent§,-tfie best way to gather accurate inforMation is to

or. create an.environment that c9rpmunjcates your respect, concern, and uhderstanding of

' that adolescent and his sitUktibn.
.

Regirdless of how carefully you Irrto structure an environment so that informationris
given freely, clues and cues will frequently ibe complicated, confusing, conflicting, and
difficult to decipher. We all know, for example, how words of a message often express

one thing while the speaker's behavior (tone of voice, vocabulary, body posture, etc.)

reflect another. In these instances, the clues and cues you gather alert you to the impor-

, tante of both messages and to the possible need to sort these ,out.at some future point.

11.

For example, imagine this scene (adapted from Beier, Ernest G. nonverbal communica-
tion "How We Send Emotional Messages," P. T., October 1974.

An eighteen year old boy has just returned home at one a.m. for the thirti-
eth night in a row. He smells like a brewery and looks sullen. His mother is
sitting at the kitchen table, red-eyed and wringing a handkerchief about in
her hands. She looks distraught and exhadsted. He enters the kitchen, sits
down at the fable without a word, and begins to eat a sandwich sitting
half-eaten on the table. His mother asks,him where he has been. He an4.

"swers with a cold stare.

She 'says, "I want you to move out of here." He says, "Is there anything
here to eat?" She says, "I'm seridus: I've had enough Of you. I treat you

s well and you treat me like a servant. I don't. like you anymore."
1

The boy looks up at her with fear in ii,:tl.eyes and a quiver.on his lips.

-"Give me,one.reasonillhy I shoWdn't throw you out tonight," she de-

Perspiration has appeired dr; his upper lip. He *arts to say something but
lightsheigaretfrintedd. He avoids her stare, arid his eyes dart around the

. room as if searchinefor an anstp.er4 Then he clears his throat, his eyes
brighten, a stnilto,':.; p ars acros Mi face and he says, "I love you."

'

TrVing to sort out the clues nd cues lñ this situation would be quite a Chtllenge. The

boy's behavior is, at least on the surface, not very caring, end his conversation reflects
neither concern fi nor interest.in, his mother's state of upset, or in her thteat to evict

him. If, however, we donsider his nonverbal clues and Cues, the fear in his eyes, the quiver

"Max Slporin, hstroduction to Social WorkPractiee, (Now York: MacMillan Publishing Co., Inc., 1975),

pp. 219.250.

92
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and perspiration On his lips, we begin to formulate a rnore complete picture of thisexperi .
ence and of the complexity of the metsages being sent to the mother from het' son.

..,

ciearly, the better we are at picking up clues and cuethe more we win knOw about a
sitdation at thp beginning and th(oughout the process. This will be helpful to our deci-
sion-making process and to our Oltirnate decision.

..The best way there is to increase skin at gatherihg c etand cues is with practice.'Let's
spend several minutes thinking about Doris and the clues and cues gatheeed from the
interaction with her.

. "
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Please list below the chies.and cues.you perceived in the interaction with Doris:,



FILTERINGCLUES AND CUES TI4ROUGH OUR OWN SCREENS

Once we have gathered a yariety of clues and cues, by whatever means available to ui, we
filter them through what Can be called our personal screens. Filtering is a process that al-
lows some things to pasethrough, while keeping others out; it's a similar process whether
it involves drip coffee or clues and cues gathered from an' iriterpersonal interaction. Our
personal screens act ai filter paper determining,which dues and cueti get through to us,
and subsequenVylnfluence viihat we'do with the data that Odes get through.

Each of us has a different Set of screens that are a 'function o +who we are, where we've
been, what we believe, what we -know, etc. Our values and experience deeply affect the
kinds of screens we develop. For most of us,'it is easier to hear and think about those
things we value, and our screens are likely to allow such things in. On the other hand,
things we fear or dislike are more likely, to be.filtered out, Experience in an area may
make it easier or more difficult to deal 'with some clues and cues, but in every case, it's
likely to have some impact. Because ouescreens "play a dominant role in the kind of infor-
mation we are able to collect and work with, it's important to knowas much as possible
about your personal screens: what thingsiyou value and fear, how your experiences are
relevant to a particular situation, etc. The work you 'did in Modules III and IV, looking at
yourself and yqur perceptions of others, should be'helpful to you at this stage.

We can also spend severalr moments thinking together about the examples of interialons
offered under the Worksheet on interactidn and the ways in which personal streerii might
have/influenced the clues and cues gathered from those situations.

f
Suppose you are the person the youth grOup leader has asked for help with fund-raising,
and you believe that fund raising in ordVto buy athletic equijiment is a ridiculous activ-
ity. Furthermore, on several occasions you have offered to help this group with activities
that sometimes came off well and at other times bombed. What would you do? Believing
as you do that fund raising in this situation is "ridiculous," and judging from,your pa
experience with the group, it is likely that you would not consider the request veiy
seriou'aly, and that you woulfl dismisi the idea.

Consider the case of the 13-year-old girl described earlier, You might feel frightened of
talking with the whole family because you are uriskill d at working with the kind of
famity dynamics you anticipate. Your lack of skills arid knowledge is likely to influence
the way in which you interpret tIle data you receive.

You might tell yoUrself that this meeting has been proposed in order to bully you irtto
giving the girl higher grades and, therefore, refuse to,see any members of this family. It"
may, however, be that you have been unable to hear a cry for help from a mother trying
to keep a Marriage and family together. She may see you as the ortfy legitimate person
who Could work with that family. Your anxiety could have interfered with an important
message, and altered the outcome of this situation,
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FILTERING CLUES AND CUES'THROUGkOUR OWN.sdRreNs
. (continued)

,

t

1. What are soma of the other ways in which your personal screens might hairs influ-

enced your 9xperie0e of these twd iriteraotions described-on page,V-12? .

a. The interaction with the youth grOup leader:

C

. the interaction with the family of the 13-yearsold.girl:

7,

V.

A
.

11

2. What are some of thepersonal screens that you experience in thinking about Doris?

4

1 In what ways might these screens influence your nextdecisior making steps?,
.

O.
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EVALUATING CLUESAND CUES IN TERMS OF Tl-iE

.

Naier9lly, whet yoy know and what you believe are very important. Every biti as.critical,
Itowever, are the ways in which the other person(s) in the situation view it. In Module II,
Themes of Adolescence, we talk about the major themes of adolescence: personal iden-
tity, sexual identityinterpersonal identity, and social identity, and how these can influ-
ence behavior in a variety of ways. '

THEAPtH 914(S)

The yotirig person Is under pressure both from within himself and from,outside. The
struggle.to define his vision of the world is powerful during this period. He is likely to
experience and communicate inconsistentmessages abovt his view of the world. Never-
theless, it is essential that you try to experience his woild through his eyes if you want

\to be really helpful to him.

The most important point is ngt to judge or evaluate the other person, but rather to use
everything at your disposal to try and know him betterto evolve a clear, three dimen-
sional picture of the person with strengths, weaknesses, likes, dislikes, 'fears, goals, etc.

To do this you may have to imagine yourself in the role of that person. What would your
feelings, thoughts, and wishes be under those circumstances? Ohm' kinds of options
would you see for yourself? What kinds of constraints?

The greater your capacity to experience the role of the "other," to be empathic to the
person and Ns situation, the more easil9 you will be able to Make contact with both him

. and Kis situation:

Itme of the ways you might do this are to think about that person and what you knovii
of his life that could h-elp you imagine what this moment is like for him. You would want
to consider his age, race, situation, and any oilier characteristics you know about him.
What you've learned about adolescence and experienced.personally, passing thlough that
period in your life, iS al§o useful here.

A

trt

r
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EVALUATING CLUES AND CUES IN TERMS OF'VHE OttIER PERSON
(coritinUed)

What are some other ways you have discovered for helping yourself experience the,

world through another's eyes?'

2. To practice our ability to evaluate clues and cues in terms of "the othet," lois look at
Doris and consider some of th ways she views the world.
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DESCRIPING THE SITUATION
)

The 'next step in' the decision-making j:Irocets isclariiying what the decision is that you'll
be making.

Your goal at this phase should be to describe very specifically the situation and the deci-
sion td be made./
In' order to do this, you'll want to consider, perhaps even with file other person,lhe fol-
lowing issues: ' 0

1. How can I best describe the situation?

What people are involved and how did they be'come involved?

What is- the tettindlike?

Is,it a crisis requiring immediate action, or is it someth I that can be examined
over time?

Does it seem to be simple or complex? .

Does it relate to prioY1ttiations involving either the same people or setting?

Does it appear to be mostly about"' person, several people or.a group of people,
an drganization, several organizations, etc.

What else would have to be involved in any decision made?

What are the realistic boundaries of this decision? (When mbst it be made, etc.)

2. llow can I best describe my relationship to the situation?, 44,

,Are the issues/peoPle/places familiar to me?

Do I have "rapport" with the people involved?

What are my attitudes about the critical elements of this situation?

II

What expertise do I have in this area?

How did I become involvea in this situation?

What existent relationships do I have that could influence this situation?

* V-22
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What hunches do I have about the outCeme/of this situation-

-,, a. if I intervene?

b. if I. don't ipterviene?

What are-some other c8nsiderations?

3. What other questions would I consider in analyzing a given situation?

Often there is not just one problem or.concern in a given situation, but several. When

this occurs, you'll be putting together your experience, knowledge, and best guess and

describing the most important aspect of the situation. If possible, you'ill be choosing
the most critidal or-basic aspect to work with first, following later with other important
elements.

V-23



A THE SITUATION AND THE DECISIOri

1. What other assumptions need to be madttabout Doris situation before continuing the
analysis? )

r)

2, How would you describe Doris' situatn?

I.

14.

C.

3. What do.you see as the decision to be made in Doris' situation?

V-24
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PERSONAL SKILLS AND RESOURCES

gitch of us has different skills, resources, and talents. Knowing what we can and cannot

do and where our greatest strengths and weaknesses lie is important, because it enables ui

to honestly appraise our ability to be helpful in a given situation. Furthermore, recogniz-

ing our personal limitations allows us to design strategies for growth:At the moment we'll

focus On kndwing our strengths in order to be maximally helpful; we'll consider personal

learning needs in subsequent-modules.

Nov; often do vol.; take inventory of your skills and resources? Do you think seriously

about yourself as &resource with an assortment of talents? Do you also consider things

you can't do but' need to? How do you conceptualize and appraise your helping skills?

It might be useful to your personal skill assessment if-you could categorize the kinds of

interventions people typically, make in helping relationships. These interventions can be

grouped under three general headings-as follows:
(

1. Eddcation: those activities designed to help people §et information, knowledge,

and skills

2. Facilitation: those activities that stimulate and mediate connections in and be-

tween systems, and that strengthen and energize systems

3. Advocacy: those activities performed on behalf of someone else in order to ac-

quire npeded resources and services*

Depending on your occupation, one of these categories may reflect more of the interven-

tions you generally make than the other two. Not infrequently, however, people are

skilled in an assortment of interventions and find themselves calling upon a variety of

these to respond to a particular situation.

To further exemplify the ways in which you might use yourself, let's borrow from Max
Siporin** a list of activities people actually perform.

1. Situational redefinition

2. Refocusing attention

3. Stress reduction

4. Changing behavior or setting

5. Changing climate of opinion

6. AccultUration

7. G roup Astructuring

',Pincus, op. cit., p. 113
""Siporin, op, cit., pp. 304-309
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8. Member separatión

9. Qroup disbandment.

10. Situational behavior change

11. Sociaridentity or role change

12. Ceremonial ritual

13. Placement in a therapeutic situation

14. Rematching.an individual and a group

15. Prbgrams and projects
2

16. Primary prevention intervention

17. Strengthening the natural helping system

18. Direct aid in problem-solving

As if all those aren't enough, inoW. you actually perform those activities also makes an
enormous klifference. For example, if you view behavior along a continuum of control,
you could interact with someone in a style reflecting one method from a range of possi-
bilitis.

Place yourself along this- continuum of control.

LIGHT

1

MEDIUM HEAVY

2 3 4 , 5

List sortie examples of the ways you interact that tend to demonstrate this style, e.g., if
you placed yoyrself at "2" along the continuum, you might use a reflective style, encour-
aging persons to take most of the responsibility for their actions and decisions. On the
other hand, if you are more likely to provide solutions or to direct people toward certain
options, you might be closer to a "4" on the scale.

Behaviors that characterize your style:

103,

A
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Some of the roles ou fill demand that you act more in one style than another; However,
becoming more,ivare of the messages you send and of their impact would be extrerriely
useful to your improved functioning in any of these roles. Also, keep-in mind that the
thoice of a style is not always under your control. Your role in a given relationship, will
be related to such things as the position you're in, your personal charisma, your leader-
ship abilities, who you know, characteristics you have that remind the person of some-
one else who holds a position of authority in his life, etc.*

lt woulci be great if we could all feel free to use whateverresources we can generate to
intervene Ina situation. Being realistic, however, we know that often the constraints of
our work or personal situation prevent us from doing this. For example, if your role as

t, a paraprofessional in an organization does not include counseling of kids, it may be
irrelevant that you have very strong facilitation skills. Issues such as time and space
availabilityruse of resources for the acquisition of training equipment, and similar
policies about how things can happen in your organization must be given your realistic
consideration before you commit yourself to an action you m y not be allowed to com-
plete. .

1/

*Pincus, op, cit., p. 248

I
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PERSONAL SKILLS AND RESOURCES
(continued)

What skills do you think are necessary in working with Doris?

Education

Facilitation

Advocacy

Yes

Yes No

Which.of these skills,do you see in yourself?

Whidh.do yonu lack?

In thinking about your employer, w
need to consider before intervening

Q,

t-kinils of organizational constraints would yOu
ith Doris?



DETERMINING THE DESIRED GOAL(S) OF INTERVENTION,

By now you've put together a pretty good picture of the situation and your role in it. In
fact, you've probably done a lot of thinking about what it is that needs to happen next.
The important question now becomes what your goals would be if you intervene at this,
point.

-

Goal ietting can be definedeas an examination of alternative routes &Id strategies that
takes into account all you know about the situation, and stipulates what changes you
would expect to see as a'result of having intervened.

"An outcome goal is an envisioned end state. ..in which we would like to see a situation
at thp end of successful (interventir) planned change effort,"* Outcome goals must in-
clude consideration of the person, the helper,Aand the system in which they are all operat- ,
ing.

The best goals are concrete and measureable: they state clearly what the change will look
.like and how'it can be measured.

Goals can exist on several levels: you might want to say that your goal for a particular
intervention would be to enable the person to use his own inner resources as a result of
your efforts. On a much more concrete level, you might state your wish to help that
person choose a college to attend, or get off drugs, etc. It is possible terhave several levels
of goals, simioltaneously, but it is also to your adontage to Understand the differences be-
tween general and concrete goals. The more concrete and specifithe goal, the easier it is
to evaluate whether you have the capabilities to intervene and, after intervening, whether
the goal was achieved.

Sometimes it is appropriate to have short term and long term goals for the same relation-
ship. Short term goals would deall with the pressent and perhaps one or two.months into
the future. Long ferm goals might involve months or even years. With Doris, for example,
a short term goal might be helping her think about how to tell her,parents about the
pregnancy; a long term goal might be to establish a relationship in which she can explore
her Values and behaviors in relation to adults. Long term goals should alWays be alterable
in response to the outcomes of short term goals and interventions.

, Regardless of how clearly you haVe established the goals for intervention, it is impossible
to establish these in a vacuum.

Goals are a function of all the people they involve and must be agreed upon, either
covertly or Rvertly, among them: It is not unusual 'to discover yourself struggling to
achieve a goal that seems to be in someone else's best interest. No matter how hard you

. try, however, you seem to make no progreis. Checking out the goals of the other people

liPincus, op, cit., p. 87
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involved'might explain why you get/nowhere: they may be moving in an opposite direo-
tion.

Suppose your goal were to help Doris tell herparents about the pregnancy, and.she is _
absolutely determined never to ao sp. All of your support, persuasion, direction, and
coercion probably will not convince her to tell them.

Furthermore, your efforts are likely to alienate her and jeopardize the positiye aspects Of
yoar relationship, .1

You may have more experience than the kids you work with, and believe your age and
worldliness grants you wisdom to know better what the "right way" looks like, You'may
often be correct, but it may' not matter at.all that you're right. To work together with
another person means that you must core n to an understanding about a mi4tual goal
towards which you can work. Maybe you'll both have compromising to do, but in the
process of talking about the goals and the necessary compromises, you'll already be doing
a Icit of important work,together:

1. Gathering more clues and cues about each other's values, attitudes, knowledge,
and skill

2. Learning more about whether or not thid, if so, to what extent you can trust
each other

3. Determining whether pato understand each other well enough to work together

4. Deciding whether you basically like each other

What other factors would you add?

You'll want to try and establish mutual goals as openly and honestly as you can. After all,
if someone is going to work with you on the solution to some dilemma, they can best do
so if the desired solution is clear. Furthermore, you'll want to protect your own profes-
sional and personal integrity by stating directly what you do and don't wish to aim for in
a particular relationship.

Perhaps after making the goals clear, you'll have to part company with the person bicause
the goals each OT you holds cannot be made consistent with the other's. This, however, is
surely preferable to mpving toward'an unproductive end.
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Once you've established your goals and checked their out with th'e others involved, cöni-
pare them to Your skills and resources. PerhaPs you are ntt the person Who can be most
helpful in this situation, or maybe you have neither the time, nor the 'interest; nor the

energy. On the other hand, you may be lust the person, and be very eager to begin fo
.apply Vour.skills' to this situation. It . is important, in either case, to evaluate how well
suited you are to the person ahd his situation before making any decision.

r-

ks,

4

-I 9
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ETERMINI G THE DESIRED-GOAL(s) OF INTERVEN'cION
(continuedi

'

s s: ,

- %.

.
,

.

Even though wercan't check them oui.with her, Let's practice goat setting witlitAans. ,

.

. .%

What goa.lis) would you have in mind fOr her situation?.
-,

01*:

1

t
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DEPIDING,WHETHEli ARP HOW TO INTERVENg

4

This is the. point at 3;vhich you-wire to an,actuaj 'decision about What yoU vvantto do;and .

how %jou want to do it. ,

.
V

T6e dedision Might be to go ahead, to riot go ahead, to gather 'more information, toll.*
lpr more time to consider where.you ate;etc.

4

A

ss .
%1

. In order to make this decision in a comPetentway, you'll want to have some idea of the
kind Of activity you will perform if you decide to go ahead, and What that might mean to

the petson and situation, Similarly, you'll want to4think`about What it v'Oill mean if you

decick to not go ahead. , .
,

.
_ v - . .

.. Id any Case, your deciaionAprill have been Posed on a careful look at a nuintser.of factors. ,

Ideally, you'll feel comfo elite making the decision.
. ,

Keep in mind that whatever decIhion you make must correspond to that of the other
people involved in this process. TO continue,.clespite your wish to do so, if the others

.,.. , are resistent or unwilling, may be anything from ,foolish to impossible.
, 4. .

.1

,th . r-

ciks
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DECIDING WHETI:1,ER AND HOW TO INTERVENE
- (continCied).

What decision would ybii have madkwith Doris?

Why?

- Q
A...

4,

A

,

1
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EVALUATING THE DECISIO

4.g

Regardless of the decision you made, it is extremely (iseful to evaluate and learn from it.
The best way toxic; this is io re-enter the loop you have just completed by,measuring the
clues and cues you receive after making the decision. Perhaps the mes.sage will be that You

were correct in your course of action, perhaps not. There's usually time for readjustment,
however:The more clearlY you listen to the feedback, end process it through *fie rest of
the model, the faster you can Make any necessary changes.

What clues and cues migOt you look for him boris after you have made and shared your
decision with her?

t.

a

mr,
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C.

-.;PERS9NAL liECORD

MODULE

9BSERVATIONS, INSIGHT'S, LEAfrININGS

about myself:

about youth/adolescerits:

about my work:

other:

.46

113
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REMAINING QUESTIONS, UNRESOLViD ISSVES
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CASE STUDIES
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MOPULE V CASF mows

PERSOECTIVE

The purpose of this modulels to in.tegrate the !earnings acquired thus far by analyzing
and assessing individual case studies and developirig a rittionate and strategy for handling
the particular situations described in the cases.

Participants will identify common problems and issues of the youth with whom-theY
work. They will have an-opportunity.to analyze and share an actual case about a youth
with whom they work. They will receive feedback from other participants and expand
their awareness of resources and of themselves.

ObJECTIVES

By the-end of this module, participants will 1;.e able toL-

demonstrate preparation and understanding of at least two case studies by pre-
w senting a ,decision and rationale answering the questions "What would you do?"

and "Why?" regarding the issues of the case;

list at least two problems they consider most difiicult in working with their target
population;

list at least two resources or approaches (of which they have no prior knowledge)-
and provide an appropriate example of how the resources or apProaches might be
used.'

V 1-1
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CAISE'STUDY: CHARLES K.

(as reported by a coheerned teacher)

fir

When I first became aware of Charles, hewas a seventh term high ichool student and a .

member of my section class. A tall, darle-haired, underwaight youth, his most outstanding
characteristic was an expression of intense thoughtfulness and introspection that pos-
sessed a maturity beyond his 17 years. Charles was obviously resentful of any encroach- .

ment upon his privacy of thought. Consistent with this behavior, he had no friends among
his schoolmates. My first interest in Charles.was merely routine: that of any reasonably
conscientious section teacher whose attention is arrested by a spotty attendance record

and a consistently poor report card.

I decided to have a talk with Charles. Before approaching him, however, I constitted the
permanent records in the school file. I learned these facts:

His score'on the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test was 125, this was consistent with his
reading score and arithmetic athievement score. His achievement in past terms had been
consistently poor and, like his attendance record, was growing progressively worse. The

Dean's file listed only one offense against Charles: during the preceding term he had en-
gaged in fights during his lunch period. The details went on to relate that he was severely
beaten by p boy whom I knew io be a head shorter than Charles, and at least one year

younger.

The following afternoon I requested that Charles remain a few minutes after class. With
obvious reluctance he agreed to do so, but infortribd me that because he had a dental ap-
pointment, he could only spare a few minutes. After the class was dismissed Charles

remainpd in his own seat, Seemingly oblivious to my presence. I walked to the seat ad-
joining'his and sat down. The followthg conversation ensued:

I: I know that you are irra hurry, Charle, so Ill only keep you a few minutes. I've
been noticing you during the last couple of weeks and you do not seem very
happy. I thought perhaps I could help. Is everything all right, Charles?

C: (avoiding my glan ) Sure.

1: About your scho l work: You're not doing as well as I know you can. Why?

C: (with a shrug'of resignation) I don't know.

I: Do you like school, Charles?

C:. No.

I: Does that account for your attendance record?

C: No, I've been sick a lot, (I suspected that this was not true.),

.117
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4.

I: What woilld you want to do instead of going fo school?

C: Get a job.

lz- Do You know what kind of work you would like to do?

C: Haven't thought much about it.

Do you be(ong tO ahy clubs, Charles?

C: No.

I: According to your report card, you are doing pretty well in art. Do you like
to draw?

C: Not particularly.

I: Do yod thint you have any talent in (hat direction?

C: Not enough to bother about, (Sibsequent discussion with his art teacher
..t

Confirmed this opinion.)
14,

I; Do you think you uld become interested in any of oitr extra-curricular
activities at the scho The art-club, for instance?

C: No, I don't think so.

I: All right, Charles. I see you are anxious to get away; so suppose we continue
our little talk some*other time.

c'y

After Charles left, I sat musing over the brief intervietr-My impressions were that he had
built a thick wall about himself, and he was alone. I was determined to find out more and
gain his confidence.

Further aptivity in this case was to come much sooner thanA suspected. Two days after
my first talk with Charles, I received a note from Miss J., the Dean of our high school,
requesting that I come to her office immediately. When I entered, I found Miss J., Charles,
and another woman who was introduced to me as Mrs. K., Charles' motller. Mrs. K. was
probably in her middle forties, although her artificially colored hair, her cosmetics, and'
her manner of dress were obviously desibned to hide that fact. She was a woman of better
than average good looks.

I had entered into a highly charged atmosphere, and it is safe to surmise that my entrance
had temporarily stilled a previously noisy and emotional scene. Miss J. attempted to
0(etch thelrend of the discussions up to that point, with frequent interruptiobs and side
i*marks from Mrs. MrS. K. appeared to be intoxicated. I managed to learn that the
events that precipidted Mrs: K.'s visit were as follows: Charles and his mother had ire-
quentiy quarreled over the desirability of leaving school. Failing to gain his mother's
consent, Charles had taken to playing truant. During these periods of truancy, Charles
had taken Odd jobs in the neighborhood. Airs. K. complained of an increased lack of
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obedience on Charles' and held -the school responsible for foiling to satisfy the needi

--end inprests'of her son.

.At this time, Miss J. asked me to.recourit sOme of my impreisions and experiences with,

Charles. I expressed these observations that I wrote earlier in this report. Miss J. then

turned to Mrs. K. andltrsked her why she objected so strenuously to Charles' taking a job.

-Mrs, K. answered that she was determined that Charles shoOld graduate from'high school.

I asked whether she entertained anVideas of sending him on to college, and received a

definite negative reply. I then explained that Charles could finish his high school coursb

during the evening if he should get a job. And I hastened to add thattheschool main-

tained a very fine employment service that would not only find a desirable job for

Charles, but would continue to be concerned over his progress. Mrs. K.'s answer was un-

expected: "I wouldn't. trust Charles on a job where he would handle money. He will

steal."

t,.

At that point, Charles spoke.

C: I don't know why she said that; I never.stole anything.

.. I: I never seriously suspected that you. had.

C: My mother hasn't been herself lately. She wouldn't say that if.she weren't upset.

Having at last broken the hard shell of his reserve, Charles began to speak in some detail

of his past experiences and home environment. He revealed these facts:

His father and wither were divorced when he was seven. He saw his father several times a

year thereafter until-his father's death four y.ears later. Charles-seemed to remember him

with respect, although he was never very close with his father and retained no vivid

memories of him.

Applximately five years agp, his mot-her took a full-time job That left Charles very often

to hirOwn resources. Charles seemed to feel that it was boredom that prompted his

mother to find employment, rather than any real financial need. (I suspected a touch of

resentment and blame in the latter remarks.)

When Charles Was 12, his mother made arrangements to send him to a children's camp.

Charles objected and pleaded to be allowed to remain at home, but to no avail. It was

evident that Charles did not believe his mother's decision to be`a selfish one, for he re-,

marked: "1 guess mymother felt that a summer in fire country would be good for me.

And then she woukIn't have to worry about me while she was working." After three

unhappy weeks away from home, during which time he admittedly avoided all social

intercourse and camp activities, Charles was called before the head camp counselor. He

was asked to choose between returning home or'changing his attitude,toward his fellow

campers to one of cooperation and good will. He chose to return home.

Charles made no friends during his boyhood years, either among.his schoolmates or in the

neighborhood where he lived. "We just don't seem to get along," he sOid. "All they are

interested in is playing ball and going to the movies, things like that."

11 9
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Two.years ago his mother wasiremarried. 6harles bore no dislike for his step-fatjier. In
fact, he confided that in several initances he WaS instrumental in patching up qUarrels '
between his mother and step-father. I belieYelhim, and my initial.faith inthe bciy was or-

" steadily reinforced by other revealing remarks. I learned ,that quarrels and harsh wordg
,

Were common at home: Charles did not knovy, or wati reluctant to tell,cthe causes of
D :these quarrels, and l did not press for details. 4.

,... ,

We turned our attention to his future, and began to sUrvey pcissible fields of employment.
Char* seemed to have no' specific preferences,'but he expressed the' hope that-his job
would entail foreign travel. I mentioned the possibilities of obtaining additional help frorn
a professional agency that woOld 'offer him better Counsel in this matter, and Charles was
very much interestedIaRd asked if I coUld obtainlurther information for him. I asked
Charles to discontinue any further discussion of the matter at home, and prOmisedto do ,

all I could for him. Charles left in better spiriti; at least he smiled When he said goodbye.

At the close of the school day, I stopped in 40 see Mi J irorder to corripare notoketen-..
cerning Charles' case. After piecing our, stories tOgether and comparing impressions, We
made some plans for whattO do next.

VI:6
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CASE STUDY: KATHY R.

(as repoeted by a sOhool counselor)

4.

Presenting Problem: Kathy is 17 years old,and was referredio the school counselor be-

cause *of suspected drug abuse. 4

School Record: Kathy attended a paeochial elementary school. Her achievement and

'aptitude tests fall into the normal range, yet her grades are just passing. Very little infor-

mation appears in' the elementary cumulative records. She is presentlje in her third year

of high school. Teachers like her, yet they believe she is performing below her level. She

cuts her'physical education classes because she refuses to wear a gym suit. Sheis not a

discipline problem in -class, but constantly tired and never participates,

..

'1Z-7-family Background: Kathy's father died when she was nine years old. Her 57-year-old

mother suffers from severe diabetes. Kathy has one brother who is 12 years older th/an

she. He has been hospitalized for heroin addiction. The family lives in a private house in

a suburban neighborhood. Many youngsters from this same area, and attending the same

high school, have been seriously involVed with drugs. The family's socio-economic status

is lower-middleclass. The youth growing up here seek mainly .4m-collar jobs. Kathy's

father owned.a coffee shop not far from their home. The family *still owns this business,

and Kathy occasionally works there after school. I t is believed that a great deal of Om-

bling takes place' in the coffee shop.

Health Record: There is no indiCation of chronic illness. She has been absent a great

deal, and complains of stomach problems. She has been tested and there is no evidence

of ulcers or any other gastrointestinal disorder.

Personality and Appearance: Kathy is 5'7" tall and weighs approximately 130 pounds.

She appears to have a well developed figure, but is slightly round shouldered. She wears

n6 make-upand has a Very pretty fabe. She dresses in jeans and shirts. Although her ap-

pearance is very pleasing, Kathy has a very poor self-concept. She does not see herself as

attractive and is constantly worrying about being too fat, Her disposition is, easy going

and friendly, yetshe Is subject to hostile outbi)rits-.

Confidential Guidance RepOrt,(Summary): When Kathy was first referred to the courv

selor, she refused to go. It has taken a long time to establish a relationship with Kathy in

Which she is willing to speak freely about what is happening. The drug use is past the

experimental stage. Atone point, she was selling:drugs. She herself was-heavily involved

in barbiturate use and just about anything else she could get het hands on. Her.closet

friend, Nancy, is also involved in drugs. Kathy's boyfriend (3 years) has been arrested

several times,for stealirig a car, selling drugs, etc. On one occasion when Kathy and her

friends,where baby-sitting, they took acid and attempted to flush the baby down the

toilet. One of the friends who was not ''stoned" stopped this and nothing happened.

Several of Kathy's friends have been hospitalized for drug overdose;.two died. Although'

both Kathy and her friends found this frightening, it-has not stopped their drug use.



.4

C. t

A

,

In the course of the counseling-SeSsions, Kathy'disclosed many thihgs: she dops not feel
loved, nor wOrthy of love.,She does not see herself is attractive, and often* refers to here
self as stupid. She stated that she was sexually molested by her uncle when she was
elementary school and carriesthe fear and guilt with her;She worries about her mother's
health, and believes her Mother is unaware of wiiat is 'going on. Kathy often talks about
her first couSin who dies1 of an overdose.of drugs. It seems as thOugh everyoneilound her

/is involVed with drugs. She has no, ideiof what she will do Wien she graduates. She says, .

she doesn't care .and would quit school if it weren't for her mother." .

Teachers are-repOrting that she is walking into walls and falling asleep on the di*. Kathy
is extremely manipulative and refuses to cooperate.

When it was suggested that her mother be contacted and that she explore options for out-
side help, she stated that she would commit suicide.

,

to

"

JP'
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CASE ASSESINIENT WORK SHEET

PERSONAL ANALYSIS,

:

i . / r * - .

Record on thiS form all pertinetit data abstracted froth the case 'study thai you think'

is necessary to determine and develop a strategy to deal with that particular situation. D

.,

1

INTERACTION.

Circumstances that led you
to be involved with this case

4

..4

n

2. CLUES AND CUES

'IntOematicin obtained by
questioning, observing, and
gathering written material
cOncerning:

Merkel history
(chronic illnesses,
accidents, etc.)

Familial history
(parents, siblings,
home environment)

14*

Social history
(peer relationships,
clubs,,langs, organfza-
tions, social agendies,
courts; employment)

School history
(grades,,aptitudes,
behavior, anecdotes)

. Other

p.

st7

.4

4
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4

3. PIISONAL FILTERS

Impressions about the
people Involved

Opinions'about themes
of adolescence that may
be present

Personal vIues thatrmay
help or hinder interaction

I

A

1. . ,

I

r

a

4,

4. PERSPECTIVE OF THi OTHER
PERSON(S) INVOLVED

How does the youth feel; whatt'i,
does fie/she wprit to occur; what
are his/her thoug

)

5. CLEARLY DESCRIBE THE
SITUATION .

Presenting problem(s) or issue(s)

Decision(s) to be made

Additional information heeded
or assumptions made

Jo.

124
V110

I

S.
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A

.....11EifiSONAL SKILLS ANI:45
RESOUFI9ES

Present

Educational

Facilitation

Advocacy'

Other

Needed

7. GOAL(S) OF INTERVENTION

Short-term

Long-term

8. STRATEGY,

.

Action to be taken (or not
taken)

osb

4

9. RATIONALE.

.Why you Melded to inter-
vane or not to intervene

VI-11
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..0

CASE ASSESSMENT WORK SHEET,

SMALL trOUP CONSENSUS

4 it

The recorder in each .smallgap is to fill in the categories listed below. This information

will be presented to the total group.

7.

1. -GROUP STRATEOY

2. RATIONALE

3. RESOURCES
4

is

126
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STEPS TO TAKE IN CASE DE

NS'IN RUCTIOSi'

The following points are recommended for you to follow in developing a case description
of one of your clients. Use separate sheet(s) to 'wile out your case. Try to cover all the
Krints described below, as briefly and concisely as possible,. If you do not have sufficient
inf2rmatiOn to 9nswer some of the questions, makee note of that fact for later use in
analyzing what information you need to proceed in this case, You may use this format,
the case assessment format, or both-to prepare for presenting your case to the Small

group.'

1. Decide who is the case. Choose a case in which you are either (a) at a critical
impasse or (b) at the beginning of a relationship.

s.

Describe the adolescevt. (Clues and Cues, Your OwnFilter, Other Person's
Perspective)

Age
t

Sex

Family
Peers

Background summary
Current environment .
Central issues/problems as expressed by adolescent
Oommunication skills (ability to articulate needs and concerns)
Relationship with you (e.g., level of trust, feelings about you, your
feelings aboufhim or her, etc.)
Strengths and weaknesses

3. Describe yourself, the youth worker (Situation, Personal Skills and Resources,
Goalvf Intervention, Strategy)

Roles and responsibilities (brief summary)
Reititionship with client
Interventions zilready tried
Perception of critical problems/issues facing your client
Most immediate confernsyou have about your client
Resources you know of that might be useful
Strengths and weaknesses relevant to this case

4. Summarize major problem(s) of this adolescent using one/two word descriptions
(e.g., peer pressure, family, drugs, ete.)

17
V I -1 5

S.

14,



STEPS TO TAI(E IN CASE PEVEC.OPMENt

-7 I
't DECIDE IONE CASE..

.

Choose a case in tviiich you are either (a) at a crated impasse, or (b) at the beginning
of a'relationship.

4

O.

V1-16
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v

. .

StiPS TO TAKE IN "CASE I5EVELOPMENT

2. DESCRIBE ADOLESCENT.
(Clues and biles, Your Own Filter, Other Person's Perspective)

Use the following in your responses: age; sex, family, peers, background summary, \
current environment, central issues and problems as expresied by adolegent, orn:
munication skills (ability to articulate needs and concerns), relationship with you

leVel'of trust, feelings about you, your feelings about him or her, etc.), and
strengths and weaknesses.

129
,
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1

,

STEPS TO TAKE 11:Al CASE liEVELOF;JVIiitir

I

. 3 PESCRIBE YOURSELF, THE YOUTH WORKER.
(Situation, Persoal Skills and Resources, coal of Intervention, Strategy)

' I

A

.

/ m'

4

*Give:a, briei suniinary on the following: roles nd responsibilities, relationship with
client, any interventions alrelly tried, percept on of critical problems/istes facing

.y,our Client, most immediate concerns you hove abolit your client, resou es you
know of that Might be liseful, disd strengths and weaknesses relevant to this case.

4

/

.1

4

4.

P
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STEPS TO TAKE IN CASE DEVELOPMENT .,
...

4. SUMMARIZE MAJOR IiROBLEM(S).

ris

Summarize major problem(s) of this adolescent using one or two word descriptions
(kg., peer pressure, family, drugs, etc.),

k*

v
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CASE ASSESSMENT illIORK SHEET

PERSONAL-ANALYSIS
F.

Record on this form all pertinent data abstracted from the case study that you think
is necessary to determine and develop a strategy to deal with that particular situation.

. 11

1. INTERACTION

'Cirumstances that led you
to involved with this case

2. Cl..UES AND CUES

Information obtained by
.14

questioning, observing, and
gathering written material
Concerning:

Medical history
(chronic illnesses,
accidents, etc.)

Famillal history
(parehts, siblings,
homO environment)

46 Social history
Ipeer relationships,
clubs, gangs, organiza-
tions, social agencies,

A
courts, employment)

School history
(grades, aptitudes,
behavior, anecdotes)

Other

,

.1
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3. PERSONAL FILTERS

Impressions about' the
people involved

OpiniOns about themes
of adolescence that may
be present

Personal values that may
help or hinder interaction

4. PERSPECTIVE OF THE OTHER
PERSON(S) INVOLVED

Hovirdoes the youth feel; what
does he/she want to occur; what
are his/her thoughts

*Or*

5. CLEARLY DESCRIBE THE
SITUATION

Presenting problem(s) or issue:(s)

Decision(s) to be made

Additional information needed
or assumptions made

VI-22
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6. PERSONAL SKILLS AND
RESOURCES

Present

clducational

F acilitation

Advocacy

Other

Needed

".

7. GOAL(S),OF INICRVENTION

Short-term

Long-term

8. STRATEGY

Action to be takep (or not
taken)

, 9. RATIONALE

Why you decided to inter-
vene or hot to intervene

,

# $
',

VI-23



9.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR SMAILL GROURT/SSK

IP

4

Tlie purpose of the small group is for each of you to have the opportunity to look at and
an9lyzeyour case in an organized fashion; to use the other group members, their experi-

\wee and their knowledge ofresources in heliiing you plan next steps with you( client;

and to valve feedback about the effect of your behaviors and attitudes on the youth

with whirrwyou work.

The following list of tasks should be followed in your small group:

1. Make sure everyone is clear on the purpose-and the task.

2. Appoint a time keeper.; (You are on a limited time schedule and must keep to the

appointed times or one of your groLip members will be shortchanged at the end.)

3. Decideon how much time each person will have"for their case presentation and
feedback. (Divide three hours evenly between each member; leave 15 minutes

extra for breaks.)

4. Decide on the order of presentations.

5. Review the paper on feedback following these tasks. Discus's how each person

would like to give and receive feedback.iAgree on how feedback will occur in

the small group.

6. Review the "Sample Case Presentation Flow""following the feedback paper.
Change (or keep) the time schedule according to tha decision you made in

Number 3 above.

Vl-25
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FEiDBACK

Feedback is a way of helping another Orson or ourselves consider.Changing sorne asprict

of behavior. It is a communice0a.tkaperson that gives him information about his be.
havior and its effect on others. Feedback-lets someone know whether or not his behavior
is having theeffect he integded; it "grit him whether he is on target or not is he strives to
achieve his goals. Gobd.feedback can either confirm behavior by encouraging repetition, ,
or correct it by encouraging a .change in behavior to fit the sitUation.. ,

1 4

'Feedback is a message we get frbrn others, It can be verbal or nonverbal, but it is always
a signala smile, a clenched fist, a facial expression, a body posture, a mutter, a specific
wordthat tells us how we have affected others.

Feedback between you and your fellow groiip members in this training will be your most
valuable learning tool. You need each other to learn. You are both trainee and trainerfl

receivini feedback from other group members about your behavior and skills,

but also giving MO then) when it's appropriate. -You are each other's resource people. Try

to give feedback 'as often as appropriate, and feel free to ask for feedback yourself.

Feedback can be-helpful or destructive, useful or useless, depending.upon how and when

it is given. You will be more effeâtive as a resource person if you learn and follow some
general rules for givindtrelpful feedback. Remerriber that constructive feedbacl,( doesn't

refer only to positive ispects of a parson's behavidr or to what we like about something
someone did. Good feedback covers both positive and negative qualities, things we like

and dislike, behavior a person may want to keep and behavior he may want to consider

changing.

The following are ten guidelinfor feedback:

Give feedback that is intended to kelp the receiver; do not "dump" or "unload"
On someone-just to have 'something to say.

Give feedback that describes what the person is doing; do not evaluate him as a

person,

. Give feedback that is specific, with clear'and recent examples; do not be vague

or general.

Give feedback that i well-timed, as soon after the behavior as possible; do not
give feedback if the receiver does not seem ready ta hear it.

Give feedback in ap propriate doses. Do not give more than the receiver can
process at one time,

Give feedback that is directed toward behavior that the receiver can reasonably
be expected to do something about. '

1 3 6
V1-27
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Give feedback
tion: 4.

Giiste.feedback.
:askini "Why?'

"Give feerack

Give feedback
a

01 1,

that can be checked tVith ihe recsiVer to enstlre clear .communica-
.

describing the effect iiat ihe
,

,

direcay and with real feeling..,
;

that can be checked with the group for accuracy and validity, ;

4 .

receiver's behavior has oti you. Avoid

ft

'V1-28
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- 10 minutes:

4

SAMPLE CASE Pik'ESENTATION FLoW

S.
..)

-Presentation of case:

Presentor describes cdse and responds to questions from
group, These questions are for Clarification only (example:
"How old is the person?" or "I don't understand what you
were sOng about 's relationship to his parents."

10 - 15 minutes: Group discussion of cases

Here the focus should be on input of the group members
about what points may have been overlooked, what infor-
mation might be helpful, resources that Might be helpful,
any feedback to the presentor of the case on his attitude
or behavior so far: A quick summary from each group
member of critical decisioris that need to be made in the
case should be-done before concluding this step.

Group/should also respond to specific areas in which the
presentor would like feedback.

/

.
,.. 5 - 10 minutes: Summary: e

,

Presentor leads discussion of goals and itrategies that could
, be used and suggestitappropriate resources. Group provides

comments and feedback. -

TOTAL TIME: Approximately 30 mihutes

Repeat for each case.

VI-29
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PERsONAi RECORD

MODULE VI

OBSERVATIONS, INSIGHTS, LEARNINGS

about mytelf:

about youth/adolescents

about my work:

other:

13 9

.V1-30

V
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(Continued on next paged .
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ReilAINING QUESTIONS, UNRESOLVED ISSUES

L.

lib

VI-31 I
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MODULE VII

MYSTERY MODULE

0

vx



4 moDuLE vII

(Indicate lore topic ao be discussed for Module VII).

Consf lete accords* to presentation.

t'

PERSPECTIVE:

OBJECTIVES:



I

NOTES; j

If

1,4

IM

a

VII-2

N.
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PERSON4 R.ECORD

moome VII
-A

06SERVATIONS, INSIGHTS, I...EARNINGS

about myself:

about youth/adoleicents:

about my work: .

/other:

4

4L-

(Continued on next page.)
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MODULE VIII

PERSONAL LEARNING PLAN AND CLOSURE

VI



PERSPECTIVE:

The purpose of this modUle is to providti a structured opportunity for the participants to

review course !earnings, compire,the learning to their current skiiis and job functions, and

develop an IndMdualize Personal Learning Plan that realistically reflects learning needs,

limitations, fesources, id strategies,
I .

OBJECTIVO:'

By the end Of this module narticinAntg wilt hn Ale to

state three skills or concepts that they have learniid or improsied through course

participation;
.

describe two skill/knowledge areas in which.they have become strong;

, list three learning needs that have been identified at requiring further attention;

delineate at least one area in which they would like to increase skills or knowledge

and stipulate proposed mechanisms for doing this;

I

state at least three specific impacts of training on their ability to work,with adoles-

cents;

contribute to the oh-going development and maintenance of the course-bpusessing

their experience with course content, format, and desi6ii.

-14

vallo

41
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MODULE VIII: PERSONAL LEARNING PLAN ANO CLOSURE
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ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST (LAC).

(See page VIII-5 for a completed sample pf this Wheels list.)

'
TOMC

1
MAJOR CONCEPTS

. 2 3
SKILLS & KNOWLEDGE GAINED CURRENT SKILLS

Course Introduction

II Themes of. Adolescence
v.

III Siereotyping and Labeling
.0 Adolescents

IV Self-Understanding

149

OY.

..
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LkARNING ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST (LAC)
(continued)

TOPIC

s

.MAJOR CONCEPTS SKILLS & KNOWLEDGE GAINED3 - CURRENT SKILLS

V Analytical and Decision-
Making Skills

MI Case Studies

od4.,

,

VII rviWery Module
Title:

VIII' Personal Learning Plan
and Closure 4.

151

o

op

vviP
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LEARNING ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 1LAC)

. 0

1

TOPIC
.

1

.

MAJOR CONCEPTS
.

2
. . .

SKILLS & KNOWLEDGE GAINED3

. . ,
4

CURRENT SKILLS
,,

0. 44

Course Introduction

.

,

. -
. \

..

.

, - .

.._,*

.

.

.
, .

.

4 s

II ' Themei of Adolescence

, ,
i'

4

.

Bio, psycho, social aspects of
developnient
Oifferent stages of adolescence
Major TM-ales of adolescence
Behavioral expression of adoles-
cent themes .

Differentiation of stages
Increased understanding of themes
and significance of these in behavior
Details of cultural difference of
adoleSdence

i

,

Biologital/health aspects of adolescena
Pregnancy in adolescence
Medical aspects of drug and alcohol
abuse .

.

III Stet- ping and Labeling
ty

of Adolescents

/

^

.

Significance of these on behavior
(mine and theirs)
Importance of understanding my
attitudes and values in order to
effectively help others
Ways in which stereotypes box kids
into behaving in certain ways
Etc.

4
Increased awareness of my own
attitudes about .

kids who break rules
-A

kids who "talk back"

,

Know variety of values clarification
exercise
Have a system for checking myself
to get an Updated sense,of my own
attitudes and v.alues

r (
i

IV Self-Understanding
,

..

.

.

,
,

.

.

,

i

.

.

.

+4,

,
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A. Skills and
knowledge
needed

11.....".m,

PERSONAL LEARNING PLAN (PLP)

B.' How to use.
r the skill?

How often?
41Ihy is it needed?

C. Limitations to
'acquisition of the
skill/knowledge

D. Resources 'available
to aid in acquiring
skill/knowledge,

E. Strategy for use
of resourcot to

. overcome
limitations

F, Date
by which
steps are
completed

15..

)

cv,
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OBSERVATIONS, INSIGHTS, LEAANINGS

about myself:

-11,

- about youth/adolescents:

about my work:

, other:

4.

4

4

44:14,

14.

A

(Continued on next"aged
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IVIONING COASTIoNS, UNRESOLVED- ISSUES

.

. .

,

4:

;

1.

4
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RESOURCE MANUAL
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.--ks4

A

The'folloialing iS 4 collection of artiOles, Most of
which have been previously published bY Well knOWn
and respected autpori in thOkfields of,adàlescenCe..
psychology, And social scienbes. The first section
of fhe articles have been deledted to provide ,a
bdsic.understanding of adolescence. It iS ineded
to augment the content that 'will be "received uring
the training. The second portion of the manual is
a collection of articles about particular groUps,
such as adolescent girls, black youths, Mexican-
American children, etc. It is hoped, that these
articles will stimulate your thinking and will
provide a springboard for you to seek out further
information about the particulai groups,of adoles-,
cents with whom you work.

None of the above articles is intended to communAcate
any particular point of view. The articles have been
intentionally chosen -Co represent,a number.of pei-
sPectives on youth. Some will be extremely usefuf
also because-they contain extensive reference-lists
'at the end of the article. Please continue to collect
your own set pf resources and add them to this
resource manual.

'v.,

3
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HISTORICAL D PHILOSOPHICAL ROOTS OF THEORIES OF ADOLESCENCE

1.;Ir

Rolf E. Muuss .

s .5

'At

Copyright (01968 b3i Rolf E. Muusst RePrinted from ADOLESCENT
BEHAVIOR AND SOCItTY: A Book of Readings, Second'Editi,on, edited

by Rolf E. Muussi by permission of Random House, Inc.
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NUTDRICAL AND PHILOSOPH/OAL.ROOTS OP moRiEs op-ADOLEscEkf

Long before psycholtigy becamea science,
there were philosophical, theological,
educ4tional and psohological theories
that contributed'to an understanding
of human nature and humaii,development.

G. Stan;ley Hall-, as a resUlt of his

faMous two volume work, Adoleacence
(1916), isconsidered the father of,
a scientific "psychology of0461e...

scence." Prior to Hall it 146, a

frequently the philosopher-educator
whp was especially.cohcerned with '
a.theory of human development with A

its iMplications for teaching. Ttis /1
.7.as the case with Plato, Aristotle,

Comenius, Rousseau, Herbart, Proebel,

and Pestalozzi.

/ One difficultY in identifying preecil.

entitie theories of adolescent
dev,elopment is that.prior to Hall
adolescence was not; considered a

. separate part or 'stage of human
development and received no special

emphasis. The word "adolescence"
first appeared in the fifteenth

century, indicating-that,historically
adolescectce was subordinated to
theoretical considerations about the
general nature of human development.
Contemporary'theories of adolesceoce
frequently have their',historical

roots in general theories of dei/elop-

ment. Some important"ideas about
hUman development come from Oliloso-

phers who are iiiriMarily concerned

h the question: What ig( the'

ure of man? For example,- zhat
11-Locke and Darwin bad to say about
the nature of man is so profoUnd
tbat it is utilized and'reflected.in
the writings of Rousseau and Hall
.respectively and thus constitutes a

philosephical basis for a theory of
development.'

livaaskfying theorie0.of develop-
ment, AusUbel (1958) distinguishes
between preformatiOnistic and pre-
deterministic approaph-Orto fiuman
development on the one side and
tabpla rasa approaches on the other

side. The :preformationistic theory .

is reflected in the theological prop..
osition of man's instantaneous cVea-
tion, in the homunculus theory, and in
in the doctrine of man's basic sin-
fulness as.well as in the'more recint

theories emphasizing instincts and
innate drives. PredeterministiO
theories;postulate universally fixed
stages of development, but allow for
environmental influences, as is
bbvious in Rousseau's romanticism,
Hall's theory of recapitulat.ion,
Freud's stages of psychbsexual devel-
opment, and Gesell's emphasis on
maturation. In contrast to this are
the tabula rasa approaches that min-
imize the biological and genetic'
factors and place the empbasis on
environmental determinants ofjluman
development. As the,name implies,
this includes Locke's tabula rasa
theory, the humanistic approaches,
and the kelled Modern thedLes of
behaviorism, social learning theory',

and cultural determinism. 7

EARLY GREEK CONCERN WiTH HUMAN NATURE

A historical approach to thg4eory
,

of adolescence must begin with the
early Greek ideas about human develop-
ment. Their influence remained
prevalent through the Middle Ages and,

is still noticeable today. The

pbilosophical idea of dualism,4ior

instance, s essentially Greek. Plato
(427-347 B.C.) made a clear distinc-.
tion between twe'asPects of human

0

7
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ature: do01 and body. . He eXpOund..

ed that body WO Soul are different
substances and that althoUgh there is
some interactichltetmeen them the soul

is an entitx.in itself, capableof.
'leaving the body without losing its
identity. It ban perceive more ()fear-

ly and reach higher realities when'
freed from the body; ooma soma ("the

body is the grave Of the e0U1"), he'
declared. -The body and sensUality'
are the fetters that hinder the sbul
-in reaching those higher realities:
Body is matter.and has all the defects
of matter. .The idea of dualism be,
tween mind and body.reappearedlater
in Christian theology and becaMe of
primary importance in the philosophical
thtnking Of the seventeenth century,
'especially under Descartes, Liebnitz

and Bpinoza.

a
Of greater interest from a develop-
mental. point of Niiew is the idea of
the layer structure of the soul which
Plato developed in the dialogue Phaedo.

According.to Plato, the soul has three.
dishtinguishable parte, layers, or

levels. Thus, probably Tor the first

time in the history of psychology,..a
threefold division of soul, r mind

is advanced.. The lowest layer of the

soul is described as man's,desires'and,

appetites. Today weAdight describe
thia level in terms of drives,
instincts, and needs, and'its resem-
blance to Freud's concept "id" can
hardly be denied. According to'Plato,

this paist of the soul is located in
the lower part of the body and is pri-
marily concerned with the satisfactiOn

of the, physical needs. fills us

lTull pf.love, and lusts, and-fears, end
fancies of all kinds,"and endless fool-,
ery-, and ... takes away the power of
thinking /4 all". Olato,:1921:45(W:
The.second layer of the soul, the

.
spirit, includes courage, conviction,
,lempAtatice, endurance, and hardihood;

aggresAmeness and fierceness also
originate here. Man has both the

,
first 'and the second layer in com- !

mon' with the animal world. These

tmo layers belong tcrthe ahd

die with it. l'heAhird laer44S
divine, supernatUr&l, and immo tal;

it constitutes the ,essenc4 of the
'universe. This is the real ul,

which Plato described as reason and
which has its temporary seat in,the

olool. Plato's theory concerning the
layer structure of the soui.iosely
resembles several contempors cen-

tral European personality.theo elbr

which are devefoped on the ism tion
of a layerlike stratitication of
personality, especially the theoriee
of Lersich and Remplein....They per-,
ceive development as a process by
whichithe lower l'ayers mature eakaier -
and ake superseded by higher layers
as the child growd older, Plato had

already postulated such a develOp-
mental theory. Ileason is,latent
during the first stage when per-

c

leoption is most imiptortant. -Among

ntemporary theorists.Piaget
maintains that percepts develop into
concepts. The second stage of
development is characterized by.
.conviction and uriaerstandin% and
brings the second7tnyer of the soul,
sPirit, into the foreground of psya
chological development. The third

stage, which we Might.identify with
adolescence and maturity, but which,
4ccording tO Plato,.is not reached
by all people, relatesto the devel-
opment of the third part of the soul,
reason and. intelligence.

Interspersed in most"of Plato's
dialogues--but particularly in
LaOs and ne Repubtic--are

163
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deStriptive 400Ounts,of children and

,.youth as well as advice cOnCerning

the:control Of their behavion. While

this; material does nOt Constitute
a theoryof development asye under- .

stand'it today, it does gil.k insight

into Plato's conception ofthe'nature
of. development.

'During the fiAt.three years,of his
life,the infant shoUld be free4rom
featind Ptin and, sOrrow. This.point
of Viewwoul.d'be endorsed by many .

psychologists today...Interestingly.
enotigh, in the dialogue Laws,Cleinias
suggests that in addidson to freeing

thgainfant.from pain we ought to pro- /

vid4.hWwith pleasure. This is in

agreememp.Aph Plato's basic goal,
%whichAalthepoisession of happiness. /
However, the Athenian Stranger objectsi -

that thiS would spoil the
during the early years "more than at

any other time .the.character is en- !

grained by'habit (Plato, l953069)./
Character is formed at such an early

age because'the:experiences and

preS'sions leave a lasting influence.
However, Plato did admit that 1"the'

characters pf young men are subjelat

to many.changes in the course bf4
their lives." The argument'abOu

the consistency of personalitylersus
its modiiiibility has continued; and

proponents for both of Plato's
statements can be found today.

FrOm three to six the child needs
sports and social contact with age-
mates in order to get rid of his

self-will. Plato.would jounish but

not disgrace the child. Social

development is taken into considera-,

tion at this age, and children'ought

to come together in.a kind of kinder-

garten arrangement under the
supervision of a nurse. However,

children should find for themselves

the "natutalI066 SiUiemento.'

approprie*0 0,.tbeirage.:

24ato-suggested-a4ivIsion 'of 0106,

sexes at six.,:,"Iiet boyajitie4With,

bOiro and With girl's."'

The boy 40w PO to learn hOrOeMan---

/slap,. the usS of bal and arrOWS4

'the speari ind,the
will notbe'allOwed-tb,:dria:wineY
until they are eiglitsetp.because;of

their .easy "fire:Must

not be *loured upomfire.'.v:,A related

adolescent desire i'A,argUMent for

amusement's. sake. ,In.their enthu:-

sieism they:will leaVe n6 Atone -

unturned,:and iirtheir delight over

the first taste.of Wisdowthey 'Will

annOy everyone with their arguMenta;
Plato believed:that &le character

is formed thkougli habit at a.verY

early age.

Plato developled his edUcational;
philosophy in,The Republic. He

perceived education as the develop-
ment of the soul under theAnfluence
.of the environment', "and.this has
two divisions; gymnastic for the,

body,:and music for the soul,
Reasoning in.the young child is
undeveloped, but since the young

child 10 Impressionable, Plato
suggested establishing "a cenbor-
ship of the writeri of fiction,"
since "anythihg that he receives ,

into his mind is likely to, becomel

indelibleand unalterable: .and

therefore.... the talks Which the
young firstohear should be models

of virtuous-thoughts" (Plato, 101::
642). Pakional and critical thought

develop mainly during acklegmence,
tte training that began with mUsic
and gymnastics during, childhood was

continued through adolescenceWith
mathematical and sàientific studies.
The litter brought out critical
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.thoughti and diSsatisfa tion with.direct

sense knowledge; durikg this gaining
students would(deVelop Met)lods o

..findingthe trdth and of dis nguiSh-,.
ing truth from.opinion. .16 Iawa Plato

spokeof education as 7that_training
which isigiven by suitable habitsto
the first iilstincts of yirtud-in
ehiOren-Twhen pleasure; and fr*pnd-
'ship:, and vain',,and hatred are rightly----,

implanted 'in Sdhls not yet caPable

of unqerstanding the nature of them,
and.who find them, alter the;y haVe
attained reason,rto be in harmqny
with_her"--TPlato, 1953:218)..The
meaning of)education in this view -

iS tp Provide exi)griencAs for child-
ren priOnto the development of
reasonithat areneVertheibss in agree-,
16nt Witheason,when it dOes;develop,
duringadolescence: Plato aIreadY
.recognized the importance of individual
differencd ; children are'born with
different abiyties and should be
guided into those kinds of actiVitiese
that ace ih line with their aptitudes.

Plato postdlated that the,attaiument,
ot knowledge Mighf be explained by
his doctrintc of innate idea's:. Thougl4

undeveloped,-ague, and neUulous,' °

innate ideasnare nevertheiess.pie-
' sent at birth. Learning is a'process
of emembqing tfiese ideas which

~ onceprobably betofe the$Soulenbere&"
'the b9dy7-were clear. 'sep.Pttiths%

help in reaWakening these partiartly
log ideap. 'The mind-body dualism

s, relevance here, since the body
Iributes,sensation While the.mipd

eontainsk.the ideas: In .thiS way,

Plato's theory f innate ideas opens
%thd,d;scvssion about the.influence
of heredity anenvironment4.

Aristotle (3A4-322 y.c.)4 in pontra'
to 151ato., denied the separatiOn of

bOdy and sop1 and ret4:ned to thIll
'Older 6reek dea of the unitw of the

yiiCal and mental worldg. Body°

aria si:50,..accocdingto.,him( are
,

re1ate4 in structure and"function.
The relationship between body and t.

sour ia the sAme as that between mat.-
ter and fort; body ig matter and soul
is form: Soul-life, for Which Aris,-.

totle used the word "entelechy,? is
the pXinciple by which.the bo4 lives.
Arigtotld accpeted Plato's idea con-.1
cerning the levels of the soul-life;
however; he viewed sotil structuie
from a biological, almogt evolutionary,
point, Of vi.eW: The ),oweet. soul-life

form is that, of the plant, the-life
funotions'of which are supplY' of
,novisflthent and reproduptioh. The next

:;.:higher farm .of soul-life is also found

in animare\its addAtipnal fUnctions
being sensation, perceLition and loco-

motion. The third4isodl=life fInction
distinctly human and sets men apart
from the animal,worldlt ihcludes
the'ability to think anrealon'
sequently, there are three' layers 4f.

the-fOod-supplying or plant
souk, the perceiving 1pr animal soul,-
and the thinking or_humanisoult. A
Aristotle"further'diyided the thinking

,e.or human soul into two different parts,
the practical soul; by which we
berate about thOsetthings which
depend oh vs and oUr purpose tb do
or not to do" (Ar*otle, 1925:1196)
and the theoretical Aul, which deals
with higher and abstrekt knowledge
'such as distinguighNg between what is

4)1

,

Oh.

00,

4

is true and-what is false:.

Aristotlwadvanced a theory'of -

development conyerning the Jpr
structure of the soul that app ars to

.have some..,resemblance to Darw: 's more
scientific biological theory of evolu-
tion, even though, it does not include
thejdea of evolution,of one species

another. Purthermpre, Aristotle
made ihilmpassable division ,between
thd difNrentleve1s of soul-life.
Plato, in describin4 the stages of

,

development, ileld that the first

(plat) soul level Ipippöped before
t d second (ani0d1) soul level and

435
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this, in turn, was a preregasite
for the rational soul level. Arie-

'totle followed this idea of the level
structture Of the soul and Applied it
to the development of the child, as
becoMes obvious from the-following

guotatibn:

"As the body is.prior in order-
of generation to the soul, so
the irrational is prior to the
rational. The proof is that
anger and wishing and desire .

are implanted in children from
their very,birth, but reason
and understanding are devel-
oped as they grow oldeK.
Wherefore, the care of the
body.ought to-predede that*
of the soul, aridthe train-
ing of the aPpetitive part
should'follow, none the lewp
Our care-of-3ft must be for

,

the sake of the reason,
and our cart of the'body -

for-the'sake of the soul."

(Arist4le, 1941c11300-1301)
(I

, .

Aristotle bividW the developmental
period of the human being into.three
'distinguishable spages of seven years

each. The first'sPven years le
named infancy; the peepd from
seven to the beginning of puberty,

boyhood; and from puberty:to twentY-
one, young manhood. This;division of-

the period of development into three

e, stages was generally.accer:ted during
the middle Ages and recurs in soMe
modern psychologiCal theorigs of ,

development, such as those advanced by
Kroh, Remplein, and Zeller in Germany.
Until. recently twenty-one Was the age.

Pt which the last limitadOns and

Infants and/animA14.are alike in that .

both. 0 uhder,the control'of their.

appet tee and-eMotions. ,"Children

and rutes pursue VoleasUres" (Aris-

a el 194lail03). Aristale
em asized that moral character.is ..

t e result of choice, "for by choo6-
g what is good a bad We are men

of a certain character...". gven
though young children,are able to'
act:voluntarily, they do not nave.
choice; "for both children and the
lower.animals share in voluntary
action, 'but not in choice arid acts

done on the spur, of the moment we
,deScribe ds voiuntary, but not .as

chosen" (Aristotlei.1941a:967968).
u

' This seems to.imply that children
first go through an animallike stage
of development; what dibtinguishes
them'from animals is that children
have the potential for higher de-

velopment than animald, "though
psychologically speaking a child
hardly differs for the time being
from-an animal" (Aristotle, 194113:

OW...It is the characteristic of
adolescence to develop the ability
to choose. Only if the youth vol-
ntarily and deltberately chooses
will he develop the righekidd of
habits and thus id the long run
build tlix"ight kind of character.
By making choices the adolescent.
actiVelY'participates id his own

character formation. Voluntary and
,deliberate choice thus becomes an

portant aspaict in Aristotle's

7neheory of development, since it is', ceitsary for ,thelattainMent of

. maturity. irhis, idea is expressed
, .,,

protections4.of Oe "minor status"

were remoyed.

1

0 by several modern writers. Fo
1

n" example,.both Margaret Mead. an .

Edgar Friedenerg have Stated that
today.withprolOnged education r
-and.prolorOed'dependency,we have re-
duced choices.for adolescents to

4 ;1. 0
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the extent'that we interfere With
their attainment Of maturitSr.

Although AristOtWdid.not bffer U8 a
syStematically Stated:theory of.ado-:
lestence, in Rhetorica he provided us
with a Other detailed descriptiOn'of
the "youthful type of chArac,re part
of which resembles descriptiVe state-

s,

ments thae could have been written
by G. Stanley Htll or Arnold Gesell.
"Youn9 men have stkohg passions and
tend to gratify them indiscriminately.
Of the bodily desirps, it is the
sexual by which they areAost swayed
and in which they show absence of
self-control" (Aristotle, 1941d:1403).
Sexulpty in.adolescence is of con-
cern in any contemporary text whether
theoretically, empiricallY-Or clini-
.cally oriented:- *Among the more recent
theoretical positionscOttollank in
particular describes promiscuity as
an adoldscent defense mechanism
againdt sexual urges. Aristotle in
-his description of the adolescent
commented on''their'instability:
"They are changeable and fickle in
their desires, which are violent,
while they last, but quickly over:
t4ir impulses are keen but not
deep-rooted" (Aristotle, 1941d:1403).
Lewin'and Barker mong_the.contempo-
rary writers deal with the instability
of the psychologicAl field of the
adolesCent since he stpds in a psy-
colograal no-man!srland._ This makes
many sociopsychological situations
unclear, indefinite, andfiambiguous,

and the resulting behavior is "change-
al* and fickle." "For,owidg to
thei'r love and honour they cannot .

bear being slighted, and are. indig-
nant if they imaginethemselves being
unfairly treated" (Aristotle, 1941d!,
1403-1404). Adolescent complaints
about being "unfairly traated"'in)

.1"

N.

home, school, and soCiety, In general
are 80 common today thitithey need no
further elabOration. ihe list of
votes from Rhetorica in which Aris-
totle Aescribed the characteristics
of adolescenCe could be'bontinued a
length,and other analogies to con-
temporary theoryi'observation end
empirical data would not be too dif-
ficult to find. Aristotle discussed,
among other issueS, tdolescents' de-
sire for success, their optimisM,
trust, concern' with the future rather'
than the pastr their courage, conform-
ity, idealism, friendship, aggressive-
ness, and gullibility.

The education or the adolescent in thle
fourth century B. C. was Ohded on the
stUdy of mathematics and inclpded
astronomy, geoMetry, and the 'theory

of music;,these subjects taught ab-
straction but did not require the
life exPbriences and the wisdom that
were'considered necessary in order-to
become a philosopher or a physicist.

Under the.early impaceof Christian
theology, Aristotelian thought seemed
tjtget lost; hdwever, it was later
crbined with Christian'ideas by
&dr-it Thomas hquinas. The Aribtote-
lian Thomistic philosophy became
dominant in the twelfth and thirteepth -

centuries, andvits influence was felt
during the Middle Ages7-particularly
in the form of scholasticism. 'Aris-
totle is also cOnsidered as influential
in laiqng.theNfoundation for a more
scientific oProach to'science and
psycholOgy. ,

12'

MEDIEVAL CHRISTIAN VIEW 00' HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT

rl

The theologtal view of human nauttre
and development cannot'as readily be

CA '
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identified in terms of olkman, a
SPeeific histeriCal PeriO4'or'even a.
particular church. We find the
idea of OrIginal sin expressed by. Ter,-

tullian in the second Century when he
speakg ofthe.depravity of tUman,na-
turer Iwas eophasized by John
Calvin in the Sixteenth century and
is prevalent in Catholic scholasti-
cism. protestant Calvinism, and

American Puritanism.

The theOlogical,view of human nature
.and deVelopment as fowl in the
medidVal-early Reformation period

The idea that Gdd Created man in hi*
own imige and thus gave him 0 uniq0e
position in theuniverse is expressed
in Genesia 1:27-.28: "And:God created
Man to his oWn *eget-to. the imeoe of
,Ged he created him: male and female,

he created them." Furthermore, he

giveS-them the power tO rule over all'
1ivi4ig creatures. Prior to Darwin
man Was seen as being divinely
created ind basicaliy'diOterent.from
the animal world.-

The second *portant idea concerning
the nature of man is the theological

encompassed several ideas relevant to....44,. doctrine of buman depravity. The '

our topic: human being iS.seen as.having innate
tendencies toward ungodliness and
sinfulness. *Man is fundamentally bad,
and his badness.becomes'stronger dur-
ing the developmental years if it'is
not counterabted by stern discipline.
The idea" of original sil,as baSed on.

Genesis 3: 6-7 relates the sinfulness .

of each individual to Adam's first
sin: And "as sin,came. into the world
through one man and death through
sin and'so death spread to all men

bec se all men sinned..,Yet death

1) Man's unique position in'the uni-
verse, being created in the image
of God.

2) Man's evil due to-Adam's original

sin.

3) man's dualisticjlature, a spiri- -

tual, immortal ,Soul and a material,

mortal body. Salvation and the
life after death places the immor- -
tal soul on a, higher level ot
Importance.

4) Knowledge(as revealed to man from

without. It comes from God and is
revealed to us through the Bible.

5) The homunculus idea of instan-
taneous creation. The last point

is not so much biblical as
medieval,

Most of th6se ideas can be found in
biblical sources, but they were also
influenced by Greek phildsophy, espe-
cially.,plato's dualism. We will see
later that theories that followed in
the seventeenth,, eighteenth, and nine-

teeilth centuries, especially those
advanced by'Locke, Rousseau and Darwin,
can partly be understood as antitheses
to these earlier theological ideas.

reig ed fpm Adam to Moses,
those whoSe sins were not li
transgression of Adam..." (

12-14)..

von over
e the

mans 5:

Thks,pessimistic view of an nature

preVelent in Catholic theology before
the Reformation, received a new im-
petus with Calvin's theology.and thus
set the intelleCtual climate for Puri-
tanism. ,Whe educational,objective id
this, theory was to bring forth the
innate, ideas that are God given-o-know-
ledge of,hip laws and commands. Such

a stern diSciplinary approach to
education was prevalent under the
influence of.CathOlic scholasticism
and Calvinism in Europe and Puritanism
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in NeW England. There was little roam
for individual differences, since the
quality of the mind wits the same for
all individuals and the child whO .4(

failed to learn was seen as willfully
resisting the efforts of the t(iacher.
The role of the teacher was defined
by his authority and.a belief that
learning could be facilitated by

*physiCal punishment. The role of

the child was defined by obedienoe.
Calvin in particular ex ressed a
strong faith in the val 'of

education. .

The theological point of view that

man is the result df instantaneous
creation results in preformationist
thinking tpsubel, 1.953). During' the

'Dark Ages,lt Was beliared that the
child came into the world es a mini-

,ature adult. The difference between
a Child and an adult was considered tc

be only a quantitative one, not a
qualitative one. Therefore, girls
wore long dresses and corsets of
adult style, only smaller in size,
as is obvi9us from many medieval
piintings. The qUalitative dif-
ference in,bpdy build, body function
and,mental abilities was disregarded,.
GroWth was understood to be only a
quantitative increase of all physi-

, .oal and mental aspects of human
nature, not a quali ive one. This

is 'a regression of ho ght when
contrasted with th logical theories

of Plato and Arist'tle. The theory .

of preformationism held that child-
. ren had the same interests ag

adults andtherefOre should be
treated correspondingly, whlch
meant that adult requirements were
put upon them and were enforced by
stern discipline. Accorging to this
view, the child did not "develop,"
since he was preforMed. Figure 1

illustrates the homunculus concept,
it represents a view of the preformed-

,

"

"little man" in the sperm as cOnceived

by seventeenth-oentury scientists.
This idea of "homuntuIism" was utilized'
in prescientific theory of embryology.

"It was seriOusly believe(Lthat a .

miniature-bUt full7formed little

man (i.e., an homunculus) waif

eMbodied in the Iperm, and Ider#

implanted in the uterus dimply
'grew in bulk, without any dif-

ferentiation of tissues or

organs, until'full-term fetal
size was attatned at the end

of nine months."

(Ausubel,1958:2-24)

This idea of homunculism was'soon,to
be challenged by thp beginriing of mo-,

dern science and advancements in the
field.of medicine. It was learned

that ths young child has,qualitative
and quitntitative characteristics of
his cm* and is not a miniature adult.

AdApledIrorn Harlsooker, 1694.

FIGURE 1

Drawing of a small
man (that is, a
homunculus) in a

human spermatozoon.

14,
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One Might'speoulate that.the reason for psychology.. Learnftg, it was.

the liMite4 Ooneern'Of.pre-Hallian wri- believed, was determined by the
mind of the learner, and, 'therefore;
educatl became eonaerned with

. -

indivil ality in pupils.

ters with thd basic'Phystelogical,
.changeothat take place during pUbt.:

escence--Many of these dheinge0 Are
obvious to. the keen observer, and
their detecti'on-ades not reqUire
mediCal knowledge or technology--
is due 'to the theoretical position
that tche:'pha3 is a miniature Adult.'
If-one were to accept this point of
view, then it follows that there
shodld be no difference in the
phy ,olo ical functiOns-of the

' ch'Ia'and the adult. In the philo-

so hical*ealm it was Rousseau who
stated-ehat "natUre would,have
children be children before being
man: If we wish to p:revent this
order, we shall' roduce precocious
fruits which wi]4 have neither
maturity nor f1avpr, and will
speedily deterior tet we shall have
young doc.Eors and ld children "

(Rousseau, 1911:54 ). Thus a new
conception oT human nature cent
buted to a more.sCilantific conc

'of growth and develOppent.
S.

6OHN AMOS COMENIUS' bEVELOPMENT-
-- CENTERED THEORY OF EDUCATION

The Renaissance may be seen as a

revolt against authoritarianism in -
1

church, sChool, and socieq. The

Aristotelian logic, theipresuppolation

of universal ideas, and,s0holastioiSm

in general were challenged by.Eras-

mus and Ave's. Vives felt that one..

had '.1,to begin with Vle inOividval

facts qf experience and oilt of them

to cdme to ideas by the natural logic'

o the mine (Boyd, 19650:79). Learning

wig no longer :Awn as a 4equctive
process, but as an inductivoprocess

:Awginniqg with experiences,,\and he

suggested than an understandlng of

the learning process came frt

0
Comenits (1592-1670)Accepted thdse
new ideas of the Renalesance, com-
bined them with-Aristotle's ciassitC-.
.cation of development, :encl.-advanced

a theory of.baucation that was.baied

on psychological assumptions.
.his Graat Didactic first published
in1657 Comenius'suggested ite'school-

organization based on a theory-of:

development. Rather than dividing
the developmental period'into three
stages'Of seven years, as Aristotle
did, Comenius proposi)d.fotir.,develop-

mental Stages'of six years.each nd
different kind of schodl for each

Of these four stages,

4
The suggested school o0anization
was based onassimptions concerning'

the nature of human development and
a specific theory of learning, that

ofAaculty\psychology. Interestingly

enough, present-day SChool organiza-
tion in parts of the United States
closely resemble* this pattern.
Comenius argued, that the teMporal

sequence of the curriculuM content

should be borrowed from natUre;4n
other words, it shOula be suitable
to the psychologibal development of
the child. "Let our-maxim lit to

follOw the lead of nature iriN,11
things, to observe how the faculties,
develop one after the Other, and to ,

base our methods'on this principle of

succession" (Comenius, 1923:257).

The child in the first oix years of
his life'learns at home in the Mert-her-

School at his mother's knee. He



should exercise the external senses
and learn to discriminate among the
various objects around.him. The na-

ture of the development of ,the facultir

.of senseTerceptiOh is Stich that it
ptecedes all other faculties, and,
canseguently, sensOry expekiences and,
serisory knowledge should be provided

first. The significance of early, ;
sellsorimdtor experiences is empha-

sized in.Piaget's contemporary
theory of-developmelit,

The child from six to twelve attends
the vernacular-school and receives
a general well-rounded elementary
education, which is provided for all
children,'rich ot poor, boy or girl.
fncluded in the curridulum are the
correct use pf the vernadular
guage, social habits and, religious

training. The-program at ihid level
would emphasize training of the
"internal senses, the iMagination and
memory in-coMbination with their
cognate organs." Comenius accepted
the faculty pslichology point of view

in respect to memory. "The memory

should be exercised in early youth,
since practice developes it, and we
should-therefore take care to prod-
tice it as Much as possible. Now,

in youth, labour is not felt, and
thus the meMory developes without
any trouble and becomes very
retentive." (Comenius, 1923:152).

For the riext six years, from twelve
to eighteen, which includes the ado-
lescent period 4E1 we understand it,
today, education was to be provided

in the Latin school. The psycholo-

gical purpose of the school:at this

age was to train the faculty-of-
reaeoning. The student learned to
"understand and pass judgment on,.

the information collected by,the

senses." Iihdluded.Were judgMent0

about relationShilis of the thinge
perceilied, 1Magined, ar4 remeNacred.
Understanding here impUbs utiliza-
tion-oetheprinciple.Of causality.
The curriculum of the school was

divided into SiX Y4ars, whiah,results
in ,the following six classess'Grammar,
.Natural Philosophy, Mathematics;
Eihics, Dialectics, and Rhetoric.

The following six .years from eighteen
o.tWenty-four consist of university
education and travel', and during this
period the'faculty of,the will is

'trained. Considering our present

conception of will this apriears to
be a.strange notion and becomes more
meaningful. only ifve consider that
the coppept of will, as used by
Comenius, incltiaes the self-direction,

of one's life::,CorrespOnding ideas
can be found in the contemporary'
-theoriee of Erikson and'NIxon.

ComeniuS Strongly advocated that the
instructional procedure should fA
the level of comprehension of'the
child in contrast ta the scholastic
education, which he attached. For
Comenius, development is. riot uniform,

cori-Oquousf and gradv17-as the'homun-
culus theory of.development iMplies--
-put each sta4e cif development hasits
awn charactetistics; "teothable Mo-1
ments" as Havighurst would say today.
Development was seen as a process in
which the intellectual funCtions gain
progresstvely more control over the
other aspects of the soul.

"To attempt to cultivate the will '''

before the intellect ((yr the
intellect,before the imagination,

or the imagination beforwthe
faculty of sense perception) is

(

44'
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mere waste of time; E.Mt, this iS .

what those do whO teach boyslogic,
poetryl'rhetOric, and ethics
.before?they are thoroughly
acquainted with the objects
that Surround them; Itwould
be equally sensible to teach
boys of two years old to dance,
though they can scarcely walk."

(Comenius, 1923:251)

The 'right time for the ,education of
each of the faculties must be chosen .

oorrectly, and the sequence muSt be
"borrowed from nature." In Comenius'

continuous focus on,what children can'
do, know, and:are interestel in at
each stage of development, we seem
to find the historical roots of a
child-centered theory of education.

JOHN LOOM'S EMPIRICISM

The ideaoof homunculism with its
emphasis on preformationism and Plato'.8
theory of innate ideas--a basic scho-
lastic principle--was most seriously
challenged and oPposed by John Locke

(1632-1704). Locke Was influenced by
Thomas Hobbes' (1588-1679). idea that

the human being, both body and mind,
ie pert of the natural order; he fur-
ther expanded Hobbes' theoretical
position, known todai; as empiricism,
that all of,our knowledge is derived
from sensation. 'Hobbes stated in
Le4iathan that "there is no conception.
in Man's mind, which has not at Tirst
totally, or by parts, been begotten
upon the organs.of sense" (Hobbes,
1651:7).`.Locke further developed the
theory thaf there are no innate ideas;
ideas that we hold in our conscious-

,

ness are either obtained through our
senses directly or are deriVed from

4

thoseAdeailAhat have been obtaine4
through 'sensations previously. The
child's mind at the time of birth is,
'according to in analogy used by Locke,
a tabuiaxasa, a blank. tablet. He
"Made the following famOus statement
concerning the nature of the hUman
mind: ,

"Let us then 'suppose the mind to
be, as we saY, w ite paiier, void ,

of all charabters, without any
ideas:--How domes it to be fur-
nished?.:.To this I answer, in
one word, from, EXPERI6CE.
that all our knoWledge is founded;
and from that it ultimately de-
rives itself. .Our observation

employed either, about external
sensible objects, or about the
internal operationd of our minds
perceived Ind reflected ,= by
ourselves, is that which supPlies
!t)ur understandings with all the

mate,als of thinking. These
two are the fountains of know-
ledge, from whence all the ideas
we have, or can naturally have,
do spring."

(Locke, 1753:76)

This assumption has had far-reaching
influence in social theory and hie
with amp1ifibahon become the corner-
stone of'democracy. Since the mind
of each person at birth.is a tabula
rasa,.all ideas and knOwledge that

,

men have come from experience; since
present differences ana inequalities
that can be found in people aretue
to environment and experiences, men-
die completely equal at birth.-
Thus the principle of democracy is in
part derived from a philosophical-
psychological theory concerning the

17
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child's mind at birth. Locke discussed
hi s. views concerning democracy in
Trecttise ofPivi4 ObOarnmetlt (1168).

Hecblamed environmental conditions,
such aspcor educatlon and poor social
environment, for the human misery in
.the world and gave hope to those who

lived under unfavorable conditions.
Thus emerged a theory that is an
expression of faith in the perfecti-

bility of the human race. oc

Locke found rather enthusiastic
followers in Helvetius and Condillac

ih Francb. They berried his empiri-

cidm to its extreme., since for them
even the powers of faculties of the

mind were the result of sensation.
Furthermore, since poor living con-
ditions existed for the French lower
and,middle-classes prior to the
Revolution, many people in Franae

1 were especially susceptible to such

Jdeos. Thus the words 1iberte,
egalite, fratOrnite became the power-
ful symbols of a new concept of

human nature. A new hope emerged:

that by changing the environment,
human nature could be changed. Man-
kind could determine its own destiny.

LockflOs proposition that there are no

innate'ideas and.that theAluman mind

, is a tabula rasa contrasts sharply'

with several theories ofihuman de-

velopment lready discussed, The

more outst nding examples are: .

if
1. Th doctrine of human depra-

vity and original sin appeared to be
in open contradiction to Locke's new
concept oth-Oe human mind. If our

mind is formei by experience only,
' then it follo s that whether a Wind
becomes "good or "bad" is due to

environmental,experiences. Locke's

psychology stiesses n*ture rather

than nat0!Ire. \

tof

2. The medieval. 'class systear.of

Europe was based.onwhat we would con-
sider todaras. hereditary asstmptions.
The nobility.was noble by birth,
'regardless of personal merits and

qualities. This notion Was challenged

by the qmpiriast assumption that "all
men Ar6 born.equaI." If everyone is

alike and tbegins life at the same ',

point, then everyone.shoidd have the
sate rightS and opportunities,to ob-
_tain.better social position. King

.and sdbject, rich and.pook, begin
life at the,same zero point. There-

fore, support for social mobility is
found in this theory. Locke's early

form of environmentalism, even though
it is not directly related to behavi-
orism, social learning theory, and
cultural relativism, may be viewed

as a historical forerunner to these
schools of thought.

-3. The doctrine of innate-ideas 4111

was interpreted during the mediel
period to iMply that the child i a

miniature adult and grows only quanti-

tatively. Locke's tabula rasa concept
implied that the child at birt4 is
fundamentally different from tie
adult both qualitatively and quanti-
tatively. If ideas are not innate,
then the newborn c'hild is radically
different from the adult in respect

to intellectual, prdperties. Locke

pointed out that the child's person-
ality is basically different from
that of the adult and thus laid the
foundation for a new theory of 9hild
development; he also:urged the .

sOientific study of human nature.
Delkelopment, he ixalieved, occtirred

in a gradual process fro& mental
passivity in the early years of child-.
hood to increased mental activity in

adolescence. The rational faculty
emerges toward the end of this develop-

1110
mental process and therefore was seen

/
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as characteristic of the period of
adolescence..Locfce himself, eveik though

he advanced many important ideas..about
human nature, foreshadowed rather than
developed a specific theory of human
develoPment. It was Rousseau who;
influenced by Locke,. Propogled a new
theory of human development.

t

JEAN JACQUES ROUSSEAU'S ROMANTIC

NATURALISM.

.Rousseau (1712-1778) was greatly
influenced 1:19' Locke's ideas, hit he

developed his own theoretical posi-
tions concerning human nature. .While
for Locke reason was the most impor-
tant aspect of human nature Rousseau

.considered human nature as riMargy
feeling. .While Locke was càxcerüed
with constitutional goverNant,
Rousseau made a great plea for indi-
vidualism and individual freedom and'
directed his.criticism and attack
against clety and- social-institu--

tions. thodgh he, too, was
concerned with the social well-being
of all, he distinsjuished between the
"will of'all" (majority will, deter-
mined by vote) 'an4 the "general wilr
(that'which isreally best for every
member of the society). Rousseau
was not truly democratiC, for he
was/afraid thata majority Vote
co ld be as bad az any monarchy.
Ideally, the majority wilkand the
general will would coincide. This
however, was only.possible if men:

were educatbd .and wise.

Rouseeau brought about a revolutionary
change in thought concerning the na-
ture of human development with-its
correspondinq educational implica-
tions, the main ideas cif which he
expressed in Emile, originally pub-
lished in.1786. The traditional

19

apProach toward childhooteiducattk
had been to thsee e child from th

adult point of view, adult interests,
and adult social life. Rousseau
claimed that such an approach is not
only false, it may even be hareul.
He started with the needs and inter-
ests of the child and saw development
as a natural preplanned process. If

one were to free the child from the
restrictions, unnatural limitations,
and rigid discipline of the adult

-*wad; nature would assure a harmon-
ious and healthy development. The
child wasAnnately good, but the
restrictions of adult society and
poor education had corrupted the
child. 'To correct thief he Ovoca-
ted a natural development in a
sound and healthy environment,
which for him was one that posed paw
restrictions on the child, especially
in the first twelve years, Rousseau
was one of the strongest proponents
of-ipdvidualism in education, basing
his proposition on a.deep faith in
the natural good of man. 6'

Rousseau advocated a revision'of'the
treatment children received at home '

and in school as well as;Changes in
the met/hods bf instructiOns if devel-
opment 'were 4pft to the 1aws:ofnature,
the outcome would be most desirable.
Each of Rlusseau's four stagee of-
development had speeifice psychologi-
cal characteristics. ConSideration
'of these characteristics resulted -

in definite educational objectives,
the attainment of which helped child-
ren grow toward mat}lrity. The edu-
cational methods, the content to be .

taught and the educational objectives

atieach age level are to be determin,d
bi the characteiistics of the chAld
at that developmental level.

ar.
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Learhing was Most. effective if the

child hadkfreedom.and'could learn
and 'groW.according to his own

impulses.

Rousseau (1780) most sttongly opposed,

the'homunCulUs idea and asserted that

it was the plan of nature that child-
ren play, liver/and behave like
childrIR before they become\Adults.

.
"Childhood has.its own way of seeing,
thinking, and feeling, and nOthing is
more foolish than to try to substitute

ours for them" (Rousseau, 1911:50
Rousseau advised teachers and parents,
"You ought tO be wholly absorbed in
the childObserving him, watching him
without respite, and without seeming
to do so, having a presentiment of
his feelings in advance" (Rousseau,
1911:169). Even though Rousseau him-

,

self had only limited and not always
0 sUccessful educational experiences--

his five children lived in a foundling
asylum--his theory had a tremendous
impact on educational practice in the

L__latter part of .the eighteenth and
most of the nineteenth centuries.
Rousseau's ideas are obvious in the
works of Pestalozzi, Froebel, Basedow,
,Spencer, Horace Mann, and Dewey and
are reflected in a child-centered°

approach to education.

If!

Rousseau, like Aristotle, saw pe
development of the child occurring in
cettain stages--however, he identified
four stages rather than three--and
believed that teaching and training
should be in harmony with the develop-
mental nature of each of these stages.
According to Rousseau, these various
stages ate,breaks in the developmentlil

process, and each can be distinguished
by its special characteristics and
functipns. He spoke of a metamorphosis
that thkes place when the child changes

from one stage to anothe,-ThUS,
Rousseau introduced a Banat-0y
theory of hunian daVelopMent accord-.

.ingto which The nature of development.
is seen as ohange that.is more sudden .

at certain age levels than at others.
.Hel.like G. Stanley Hall, spoke of
puberty as a new birth. New functions

may emerge rather suddenly and 'become

dominant ih.the psychological'organi-
zatIOn. -We'might better understand
this saltatory aspect of development
in Rousseau's theory in the.light of

his own tempera'mental sanatory
experiences..

The first stage, that of infancy,
includes the first fOur to five years

of life.. The chin' is-dominated by
the feeling of pleasure and pain.
This period is called the animal
stage, because the child is like an
animal in regard to its physical needs

and undifferentiated feelings, This

notion we encountered earlier in the
writings of Aristotle. Education,

such as training motor coordination,
sense perception, and feeling, is

primarily physical. He advocated to
mothers that the method of nature be
followed In everything and proposed,
the following rule: "Obsertte nature,

and follow the route which she traces
for you. She is ever exciting child-

ren to activity; she hardensothe.
constitution by trials of every sort;
she teaches them at an early hour what
suffering and pain 4re."

A

The second stage, which Rousseau .
characterized as the savaOe Stage,
includes the years from from five

to twelve. Dominant during this

stage is the faculty of sense. Sen.:

sory experiences ate provided by play,
sport, and games, and the curri Mculu-
is centered on the training of the/

20 JY
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senses. During this stage self-
consciousnqp,and memory develop,
and human Me in the proper sense
begins here. The child still lacks

reasoning ability and is not yet
SUfficiently aware of moral consider-

ations: Education during this stage
should be free froT external, social,

and moral control. Formal training
in reading and writing are qeen as

.harmful and therefore postponed until

the beginning of the third develop-

__mental stage. In the first twelve ,

years 'education

"...ought to be purely negative.
It consists not at all iriteach-
ing virtues or truth, bue in
shielding the'heart from vice,

and the mind from error. If

you could do nothing and allow

nothing to be done, if you qoula

bring your pup41 sound and ro-

bust to the age of twelve years
without hia being able to dis-

inguish his right hand from:
his left, from your very first

lesson.the eyes of his upder-
standing would be opeh to

reason."
(Rousseau, 1911:50

Rousseau's mdthod of "ndgative educe-

tion,"based on the.assumption that
there is an innat%...developmental plan

in the,organization that cannot be

improved upon by environmental fac-

tors, finds-its corresPondingimodern
psythological concept in "maturation."

The defenders of-the maturational

concept of development frequently

advocate, as did Rousseau, a permissive

and unrestricted atmosphere for

childrearing.

The third stage, from!the.age of .

twelve to 'fifteen, is characterized
by-an awaicening of the rational
functions, ihcluding reason and self-

consciousnesq% Youth at this age

possess an enormous amount of physi-

oal energyand 'strength.' The excess
of energy leads to curiosity, which

the school.curriculum should utilize

by encouraging eXploratory behavior
and the desire to discover what is

true.about the,world. The only

hook that should he read duting this

stage is Robinson Crueoe. Rousseau

saw in CrUsoe the great model and

ideal ?or the preadolescent, since

his style of life was characterized
by exploration of the'World and a

prinative.curiosity and correspOnds.

-to the needs and interests of this

developmental staEge. The curriculum

should be gearedwto the study of

nature, astronomy, science, art,

and crafts. Rousseau in agreement

with contemporary educational theory

emphasizies the learning process rather

than the product. "He is not to

learn science, he is to find out

for himself." This is the age og

reason; curiosity and personal util-

ity are the main motives for behavior;

social conscience and emotionality

are still undeveloped. It is inter-

esting to observe that,'in opposition

to other developmental thedries, the

rational aspect of personality devel-

ops prior( to the emotional. Rousseau's

theory was a reaction to the histori-,..

pally earlier philosophy of rationalism.
Modern theory of personality strati-

fication sees in emotionality the
deeper and therefore the, historically
and developmentally earlier layer of

personality.
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The,f urth period, adolescence proper,
froM e age of fifteen to twenty,-
final y culminates in the maturatioh14
of the :emotional functions and bkings
abOut a change from selfishness to self-
esteem and social consideration. The .

adolescent is ,no lorigek self-sugjecient

but develops a strOng inteAst in other
people and a need for genuine affeetion.
This stagefis characterized.late 13:9
comparison to knowledge about youth
today--but the emergence of the sex
drive, which Rousseau considered a
second birth. "We have two births,
so to speak--one for existing and the
other for living; one for the spec6s
amid. the other for the sex" (Rousseau,

1911:193). Now conscience is acquiled,
,

and/ morals and virtues become possible.
This'is the,period of preparation for
iarriage, Which ideally Coincides with
the attainment of maturity.

Maturity could be considered as a
fifth stage in the process, but it
appears to be less clearly defined.
The faculty that becOmes dominant
during this period is will. Comenius
also placed the development of the.will
at the time of late adolescence. The
will is the fadulty of the soul by
which we choose between two alterna-
tives.

These'stages of development, according
to Rousseau, correspond to certain
stages in the development of the
human race. Thus it was assumed Iogy*

this recapitulation theory that the
human race had gone through the
stages of animallike living,-the
stage of savagery, the stage-of reason,
and filtally, through a stage of'soci-al
and emotional maturity. He used the
histori°6-al develovment of he race

in order to explain the development
of the individual chil4. 'This

hypOthesis was taken Up ggaidand
further developed by edudators, such
as Froebel and Ziller, as s4ell as by'

G.'Stahley Hall and the Child Study
Movement of America.

Critics have pointed out that Rousseau
oVeremphasized the individual nature'
of humanlrowth, and development.and
underemphasiied the importance that --
educatiOn,..society, and cuiture have
in the'developmental process and
especially in.thejormation of the
human persona ity.. 'He saW the'influ-.
ence of society and culture as
negative fOrces in personality devel- -

opment; he wanted 6 remove them to
make possible,the free natural
development of what is.good.in the'
child.

CHARLES-DARWIN)S THEORY OF tIOLOGICAL
EVOLUTION

A new trend of thought concerning the
nature of develOpm6nt emerged with the
Publication of Darwin's. Origin of
Species (1859). 'Darwin's (1809-1882)
idea of evolution-growth and develop-
-want from the simpler to the more
complex.forms of organic life--has
been.one of the most revolutionary
and influential ideas in man's think-
ing aboutthimself and the nature of .

his development. Every living organ-
ism from the:simplest organic
structUre tb the most complex, man
himself, is brought together under'
the order of natural explanation.
The psyehological implApations result..

iih4 from this biological concept of
development were accepted, elabor-
ated, and applied to 4dOle^scent

development by G.dStanley Hall, thus
leading to a scielice 9f adolesbent

+.

development.

/?.



Since Darwin's theo:Xy is well knoin'

only *ts basic principlea
stated., Darwin'collected substantial,j
though not coMpleter evidence for a v.

theoty- that claimed-that the evolution.

of biological:lffe.is_continUous, from

.a'aingle-cell organ14mf'thr6Ugh"nuMerous

.higher developmental stages, to the

comPIexity of human mind and bedy.
This'eyolutionary theary adswa4lat
ariability and adjustability in

all organisms as well'as the over-
productions of offspringof tgich

spec,ies. Darwin showed that the over-
production'of offspring threatened
their capaclty to gurvive. The

tesult is s "struggle for existence."-

In this struggle of the selection of

some and-the.elimination of others/

irnatural selection:process" takes
place by which the increaSe in popula-

tion is checked. The stronger,

.
healthier, faster, more immune, more
intelligent, and physically better
developed#and.adjusted organisms altm
vive'and reproduce', while the weak,

sick, and less adaptable specie per-

ish: In time this leads to the
".survival.of the fittest." The .

qualities that account fox-the survi4al

of-the fittest_are inherited by the
0
offspring. Since the C*Iitions for
survival frequently differ in Various'

kinds of environments, basic changes

in the organism occur. Thus,in the.,

selection process, variatippia,41mheur

kinds, new races, 90,eventually new

c:itganisms come into elptence. This

process Oegan with thd simple one-cell
o4". v.:

organtsm and from the lower forms-of

organic life more and more complex

forms have devel4ed. The last.link

in this biological evoluaWn is the
halan being: Since climatfb, geo-

logical, and general life conditions

changer the evolutionary grocer is a

perpetual one.
V

1

23

4

-,This theory of evOlp6on is in complete.

contrast to the theological doctrine :

.of the divine creation ofslich.

individual. 'Through Darwin's

thiory, man was.plaCed in the order

of nature. Most theological and
4

.many'philosophiOal positions. previ-

ous to Darwin's--for example, that

of Atistotl&--had postaated an
essential dichotomy between man'and

nature. This absolute distinction

between human nature and the nature

of the organic world was. serio*y
challenged-by Darwin. Man was now

seen as part of the organic world,

Slbeit a more advanced and more

intelligent

O.' STANLEY HALL'S BIOGENETIc;
ieYCHOLOGY OF ADOLMENCE.

4.

e."StanlemiHall (1844-1924) was the -

first psychologist to advance:a
psycgology of adolescence in its own

right 1.9d to uie scientific methods

in..his study of adolescence* It

,q"an 51 said that he bridged the

*.phil ophical, speculative approach
orthe past and the scientific,
empirical approach ofthe present.

g'

Hall expanded Darwin's concept of

4ololica1j'evo1ution" into a psycho-

logical_theory of,:recapitulation.
In, thfs theory he'Atated that the "

experientlal-,history of the hUMan

species had-become part of the genetic

structure of each individual. The

law of recapitulation asserted that

the individual organism, during its

development', passes.through stages
that correspond to those that occurred

during the ,history ofloinankind. That

is, the individual relives the devel-

opment of the human race from early

animallike primitivism, through a
'period of savagery, to the more

.14
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corre d tO somertitive
',.allaracterize maturity. histo4Cal stage in the,develoPment

r Of.thehUman.race. Hall' did'hot
Hal assumed that deyel.opmentis brought .4ivide human-development into-
about by physiolOgical faqors., He

' further*sumed.ti-iA theslphysiolo
,4aCtors°aceogenetically determined, that
.interna!matUrational'forces*edoMinant7. division-pattern similar to that

4

iay:contról and direct.deyttloPMentcgrowth 'proposed by CokeniuSgaad Roubseau.'
.7,..raact.beh'aviprt there was little.FooM.in Hall's'developmental stages are

thin theory forlthe infldence of enVi-, , 'infancyr'bhildhood, youth, and
1

'ronmental'forces.-It folic:mks that .,-(adolescence.
\ -de#elopteVi"gileite behdtrioral - k

hree sta0eS as advocated by Aris-
.totle.and many pieseht-day "itage"
psyChologisto. ile'followed a four-

, . .

concomitants Occur in ap inetitAle
;

anetfihangeable Pattefn that-is uni-
regatdlessof..the,sociocultural

envircilnment. CuIturfal'anthropOlogists.
_ancr'sopipIogists were able to,challenge
this pipint and to'show' that Hall's. '

pcsition.was extreMe and Untenable in
the light of accumulated evidence.,
They further refatedtheiClaim that the
befiaVioral prediSpoSitiOns of physio-f-

logical drives, as-expressed in the
regapitulapion theory," are highly
specifiC. held.that socially -..
unadceptable types of behavioi.2-tboSe

,characteristicSof.eatlier hiStoridal
phases--MUst be tolerated by parenta
_and educators, sinCe'they are;neces*,
sary atages in social develop

4

so-

, The period ,of infancy, includes.. the "r
fiFst four years oflife, 'While the
.child is still crawlin4, he is re-
enacting-the aniMil stags Of the-
human rape when-thp'species
-using four legs. Wring_thie period, -

sensorY developtentis dominant;
the child acquires thOse sensOrimotor
skills that are necessary for self-

.

preservatiog.
4.

period'ofchildhoOd.7--the years from
° from four-to eight--caresporid.to

cultural epoch.yihen huniting and

fishing 'were the 4n activities or" --
timb when the child .

t.
ek, cowVitrs and

4 v
we4pons, and so on.,ent. He

advocated childrearing pfact es of
lehie cy:and tetmissiveness. However,
,he.re wired taxents and educators that,7
Anacc ptable,behaviot wOuld disappear
..in th follOwin# developmental stage
without any Corrective educational or,:

4isciplinary efforts.. Remhahts of
'this assuMption can be found in-
GeEtell'a concep!tion bg maturation.

A áo ollary ofAall's theory of . ;.-;

- riicapAtulation IS his:concept ofmstages
of human daVelopmeht; tkoi) charadtex-

'listles4of a,cettain dgelin the
_ deVeOpment;Of,the indivicui

. \ _

e t
d

5 o

A

This is th
plays hide-and-s
Indi,ans,'uses to
.xhe building.of aveee. shaqks, and
the other hiding places paralle)s the
oave-dwelling cultUe of early history.
. .

,
Ibtith-.-froM,eight`toelive-r-includes
the berieod that tgdayOs ciommonly

preferred to as bpipadoll,lek6pe."
During' thia stage e..child recaPit-
ulatea theithumdrum '40.of'savagery'!
defseveralIhousand v l&ag61. This..

.ie the period of 14e:when:the child
. has a favOrable predapositibn
prectice"anedispil5line, when toutipie

No. training and dral ate mOst,apptpriate.

of

i000.
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Never.: agsin will;Viere be such
suspeptibility, 9to =V
'disci:table( stwIr platisio
to habituation,. or subihi:sady

_adjuE3tment to new conditions: ..t.

r

adolescence :as a new bi,rth, IlgOr
hig*er and' pi§r0 'cioxit4etely hu.M4 traits
are nOs#,, born" (toll,. ).91.0':xiii).

I

,the.4haraoPari.Stios, adolegc .:A5titrOf

.

r

o'

It 0 tidge-hge.of eXternal and.. und Drqng are picture invdetai by

mechim al ,tr.aining. Reading, \" Halt %in theohapter %Feelings and
t writing, drawing, manUal.ttfalf.: : Psychic ivoiution.". He perceived 41

ing,"MilsiCalvtechnici-fordign .the emotional life of the adolescent

t,tongues,a Aro4dhciation, as an oscillation betweep contradioAf

the manipulaaon'of nuMbets
and of geometrical elkvents,
anqmany .kinds of skiP. have

now.thar,golden pour, and .

if it passes unimproved all. ,

these Can never.be acquired

loter withodt heavy' .

1,

A hahllipap or disadvanXage

6b loss,'

tory tendencies.
. and.eupernaturi

ly,oxaltation,
'activiy are;4ollowed 4

iby-indiffetencev Xetha
Eberant_ itya Jau4h1e'r,

euphoria make'place fót dysphoria,a
depressive gloom, Arid' melancholit

'Egoism, Vanity,'And conbeit-are,just

as charactetistic ofAthis period 40'
--life as are abadement, humiliation,

and bpshfulnessi- phe can observe
looth7the remnantS of An unibhibited,
childidii selfishness and an,inoroas-
ing;idealistiCaltrulsm." Coodness
and virtue atneVer so pure, but

iaolescenbei s the iwiriod from puberty

(about twelve'or thirteen)1Unta fdll"
adultptatus has'beeh Attained. Accord-

ing tO Halli'it ends comparatively.
late, between the twenty-secohp.and
twerity-fifth years. Hall described

ado escence as,a period of Sturm und

Dr , "storm and sttess." In German

literature, the period of Sturm, und
Drang'includes, among otherg,
Worksof4Sch1llet end'the early wri-

tings of Goethe. .It is al.iterary

mcivement full of idealism, commit-

ment to a goal, revolution against the
oldc,expression of personal feelings,

passion and suffering. Hail saw-an

analoOy Altween'the objectiyes of"this

group of Ang,writersat the turn'of
the eighteenth century,and tbp psycho

Jogical characteristics of adescene..
In terms of,the recapitulation theory
adolescerice corresponds td a tiMe'

when the huMan race was in a tutbulent,'

transitional stage, Hali'descri440

'11

never. again es,temptation so fdrce-
A

fully preoccupy thought. Th(i" adolescent

wants Solitude. and seblusiong,.while he

finds himself entangled in cruin s' \
and friendships. jlever agaih d es

the !Seer group have such a,stAnig,

influence,everhihe
may exhibit eX i" te senpitivity

t one time

_,4
and tendeiness; a. "another time, .

callousnesd and`cruelty. Apathy and

inertia vacillate with'an ehthdeiastic

curiosity, an urge to disQover'-an#
explore. Therwlis.-atzearnin4 for'i,dels

and authority that does exclude a rani-
utionary raeaalism lirected against'

'any Wind of authot. Hall (1916)
hoplies these antithetibal impulses
of Promethean enthusiasm and deeP

#entimental, NettsahmerS in,:Ais use

(of ttle concept of Sturm und Drang,

which for,him is so 4larac'ter1stic
. A

of the adolescent.

'2516.
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Irbilate adiol Scence the individual

recapitulate,the stage of the beginr
, .fning"Of moderkcivilization. This ...

stage corresponOs to the end of-the
.

deVelopmental procets:......pe keacileS..

'. .maturity., Hall's genetic psycholegy
di0 not see the human being as the .

final and' finiehed product of the ,

.0evelopmenta1 procep:it_allowed 4
.for indefinite furtfier development.

'' .. .
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THEORIES,.OF ADOLESCENT DEVELOPIONT

It will be evident, from the other
chapters- in.this book and from the
literature in general, thatan abun-
dance Of empirical dAa has been ,

accumulated and that adolescence has
been -acpepted as a'clearly delineated

and important period. Yet, theOry

has taken a less central place, in the
research and.discuisions on adolescence
than it has in-the study Of other
phases of tlign development., One

redscrnAN s'might be that the

study of'human development reaches
its most complex stage during ado=.

lescenCe. In most societies, the

onset of puberty is Marked by pro-

nounced changes in many,areas of

functioning. Although ,the rate of

hange varies from.area to area and

fidl individual to individualp by
and Jarge, the human being at this.

stage,of,development poses a. problem

to himself, to his family, and to the

larger group of which he is to become

a A.mber. Biologically, intellectu-
ally, the adolesgentapproaches
maturity at a rather rapid rate.
Psychologiàally and socially, he

Often ifterrupts the qourse Ot

gradual developffient a

in a variety of,ways
somewhat younger p4er
elders. This dispari
and direction of chan

d deviates
oth from hig-
and from his
y in the rate
e between

adolescence and the 9ther phases of

development also presents special
problem6 when one attempts to inte-

grate thesdata contribPted from
differing discipline , such as

biology, psychology,j and sociology.

However, the Very ficulties that

have interfered witlj the formulation

9T theories of adol scence point
Clearly toward the 4eed for a thep-
retibal framework which will make the
disparities and devibitiOns that'

characterite development during

. adolescence meaningful and

prediptable. 0

The.different theories of adolescence

to be discussed .in.this.chapter will

be grouped as follows: biological,.

,psychological, psychosocial,
logiokl, psychoanalytic,,and :
anthropological. Since the limita-

tions'of space do not permit an
exhaustive discussion of the several

thEktriwo (as in Ausubel, 1954;. Blos,

1962; and Muuss,'1962), an attempt
will be5lade here to reduce the over-

lap and repetition which exist in
abundance from theory tb theory, and

to highlight instead the unique
features of each.

BIOLOGICAL iliBORIES OF ADOLESCENCE.

Practically all theories which we will
undertake to examind accept adole-

scence as a. uniqpe phase in human .

develo1nent apd agree on the central'

biolo ical And physical changeS of

puber y which mark its onset,.
Hdwever,,they differ widely With

to the importance and ,influence
of these biological changes on the

psyaho-logical.prpbesses. Furthermore,

there.is a frequent use ofthe see,
or very himilar empiriCal.facts, as
evidence for, op illustrative of:'

quite differenV theoretical models.

ftALf RECAPIrLATION ) ,

It is of historical interest that the

father of-a '1'psychology of,adolescenCe,"

namely G. Stanley Hall (1916 ), was

a110 the founder of the app ach to

adolescence as a separate arJ distinct

phase in human development. FollOw-

inglDa&in's concept of evolution,

29'
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Hall introduced a theOrlr Og
recapitulation which.issuMed that the,
experiential histo%,of the rabe.
becomes a part of the genetic cOn74
stitutiOn of the'individual.." .

- Acgoraing to this view, each individual
passes thrdugh,stages whin repeat the
history of mankind. The direction of
development in.-general, aridkof adole-

scence in particular; is thus .1%en' as
essentially controlled hY internal
forces.

mar Xluctuate between otionaI, Aociale
. and i6eo4.o0ipal extremes., Thuae it it;

late.adolescence th:at the
Individual begins to ierttle down and
reachhiimaturity. This phase of
development represents a recapitala-
tion of the beginning of,modern -

civilization%

In animals, phylogeny is recapitulated .'

before birth. In human beings, Infan-

. cy represents a reenactment of the
prehistoric Stages of the human race.
During infancy, the development of
vegetative, sensory, anti motor func-
tions are dominant. The early part of
middle childhood represents a reenact-
Ment of the cav dwelling culture of
early histor, . The later part, namely
preadoles ce, which lasts from 'eight
to twelve years of age, parallels,that
phase of early history at which disci-
pline marked.the major progress of
mankind. At this stage of development,
the^child is aMenable to mechanical

,training; that is, training which .

involves those skills necessary for
sensory, motor, perceptual, and cog-
nitive functioning. Adqescence
itself is a period of rebellion,
which, in terms of recapitulation,
corresponds to a time when the human,
racb was in 4 transitional.stage.
Historically) Hall.chose Sturm und
Drang (storm and stress) as the model
for temperament and meutality that
characterizes adolescence. Further-
more, adoles ence is frequently
characterizeli by extremely pontra-,

dictory tend ncies whin make this
phase of development one of insta-
bility and one in which the individual:'

e

me

Since Hall considered'adolescence, as,
he considered all other stageq of
development, to be primarily biologi--
cally-determinal, there Was little
room in hie system for.environlyental
factors to influence adolescent phe-
nomena. Consistent with this point
of view, Hall considered it.best not

4 .to interfere with the natural course
of development, since he believed it
te be inevitable and dete'imined by
inner forces.

Hall Might be taken as a prototype of
those later biological approaches to
human development which assume, in a
general way, that the direction of
psynologicaI development recapitu-
lates the,evolutionary development of .

the strata in the human brain. A
common characieristic shared by these
biological approaches is.that they do
,not postulate basic psychological.
principles for predicting-developmental
changes. The only principles provided
to account for such changes are drawn
from:biology and.biogenesis: For the
realm ot psychological deVelopment,
these theories provide descriptive
concepts for the ordering of the expe-
riences and 'behaviors that-ehavacterize'
each of the successive stages of devel-
opment.

Ifr
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OESELL: HOGENESIS vilo!sivAL,

-GRO. H ;

I.
,

J

Arnde,JJi 0 best known flo: big
,

observational wprk'on humanAleVelop-

ment from'hirth tO adolescence (19401
1946b,.1956) description& of

age trends have been ac4epted-by
many paAnts'in-the United States
as norms'of what to.expect intheir.
OvelOping,chilaten.: Gesell's
biological:orientation, IWIth respect

to the predetermined etages.Of matw-
ration,, 4ather clearly the'

points made in the previous paragraph.
On'a level of th,ory, Gesell offered
the general fOrmulation that mental
growth is a,progressive morphogene,.
sis, that is, a proCessof differen-
tiation...and integration. According

to this-view, environmental faCtors

riiiay facilitate .or inhibit,growth;
'.but the basic airection of growth is
laid down by. maturational forces.
In Order to account for changes
between,developmental stages, Gesell
'employs the model of a'spiral (19460.
Growth consists of oscillation alone

a spiral course pWarlil maturity.

The child frequently reverts.to earlier
forms of behavior before he is able .

,,to surpass his previous performance..
Thus, progression and partial regres-
sion, until further progression takqs
place,. characterige\the course oil,

developmental ohange.

Like Hall, Gesellsaw adoleileence as

a transitional pg iod between child.,

hood and aaulthaa. Unlike Hall he

did not onCekve of adolesCence as a
period Of storm, contradiCtfons, and..
extremes. However, in his generali,'

zations which are derived from his
empirical observatione, Gesell does
place stress on the differences whiCh
appear in the adoleg9ent from year to .

eartwe,his is really similar to Hall's

A

'nom undDrang--an aspeotof
develbrimenp which' Gesell had de-. .

emphasized'in his.4heprizing. The

ten year old is .desoribed as stablel
wellradjust4 to his family, and
altogethertond of dompanyA,..lit

tte ealue time, 4111; is igtrigued,by ,
(

,

Secret societies and is supersen-
=

,sitive to the fairness:of agult.
authority. yitb regard to peeks,
he prefers to issociate With hie
own sex. In contrast to,the ten
year ofd, the eleven year,old- is

moody; quarrelSOmerebellious,
and argumentati . This turbu:-

t
lence" has disap earedin the twelve
year old who is pereigensb4.e and

tOlerant thah he wds-at eleven. .

The twelve year old,is concerned

with social recognition anq more

interested in the opposite,gex. :

.This greater peace,with social
environment changes again at'ihir-
teen. The thirteen-year ,old turns
inward; he is more critical of him-_

self and his gamily. In line with

histrapidly changingoloody structure
and body cllemistry, he is Mire tense,

more aware of himself, and less
seoure than he was in the pre-
ceding year. At fOurteen, the
adolesceht goes through a phase
of reversal toward extroversion
and frequently becomes. enthusiastic.
He ii.s self-confident and more at, ease

with himself. ,He has began to make
definite choices of his ego laealb,

and he identifies closely with his
heroes from folklore and from other ,

soukCes. This trend is agaiffreversed
IA the fiftleen year oldi who manifests
'increased,eenscon, hostility, and
tebellion against authority. He is

again spli-conscious and, in addition,

perfectionistic. The rebellious trend
at"this age level makes the youth ,

vulnerable to delinquency; particU.,
laxly becaUse.h4 is eager to move

446,
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-awayfiom home AO to disassociate
himself from fatililTand authority,

In sharp 9ontra'St to.the picture4ore-

, sented by title: fifteen Yeatpld,"the .

'sixteen year old.givei evidence of
emotional i.:ntegrationand balance,
'a high,de4ree.of social adjUstment
and-self-control. -Hetis friendly,-
outgoing; And independent in a self-

, 'confident sort ofway.,

The forFOing brief descriptions
indicate that adolescence is con
ceived of as a phase of glaring
contradictioris within adjacent. age

levels with alternating stage's of
calmness and storm. They als6
reflect norMative generalizations
with regard itp restricted age levels.

.These cannot be easily conceptualized
in terms of the relative effects Of
biological, psychological, and cul-

. turar factors:- It is fortIlese
reasons, together with the inferences
that parents have drawn with respect
to the meaning.of their child's'de-
viations from the norms,,that Gesell
came under the fire of considerable
criticism. Votwithstanding-such.
hazards, and in spite of kilemethodo7
logical criticism justly leveled/
against Gesell's work, he has provided
us with a hOst of ideas which provide
;fe le ground ior conceptuaL probing
ancempirical.. reSeai:ch.

'Ns

KFIBTS.QHMEg: BODY TYFp

,A diftren. biological ap oach to
adolescent develOpment has ,, n/7
formulated by th fopowerz.of Ernst

i
Kretsohmer,(1951 .

bo

They-ha#em1041142bd

his theory of y types to'explain
the direction of developmental change .
Kretschmer foduses our attention on
three basic body types: theyeyknic,1

athletic and asthenic. he h61d that

cs

4
4

each of the body. typets represents a

predisposition to cextio.t.majdepor .

chologiCal tendencies. por:sxample
schiZoid tendencie6 -are said to Appear'-
more frequently in:people With sle4ter-
ind tall or athletic body.build,
whereas maniC-depressive.or cycloid'
tendencies are paid to appear mbre-
frequently in.peOpre with a.stocky
bodyconstitutiop. AdolescOnce was
characterized by Kretschmer!s fol-
lowers ius a developmental phase with
"schizoid. characteristics. Moreover,
the degreeof turbulence experienqed
by the adolescent-was hypothesized to
be correlated with':his,body type:
ifhis means thrt a youth with a Ilean

and [slender Jody type would already
have a tendency toward a schizoid
personality and would therefore.ex-
perience adolescence as a turbulent
period. 'A child with a stocky'body
constitution, 'who is inclined tqward
cycloid personality characteristics,
would not eXperienceadolescence as
a very distOrbing phase in his
developMerit. There.is, as yet, very
little empirical evidence to,support
or refute these speculative assertions

. ZELLER: BODY GESTALT

The approach of .Wilfried Zeller, a

follower of KretSOMer, ip Actually
closei to the theorizing/of Gesell
(einci Zell4-(1951) postUlates
..relationships. between, changes in

body conatitCtion.and changes
psychological functions. .For each
stageAripsycholdgical deveibpment,
there is a.speciiic body gestalt.
(bod)( gestalt refers tothe'total
struiture and composition. of the.body)
that corresponds to it. Although'
changes appear most clearlyuin one
or another of the body areas, function2
or organs, Zeller emphasized thatN

32
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these change0.0n1V signify a total
change of the body gestalt,which would
also be reflected by a similar change

in the psycfiological sphere. 'For

: example, children 10Se their first

tooth and ghin thillir first perManent

tooth between five "and one-half and

six and one-half. Such a'specific
change is indicative of a much broader
change i2i both the physique and per-

sonality of the child. This change

also coincides with the child's. .

:AmtrodUction to formhl schooling.
Similarly, the appearance of second-
+ sex charact.eristics at puberty
(see Garrisoes discussion.within
this volume) involves a much'broader
more comprehensive change of the

body structure and hormonal'dominance.
The broader change in body structure"
ture is a beginning disharmony that

. occurs at the onset of the ptibertaI

phase. In early adolescence this
increased disharmony of the body
gestalt II:reflected-in a sudden
increase of impulsivity, nervousness,
and a more critical attitude. This

is directed at the adolescene's body,
as well as toward his inner psycho-
logical world. Zeller presents a
number of empirical observations in

,
support of his theory. He maintains

that changes in.body gestalt cannot
be measured totally by means of
quantitative ,methods. Certain aspects

of these changes are qualititive,"and
,for that reason the Observer has to
rely on intuitive jtments td grhsp
changes in the gesta t qualtty. It

is interesting to note in this context
that Sheldon (1940) has made iiimifar

statements with regard todudgments

of body types.

The application of typology to
development retoresents one Of the two

Major biological approaches to adole-

.

sconce ln c0ntemporarl Germany. ,

The major biol.ogioal approach is
repreSented ky a stratification
theOry of pqsonality. This theory .

holds 'tEat psychofogical functiono,
A
are embtddod ir layers' of the brain

The mOre elemeniary affective func4-,
!ic),x1t1 dre.thoug4t to have their .

root in the Cerebellum, while the,,
more cognitive and intellectual-9 .

functions .originate in the cerebrum.

The stratification' theory makes
the assumption that,a'direct rela-
tionship exists between the evolutiOn
of-the.brain,,its strticture ahd
.stratification, and the deV.elopment
of personality.

REMPLEIN: PERSONALITY STRATA

Heinz Remplein (1956) has been
Iiingled out as a representative of
'this orientation because his approach

is essentially a biological one.
Remplerh's theory of development
'follOws closely a genetic concept
of brain development. ,Innate dis-
positions deterMine the direction of

development. They also determine the

limits of influence that environmental
forces can have on the development
of personality. The lowest layer
of personality, involving dispositions
which'are necessary for survival, is
the most registant to environmental

influences, Those innate ,dispositions

of development which are part of 'the

higher layers of personality reflect
the newer layers 04 the brain and
are more open bo environmental
pressures.

ReMple,in emphasizes the need for.
psychological development to follow
the structure of layers of personality
and hypothesizes that premathare

pushing beyond the developmental

331 '7. e"
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levels expected My lead to,sUch_
negatiVe canseguences as an-arrest
development Since the psyChological
energies are usefi up too early.

In:Remplein's system, the lowest'layer
of personality consists of those psycho-
logicagiptocesses that are relatto
the body functiOns which preserve-.life,
in body neRds for comfort,-and ins the
psychological functions,that_are closely
related to body organs. The second
layer of personality iwthe endother-
mic stratum which is the seat of
emotions. The third and higheSt layer
of personality is the personal stratum
whiO1 is represented by ego functions,-
e.g., cognition and volition. This

layer of personality organizes and
directs the'eleMents of the lower
layers intO specific forms of behavior.

Following closely his biological model,
Remplein does not consider develop-
mental change as continuous, but
rather as,the superimposition of new
layers on old&t ones. The old layers

, do'retain some autorlomy, even thoug4
.the conscious functioning of the
individual is dominated by the new

layers. A developmental source of
Maladjustment may result from a fail-
ure of theAewly,developing strata
to integrate properly with the alder..

, one: This h1erarChical.f5roceWof
/integration is particuiarly v'ulneraBle
to maladjustment during the transip.on-!.
from early to middle.childhootaaff,
from middle childhool to aerofescdhce.
These periods of transition'ariAr
characterized by negativism. We
first period of negativipm dbcurs
between twoiand four and involves the
integration of the 'two loper personal.
strata (the vital needs g4atum and-

. the endOthermiC stratum). ,This.
,Integration must occur before their

'11bOrdin'tionto the.newlyrrising
personal itratum. Ths child pecomes

conactouS: of his ability,for

'determination and,-through 6egativ-
Jim, he facilitated the process by

,wbich_the personal stratum acgoireg
'dominance over the two lower psychic
strata.

\

The second period of pegafiVislk
-occurs during the tiansition ftom'
middle childhood to adole ence,

that is,sfrom ten to th teen years
of age. Changes in-e ocrInolo-----

gical secretion, brought about by
. the onset of puberty, lead to a

resurgence of new drives. These -

take the.form of adventure-seeking
ahd the acting out of sexual and
aggressive uraes. The adolescent
experiences A-nese resurging drives

as a desire for self-determinatidn,
and in4ependence his_enviro0-
ment perceives them as.forms of,
negativism and rebelliOn.. In
reality, this negative phase, like
its earlier forerunner, represents
a transition which makes possible
a Dew integration between the strata
of personality (e.g., sexual impulse
emanating froft the lowest strata ,

k

and love emanating from the Second
strata),. In addition, there is a

-,renewed attempt of the third per-
sonal strata to assert its leadership
on a higher level of psychological

0

functioning than was previously..
possible.

r

'tf
1

.

Since these
l

periods of negativism are

necert o

ry f c r the restructuring of

.rela nships between the strata
Of personality, it is important to
be tolerant of the emotional insta-
bility, disobedience, and exaggerated
self-assertion that are characteristic
of these transitional periods in
normal development.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL THE6RIES,

ye,haye selected Oswald Kroh, Edward

Spranger, 4nd Kurt Lewin as repre4
sentatives.of the psycholOgical
approach in the study of adolescence.
Their theories represent a movement -

away from biologicallpodels. In

spite oft diffekences between
.

'these theorfsts, they all share a
focal interest in the psychological
processes as the central factor in .

adolescent development. Specifically,

*these three"theorists concentrate on
varioust'aspects of experience, such as

consciousness, perce ption yalues,
inner conflict, and stress. They all .

build their theories on th'e.basis of

their s-eudy of indiyidual human
experience rather than pn the
structure of the brain.

KROH: PHASE STRUCTURE

Oswald Kroh's (1951) approach resem-.

bles, in some ways, the formulations of

personality stratification theorists.
In fact, his work and writings have
influenced the thinking of Remplein.

Kroh broke away kromiusipg the truc-t.

ture and evolution of the human brain

as a mo,01 for his theory of psydho-

ldgicdi development. He was primarily

concerned i4iith the psychological

aspects of consciousness at different\

stages of devel8pment. Kroh advanced'

the concept of phase structure which.'
emphatazed the wholeness of personality
along.the lines (of Gestalt theory'.

Kroh's inflnence on Zeller
/
can be

seen Ln the latter'srconcept of body

gestalt which was digcussed earlier

in this chapter.

Kroh -formillated two major Abvelopmental.

,trends. The. first trend referred to

the expansion of the child'sconcept

A

.

og e world. */n.this, Itroh:Ocimes

t
clo st to Heinz Werner's (1940)
con (apt, of.pllysiognoMic pe'rdeptidn.

At first, the child expresses. magical

thoughpet concerning objects'in the

external world. This is followed'
by a .period of a more realistic
perception of the world beginning'

with the elementary school years.
The onset of adolescence marks the
emergence,of a theoretical view of

the world which enable:et:the. indivi-

dual to reach a deeper understanding

of life. The second developmental
trend bears, some siMilarity to

Piagetys formulations. This.devel-

opmental trend extends from reflex

action to motor control and
purposeful action, fon:owed' by

foresight and planning, and finally
reaches the point. Of.cauSal cogni-

tion and creative production (see
the chapters by Gallagher and bi)';

Piere)..
.

, ,

Kroh was.the originator of the idea

of negativistic periOds which separ--
ate the three main stages of.
development from one another. His

formulations on the nature And
. .

fnnction of ne4ativism during gansi-
,

tion41 periodsjlave been taken over

.by Remplein.

SPRANGEM, VALUE HIERARCHY

Edward Spranger (1955)' also dissociates

himself from biological spbculations
in'formulating hip thepry of adole-

scence. He is.entirely committed to

a psychology of,underbtanding which

ddes not deny certain effects of.
endocrinological change, but main-,

tainS that psychologibal change
cannot be eXplained by physiological
states. Moreover, he proposes that

the methodS employed to study psyao-
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logical chanqe,are.not-the saMe as the
methods emPloyed bf maturkt sdience
to investigate physiological change.,
His methodologicil approach 4s one of,
understanding rathef than of causal,
explanation and prediction. Spranger'
emphasizes the totality of the pSychic.
structure. This is amore akin to:.
Gestalt psychology and phenomenological
psychology than to the structural
psychology.of Wundt and Titchener..

Adolescence is conceived of as a period
of.transition during which a hier-
archy of values is established.. This-
hierarchy of values is.the basis of
Spranger's.theory of personality types'.
Differences In the value hierarchy will
effect different patterns.of change.
Spranger distinguishes.three such
patterns of adolescent development,
Te first pattern_cOnsists of radical
an dramatic changes which accolpany
a shift in.the individual's perception
of himself. The second pattern )i.efers

to a sloW and continuous change in
which the individual gradually adopts
cultural valueS' that are held by
his society without basic alteration
in his'personality. The.third pattern

unquestioned.ideas and,relationships.
maY result ift'rebiBllion against.

institutionalized.traditionsvsoci-
ety. Tt may also.tesult in.an'in
increased need 'for sdicial"rectognition

and new interpersonal relationships..
The predominance of one or another

. of these trends will be determined
by the value hierarchyor typology
that characterizes'an idividual
adolescent.)

Although Spranger Iled due regard for
influences of social and environmental
conditons on adolescent development,

1
he w s concerned primatily with fnner-
dete inants Ind with the individual's
exp ience and perception. ,Spranger ,

is essentially,a phenomenolOgist for
whom the primary task of .ille psycholo-
gist is.the Study of the content and,
structure of inner eXperience. In

this he shared the preoccupation of a
third important theorist,,Lewin.
Lewin's approach lis also essentially
ps*hological andVphenomenological,
although environffiental determinants

played a larger role in his theorizing
than in Spranger's.

refers,to a growth process in-which LEWIN: FIELD THEORY
the adolescent achieves his goals
through'self=discipline and active
efforts, '

The discovery of the ego,ips a self
is a central concept. in Sptanger's
formulation of structural change
during adolescence. The ego is now
experienced by the adolescent as
separate from the external world. .

The result is'in feelings of loneliness
and a heightened need to eXperimnt-.
with the newly discOyered self
adolscent's searcil for a life pi n 41

and definite identity. The adble-

scent begins'to exaMib previousl$,
.

,
i

1

, I

Kurt Lewin (19357 1939, 1948) was more
.interested in analyzing the subjective
world of the adolescent than in the
individual differences between adole-
scents. He 4:plied hip Concepts of
field theory to accomplish this task.
The basic psycholpgical law of field
theOry is that blhavior (B) is a
function (F) of the person (P) and of.
his environment (E) or 11,--F(Fa. The
suM. of all interacting environMental

personal factors'is called tlk life
ace or the psychologial space.

36
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WitIgn the life space, there are
positive and negative gbals to which
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the individual feels.. either attiracteN AdOleScence is.characterized by

Or rdpelled. These goals. are called

'valences.- An individual moves either
toward or away from the goals in his

life-space, and this movement is ,

,.edrmed locomotion. ;.A 'very important

.
variable in this conceptual framework
is the existence of barriers that
interfere with the individuals
.10comotion and with his reaching his

..goals.

According to Lewin, the life s0Oce
ef the child depends on the stage of

his development. The growing child'
is increasingly able to distinguish
between the real and the unreal,
holies and realistic expectations, and
falsehood and truth. Thus, a result

.of increased differentiation is the

growing organization of bhe child's

life space.'

Several conditions in the development

of a child.will affect the degree of

structure and:organization of the

child's life spaCe. If the

parents do not provide a.sufficient

amoult of structUre for the child in

the 4arly stages of development, his

personality will lack integration.
However, as the child grows older
and as his life space becomes'moie
differentiated, he needs 'freedom to

'advance into new regions and to have

new experiences. Thus a reduction in
the amount of direction as cTN
in the'rest±ictions legislated by.
the parents is indicated..

q.

Rate of change is a second conditio

that will affect the degree of in-
creasing differentiation ip the

devel ping child. If change is

gradu 1, it will facilitate organi-

zatio . If changes are rapid and

sudde they.are likelleto result
in periods of stress and crisis.

4..

relatively rapid change in the
,structure of the life space and
.t.herefore, results in stress and in
disorganization within the life space.

Lewin does not attriVute the stress
Which results from 'biological(changes
during puberty to the amount Of change

that takes place objectively, but :

rather to the central position of the
body in the life space of aR indivi-
dual., Thus, it is the subjective
meaning of the body to the adolescent
that deterMines for him many of the
consegOences of the perceived changes
in the body at the time of puberty.

A third condition that will affect
differentiation-is the presence of
conflicting forbvs at Various points.

in development. The conflicting forces
may originate in the child's organism,

or in the environment as the child

perceives it. The analysis of the

heightening of conflicting forces
during adolwcence forms an important
ba0,,s:for'Lewin's,apprilkiph to the

Understanding of adolescence. For.

example, if the child hasfbeen highly
dependent onehis family, then cultural
demands for increased self-sufficiency
at puberty will conflict with the
dependency, and puberty will be exper-

ienced as a period of violent change.
Another source of qonflict and stress
for the adOlescent in our society'
rplults from the ambiguous way in
which he is.treated by adults. For

instance, certain childish forms 'of

behavior and goals\ which still have
strong positive valences for him are
no'longer aCcepted a appropriate by

adult society. Howeve , the adoles-

cent.is not permitted to replace th se

childish behaviors wit dult form

of behavior such as driving,a car,
drinking liguor4 and Noving sexual
relations which also have strong

179/
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positive valences,

. . .

y
Lewin has compared the marginal . .

position. of the adoleabeht ii.tran

,dition to the position of a, Minor7
ity group Member wp0 tries todiSsoci7
ate himself fromhis-background and
to enter\he majority group. The adoles-
adOlescent.wishes todissociate hiM.-
self from his chi dhood background and,
.to enterthe adu .society which he
perceives as the powerful majority

,_j group If the Minority group plember

is only partly sUcceesfu in esta-
blishing relationships with. Ole.
'privileged group, he becomes a mar-

ginal man in both grouPs. This applies *

equally td the experiences of'the
adolescent. Both are.plagued by an
increased amount of emOtional tenSion,

and both are extremelY senthitie to
the shortcomings of the background o.

from which they try to dissociate
themselves. .

Lewin offers certain interesting,
formulationS.concerning the idea-
logical instability and extremism...that

often characterize adolescents. The

adolescent experiences ah expansion of
his life Space which is accompanied by
uncertainty and by conflicting pres-
sures, and therefore has the consequences
of emotional and ideological instability.
Moreover, in taking a radical position
with regard to social ideology, the
adolescent moves through fewer regions
that the adult. :Phis is so because the
pekception of the Political arena is
much more differentiated for the adult
than it is for.the,adolepcent. The

adolescent distinguishesynly' between
.,the left and th right, whereas the
adult distingui hes more";stepa between ,

the extreme rig t and the extreme left.
yhe ease with which adolescents take
extreme posltiohs is also a function_
of the lack of differentiation in

...
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thaap.lescents,politiCki ideolom
campared to the differentiation
'that exigi.a in,the political We

space 9f the adult individual. On

this point,. the Brack, Hexane and Smith
chapter within'this book will be of'
interest to-the reader'... 'Still anothe.4'

reason far the adolesdent being"an
easy prey for 3deological extreMists

comes from.changed.'in the fantasy-

realityalande.in developMent. The
.adolescen.tis-increasihgly Under .-

greater presSure from the adlat society
to relinquish his-"lack Of realism" in,

'favor of the reality of :the adult wOrl0:.
Thit often has the consequence of.accen
.tuating the'conflict-of-.4the real with

the ideal and of leading to an inten-
sive desire,of the AdOlOcent.to structure,
or rather to ovgrstructure, his field
.of values and ideals. It:may account

for the- readiness of the adolescent .

to f011ow anyone who offers'a definite,
'pattern of.values. ExtremistS, of

4

course, have. the least doubtand the
least'self-criticism vith regard to the

,values they hold.

Lewin's position 'with'regard to
adoleacence may-be summed4up as follows:
The adolescent phase of development' .

involves a .widening of the life.Space',
especially sociallY, and in tiald .

perspective: This change has the;-
consequence of a sharp decrease in
cognitive structure. The adolescent
has lesS airecion as well as more
conflicting pressures for his behavior
than dither the child ok the edul.n
-o0r.society. The adolescent occupies
a position beftween the child and the

adult similar ta a marginal m6Mber ok
an undeOrivilege Mincrity group 'in

Our society. Pub rty, as a n6/ exper-
irce of the adoldSbent With his own
body, can be repre"sOnted as &baffling
change of a centr1 region in the:

I 9 r)
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eptablished life space. From these .

three postulated characteristiCs of

adolescence follow certain predictions

concerning social behavior and,emotionr
al experiences:, The adolescent will

be overly sensitive and will fluctuate

between ektremes of sflyness and agres-

sivenessi. The tiln:llscent ill
,

.* ,experience extr onflie-t etween

social and moral Values, between
ideologies, and between different'

syles of living. Finall,Y, the

eXporience of c6nflict will'set up
tensions which will throw the adolescent
into positions of extreme attitudes

arid actions..

PSYCHOSOCIAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL

THEORIES

The psychglogical theorists discussed

In the previous section, particularly
Lewin, did not ignore the impbrtance'

of the social enviornment Is a deter-
, minant.of adolescent develOioment. They

merely placed their emphasis on
intrapersonal psychological processes

and on experience. Similarly, the

social psychologist does hot ignore

or neglect the importance of person-

ality mechanisms and intrapsychic

. factors. However, his emphasis iS

on the influence of the social

environment and on the role of the
interacting,processes between the

adolescent and his society.

DAVIS: SOCIALIZATION

Sq(it find the concept of socialization

the key concept'employeA by Allison

Dayis (1944). Davis approache$
adolescent development as being a con-

tinuous process of.social reinforcement

and
(

punishment. Society designates

4p.

behavior as unacceptable by punlshilig..

tt. An.pieipation or fear of punish-

ient, After Tepeated experiences,
brings about "socialized anxiety,"
which-then becomes a keir factor in

the socialization process. Socialized
anxiety functions as a tool for t e

-individual in his attemPt to aci

to the.demands of his cultur Once

the child develops this aftxiety, he
will acquire behavior which mitigates
or reduces it.. It should be noted
that'socialized anxiety is different

from neurotic anifety since ne!rrotic
anxiety is irrational and not adaptive.
Similarly, if, socialized anxiety is too
strong, or too intensiVe, it will 7

have an inhibiting and disorganizing,
effect.

.

Society defines what g5als, vapes,
and behaviors are acceptable and to

be acquired. In our society, socialized
anxiety increases with the onsef. of
adolescence, particularly in a middle-

class youth. Thismis because he faces

increased demands from society to
accept.social responsibilities and
because society asks him to delay and,

generalize the gratifiCation of such
pressing needs as sex and aggression.
With this increased pressure, and with
the heightening of socialized anxiety,
the ..-idolescent becomes aware of the ,

values of his culturk and depends
increasingly uPon social acceptance,
prestigeiand status,

Lower-class adole'scent4r e different.

?xperiences in the area Siratifying

sex and aggression. The basid difference

in the lower-class adolescent is that he
does not dev(ilop the socialized anxiety
which, in turn, motivates him to achieve
and to postpong immediate gratification

behavionas ac9optable by reinforcing * for the sake oelong-Yange goals. Amos

or rpwarding it and designates other and Wellford consider this point in



their chapter on "The'Culturally
Disadvantaged Adolescent." Moreover,
the lOwer-class adolescent lear that
he is not likely'to receive syhciLic
rewais suchd-

.
status and social . 4\

acceptance for i hibiting sexual and.
aggressive'behavior.

RAVIGHURST:c\DEVELOPMENTAL TASK

While bavid-Whs primarily concerned
with the rol oflbocial aniciety in- ly

'adolescent deveiopment, Robert Havd.g-

hurst (1954 formulated and investigated
the concept of developmental tasks.
These tasks are defined in relationship
to those goals apd criteria which
society expects fulfilled or met
at the different stages CT develop- .
tent. Developmental tasks can be
defined, then, as the skills, know-

.

\ledge, and attitudes which a child
has to acquire asucc/psive points
in his development. The mastery of
these tasks depends on physical
maturation, as.well as on personal
effort. Developmental anxiety is
a' motivational and reinfovcement
process which facilitates the acqui-'
sition and mastery of developmental
tasks. The mastery of developmental
tasks on any one age level prepares.,
the individual f4 or mastering-new tasks
at the next age level. Havighurst
suggests t at Pailure in a given
develoi4ei l task will result in

,maladjustmen cial' disapproval,

increased anx 4 , and subsequently
greater difficulty inNmastering .

. fmture tasks. Each developmental
task has its critical period within

4 which it must be learned. This
emphasis by Havighurst should retind
us of the formulations by the
thepriss of the German school. In

t
.4p rticularp Kroh and the'personality
s ratification theorists come_to 1470.

'However, Havighurst places a greater
, ti-t

emphasid on the gocializing agents and
upon the mothods of reinforcement whici\
society ups in an attempt'to help the
individudiat a given age leV I. He

\also emphasizea the culturaYrela-
tivity that determines.the.nature of
the deveiopmentalAtasks. The more

qlominant the cul,ttiral element of the
, tasR is (over the biological element)
the more likely it"will differ from
culatre to culture.

Havighurst defines developmental tasks
for each level. For adolescence, he

,defines such tasks as accepting one's
physique and dex role, relations with
peers .of both sexes, emotional inde-t

pendence Of parents, partial attainment
of economic independence; making
vocational'1"choices, acquiring intel-

lectual competence and socially.
responsible behavior, preparing for
marriage and family life, and the
building o values which are in harmony
with. the world picture of the soclety
to which the .adoledcent belongs.

SOCIOLOGICAL -THEORY

Stciological theoties of adolescence
focus clearly on social institutions and
on the position of the indiviclual in
souiety; that is,'on the adoleSdent's
role and his status as the determiners
of his deVelopmAnt. Even thongh
Aciological theory is at the other
end of the biblOgical-social aimension
it is interesting to note that sociol-
ogists pay considerable attention to
the interacting effects oi biological,
physical, and soclal factors in adole-
scent.development. The same cannot
be said gor biological theortsts who
deal much less s'Ystematically with.the
social environment asa determinant.
Of developmental change.

.11/491
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KINtSLE WIS; .KCXOLOGICAL THEORX

We have eelected Kingsley Davis'
C11960) as a representaXive advocate of

sociological_theory. Davis maintains:

that, in a complex Nestern society,
adolescence represents.a phase of de-
velopment in which. physical uaturation
and mental maturity Move far Ahead Ot

social matuaty. In terms of physical
.strepth,dnd mental capacity, /Ull
maturity is attained shortly after
puberty.

Socially, the adolesCent has a
long way to go before he reaches a
mature status. In most societies,

power and status are dependent on
social position and experience
rather than ori brute strength or ,

everi on mental capacity. HoweVer,

social position and experience come
with middle or old age rather thttr"-----j

with adole.scence. Thus,.despite his

phys4.ca1 or even mental equality to'
his elderA, the adolescFnt is placed
in a-socially subordinate position.
This presents a source of conflict
betiAeri the generations. It is

probable that the learning process ,
would have a better chance if physiCal
and mental maturity would come be-
tween thirty and thirty-five years
of age instead of .between fifteen
and twenty years of age. As it is,

especially in modern societY, the
individual muat keep on learning after
his capacity to do so has begun to -

decline. 'Knowledge, judgment, insight,
and self-reliance are generally far
froin their plpak when mental capacity has

k.ready reached its peak. In a phy-

sical sense, society does not utilize

its
tgreat men until they are past their

prime. However, in a social songe,
society does utilize its men at the

peak of their administrative of
sociological maturity. That

to say, it.utilizes them when they

have hopefully accumulated the
greatest know-how for making.political

fr-

decisiona,ogjarrreachin9 consequences.
A

From aSociological point of vidw,
ado1esoence.10 the. phase of develop-0

rent in whichthelag of..social develop-.
Merit behindThysical. development fikst
:becomes pronounced. 'From this point

of view', one,might anticipate that
as society becomes more'cómple]6 the
lag will.become greate i. and adoles-,

oence will be prolonged further

intoOrganic adul9lood. Specifically,
the'poaitioo of adolescence ia
deteimined Sociolbgically'by four
factors: occupational placeiftent,

reproductive control', authority
organizdtion,-and Cultural acquisition. .

Occupatiorial Placement. Sefection

of individuals for occupational
placement may be made by,conscription
or by choice. If thelselection is"*.

made by choice, it follows that the
earlier the choice is made, the mores

intensive can be the training., The
later the choice is made, the more
it may rest on an.accurate evaluation
of. personal talent and preference
(see Hacknian's chapyr on vocational
counseling with the adolescent). The

'more complex.societies defer the final

decisions until adolescence and i)rovide

most of the specialized training
during that period.. Primitive
societies need not defer the decision

until adolescence. They can make
thglr choice much earlier and provide
the trainingiduring childhood because
division of labor is so slight. If

trainiA stags early, as is the case
in a simple society, and extends

\
through childhood, adolekence will

4 not stand out occupationally as a
period df any particular importance.

. By the time th/ individual reaches
adolescence, he is practicing his
occupatii?n and is accepted by hi's

society as an adult. If, on the other.

, hand--as is the case in a complex
society--OccupatiOnal choice and
training is centered in adolescence,
the strain in this phase of develop-

ment will be greater. Finally, if
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litandards for occupational status are
determined by achieveme4 in the :

culture is kaised, but the status of
the aaolescent is.lowered by
putting him at thy-bottom rUng. This .

makes adolescence a period of
strain, and in Some societiewi_a
period of dePtiviation.

Reproductive Control. In every
society, reproductive capacity first
Appears at the'inception.of adold-

0
scence. However, the ntrol of

reproduction and of se .al behavior
is exerciseddiffereAly in different
societies. Each society is confronted
with three basic questions concerning
reproduction and sexual gratification..
First, whether the adolescent shall be
permitted to enter normal he&rosexual
intercourse, or whether he should be

,.. .

forced or encouraged to postpone stich

behavior. Second, whether marriage
'should be permitted with the onset of

sexual maturation. Third, whether
marriage 6hould be the result of fee
dhoide of whether it should bp con-
trolled by others. Also, should
marriage establish a separate housb-
hold or one.that is merely an .

extension of the parental menage?
This.last question is an is4ue
which primitive and modern (societies

face together. Until redently,

one coTmon characteristic:was shared
by most societies.. The adolescent
was pPrmittdd to exercise both his
sexual and reproductive fu dons;
howeirer, society carefully
the exercise of these functi

ontrolled

In our societY, the ideal of premarital
chastity is upheld. The postponement
of marriage, as well as the indepen- .

dence and separateness of the wedded
couple, is alsO adVbcated. The

adolescent is permitted to associate
closely with the opposite sex,. but

is put.on his honor tä remain
virtuous: 'The- adOlescent is

permitted to choose bis own mate
inaependently, but his or her

.parents retain veto rights in many
areas. Both Juhasz and Staton
discuss these problems in, separate

chapters, se> we will not consider
them further here. Of course, the

'competitive stru9gle for-status
in the occupational area also'gets
entangled with,the competitve
system-in the courtship arid datin4

area. This does,little to.lessen
the problems of the adolescent

, perioa.

Authoritarian Organization. The

next major sociological issue
concerning adolescence is that of
,the child's emancipation from the
authority.of his family. In our

society, adolescents believe that
obtaining a job and becoming married
entitles a persOn to independence.
In other societies, the authority
of parents continues after adole-
scence, and adolesceftce does not
stand out as a significant period
of change in an ihdivilmal's
reletionslap to authoriTY. In

our society, in the absence of.
pnblicly accepted practices for

_emancipation from authority, wide
'individual variaeions exist from
family to family and each family
must settle the matter in its own
Way. In Many instances the adole-
scent craves the protection of his
family, but.he rebels against its
authority. He 4.s torn by the con- .

flict of dreading to jeave the
Acareless existence of childhood and
of accepting the bUrdensome respon-
sibility of adult life. The nature
of this conflict and its possible
consequences were discussed in some

" detail in -4he presentation of Lewin's

. I 96
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theory. This whole issue will be
taken up again when we turn to the
psychoanalytic theorY of adolescence.

Let up examine more closely some of

the dóciological determinants of the

conflict between.parental authority
and'adoledcence. One of these
determinants,iS the rate of social-
change. .The more rapid the social
and technological change in a society,
the greater will be the difference in

the cultural cantent experienced
by two different generations at the

same stage of development. The

parent learns thaehis adolescent
experiences aye outdatdd whei1 he

assumes the iesponsibility of

4 transmitting his.background experience
to his own child. The problem of

cultural lagi on the parentb' part, is
aggravated ih modern,society by
the fact that the child is exposed to

competing authorities. Profes-

sional educators usually teach ideas

which are in advance of their own
eculture, and thereby, they widen

the.intellectual gap between parent '

antchild. 0

It is interesting to raise the queStion

as to why parentar authority generates
much,more conflict than other insti-

tutions of authority. One of the

factors detergVing this differends is

that society defines clearly those

selectiv areas in which it assumes a0

auth?rity. In contrast, parental
authority includes most aspects
of a Child's life. ,Often parents
are glad to relinquish their authority

over the adolescent child and to

grant him i.ndepend9nce. Ho4evek, a ,

sqcial status is identified

with parental status, and parental

status is Socially identified with the

child's conduct. Therefore, parents

bften wish to insure proper conduct on
the pait of Oeir offsprin4 by pro-

'
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longin ? parental authority.

A related phenomenon bearing on adole-

scent conflict is the cOmbination of

conpentration and disperaion thai .
characterizes our family system. -The
smallness of the family unit in
our society' makes for intensity of

family feelings. Most of the day's

_schedule takesiplace outside 'the

homfe and this makes'for dispersion
'of actiVities. This dispersion of

activities away from home isola;tes
and tnoreases the intensity of die

affectional bonds within the home.
The. major:share of the family senti-

ment is directed toward a few
individuals who'are so,important to
emotional satisfaction that complexes

easily develop. Theie is less

Sentiment to go around, and, there-

fore, we are left 'with youth who

are emotionally deprived. .

Cultural Acquisition:. A fourth iss4e-

that. defines the adolescent period

is that of cUltural acquisition.
The 'more primitive the culture,
the earlier the,child can be taught

its rUdiments. ilighly civilized

societ4.es require specialized
educational establishments.., The
"universa1 and specialized school
system,as we know.it, becomes a'
necessity. HoWever, the, school

system concentrates on,teaching
abstractions.which are often divorced

from the tacts,ahd experiences off

real 1,ife. Thus, the adolescent
emergds from his school with know-
lpdge whichr-aoes not help him to

handle 64ncrete everyday situations.

This inconcgruence tends to'pro-,

du9 problems of motivation: The

existencelof the long'interval-
of time betweep learning,and its
vocational application-also con-
tributes to the problem of academic

tivation. Davis 11960) suggests

9



pertain modifications in the school
system which would reduce the problem

it cufrently produces. The school
system should Make-greater efforts
to iaroduce inventions of new
educational technology and.to overhaul
the incentiVe mechanism. For example,,

recent methods ofimproving reading
habits may shorten the absorption of
thesame amount of knowledge.

The current incentive mechanisms
might be greatly improvr by,intto-
ducfng vocational and o cupational
training earliedr. Thisswould
permit the adolescent to carry out
rewarding functions in society
Simuleaneously with his continued
schooling.

PSYCHOANFILYTIC THEORY

Psychoanalytic theory is.being
presented separately because it
cannot be put into any one of the
previous headings without distortion.
Biologibal, psychological, and social
processes and concepts op.cupy equally
central positions. In:its, early

stages, iDsychoanalytic theory was
heavily -weighted toward biological
factors and evolutionary ideas.
Very early in its development, how-
ever, the cleft between the biOlogical-
Constitutional versus the Social-
environmental orientation was worked
out by two psychoanaly4ic theorists
who broke.away and developed their own
theories. 40f course I am referring
to Carl Jung and Alfrpd Adler. The
former went in the ditection of extreme
emphasis on a'constitutional typology
and evolutionary recapitulation of
human experienCe, whereas the latter
elevated the family and other social
,factors to a position of central
importance. As psychoanalysis devel-
oped, Freud (1936) himself shifted

, .
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toward a greater emphasis on external
reality. Later, Anna Freud (1948),

in her concern with the educational
process and particu;arly with
defense mechanisms of the ego, anti7
cipated the developments of ego '

psychology. Finally, studies in

cultural anthropology,parried
out by psychoanalysts such as
Abraham Kardiner (1939) and Erik
Erikson (1950, 1959) have elevated
culture and environment to central
positions in psychoanalytic theory.

IFANTILE SEXUALITY

For.many centuries, and until
relatively recently, it was assumed
that puberty marked the onset of
sexuality. With the advent of
Sigmund Freud (1953) the concept of
infantile sexuality and of psycho-
sexual development replaced the
traditional Concept of puberty.
Infantile sexuality refers to those
pleasurable'experiences which are
ssociated with the stimulation and
gratificati4n of,the basic needs
relating tb fooa intake, elimination,
'and genital excitement. These occur
prior to the onlset of puberty.

The organization and course of
infantile sexuality during early
an&middle childhood determine how
adolescence is experienced and
expressed. Briefly, some of the
structeral formations of childhood
may be described as follows.

EARLY CHILDHOOD

The.psychic apparatus of the infant

is dominated by the pleasure-pain
principle. The dominance of this
principle dikinishes as a result bf
two importaA factors. First, as the
infant develcips trust in his mother's

ability tO allhy his tensions, he
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becomes correspondingly.less dominated.
The becond factor is the child's
growing control over internal tension
and his mastery of the-stimulation
from his external environment. This
process contributes to a shift in
the child',s position from passivity to
activity. The child learns to mani-

pulate others and the physical world
to gain his own ends.

The c10.1d's feelings of self-confidence
derivea from his mastery and from his
shift to-an)active position are
absorbed in the next4hase of develops.
ment, namely, the phallic phase.
This is particularly true in the boy,
in whom they take on the form of
exaggerated fantasies of power. DUring
the phallic phase, the chilfd begins to
develop fantasies of possession and
intimacy toward the parent of the
opposite sex; this period is the
oedipal stage. Vie oedipal conflict
is wrought with sexual and aggressive
wishes that take on frightening pro- .

portions% The child resolves this
conflict between forbidden impulses and
authority by identifying with the
authority figure and thereby erecting
a built-in censor of his own for
forbidden impulses. 'This is the
begin/11mq of, conscience and super-ego:j

The experience of this conflict and its
resolution usher in the period of
middle childhood which has been called

the
*
latency period.

,

MIDDLE CHILDHOOD 1

,The particular importance of the
latency period for adolescence is the .
sharp increase on control over the
impulses which occuy during(this

period. Th 'ncreased control is "
facil'

con

of,

tal a

the development, of a
d on the internalization
entification withoparen-

ty. With it, the child's

respect,for law and order assimes
dominant place. .The.internalization

of parental authority has another
'consequence aS well. The child's
dependenve on parental praise, and
approval for feelings of self-

.. worth is replaced by those inner .

sotirces 9f assUrance which we tall
self-ésteem;'. Another importint
6onsequence is the.Childks greater

-independence from the.parent.'As
a result of this greafer. independence,

the Child is leSs likely to be frus-;
trated by the parent, and this
lessens his mood fluctuations and ,

prodUces more emOtional

The formation, of theisuperego and .

the strengthening.of the ego repre-
sent.an increased differentiation
"of the personality.' It is fufther
facilitated by a separation of
verbal and motor expression.
This in tUrn permits rapid strides
forward in the development of.
language ahd syMbolic activity.
This differentiation is partiCularly
important in enabling the child to
tolerate conflicting demands from
within as well as from the external
environment.

As mentioned earlier, the mother-
child relationship is important for
the development of the structural
fqrmations of shildhood that,survive
and determine 4he course of adole-
scence. .At first, the infant
experiences both parents as,dispenserS
of comfort or frustration. Mother's
role is not primarily feminine, but
rather that of an active.person. The
child is in a passive position of
getting'or not *ling'. 8y identir
fying with his er as a source of
nurturance, the 2hild acq6ires not
only some indepeedence,_but also
some of his mother's active position.

45 199
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For the boy, the mother ccintinueS
through childhood to be the object of
.his affection. What changes'in the

- little boy is hiS:position from
passive receptivity to active mastery
The latter reaches its first.peak in
.the phailic phase of development.

Here the. little boy identifies his

power with masculinity. E4Oessive
masturbation, which may arjse both
during this.period and in puberty,

is inte reted, as a deferide against

regressi g to a passive position. The

boy discovers sex differences, and
in "his fantasy he interprets the
.difference as an injury to the opposite

sex. Psychoanalytic theory relates .

this interpretation to the contempt
and fear with which our culture
treats femininity in boys. The male's

contemptuous attitude toward the

,
female sex often harbors his deep-
seated fear of regressing to his
earlier passive receptive' position in ,

infancy. The boy's identification
with\his iather helps him to combat

this fear. Identification with the

..father is.facilitated by the.fear
consequences of the boy's rivalry
with his father for the affection of

his mother. The fear is resolved by,
identifying with the father. These

changes toward masculine identity-
formation, or a failure of such changes

and an alternative course of regres-
sion to a passive positon, are of

,utmost importance as a background
for the developmental trends which
occur during adolescence. .

The formation of feminine identity
i8 different and equally important

for the adolescent phase. At first
the girl shares.yith theoboy a passive
position toward her mother as a pro-

vider. When the girl enteeS a phase
of'independence and of an active
position,'unlike the boy, she not
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.only changes her position'toward
her mother, but she also changes
her love object from mbther to
father. Her continued identifi-,
cation with the mother AS p4rovider
will reinforce her, active position

and will conflict-with the girl's
imitation of hertmothet's passive
position toward her father. The

active positio9/the.girl takes
periists for a$long time throughout
childhood. T ere are very strong
sycholosica44 social, and practical

asons for ;Ihe persistence of this

active posi*on. The little girl
is greatly rewaikled for being self-
sufficient; she envies boys for
their physkue and status; a girl
is not cqticized as much for being,
a tomboy as a boir is criticized, for,

being a i.ssy; the active position
is a sat%sfying one to any child
regardls of his sex; finally, .

the role of the wbman is that of a
nurturant..giving person which cer-
tainly'entails an active position.

It is not until much later in the
cours ? of development plat.the girl
beginS to take a passive position
toward men and to 'dentify more fully
with her mother he mOther's

passive position ward the father.

Thus, we find that thp course of
the development of the masculine

identity of boys is simpler than
the development of the feminine
identity for girls. The boy not'

only retains the same love object
(the mother), he also develops in
one direction, namely from passivity
to activity. The4/irl, on the other

. hand, changes from a passive to,an
active position, then back again to
a passive position. The latter

must differ considerably from the
early infantile passivity.shared
by boys and girls.alike. :Nhese,

then,are the Structural formations

fj



of childhOdd which sOrvive into

adolescence. .

ADOLESCENCE
-

At the onset of-adolescence, both"
boys and girls give -si(gns of,exp ri-'
ending streSS and'of givig up me
of the accoMplishments in education
and docial.conformity that were
achieved during the.latency periOd.
The degree and.directioR of* regression

will have coMMon elements. It Will'

also'-be greatly affected by pre-
.adolesc9nt development, as outlined,.

up to this point. .The 'adolescent
manifests not.only re§reSdive
tendencies but also a variety of..,

defensive maneuvers to ward off the
regressive pull..

an important task of adolescence

Friendship.acquires an enormous
importance for adolescent boys and

-girls. Not only do friendships gain
in importance bUt they also.acquire
a new quality, namely, an ideali-
zation of-the friend. The idealized

image of the friend supplements
the earlier idealized.image,of,the
parent. The relationship between
the loss Of early love objects and
the formation of intensive relation-
shipsfsuch as friendships and crushes
during adolescence, can be seen ino
thereacti6ns to the loss of ari
idealized.friend when such a disap-

----pointment or loss results in
depre-Seions_or in going on eating

'binges. The fadt-that these rela-
tionships are often tranSitory_and
of short duration betrays an
purpose of these friendships.
The firendship has been a search
for a replaceMent,of the abandoned
parent.

V4t

An important development at the onset
of.adolpscence, as seen by psycho-
analytic, theory, is the moving away
from the love objects of early child-

hood. This is a continuation of the
move in the_same, direction which
occbrred during latency. A certain
amount of affection becomes liberated
as a result oil the dissociation from
early love objects and goes in search
of new love objects outside the
family. With it occurs a weakening
of the parental authority which
formed th, backbone for.superego
deielopment. This weakening of the.'
superego is further reflected in
feelings of loneliness, inner tur-
moil, and depressed moods. Adolescence
has been described as a phase in which
mourning and being in love dominate
the affective life of the young

person. The rebellion against, and
separation from, the parent involves

a real loss and results in experiences
of emptiness, grief, and e4dhess which
are a part of all mourning. The
working through of such mourning is

flETEROShXUAL RELATIONSHIPS

Now, turning to heterosexual
relationships, psychoanalytic theory
points to striking differences
between boys and girls in their
reactions to the opposite sex at
the onset of puberty. The boy

first turns away from heterosexuality
and escapes into his male peer
groups. He it; preoccupied with

defending himself againSt regressive
"tendencies and the feared consequences%

of such tendencieS. The girl does
not react in the same way at the
Onset of puberty. She goes through
a stage of exaggerating her active
position in life without turning
away from heterosexuality. In

contrast to the boy, her defense '

against regression (to an infantile

c)
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, passive position and to infantile
sexuality) is an exaggeration of
heterosexual interest and experience.
She does not assume a feminine role,
but acts as the active, aggressive
partner in the pseudo-love game.
Related to this turn of events is
the 'fact that girls mature more rapidly
than boys dtring this period and exper-
ience more violent and.painful
changes in their physiological func-
tioning. Evidenbe from pkychoanalytic
therapy on the adolescent acting-out of
girls suggests that the excessive
active and aggressive role ih the
frantic attempt to relate to men
represents an overcompensation in
the adolescent girl. This is a
counter against the strong regreseive
pull to be fondled in the same passive
manner as the infantile girl was
fondled by her mother, Instances

of adolelecent infatuation with much
older men may represent a giving in
to this regressive pull,

77:77777-7.-77-

Sometiies specific defenses against
anxiety and confljct fu ction under

an umbrella Of a(social

form'of behavior.\ !km

this may be seen ih-t
a code of behavior which permits
the adorescent to divorce his
feelings from hAs actions. This
may occur,because the behavior is
pUblic and'because-he does not haVe
to take the'responsibility for it.
Under such circumstances, the ado-
lescent ean act out, withcut ha
any strong feelings about his

-action. The specific defense
mechanisms hidden in this type of
socially .sanctioned.acting out
are denial and iscllation. The
adolescent denies his,feelings
and Isolates feeling and awareness.
He is full" aware of what he does
without having any feelings.'
Conversely, due,to his submerging
himself in the peer code, he may
experience feelings of anger or

act aggressively without any-
awareness of what the source and
target of his anger is, or without
awareness of the Aggressive
consequences of-his behavior.

Taccepted
ample of

e sharing of

DEFNSE MECHANISMS

As indicated earlier, the Adolescent
employs a variety of defensive maneuvers
in his reaction to the inner impoverish-
ment he experiences, and to other
sources of stress and Conflict. One

fairly common defensive reaction
consists of a self-induced heightening
of ego states. In this category

belongs self-induced exertion. Pain

and exhaustion are fairly common
phenomena among adolescent8. These
self-induced ego states of affective
and sensory intensity allow the'
adolescent to experience a heightened,
sense of,self. They enable the
adolekcent to,discharge tension which
comes from thestress and conflict
he experiences.

THE PEER GROUP AND SOCIAL BELONGING
/

Erikson (1959) points toward the .

positive value of the gang for the
adolescent and the ways in which the
clique helps the adolescent form
his ego identity. ,The adolescent

who rebels'against the dominance
of his parents, against the dominance
of their value system and their
intrusion into his life, has a
desperate need for social belonging.
The peer group and the gang help the
adolescent find his own ideritity.
The adolescent relies on his peers

48
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for comfort by stereotyping himself
, at a time when his body image changes

radically and when he is confronted
with predsures which threaten to over-
whelm him. This is one of the reasons ,

why totalitarian systems are so
attractive to the adolescent. They
supply convincing and suitable identi-
fications. Democratic identity involves

-freedom of choice anddoes not supply
an identity as readily. The demo-

. crati6 gtoup requires that the person
hae.sufficielit ego identity to
tolerate ambiguity. The adolescent

,2

who has to question his own identity
at every moment welcomes membership
in the totalitarian peer group which
relieves him ofjlis painful search and

-provides emotional crutches until he
can learn to stand on his own two feet.

, ERIK ERIKSON: IDENTIAPY FORMATION AND

ADOLESCENCE Nio

We have mentioned the name of Erik
Erikson several times. It is now
appropriate to consider his theory in
greater detail. Erikson has taken the -

Freudian position and,considered it
in the light of anthropological
cultural research. His major focus
has been on the process by whin the
indAtidual develops his ego identity.
As we know, when puberty is reached,
the individual's body grows rapidly
and sexual maturity arrives on the
scene (see Garrison's chapter). This

may present problems for the adole:
scent, as his self-image may be in
Conflict with his views of the per-
ceptions of others. Erikson believes
that, for the youth of today, the
development of one's ego identity hs
largely replaced the theme A sexuality
that was so prevalent at the time of
Freud. This is.not to deny the
importance of/one's developing sex-
uality, but rather that it is subsumed

49.

within t4e process of establipg
the,concept of self. For the asole-
!cent this is accomflished initially
through identification 'with popular
figures such as movie start, sports
figures and rppresentatives,of youth
movements. His owl' peer grouRfis

.theri used to find his identity within

a social context. Erikson (1950)
believes that there are eight stages
through which each of us moves in our. /

search for ego identity and that our
progress depends on the satisfactory
resolution of each of the previous
sta4es. For.example we begin with
the stage of .Trust versus Mistrust.

The next stage is Autonomy versue
Shame and Doubt, and so forth, The
interested reader may wisH to turn
to,the writings of Erikson himself
(1950, 1959) or to read an excel
short presentation by Muuss (1962).
In addition, the description of ,

Spranger's theory that was.given-
.

earlier in this chapter will give
insightsinto Erikson, as SPranger
was influential in the development
of Erikson's thinking..

The total thrust of one's life,
according to.Erikson, is in the
process of establishing ego identity.

r
In childhood the relationships with
parents are mos te iMportant. In ,

adolescenCe the focue moves to
.

identification with peers and other
, .

important persons; and'in early
adulthood it moves to the area of
vocational decisions and tfle falling
in love. 1)..Iring these(periods of

life, the individual continuallyL
revises and redefines who he is or
who he perceives himself to be.
Satisfactory resOfution of this task
produces the healthy or adjusted t,
individual. Conflict or urisatisfactory'

resolutions along-the path to adult--(
hood contribute to maladjustment.
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Block,-Haan, apd Smith discuss

, Erikson at dome length.in their Chapter

_ on activism and apathy at* the collegiate

level, and the.introduCtory;chapter
by Adams:vill giVe the reader
additional'inSights into the
:adolpscePt\who is.going through the
proCess of dentity formation%
Hamachek's chapter on the-cleVelopment

of the adolescent self, Considered
frourthe framework of Eriks9n's
theory, will be particularly

instructive

CONTRIBUTIONS MODIFICATIONS IN .

THE THEORY 0 IDEt1TIFICATION AND

IDENTITY FORMATIO

As we have seen, psychoa alytic
theory emphasizes the importance of
the active and passive position of
the mother, the formation of affection-

& ate bonds between the child and his .

parents, and4ensuing conflicts .

over rivalry. It also emphasizes
a6ivalent feelings, and feac. of

the consequences of infantile' sexual

and aggressive f'antasies apoessential
processes inflUencing the direction
.of sexual development in both boys'

and girls. The emphasis in these c
formulations has been on intrapsychic
processes, particularly of the develop-

ingOchild. Similarly, these
formulations concentrated on the child'
perception of parental roles and on

changes in the child's identification
.with his or her perceived role of

the parent. An important'contri-
bution to these formulations has ,
come from rebent attempts to.con-
ceptualize parental roles with
greater emphasis on differences in
actual, rather than merely perceived,

parental role functioning. Theory
and research-have also gained through
a further breakdown of the process

9f identification and identity
'formation into identifiáaticip.iii

areas which are relevant or unre-
lated to.sex-typing.' A third.,,
côntributon 'hás dome from.,4
reformulatiOn,Of the concept
identification sO as to Make
this concept.more amenable to
Sociological and anthropological,
theory'and reSearch. This last
attempt involved the notion 9f
status envy as an essential procesa
of identific4on and the
distinction between attributed,
subjective, and desired identity
'as a way of making the concept :

of identity less global and thereby
more useful fOr.pr4cise formulation
and re.tearch.

ExPressiVe and Ipstrumental Role
Funioning. Parsons (1958)

considered the masculine role to'
. be essentially instrumental and A

the feminine role to be essentialfy
expressive. Instrumental' role

functioning is task-oriented rather,
'than person-oriented. Axpressive
role.functioning.ib oriented-toward
interpersonal'attitudes,and feelings,.
toward making and eliciting.embtionala'
responses in-the'jmmédiate social
interaction. Parsons 'proposes

, further distinction between fathers
and mothers, in that fathers are
capable of engaging in'both instru-
mental and.expx'essive.eole4rwhile
mothers are, more committed to expres-

Fsive role functioning. This -

distinction was further elaborated
by Johnson (1963),'who hypothesized
that the mother is essentially
expreSsive toward her sons ando
daughters duringfttheir first

phase of identifibation in the life
cycle. The second.phase'of the
ehild's identification is determined

50)
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by thejAther, who behaves differenqy, '

:toward,daUghtv 444 sbn.. Tfie father

. :rewards the'daughter's expreSSie
,role fUcntioning.by comilending:her ,.

being ht.tictive end telattng to
her, essentially, in an affectiori4e
.COntext, In contrast, ti-iether--.mi!yt----

make demands of hissonia sand qtress'
77: an achieyemeht,orientation much earlier

than with his-daughter, This'formulj).-
- tion4implies that identification with

the-father will facilitate fhe'devel-
opment,of alibropriate sex roles in
both boys and gir10(i..e.i maSculine
instrumentel role'ynctioninggin boys
and expressive role.functioning in
girls). .

Parental v'ersuS Sex Role Identification.
Regardles6 qf the nature of the parent'E
own role identification, a child may,
identify, with parental:characteristics
which are releyant to dex role func-
tipning and wit*otAer parental
characteristics which-are not relevent
td,sex rol function. Thus &child may
'be strongly-tdentified with parental*,
functioning of the same or 'opposite
sex without having internalized an
)appropriate 'CT inappropriate sex role
model. Moreover, the solidification
of a1child's sex 'role identity de,

Icends not only on,the parent But also
on the, responses 'and expectations of

other adults as well as pedrs in the
child's culture.

A further complication ih the relation-
ship between parental identification
and sex role identity comes from
the parent's own sex role identity.
For example,'if the parenemogromilisex

role identification is opposite to
that of his or:her own sex, the child's
identification with the same sex
parent will result ln an inappropriate

0

sek kole,idpntity.forratio,
Wnn,(1960 points'to.,another
disO.ndtiip w)ich.has impbrtant,

implications,for the develognent
of sex roleidentity: Although
boys,do_not interapt as much with
fathers as with theiothers,
,boys develop'a stfong masculine-
identity../This results from the

f#ct, that the qtitudei and
activities whilfichai:acterize a
masculine role are cotmunicated
to the boy by other:representa-
tives ofir so6iety.and by cultural

Moreover, boys teCeive
,rewards,fdrstypical masculine .

role beh&Vior, and criticism or
ridicule for attitudes and b -I
haviors which are generally,
associated with femiarol s.

The fact.that mothers interact more
frequently and in mote concrete
Situations with their.d*dten:, ,
led Lynn to predict Oat both'
(Arls and boys will .be more
identified withsthose personality
.characteiiistics'of their mother6

which &e cUlturally neutral with
refereuce to sex typin4. Con--'

_comita tl-y th boys and girls will

be les entitled with-nettral
charact ristics of their fathers'
personalities than of their mothers'

perSbnalities.

The deyelopment of masculine and
feminine identity have each their
own coMplexities and conflicts.

4.)
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Boys have tp change first from
their identification with mother

to a masculine identification.
In contemporary Western culture
this change is complicated by
the fact that the boY has to
learn his masculine role largely

6
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,

in the &pence of aconcrete modef,

his-fattier; Yt-the COrture puniS'Iles

,a hi14 in g variety of direce,-end '

indirectways foi 41efiavifig iran
opposite sex manner.' Girlp, off the

other_hand, experience'complexity
in their sex'role deVelopment
resufting from their need to assume

bothactive vd passive positions.
This complexity isAfilirther compounded

by the
the fem
and priv

fact that in ad4lt society
nine xole,holds leqd preqige
lege thaQ the masculine.koldit.

These different sources of dnxiety and
conflict manifest themselves in a

variety of ways, i.e., discrepancies
between underlyirt sex role identi-
fication and overt sex role behavior'
of both male and females in our

culture. In our culture males

max be inclihed to,NOnifest a.mascd-
line sex role preference with an
underlying (repressed) Qpposite sex

role identification. In 6ontrast,

women may tend to show an opposite

sex role preference with an undrlrng
same Sex role identification.

Stptus-Envy Hypothesis. Burton and

Whiting (1961) emphasized two
aspects of identification.'.Identi-
fication consists of learning a

given (role by rehearsal in.fdiltasy

rather than by a uat perforMance,
and identifies ion of a given role
is motivated by envy of the incumbent
of a priyileged s'tatus. IR other

words, life albpe will not' produce

'identification. The child identifies
'maximally with people who control
access to resources because of their

position (age, occupation, and other

status characteristics). The child

who wishes to haVe free acce,ss to

-A the desired resources will aspire to
identify with the petson whose
status enables him to contrA access

to the dIsiredoresources.

Burton and Whfting diStinguish .

between three kinds of j.dentityl"

'-attributed identity, which,refers
to a status assigned to a person
.1**pther*mbers of'his society;
sublective ideirtityconsisting.

4 of the status the person sees him-
.

self occupying; and/optative
identitlq which refers to the
desire to occupy a certain status.
Mosesocities attempt to bring .
about integration betwsen attri-,
butedr subjective, and optdtive
identities througli a process of

socialization. Society wishes any

member to see himself as others,
see him, and that he perceive
himself as being yhat he wAnts
to be. The procels of socialization

consists of amenforced sequence
Of experiences in which becoming
an adult involves being first
deprived of access to resources
which only the adults in that
society enjoy; and wanting to be
a member of the class of adults.
When society permits the individual
to occupy this privileged statud,
the individual begomes what he Want
wanted to'be.' In other Words,
the subjective and optative status
become integrated.

Burton and Whiting apply their theory
of identification to a widerange
of AnthropolOgical data. For \'."

exaMple, Aels suggested that male
initiation tites dt puberty are
assoclated,with exclusive mother-
.child arrangements and long podt-

partum sex taboo. The initiation
rights serve to bury the feminine

identity the boy has established
with his mother during early child-
hood and to replace this earlier
identity with a secondary male

identity. Another source of support

forthe status'envy hypothesis of

!)
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idrItification is seep yl the gang
membership.4T adolescents who iejegt
femininity in every form. Miller (198)
.inerprets excessye concern with

being "tough"' asea reaction formation

to cross-sex primary adentification.

As I have indicated at,Ahe outset oi

this section, the formAlations of
Parsons, Heilbrun, Lynn, and Burtbn
and Whiting are most valuable when .

seen as modifications, rather than

replacements, f the theories of
identification discussed earlier.

a

ANTHROPOLOGICAL THEORIES

Anthropolbgy, more than any other
discip4ine, has cast doubt on the

validity of biological theories
of personality developmeht. Ruth

Benedict (1950) has suggested that
very few huM4n traits are universal.

moreover, ,the universal existence

of certain human traits would not
represent scientific evidence that
such traits must be biogenetically
determined. Similarly, anthropolo-
gists do not consider many proplems

,". to be inherent in adolescent develop-

ment. Cross-tülleal studiet have
shown 'that a good many of the problems
which have been described and dis-

,

cussed earlier in this capter may
not exist at ill in some societies,
and may be solved at different
agta levels in other societies. Even

physiological maturing, such

as the onset of pubertye will acquire
different meanings in different
cultures and, therefore, will result
in different reactionS and behavioral
changes during adolescence. For

example, as Margaret Mead (1952) has
shown, it has been found in primitive
tribes that menstruatioft may be
interpreted as dangerous by one tribe

becausq the menstruating girl
could dry up the Wel1, and as good

:in another tribe because the'.
menStruating gtrl.could imiprove
the.crqps and incri§ase theqood
supply. Distances have also.been
foUnd in which no taboos.and rituals
are connected with menstruation;
In such instantes, the girls Are
not even forbidden to prepare
food or to mix freely with other
memberp at'the onset of menstru-
ativ.

Cultural-anthropology challenges
the uraversality of the specific
stages in human development which
are an _essential part of most of

the theories discussed in thig
chapter. The majority of alithro-

'pologists hold that specific

pattprns Of Cultural Conditions
determine whether development
takes placq in stages or is con-
tinuous. Gradual and abrupt
changes before and after/adole-
scent development vary Oidely
from culture to culture, and no

----single rate of eghange, within
development, can be donsidered
'universal. The cultural presokiptions
for age and stage grading in
Webtern society may be coAradictory
but they,are definitely there,.and
they strongly reinforce stages in
development.

5;3

Observers of adolescent§ in modern
.e

society are more'likely.to be
impressed with the.pnique sources .e

of developmental change that charac-
teriie adolescence than are 'the

Observers of primitive cultures.
The rules) sanctions, and taboos for
conduct in primitivd cultures are
more directly related to the patterns'.

A

and changes of behavidr during

4
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adoleacende "than lit the case in our '

complex modern society. Thusf the role
of the social environmeAtdin adolescent
developmpfit eMerges More clearly in
primitive societies than it does
in a modern society. This more
direct and explicit influence of

cultural conditioning on adolescence ,

may well be related to the greater
continuity between the parent and
the growin4 child in the primitive
society. Conversely, the more
indirect and coMplex relationship
between cultural conditioning and
adolescent development, as well as
the presence of the conflictingand
ambiguous standards in,modern society,
may have facilitated the wideninf
gap between the parent and the growing
child. By comparison with primitive 0

societies, it is clear that the
adolescent in modern societk conforms
increasingly more to peer-group stan-
dards and has became less responsive
to parental values and expectations.
Other reasons for NFie widening gap
between the generations have been
discussed earlier in this chapter,
particularly in the section on
.Sociplogical theory.

4.t4ost anthrdpologists who have studied
Aprimitive cultures are impressed with
4.

the beneficial effects of gradual change
and continuity in development, parti-
culakly for the.periOd°of adolescence.
One anthropologist (Leta Hollingworth,
1928), has gone so far vs to describe

the position of characterizing
adolescence as a period of inevitable
storm and stress, from which new and
different personalities emerge, as a
survival of the ceremonial rebirth of
folklore which constituted the initia-

% tion of priMitive youth into manhood
and womanhood. She alsaihdescribes
those attempts to explai4 psychological
changes during &betty as a result
of biological and organic change,

as a survivalof the suddin ch ge
in social status that oCcurred as

. the result of puberty inttiation.
rites amongtpripitive people.'.The
biological theOkists have Clung to.
their belief in'the biological deter-
minants of psychological changes
durin4 adolescence with.extreme

.tenacity. Contrastingthis with
the extreme paticity Of Convincing
eVidence, Hollingworth's suggestion
becomes even more intriguing. Ho
However; in.fairness, it must be
remembered-that the More-recent
biological theorists-have left.
ample room for individual differr.
ences in biological.predispositions.
This alloWs for- a wide range of
different effects of organib change
-on adolescent development.- An
example.of this.can be-seen in the
discussion of followers of.rtetschmerc
who have held that differendes.in
body type will. affect differences

. in the amount of stlorm and stress
experienced by the adolescenE.

A

SUMMARY

The present writer.shares some df
the expressed concerAs of the
iAthropologist with respect to
biological theories of adolescence.
.The evolutionaq dpeculations of G.
Stanley Hall ana the biological
speculations of Remplein are post
facto analogies'which seeM mainly
an attempt t6 reconcile biological
and psychological deVelopment.
They are found lacking as a
conceptual framework for the
organization of the psychOsocial
phenomena of adolescence.. This'is
particularly true when it coMes
to understanding, prediction; and
control. Gesell's concept of
spiral growth and of an oscillation
between progression and regtession
in development may be useful'and
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may havd.helped Gesell to organize.

his emptriedl. obsériations: However,

the, validity taDf thiS concept, when

applied to psycho3ogipl change,
a does hot- hingee.xm demoristratiAgt.a

. direct link between Oscillation in
biological develOpmentand psychological
Nvelopment. Learning .theory 14s

..-found this fluctuation in.c8nditioning

and habit formation and.has been quite
successful in discovering psychblogical

mechlnisms and processes to acc unt

for tlieSe phenomena. Similail

Piaget's concePt of equilibra on .and

Anna Freud's concept of the inter-

action between progression and

" regression ih-developmental change,
provide models of oscillation in
development wiLout any reference to

biological processes._ As in the'case

of learning theory, both Piaget and
Anna Freud use psychological mechanisms
to acCount for this oscillation. These

mechanisms are both plausible and

testable..

Some Of the biological variables and

processe6 that have been suggested
appear to have considerable promise,

for facilitating systematization of
the psychosocial,phenomena during
adolescence. As indicated earlier,
the concept of body build (proposed
by Kretschmer) and the reference to
endocrioRological changes have

considerable promigle.for understanding
the fluctuations in Mood and anxiety

during adolescence. This is true

'because these particular psychological
variables are more closely linked
to biological processes than are
many other aspects of human experience.

Finally, it should be apparent to the

reader of this chapter, that muCh ,

fruitful'thinking and many profitable

ideas are to be gained from a greater
familiarity with European theories.

,t

.

Topi.presentslime-these theories,'
have hot received a receptive'ear-'

in the psychofogical, ci:rcles of the

'United Staes. It is hoped that

the brief intrOduCtiondto adolescent
'theoriebi provided in thie,chaptqr
will encdurage the student,to continue

to familiarlie himself witli the .

writings of Wanger, Kroh, Zeller,
and the other psychologists who
have much to offer toward an .
4

r
understanding.Of,adolescence.
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ADOLESCENCE; A RE-INTERPRETATION

.4

Adolescence has been traAitionally'thougA IS'f as the period o

transition from childhood to adulthood, fr.= the onset or

.
puberty to voting age, from dependency to self-direction.

A Vriedenberg desscribeS adolescence:as follows:

Adolescence the Period Auring.which.a young-person
learns who he.is, and what.he ,really.feefs: Xt is a time

whith he differentiates himpelt from the culture; though

on the cultures terms; It is the age at which, by
becoming 'a Person in'.his 'own :right, he becomes.tapaW.e of

, deeply feit relationship's to other individuals, perceived
clearly as such..

dersild has defined'adolescence as:

4
A period during which the growing PerSoh makes the trans- .

ition from'childhood adultl'iood. While it is not linked

to any precise sp* of years, adolescence may be viewed as
beginning roughly when young people)begin showing signs of
puberty and, cOntinuing until,most of them are sexually .% ,

mature, have reached their maximum growth in height, and
havA approximately reached their`-full mental growth as
measured by intelligence tests. The Period . . . includes

the years from about the age of twelve to the-early

twenties.

While such definitions give a general description of the stage of

adolescent developMent, factors within today's society cause us to

look for a more relevant defiaition of the adolescent pdriod of life.

The best definitions most-likely will come from adolescents them- '

selves. Philosophical and theoretical definitions of-the adolescent

age may give a behavioral-expectancy framework, but most likely its

adequacy will depend on our ability to assess youth's ideas about

today's problems.

Many of.our problems today are a result of the very progress we have

made. The adolescents who make our,youth culture are post-World War

II babies who have constantly been bombarded with industrialization,

technology, automation, television, a shift from rural to urban life,

increasing affluence, advanced s-odentific discoveries, the space age,

the atomic age, an impending leisure-time-for-work-time age, greater

communication and mobility, sexual liberalization, and increasing

prereiluisites for, educational and occupationar realizations.

The impact of social advancement may be ana zed by looking at.the

biological, psychological, ahd cultural bas s which may contribute to

'changing adolescent behavior. If, indeed, 4 new basis-An any of these

three areas now .exists,-then it seems only f aluate,youth in ,.

terms ofcontemporary advancements rather tnprevious ages. While

2,/
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,
--.-__Irany pSychologists have observed different developmental behaviors. . i

(.*Orfthe_Adolesicent, the most thorough and systematic Categarizatiorr-_-
9f-adole-SCent developmental tasks was adVanced inllobert- aVighurse's:
pevelolomentlal Tasks and Educatlon -(1952) in which he deSckibee "a

,-

series of'taskS whi,ch'should be acdbmplished .during the adolescent ,

-period of life. ' -,'. ,

I

DEVELOPMENTAL TASKS IN ADOLESCENCE

DevelopmentalAtasks may be defined as skills, knowledge, functions or
attitudes which can individual should acquire within a specific
period of his life. Havighurst sees these as being acquired through
(1) physical maturation, (2) cultural expectations, and (3) personal
aspirations. These forces "set for the individual a series of
developmental tasks which must' be mastered if he is to be a success-
ful human being". Therefore, in speCific refer..ince to the adolescent,
the.following developmental tasks are advanceu by Havighurst as
necessary accomplishments in order to move successfully into early ,

adulthood.

1. Achieving new and more mature relations with age-mates of
both 'sexes.

2. Achieving a masculine or feminine social role.
3. Accepting emotional independence of parents and other adults.

- 4. Achieving assurance of economic independence.
5. Accepting one's physique and using the body effectively.
6. Selectipg and preparing foF an occupation.
7. Preparing for marriage and family life. -

8. Developing intellectual skills and concepts necessary for civic
competence.,

9. Desiring and achieving socially reslionsible behavior.
10. Acquiring a set of values and an ethical system as a guide to

behavior.

Havighurst describes some tasks as arising primarily from physical
maturation. Tasks 1 and 2, which accompany the onset of puberty,
have a strong biological base. Other competencies, such as emotional
maturity (Task 3), occupational selection (Task 6), and deMkloping
intellectual skills (Task 8), are also strongly influenced by physi-
cal maturation. Some tasks are regolved by the adolescent in view
of personal and cultural expectations. Such tasks as striving for
economic independence (Task 4), marriage (Task 7), gaining social
responsibility (Task 9), and acquiring values (Task 10) are
characteristic of identity striving.
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Mobt tasks, inclOing those with a strong biological basis, are

affected by social approvalErand disapprovals. .Furthewore, society'
has appropriate times for Certain developmental tasks tO be worked .

out,by theadoleSc6nt. Inability to accomplish a.task Wittlin the

: allotted time interval compounds, the learning ok such.a'tdbk,.some-:.
t:lmes to th.point of nonresolution within the irldividual himself.
Therefore, in light of (1) society's attempt to help the individUal'
learn tasks, (2) the rapid social and technologigal changes that
have been made since World War II, and (3) the continuing Change
within our contemPorary society, it seems necessary to reevaluate
.adolescent developmental tasks in respect to our existing society.,

TASK . ONE : .
LEARNING APPROPRIqE RELATIONSUIPS WITI-644ERS* .

,

oal: To learn effective relationships among members of the same

ex and opposite sex. To build within capabilities of understanding

the adult sex.role.

Biological Basis: Male and female sexual developMent during early
.....,adoleScence builds the base for ldte adolescent sexual maturity.

Psychological Basis: The process of heterdsexual involvements is

instrumental in learning proper sex'roles, many of which are effect-:

ive during childhood. Group social activities develop4around ages ,

11-12. Couple dating and double dating is an increasingly important
activity among the 13-14 age group. Intimacy and 'often sexual
involvement peaks in many youths by age 16. .

Our culture sets a pattern for expe,cted adolescent'social behayiort.
As groups of adolesceats move into their owp subcultures these
patterns may vary from that' designated by the larger societ-y. It has
always been thought thatlby'high school,'boys and girls should be
socializing with the opposite se3i, an idea that is not out of .line
with the accomplishMent of Task 1.

Havighurst (1952') suggests that from the age of 13 or 14 most boys

and girls are preoccupied with social activities and experimentation.
He,suggests that from their of(gn sex they learn to behave as adults
among adults and with the opposite sex they learn'adult social skills.
Around 14-16, Havighurst sees the more intimate type of companion-

ship developing.

,

* The'lluthor acknowledges that the task definition format originated
with Dr. Havighurst; and is used here because of its adequacy in
describing th/ e tasks.

e!
1 r
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Yet, there are increasing 6ridences"that heterosexual social roles,:,
are beginning at an,earlier age. Martinson'S (1968) research
indicates that 6+1dren-are feeling-pressures from their parents
to date,and attend many heterosexual functions by the sixth grade.
A more popular acaount is th0 of gsquire's,"Micro-boppers"
(Braun, 1968) whiah.is-a descriptive but somewhat overexaggerated
article about adultlike behaviors (busines$ investments, computer
playtime, television commefcial-making, ma4inis, and ,sexuhl candid-
ness) of the 9-13 age group. Yet,, it gives you a glimpse of wilat
merchandisers are capitalizing on, without much thought of the
psychoexual conflicts into which youths are thrown.

Physically-, the average girl has her adolescent growth spurt shortly,
after age lOr with the peak being reached around age 12. During
this time two significantythings occur: (1) around 10.5 years
breast enlargement begins) with full development uqually occurring
within three years. (2) Approximately BO% of the 4irls, reach
menarche between ages 11.5 and 14.5'(Meredith, 1967). These
increased body changes, combined with industry'4 hppeals to lp-ll-
year-old femininity, have thrown many girls into a social-sexual
role earlier than in, previous generat4ons,.

One,aVitional factor contributes to an earlier adOlescent socializa-
tion: the new public school of*anizational "middle-school" movement, '
a reorganization of school districts to include a school for,grades
5-8 or 6-8. A 1967-68 survey revealed that in the past decade more
than 1,100 school districts have adopted this organizational plan,
(Alexande 1968). While it is not yet certain, it is highly pro-
bable that the social impact of having 10-13-year-old students in one
school will greatly increase the earlier socialization of youths.

TASK TWO:"DEARNING THE APPROPRIATE MASCULINE AND FEMININE SaCIAL
ROLE

Goal: To be aware of appropriate adult sex roles, acceptable by one's
'self and society:

.Biological Basis: At pubescence the growth'patterns of male and
female become distinctively clear as,dach develops characteristics
necessary to the sex role he or she must fulfill in life.

.

Phychological Basis: The alternative roles within our society today
do not stress the male--masculine/female-feminine roles as they once
did. Boys still find it easy to fit into a role society has desig-
nated for them, only now it is a competitive role as females are
placing less stress on the wife-mothe'r role and greater emphasis on
acceptable alternative role behaviors.
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Havighurst seeh the necessity of a boy accepting the idea Of becom-
ing a man and a girl accepting the,idea of becoming tlwomanhe
traditicinal roles suggested in his.book (1952) are work roles for. 'I

men and wife-mother roles for women, with dependencti'on a man for, *s-

'support. HoOever; social changes'haye giyen today's-woman more
XteedOm than was permitted in,eaaier genei.atfons. he,result Ias.

:en less pressure 60.the adolescent girl to accept the traditional
feminine role.

s. .
., ,

,

Two factors contribute.to a shift from clearly distindt to less ,

Flefinitive sex roles. They ate: (1) movement of the lema7(e from
the home to many ro1e's outside the home, aria (2) dress modes that
are considered asexual rather than either masculine or feminine.

The growth of industrial centers, with acdompanying concentration
of population in urban areas, and the shitfrom extended or

Arurally located filies tojiuclear (urban families, has resulted
in ah increasing individualism and less definite masculike and
feminine roles within and external to the home. In 1890, 4.5% of,
the married women in AMerica worked. By 1940, just prior to World s

War II, this figure,had risen to 16.7%. In 19611 34% of the 'married
women were working (Coleman, 1965). A 1962 government report s ted
that thelp.number of women 14 years and over who were gainfull
employeThad'risen steadily from 25% in 1949 to 35%;1n 196 (Summary

Report, 1962). These statistics reveal a lessening empha s on
the female apcepting the traditional wife-mother role. erefore,
quite clearly, education and \occupational opportunity. ;ye provided'
the female with alternate role-possibilities.

Changing dress modes have probably hAd a more signifiu..nt effect'on
mengthan on women. Our society has become more toler nt of the ih-
between types of appearance. Winick '(1969) refers to this as sexual
crisscrossing. He points out that since World War JI clothing Find
appearance have become increasingly unisexual. Regarding men,
Winick states:

lo

Men are wearing colorful and rakishly epauleted sports
jacktts, iridescent fabrics, dickies, and, bibbed and
pleated shirts' of fabrics like batiste and voile.

Men's trodsers are slimmer and in many instances are worn
over girdles of rubber and nylon. Ties are slender and ,

often feminine. The oldreliable 4rey fedora has giveon
way to softer shapes and shades', sometimes topped by gay
feathers. Sweaters are iess likely, po have the traditional'
17-'neCk than the tioat neck adopted from womtn's fashiens.
t;added shoulders On a suit are'as out-of-date as.wide
lapels and a tuCked-in waist. The new look is the soft

4
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slender, ifiraight-line silhouette that alscp
cheracterizes-the Ahift,',which has been the Major
women's drese,styleof the l960's. .

It is ifficult to,say what e'ffect this'may have on man's masculin,,,
but it certainly does not make masculinity as obvious with

some as it once did. Several studies recently conducted regarding
parent-youth,Anteraction that boys' long hair and dress ars a° major

.* source of'conflictiPhi Delta Kappan, 1969; Generations), ApErt, 1969)
which might cause one tb at least hypothesize:that observable male-
masculinity and female-femininity is still desired by many.

TASK'THREE3 LEARNING ACCEPTANCE ANO USE OF ONE.'S OWN BObY

Goal: To become aware of one's body qo may be viewed with pride
and satisfaction; to regard one's body we 1 enough that appropriate
sOcial use is extended.

Biological Basis: Termination of chifdhood As mAmrked by, endocrine
changes, which results in an increase in growth rates2for breasts,
ovaries, and uterus in girls and size of testeA, scrotume and'penis,
in,boys. Additional pubertal changes include menstruation by girls,
voice change by-boys, and pigmented and axillary hair by both
around 12 years of age. .

do

Psychological Basis: A major problem which one encounters during
. this period is.the beginning of learning how to channel Sexual

ehergy and drive into socially acceptable,behaviors.'"It is often
compounded by (1) physical attractiveness, (2) accelerated physical
growth, and (3) parental protectivehess, that'leavps dubious eact7
ions to early adolescent acceptance of one's bbdy,

If adolescents .are to accept themselveg and learn how to use their
bodies socially, two questions mustbe resolved. First, "How can I
.handle,tte biological changes and newly acquired sexUal capabilities
within myself?" Second, "What are the acceptable ways to,use my
body within my spcial environment?"

Y. An awareness of what'changes will take place is most beneficial to"
the adolescent. 'Adolescent girls experience the beginnings of
'breast development 4bolit, 10.5 years, pigmented hair development in
the pubic area about'll, and menarche about 12. Bbys initially
experience growth in-teste4 and penis around 12 and pigmented pubic
hair around 13', which are.part of their4rowth spurt which begins.,.

'about 12.5 years and peaks around 14 (Meredithi 1967). Winter (1969i
has listed changes during adolescence by sei, which are in'Table 1.
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TABLE 2
,

-
"COANGEt DURING ADOLESCENCE. By SEX

Growth in pubid hair
Growth of hair'under arms
Light growth of hiWon, face
Light grdwth of hair on'body

.Slight growth of larnyx
Moderate lowering of voice
Eruption of second molars
Slight thickening of muscles
Widening of hip6 I

' Increase-in perspiration
Development of breasts-

po change
Manstrual
No change
Growth of

NI

Many ad
other a4
has .shpown
ness, thinne

;

ip hairline
cycle
in heck,size
ovaries arid uterus 1

0Bp10)

Growth in pubic hair
Growth in hair under arms,
Heavy growth of hair on face
Heavy-groWth of hair' on body
Considerable-growth of arayx"
Considerable lowering of. rice
Eruption of-Secorid molars
Considerable thickening of tusdleff
Widening Of shoulders
Increase IA perspiration .

^Slight temporary development of
breasts arouhd nipples

Receding hairline at temples
Involuntary ejaculations°
EnlargeMent of neck
Growth'of penis.and testicles

;

scent attitudestoward the body. 'come from comparison with
scents. Differences typically caUse anxietyt.V Research
ey are particularly _concerned with height, weight, fat-

, faciai blemishes, largeness.o 40mallness of hips
and breasts in girls, and Smallness or Argen s of the genitals,
in boys (Angelinoand Mech, 1955. Our socit1y emphasizes physical
appearance and maturation. The closeva persp 's body fits the
:normal," the greater the social reinforcement. For those youths
whose bodies do not fit.the norm, anxiety may occur, often resuiting
in negative self-feelings. .As Havighurst expressed it, it makes the
adOlescent question "Am I normal?" .

Society,prefers its girly to. look feminine and be attractive to boys.
It also wants its boys to be masculine., to gain recognition among
other boys, and to be popular with girlS. Adolescent anxiety toward
personal appearance can be reduced if youths can learn to accept
themselves: To be proud and satisfied with one's self is an
important developmental task:
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TASK FOUR: BEffAViORAL AND AMOTIONAL INDEPENDOWE'OF PARENTS
,:--"141170 OTHER ADULTS

,

Goal: To break infantile ties and develop more independent
adolescent relationships with parents. To developbelfavioral autonomy
as a basis for an emerging valu9s system.

,

0

Biological Bails: As an adolescent beddres older, interestS broaden
and Activities 'outside the home increase. The primary. biological
basis is chronological age, although an increasing sexual maturation
may enhance broadened interests.

tisychological Basis: 'As adolescents develop more peeF,relationships
they begin exercising behavioral independence. In so doing) they
often.run into conflicts with parents and ehe adult world. Their
physical maturation causes them to want less controls and 4_01bitions
from parents. Social skills learned through peer interaction facili-
tates an increasing self-responsibilitY for one's actions and\creates
a degree of emotional as well as'behavioral ind3pendence.

The td6k of becoming independent has always'been a difficult one for
Americanadolescents. The ambivalent.confliCt is.affected by the
need to reliniuish childhood ties on the one hand and to find suf-

11111ficient independent behaviors that d9not overpower the adolescent
on the other. ,The more,rapid and dtastiq the change, the more the.
adoles nt will experience:conflict. Therefore., while it is well
and goo 'that youths-learn to throw off habits of dependency on'.
adults it should not be without some parental guidance.

Socie desires dn adequately functioning adult. This begins in
chil ood as parents allow their chrldren to exetdise initiative and 4ip

responsibility that will later permit them to make their own way
with minimal dependence on their parents. This can'be enhanced if
parents have an awareness of their child's need to become autonomous.
Families which do are usually pharacterized by warmth and Concern,
and democratic household procedures. With today's changing society
and an increasing confrontation.with the "generation gap," the-
problems of behavioral autonomy are emphasized.

p.

TASK FIVE: STRIVING TOWARD'ECONOMIC INDEPENDENCE

Gbal: Learning the effective use of limited economic resources in
preparation for earning a living, 'thus achieving economic indepen-
dence tn adulthood.

Biological Basis: None. Full physical strehgth may facilitate, but 4111
"is not necessary to, the accomplishment .of this task.
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Psychological Basis:i Today's youths find'a delay in the fulfillment

of 'this task. The lessening number of.manual Jobs and the increas-

ing educational requirements ,ifor many jobs have,forced postponement

of gaining economic independence for Manyyouths. W4h the perpet-
uation of the piddle class value of doing a full day's work.combined
with a dissatisfied delay of entering the occupational field, the
assurance of'knowing that you are capable of earning your own way

is delayed, often resulting ih anxiety or self-doubts.

During adolescence, making some preparation for economic independence
becomes a tremendously important but difficult task. gpr highly
technological and industrialized society, which features computers
and autoMation, makes it increasingly difficult for our adolescents
to get work experience while they are growing up. If it were

possible for adolescents to have direct and'succdssful work exper-
iences it could lendmuch to the accomplishment of this task.

Achieving assurance of economic independence is obviously related to

occupational opportunity. Automation-has reduced the number of un-
Skilled jobs to 5% of all available jobs (Wolfbein, 1964) to say

nothing of ut number of semiskilled and skilled jobs that are now

obsolescent. Then, there are slightly over one million youths 16-
21 years old who are out of school and unemployed (Summary Report, i

1962). Affluence has told another group of youths that it is not

necessary to have a job' during adolescence. 'Therefore, for youths

that fall into these areas there is limited, if any, opportunity to
gain the assurance of personal capability to be'economically inde-
pendent. For such youths, both economic independence and occupation
become,either distant or unrealistic goals. In some cases, this
task is unresolved until an occupationa* choice has been determined
or a persomhas completed some type of post-high-school training or
education.

TASK SIX: VOCATIONAL SELECTION AND PREPARATION

Goal: To csecome aware of the changing occupational WOrld. To pre-

pare fA an occupation which is realistic And meaningfill.

v./

Biological Basis: None. By the time an adolescent has the oppor-
tunity to learn and apply occupational skills, he has an accompany-.

ing physical maturation.

Psychological Basis: By the time students reach the twelfth grades
they have formulated fairly definite ideas about what they want to

do occupationally. With a reduction in skilled jobs, youths are
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mote involved in specific educati
pational fields to them.

al Rrograms:whic will open'occu-
,

During adolescence, decisions regarding an occdpational.choicearel
:tremendously important. It Is the time, as Gold and Douvan pat it,
when the "child presumably becomes critically amare of the work
life'-- of the need to choose a vocation toward which'he can gear

. education, and other instrumental'activities, of the variety of work
roles, ol the relationship that binds adulthood, economic independ-.
ence, and vocational tesponsibility into a tight nexus." This'task
is compounded by our highly industrialized.and technological society,
which prolongs adolesbence. The number of adolescent jobs available
is limited, quite often meaningless, and of little practical
usefulness.

Job experience during adolescence may have a positive relationship
to subsequent occupational choice. In a study done by Slocum and.
Empey (1959), .i,ot was found that meaningful work experience had an
effect on occdpational choice. Most studies have been done on aspi-
rational levels of students. In general, students tend to aspire
to a high goal (Garrison, 1955). In many cases this has been
influenced by the underlying cultural pressure that indiCates a
man's worth is directly related to a man's occupation and his ability,
to,be successful in it.

In other youths, aspirations are affected by their needs. Jpst as
needs may influence choice, needs may change., which in turn realign
occupational goals. To discern one's needs and one's goal:during
adolescence is a difficult task, especially since most youths are
exhorted to 0 to college, or to take training in addition to high
school before entering the job market. As a result two conditions'
exist.

First, due to technological advances many skilled, semi-skilled and
unskilled jobs no longer exist. In 1952 Havighurst stated,
"Employers want workers who chn read and w e, and when the labor
supply is plentiful, employers like to ihsis o a high school dip-
lama 'as a prerequisite. Ibis is a convenient ay of selecting
people who can learn a new job fairly rapidly." Today, this is no
longer true. Employers are considerably more selective and occupa-
tional requirements are more stringent. The result is a prolongation
of the adolescent's selecting, preparing,,and actually becoming
involved in the oceupational world.

A second impoitant facet of this development task is that it is
becoming increasingly.vital for adolesc?nt girls. Many opportunities
exist today for women which did not exist prior t.o the 1960's. There-
fore, many jobs once hwarded the male are now given to iemales if
they have the necessary job qualifications. The task for females is
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relatively new but more complex than ,it is for men, because they

(1) must discern occupatibnal choices that are most accessible to

tRem and (2) many females still regard any occupational choice a

a te4ative one, depending upon whom they marry and his vocational

field.

In analysis, the occupational,world is more difficult to enter today

than it has been(before. Occupational mobility, job obsolescence,
and changing job requirements point out the importance of adolescent
awareness'of the changing oCcupational world. Indeed, perhaps the
moSt successful career prototype hinges around the adolescent who
acq1res transferable occupational skills.

TASK SEVEN: PREPAR/NG AND ACCEPTING THE ROLE OF MARRIAGE AND

FAMILY LIFE

Goal: To become attached to,a member of the opposite sex. To

develop an understanding of the varying relationships in marriage

and family life.

Biological Basis: Physical and sexual maturation facilitates the

attachment of,the sexes.

Psychological Basis: Adolescents must experience the naturalness
of sexual attractiveness to,the opposite sex. As an attachment
becomes stronger, attitudes toward sexual involveMent, marriage, and

rearing a family begin,emerging. The more aware one is of the
involvement and commitment necessary, the more realistic will be the,

emerging attitudes. ,

Marriage is held as the core of social life. Attitudes and values
toward Marriage vary according to the culture and social class
influencing the individual. The varying patterns of marriage and
attitudes toward the marital relationship point out an increasing
need for family life education.

Learning an appropriate sex role in marriage involves the aceptance
and understanding of socially approved adult male and female roles.
This problem often focuses around using the sex drive in a socially

'acceptable manner. Within today's society sexual morality is shift-

ing, and this points out the necessity of youths learning sex and
family life information from reliable sources. Otherwise, much
confusion in the adult sex role.can arise from misinformation and
ignorance (Thornburg, 1969b).

1110

Youths see confusion in today's sexual morality. Problems arise in
connection with petting.and'pkemarital intercourse that sometimes -

0 9
-
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appear insolble. In our society there is no single sex codp that is
appropriate. Therefore, it is difficat to know what will emerge

^ when different standards are suggested by one's peers, parents, dr .

church...Through the conflict, youths would projfit if they could see
marriage in a variety of dimensions other than sex. The more broadlli-
based the marriage, the greater are the chances of putting all
dimensions into.a wholesome perspective.

TASK EIGHT: DEVELOPING A SOCIAL AND CIVIC INTELLIGENCE

Goal: To have an intelligent awareness of social factors in order
to live within one's society. To prepare for and accept the role oT
a citizen.

A

Biological Basis: Most adolescents have reached their maximum
intellectual potentialAby age 15, thus adult intelligence can be
exercised.

Psychological Basis: Inasmuch as learning,social and civic skills
usua,lly follows the learning of academic skills, this task is usually
not accomplished before late adolescence. Regarding social
competencies, it is necessary for the adolescent to relate his well-
being to his family apd to their social position. Good civic
intelligence is learned through understanding what society gives to
the adolescent and, in turn, what the adolescent may give to society.
Individual mental capabilities vary tremendously, thus what is
learned as a social or civic skill by one person might not be learned
by another person because of his inability to comprehend.

Certain intellectual strengths other than academic are needed in
order to develop a balanced maturity toward,social and civic func-
tions. Garrison (1955) cites the lack of opportunity for adolescents
to get involved, other than during wartime, as not aiding yokth in
developing civib attitudes toward freedom, work, politics,,government,
law, and-human relations. Garrison (1966) finds it equally-important
to understand one's own possibilities and limitations in order to
function effectively within the social order.

Today's-youths live in a complex society where social order often
becomes confused and civic responsibility is lost in the apparent,
.inconsistencies of our political structure,. Yet, when man becomes
complex, it is often not possible to restore him to a simple being;
rather it may become necessary for people to learn new skills,to cope
with him.

9

One such skill includes the ability to tolerate ambiguity. Not all
things are black and White today. Not every question that is asked
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can be answered. The' indefinitene$S. Of mahy social and Civic
matters fequires a tolelrant citizenship.

Another .skill.needed in today's yôuth is the.ability to delay
gratification (Hollister, 1966). ,Constantly We hear .demands for

immediate acpion, and ultiMatums. We get the democratic process
confuseewith the necessity of imiediately satisfying our protesting
youth. They need to understand that some things take time, whether
we "li'ke it or not, P

le t .

A third socially intellectual skill is worthy.of mention--the
ability to tolerate seeminglyinsoluble Problems within our society.
Currently civil rights and the Viet Nam war are examples of this
need. When the answers to these-social and political problems will ,

comeis uncertain. The ability of the individual to cope with them
can strengthen a 'person's personal frame-of reference.

It must be remembered that such social and civic intelligence is not
as easily learned as are other educational or occupational skills.
The very fact that all geople do not have the capacity for acquisi-
tion of such skills must be honored in our society.

TASK NINE: ACQUIRING PERSONAL VALUES AND ETHICS
k

Goal: To attain a value structure which will serve as A guide to
behavior. To acquire an ethical philosophy as a guide for decisions.

Biological Basis: None. This task involves a learning, rather
than a maturation .basis..

Psychological Basis: An individual's value system starts forming
early through the social-psychological processes of the famjay.
buring adolescence, one's values are tested through experiAce outside
the home. It is Auring this time that most adolescents find out
how closely their values are to their parents' or how much value aut6,-
nomy they are experiencing. Associated with values is a person's

1

basic philosophy of life. Thrwgh considering one's parents, peers,
religion, philosophy, ang ideals, a value hierarchy merges and
serves as a reference point for adolescent, and subsequent adult,
behavior.

A common problem among youths, today is the seardh for identity. In
the process a person typically asks questions regarding the who, what,
and where of himself. The goal becomes finding one's role in the total
life experience.
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bisillusionMent with today's social structure has caused youths
to examine morality,,yeligion, and other traditional questions.
Since the l940's. ere haS appeared to be a'decreaSe in religious
interest, and peop e have sought out philosophies of life without
religion as the Zo al point. It has been an attempt to develop new

r i ethical codes and practices. Recent research indicates that there
is an increasing concern kor religion by today's youths (Thornburg;
l069a). As with so many other things, religion is Viewed as
meleingless, and youths find no.help within its. framework,

Subsequently, youth involvement in issues today has often stemmed
from an inability to sort out the superfluous and the traditional.
'No longer do many enduLng values have much significance. Rather
than to experience parental value systems and then modify them as
one's needs demand, youths are rejecting such value systems, label-.
ing them as traditional, conservative, stifling,,etc. Such
descriptions have not aided much in solving their dilemma.

Adolescents need a personal reference point. While they may become
disenchanted with that which their parents or society build into
them, it is still necessary for them to have a value structure in
order to know what changes are necessary for an individual to make.
Through this process each-person can emerge with a personal value
system--one which will allow many indefinite and ambiguous
questions to be resolved. It is the process of being one's self--
morally, ethically, philosophically.

Since adolescence has important longterm effects, and since
adolescence today is an increasingly longer period, it is necessary
to reevaluate the adolescent's.developmental tasks to facilitate.the
interpretation and transmission of his culture in a way conducive to
the total growth of youth. Regardless of the sgessful experiences
the adolescent encounters, the nature of such experience may have

, crucial long-range effects on his growth. If the adolescent is aware
of what ls expected of him, he may better focus on his tasks. Inter-
preting such tasks in light of contemporary society lends significance
to,the accomplishment of them. Thus, the functioning adolescent
evtves into the functioning adult.
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l!'OPTH: or,L;PE

Before the twentieth century, adoles-
cence was rarely included as a Stage in
the life cycle: Early life began with
,infancy, and was followed by a period of
childhoo4 that lasted uniil around pu-
,betTy* which occurred seyeral years
later tlian it doep today. After, puber-

ty,most young.men ind womenbsimply en-
tered some'form Of apprenticeship.for
the adult world. Not until 1904, when
G. Stanley Hall published his monumen-
tal work, Adolegcence: Its Psychology

and Its Relations to Physiology, Anthro-'
pology, Sociology, Sex, Crime, Religion,
and Educatibn, was this further preadult
,stage widely recognized; Hall's work
went'through many editions and wamduch
popularized; "adolescence" became a
household word. Hall's classic descrip-
tion of the sturm und drang,.turbulence,
ambivalence, dangers-and possibilities
of adolescence has since been echoed in
almost every discussion of this-stage
ok life.

, 1.'4" * .

'decades after the Civil War, 'During.

these decades, the Norking
'where children ldbOred alongSide.parentS'
in fields andfactoriesgan to:diE1
appear; rising-industrial productivity
created new economi0 surpluses that
allowed 4llions of.teenagers td remain
outside the. labor.force.,:-Arrerica

.changed.from'a rural agrarian society
-to an .urban industrial society, and
this new industrial:society demanded
on,a mass-scale not only the, 'rudimen-

tary literacy taught in elementary
schools, but higher'skills.that could
only be guaranteed through.secOndary
education. What. Hall's concept of
adolescence_reflected, then, was a-

real change in the human experience,
a thange intimately.tied tO tile new kind
of iridustrial society that wasemerging

.,

But it would be incorrect to say that
Hall "discovered" adolescence. ,On the
contrary, from the start of the nine,
teenth century,.there was increasing dis-
cussion of the "problem" of those past
puberty but not yet adult. 'They were the

street gang members and"delinquents who
made up what one nineteenth-century
writer termed the new "dangerous classes;"
they were also the recruits to thz, new
public secondary schools being opened
by the thousands in the late nineteenth
century. And once Hall had clearly de-
fined adolescence, it was possible to
look back in history to discover men and
women who had shown the hallmarks of this
stage long before it was identified and
named.

Nonetheless, Hall was clearly reflecting
a gradUal change in the nature of human
development, brought4about by the massive
transformations of American society in the

in America and Europe.

Today, Hall's concept of adolescen6
.is unshakably enshrined,in our vie of

human life. To be surel;' thavreci e
nature of adolescence Still:remain
controversial. Some obserVers,believe
that Hall, like most psychoanalytic
observers, vastly overestimated xth:d..

inevitability of turbulence, rebellion
and upheaval in this stage of life.
But whatever the exact definition of

ic

-
adolescence, no one today doubts its
existence. A stage of life that barely
existed a century ago is now univer-
sally accepted as an inherent part of
the human condition.

In the seven decades since Hall made
adolescence a household word, American
society has once again transformed it-
self. From thelindutttial era of the
turn of the century, we have moved into
a new era without an agreed-upon name
--it has been called postindustrial,,
technological, post-modern, the age of
mass consumption, the technetronic age,
And a new generation, the first born

.r
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in this new era of postwar affluence,
television, and the Bomb, raised dn the'
cities and suburbs of America, socially
and economically sdmire, is now coming'to
maturity. Since 1900, the average amount
of education received-by children has in-,
.creased by more than six years. In 1900,
only 6.4 percent of young Americans com-
lpleted high school, while today almost .

eighty percent do, and more than half of
them begin college. In 1900, there were
only 238,000 college students: in f970,

there are more than seven million, with
ten million projected for 1980.

These social transformations are reflec-
ted in new public anxieties. The'"prob-

lem of youth4"the now generation,"
"troubled.youth," "student dissent" and'
"the youth revolt" are topics of extra- .

ordinary concern to most Americans. No

longet is'our.anxiety focused primarily
upon the teenager, won the adolescent
of Hall's day. Today we are, nervous

about.new "dangerous clas;es"--those
young men and women of.college and grad-
uate school age who can't seem to "settle
down" die way their parents did, who re-
fuse to consider themselves adult, and
who often vehemently challenge the exis-
ting social order....

Thb fa:ators that have broUght this new
group intd existence parallel in many
ways the factors that produced.gdoles-
tence: rising prosperity, the further
,prolongation of edudation, the enormously
high educational demands of a Ostindust
trial society. .And behind these measur-
able changes lie other trends less quan-
titative but even more important:. a rate

of social change so rapid that it treat-
ens to make obsolete all institutions,
values, methodologies and technologies
within the lifetime of each generation;
a technolOgy that has created hot only
prosperity and longevity, but power to
destrpy the planet, whether through war-,
fare or violation,of nature's balance;
a world of extraordinarily complex
social organization, instantaneous corn-
mUnication and constant revolution. The

1110"n,f2Ow" young men and young women emerging

tdrday berth reflect and. ieact against

these trends. v. ,
,

But if we search amongtthe concepts Of
psychology fOr, a word to describe these
'young men and ,women, We Bind none that
is adpquate. Characteristically, they
are referred to as "late-adolescents=
and-yOung-adults"--a phrase whose very
mouth-filling pokwardness attests to
its inadequacy. Those who see in youth-_

ful behavior the remaants of childhood
immaturity naturally incline toward the
concept of "adolescence" in describing
the unsettled twenty-four-year-oldefor
this word makes it easier to dnterpret
his objections to war, racism, pollu-
tion or imperialdsm.as "nothing but"
delayed adolescent rebellion. To those

' Who are more hopeful about today'e youth,
"young adulthood" seems a more flatter-
ing phrase,°for it'suggests that ma.:

turity, responsibility and rationality
lie behind the unease and unrest of many
contemporary youths.g

BUt in the end, neitker label seems fully
adequate. The twenty-four-year-old
-seeker, political activist or graduate
student often turns out td.have been
through a period of adolescent rebellion

.ten years before, to be all too formed
in his,views, to have a stable sense of
himself, and to be much farther along in
his ptytchological development that his
fourteen-year-old high school brother.
Yet he differs just as sharply from
,"young adults" of age twenty-four whose
place in society is settled, who are
Married and perhaps parents, and who are
fully comMitted to an occUpatión 'What

Icharacterizes a growing minority.of
postadolescents today is that they have
not'settled the questions whose answers
once defined adulthood: questions of
relationship to the existing society, .

questions of vocation,Nuestions of
gsocial role and life-style..

Faced With this dilemMa, some writers
have fallen back.on the concept of
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"protracted". or RstretChe.6 adolescence..-a -

concept with p4clioanalYtio Origin6 that-
suggests that: those who'find it hard to.:

H"settle-doWn"have falled"ithe'adolescent-
AeVel6pthental task of AbandoningnArcis-
-Sitio fantaSies and juveniledreams.Of

one remedy. for "protracted.

:adolescende" mighCbe some form,of therapy
that Would-enable theryoung t0 reconcile

Ahemselves tO abilities and ayorld that .

-are rathq leSs than they had:hoped.
Another interpretation of. youthful unease
blames society, not the individual, for
the,"prolOngationsof.adOlescence.". It,
argues that youthful unrest springs from
the'unwillingness of tontemporary society
to allow young men and women, especially .

students, to.exercise the adult powers of
which they are biologically and intellec-
tually capable! Adcording to this view,
the solution gould be to allow youngpeOple
to ."enter -adulthood" and do "real work in

the real 4orld" at an earlier 'age.'"

Yet neither of these interpretations seems

4111

quite to the poirA. Fo hile some young
men and women are inaeed victi.ms of the ,

psychological malady of "stretched adoles-
cence,", many others are less impelled by
juvenile "grandiosity than by a rather
accurate analysis of the perils and injub-
tices of the world in which they live.
And plunging youth into the "adult world"'
at an earlier age wld run directly coun-
ter to the wishes'ef'most youths, who view
adulthood with all of the enthusiasm of a
condemne&man for the guillotine. Far
from seeking th !adult prerogatives of their
parents, they ve emently demand a virtually

. indefinite A ro o gation of their nonadult -
sehte.

If neither,"adolescence"'inor "early adult-
hood" quite describes the young men and
women who so disturb American society today,
what can me callAphem? My answer ia to
'propose that we are 4,itnessing today .the

emergence on a mass'Scale Of a previously
unrecognizedstage of life, a stage that
intervenes between adolescence and adult-
hood, I pr4ose to,call this stage of
life the stage of youth, assigning to.this

..::

-venerable.butavague term a new and
specifiC meaning.. take Hali's ...-.

!!adolescencelyoUth"',4.6 in.* Abso,, .

lute SenSe-ntw: .indeed, Octii having"'
defined this stage 4 liff*, we can
study itd hIstoricaremetgOdel lo-t
04ingjndividuals and groups Who have
had a "youth" in the past. AUt what
is "new",i6 that tAis'stage of life
is today being entened not.by tiny
minorities of unusually.creative or
unusually disturbed young men and.'
women, but by 6illions of young.people
in the advanced pation-.of the world. l' -

To explain how it is possible. for :new"
qstages of life, to emerge under changed
historiCal conditions would require a
lengthy.excursion into the theory of
.psychological development. It should
suffice.here to emphasize that the

.

direction and extent ok human develop-
mentindeed the entire nature of the
human life cycle--is by no theans pre-
determined by man's biological con-.
stitution. Inste41, psychological
development results from a complex
interplay of constitutional givens
(including the rates aild phases of

biological maturation) and the cOpnging
familial, social, educatifonal, econ-
omic and political conditions:that
constitute the. matrix-in which chil-?,
dren develop. Human development can
be obstructed by theoabsence of the
necessary matriji, just as it can be *,
stimulated by other kinds of environ-
ments. Some social and historical
conditions demonstrably slow, retard,
or'block.development, while others
stimulate,, speed,and encourage it.
A prol8hgation and extension of dev-
elopment, then, including the emer-
.gence of "hew" stelges of life, can
result from altered.social, economic
and'historical conditions.

.Like all stages, youth is a stage of
transition rather.than of compleion
or,accomplishment. To begin to,ctefine
youth involyes three related tasks.
First, we need to describe the 110or
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,th6168 or iSsues that deminate C9nSCiQU.
ness',":developMent and behav ring

this stage:. But human development rarely

if,ever proceeds on-all fronts simul-
taneously: :instead, we must think of
development,as coneisting of a series of
sectors:Or 'developmental linps," each
of which may be in or out of7Dhase with

the others.

MAJOR THBMES IN YOUTH

Perhaps the central conscious issue
during youth is the tension between
self and soóiety. In adolescence, young

men and women tend to accept their

society's definitions of them asirebels,
truants, conformists, athletes o4 achiev-

ers. But in youth, the relationship be-
tween socially assigned labels and the
"real self" becomes more problematic,
and constitutes a focus of centralpcon-
cern. The awareness of actual or po-
ten'tial conflict, disparity, lack of
congruence between what one is (one's
identity,,valups, integrity) and the

resources and demands of the existing
society increases. The/adolescent is
struggling to define who he is; the
youth begins to sense who he is and
thus to recognize.the possibility of
conflict and disparity between his emer-
ging,selfhood and his social order.

In youth, pervasive aMbivalence toward

both self and society is the rule: The

question of how the two can, be macie more

congruent is often experienced as a cen-
tral problem of youth.. This ambivalence

is not the same.as definitive rejection
of society, nor does it necessayily
lead to political activism. For ambi-

valence may also entail intense self-
' rejectioni.including major efforts at

self-transformation employing the
methodologies of personal transforma-
tion that are culturally available in
any historical era: monasticfl, wadi-
tation, psychoanalysis, prayer, hallu-
cinogenic drtigs hard work, religious
conversioh, introspection, and so forth.

In youth, then, the potential and

a

.ambilialent conflicts between autono-

moue,selfhOod and social invol4ement--,
betiren the maintenance of personal
integrity tind the achievement of
effectiveness in societp-.0-are fully

experienced for the first time.

The effort to reconcile and aisom-
modate these two poles involvg-s a
characteristic stance' vis-ar-vis both

,self and world, perhaps best described
by the concept of the wary probe. For,

the youthful relationship to the scicial
order consists not merely in the ex-
perimentation more characteristic of
adolescence, but with now more serious
forays into the adult world, through
which its vulnerability, strength,
integrity and possibilities are as-
sayed. Adolescent experimentation is
more concerned with self-definition
than are the probes of youth,swhich:
may lead to more lasting commitments.
This testing, exacting, challenging
attitude may be applied to all repre-

. sentatives and aspects of the existi)ng
social order, sometlmes in anger and
expectation of disappointment, stee-
times in the urgent hope of finding'
honor, fidelity and decency in society,
and often in both anger and hope.

^ With yegard to the self, too, there
is.constant self-probing in search of
strength, weakness, vulnerability .

and resiliency, constant self-scrutiny
designed to test the indiVidual's
:capacity to withstand or use what his
socie* would make of him, ask of hiMo

r

and allow him.

Phenomenologically, youth is a time, of
alternating estrangement and omni-
potentiality. The estrangement of
youth entails feelings of isolation,
unreality, absurdity, and disconnec-
tedness from the interpersonal, social
and phenomenological world. Such

feelings are probably more intense
during youth than in any other period

of life. In Part they spring froM
the actual disengagement of youth from
society; in part they grow out of the

0
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psycholOgical Onse Of incOnOruence ber
tween self, and world. MUch of the ps5rcho-

pathology of youth 4nrrolves Such feelings,
fixPerienced aS the'depersonalization Of -

the self or the derealization of the
world.

,

Omnipotenttality is the opposite but
secretly related pole of estrangement. .0

It is.the feeling of absolute freedom,
of living in a world of pure possibili".
tiest.of being able to change'or achieve
anything. There mayf be times-when com- '

Plete self-transforOtion beerits possible,
when the self is ex6erienced as putty in
one's own hands. At.other times, or for
other youths, it is-the nonself that

.

becomes.totally malle.ablelthen one feels
capable of totally transforming another's
life,'or creating a new society With no
'roots whatsoever in the mire of the past.
Omnipotentiality Ad estrangemeht are
obviously related,: the same sense of
freedom and possibility that may come
from casting off old inhibitions, values..
and constraints may also lead directiy
to a feeling of absurdity, disconnected-
ness and estrangement.

Another characteristic of youth iS the
refiisal of socialization and accultura-
tión. In keeping with-the intense and

9 wary.pr6bing of youth4..the individual,
characteristically begins to become aware
of the deep effects upon his personality .

of his society and his culture. At times,

he may attempt to break out of his pre-
scribed roles, out of his culture, out
of history, and even out of his own skin.
Youth is a time,-then, when earlier

,

socialization and acculturation is self-
critically anal_Y zed, and massive efforts

may be,made to( -uproot the now alieh traces
of historicity, social- meMbership and
culture. Needless to say, these efforts
'are invariably accomplished within a.
social, cultural and historical context,
using historically available methods.
Youth's relationship to history is there-

fore paradoxical. Although it may try

to reject history altogether, youth does
so in a way defined by its historical

.

'era, and'these rejectiong m:av even

come to define that era.

In youth we alSo aserve the emergence
of,youth-opeoilio identities and roleS.
These 9ontrast both with the more
ephemeral.enthusiasms of the adobes.-
cent and with the more established,
commitmeOs of the adult. They may
last for months, years or a decade,
and they inspire deep Jommitment in
thoge who adopt them,. Yet they are
inherently temporary and specific to"
youth: today's youthful hippies,
radicals'and seekers.recognize NIX
well that, however reluctantly, they:
will eventually become older; and
that aging itself will change their
status. Some such youth-specific
identities may provide the founda-
tion for later commitments; but others
must be viewed in retrospect as ex-
periments that failed or as probes
of the existing society that
achieved their purpose, which was to
permit the individual to move on An
other directions.

Another special issue during youth
,is the enormous value placed upon
change, transformation and mopement,
and the consequent abhorrence:1>a

v
stasis. To.change, to stay on the
road, to retain a senae of inner
development and/or outer momentum is
essential to many youths' sense of
active vitality. The psychological
problems of youth are experienced
as most overwhelming when they seem
to blOck change: thus, youth grows
panicky when confronted with the
.feeling of "getting:nowherei" of
"being stuck in a rut," or of "not
moving."

At times the focus of change may be
upon the self., ahd the goal is then
to be moved. Thus, during youth we
see the most strenuous, self-conscioa
and even frenzied efforts at self-
transformation, using.whatever reli-
gious, cultural therapeuAc or



chemical means are available. At other

times, the goal may be to create mOVe-
Ment in the outer world, to move others:.

then we May See efforts'at social'and
political change that in other stages
of life rarely *possess the same single-
minded determination. .And on other

occasions, the l is to move through
the world, and we tjess a frantic :geo-

graphic restlessness; wild swings of
%ward or downward social mobility, or
a compelling psychological need to iden-
tify with the highest and the 'lowest,

the most distant and apparently alien.

The need for movement and terror of
stasis often are a part of a heightened,

valuation of development itself, however
development may be defined by the indi-
vidual and his.culture. In all stages

of life, of course, all individuals.often
wish to change in specific ways: to be-

come more 'witty, more attractive, more
sociable or wealthier. But in youth,

specific changes are often subsumed in
the devotion to change itself--to "keep
putting myself through the changes,"
"not,to bail out," "to keep moving."
This'valuation of change need not be fully

conscious. Indeed,it often surfaces 'only
in its inverse form, as the panic or de-

wpression that accompanies a sense. of 4

"being caught in'a rut," sugetting no-
where," "not being able to change."
But for other youths, change,becomes a.
conscious goaA. in itself, and elaborate
ideologies of the techniques of trans-
formation and the"telos of human life

,may be demelopfd.

inflicted death or Fiyahosis may .

seem preferable tO 1..os.s of movement;

and suicidal,attempts in youth often
spring from the failure of efforts.
to .change,an4 the resulting sense
of being forever trapped in an un=

. moving present.

The, youthful view of ,adulthood is

strongly affected by these feelings.
Compared to youth, adulthood.has
traditionally been a stage of slower
transformation, when, as Erik
Erikson has noted, the relatiVe de-

velopment stability of parents
enables them to nurture the rapid

growth f their children. This

adult deceleration of personal change
is often seen from a youthful van-
tage point,as concretely embodied in
apparently unchanging parents. It

leads frequently to the conscious
identification of adulthood with
stasis, and to its unc9nscious equa-
tion with death or'nonteing. Al-

though greatly magnified tpday by
the specific political dithilluSion-

ments of many youths with the "older
generation," the adulthood = stasis
(. death) equation is.inherent in
the. youthful Situation. itself. The

desire to prolong youth indefinitelY
springs not only from an accurate
perceptiorSof -pe real disadvantages
of adult status in any historical'
era, but from the less consObus and
less accurate assumption that to
"grow.up" is in some ultimate sense
to tease to be really alivo.

In youth, as in all other stages of life, Finally, youths_tend to band together

the fear of death takes a special form, with other youths in puthful counter-

For the infant, to be deprilied of maternal cultures, characterize6 by their

support, Iesponsiveness and pare iS.not to deliberate cultural distance from,the

exist; for the four-year-oldi nonbeing existirig social order, but. not always

means lose of body intactness (dismember- by active political or other opposi-

ment, mutilation, castration); for the tion to it. It is a mistake to iden-

adolescent, to cease to be,is to fall
apart, to fragment, splinter, or diffuse

into,nothingness. For the youth, how-
ever, to lose one's essential Vitality
is merely to stOp. 4ror some, even self-

I. ,

tify youth asa developmental stage'
with any one social group, role or

. organization:, But youth is a time

when solidarity with other youths is

especially important, whether'the
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Oblidarity bp achieved in pairs, Small

groups, or formal organizations: And

the groupsdominat4d by, those this

Stage of life reflect no n y, the

special configurations ., eaCh histori-

,cal'era, but also the Sh red'developmen-,
tal Positions and proble s of,youth.
Much of what has traditionally been re-
ferred tO as "youth culture" is, in the
terms here used, adolescent culture;
but there are also groups, societies
and associations that are truly youthful.

,In our own time, with the enormous in-,

crease in the number of those who are

entering youth as a' Stage of life, the
variety and importance of thes, youthful

.

counter-cultures is steadily groWing.
, . .

This compressed summary of themes in youth

is schematic and interpretive. It omits

many of the qualifications necessary to a
0

fuller discussion, and it neglects the
u

enormous complexity of development iri%

11/0

any one person in favor of a highly

schematic account. ,Specifically, for
example;'I do not discuss the ways the
infantile, the childish, the adolescent
and the truly youthful interact in all

.

real lives. And perhaps most important,

my account is highly interpretive, in ,

that-it points to themes that underlie
'diverse acts and feelings, to issues
and tensions that unite the often
scattered experiences of real individuals,

.

The themes, issues and conflicts here
discussed are rarely conscious.as such;
'indeed, if they all were fully conscious,

, there would probably be soMething seri-
ously awry. Different youths experience

each of the issues here considered with
different intensity. What is a central

conflict for one may be peripheral or
uniMportant for another. .These remarks,
then, shopld be taken as a firq effort
to summarize some of the underlying
issues that characterize youth as an ideal

type.'

.
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THE STORMY DECADIty FACT OR%F/CT101

(

If yout weie to walk) up to the average man
on th0 street, grab him by the arm and

uttl the word. "adolescence," it 14 highly
prob ble--assuminwhe refrains from punch-
ing yoU.in the .nose--that his aSsociations
to thp term will include references to
stoim and stress, tension, rebellion, de7.
pe dency conflicts, peerrgroup conformity,

bl ck leather.jackets, and the.like, If

yoi then abandoned your informal street
c rner experiment,_and consulted the pro-
f ssional and popular literature on addl-
e cefice, you would 'become quickly im-

p essed.with the prevalence of the belief

at adolescence is,'indeed, a unique end

s ormy developmental period (Gallagher &

arris, 1958; Hurlock, 1955; Josselyn,
1948; Mohr & Despres, 1958; Parson, 1950;
pearson, 1958).

The adolescent Presumably is engaged in
a struggle to emancipate himself from his

parents. He, therefore, resists any
dependence upon theM for their guidance,
approval or company, and rebels against
any restrictions and controls that they

impose upon his behavior. To facilitate

the process of emancipation, he transfers
his dependency to the peer grOup whose
values are typically in c nfliot with

those of his' parents. SiThe his behavior

'is now largely under the control of peer-
. group members, he begins to adopt idio-

,syncratic clothing, mannerisms, lingo,
and other forms of peer-group fad be- .

havior. Because of the conflicting
valueS and pressures to which the adol-

escent is exposed, he is ambivalent
frightened, unpredictable, and often
irresponsible in his Ohavior. Moreover,

sinco the adolescent finds himself ,in a \
transition stage in which he is neitlher

child, nor adult, he is highly confused t

even about his own identity.

f

The foregoing storm and stress bicture

of adolescence receives little support
from detailed information that Dr. Walters

and.I obtained in a study of mi64e-
class famil1es of adolescent bon-
(Bandura 0 Walters, 1959). Let up

..compare.the Popular vertion of.adol-,
escence with our research findings.

r

PARENTAL RESTRICTIVENESS

At adolescence, parents supposedly
become more controlling and prohibi-
tive. We found the very opposite to
be true. Hy'the time the boys had
reached adolesCence,,they had inter-
nalized the parents° values,and stan-
dards of behavior to a large degree;
consequently, restrictions and ex:-
ternal controls had been lightened

as the boys became increasimly
capable of assuming responsibility
for their min behavior, and in di-
recting.their own activities. The
parents were,highly trustful of their

!boys' judgment and felt that exter-
nally imposed limits were, therefore,
largely unnecessary. The following
interview excerpts provide some-
tkaical parental replies to inquiries

-concerning the restrictions they
placed on their boys:

M. (MOTHEX): I don't have to do any-

thing like that any-more. I think

he's getting so mature now, he1$
sort of happy medium. _I don't
have to do much with him.

I. (INTERVIEWER): What are some of
the restrictions you have for him?
How about going out at night?

F. (?ATHER): We trust the boy. We

never question him.
I: Are there any things you forbid

him from doing-when he is with

hiS friends?
F: ;it his age I would hate to keep

telling him that he mustn't do .

this, or mustn't do that. I have

very little trouble with him in
that regard. Forbidding I don't

89?3 9
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think Creeps into.it 1;ecause he

ought to know at.17, right from wrong.
I; Are-there any friends With whom yoU

have discouraged him from associa-
ting?

F: No, not up to now. They are very
lovely boys,.

I: How about using bad language?
F: Only once, only once have of course

I'mha little bit hard of hearing in
one ear, and sometimes he.gets around
the wrong side and takek advantage
of that.

The boy0 aCconnts were essentially in
agreement with those given by the parents.
In.response to our questions concerning
parental demands and contrOls, the boys
pointed out that at this stage in their,
development parental restraints were no
longer necessary.. An illustrative quo-
tation, taken from one of the boys' in-
terviews, is given below:

I: What sort of things does your mother
forbid you to do around the hoUse?

B: Forbid me to do? Gee, I don't thtAk
there's ever anything. The house is'
mine as much as theirs...0h, can't

whistle, can't throw paper up in the
air, and can't play .-the radio and

phonograph too loud.' Rules of the
house; anybody, I mean, It's not just
me..

I: Are you expected to stay away from
certain places or people?

B: She knows I'do. I'm,not expected;
I mean, she figures I'm old enough
to take care of myself now. They

e- never tell me who to stay away from
or where. Well, I mean, they don't
expect me to sleep down on Skid Row
or somethiftq like that....

Since the boys adopted their parents'
standards of conduct as their oWn, they
did not regard their parents and other
authority figures as adversaries, but
more as supportive and guiding influ-
ences

90

DEPENDENCE-INDEPENMCE.CONFLIGTS

Th -view that adolescents are engaged
,i a struggle to emancipatethem-
selveS from their parents ASO re-
ceives little support fr9m our study.

. .

Although the,boys' dep1ecy behavior
had been fOstered and/encouraged
during their phildhbOd, ind4endence
training had begun.'earlyand was,

therefore,,largely accomplished by
the time bf adolescence. A skOilar
early and gradual decrease in depen-
denoy Upon adults ie reported by

. Heathers (1955), who Compared the ,

dependency behavior of.two-year-old
and Of five-year-ofd children.' He
found that, even over, this small age

:range, dependency on adults had de-
clined, whereas dependency on other
children had increased.

For most of the boys that we studied,
the emancipation from parents had
been more or less completed rather
that initiated at adolescence. In
fact, the develdpment of independence
presented More of a conflict for the
parents, Man it did for the boys.
Some of the parents, particularly
the fathers, regretted the inevktable "

loss of the rewards that their sons'
.-company pad brought them.

Do you feel that you spend as much
time with Raymond as other'fathers
do with their sons, Or more?

F: I would say about average, but per-
haps' I Should spend more-time with
him; because as the years go by,
/ see'that he's growing into man:-
hood and I'm losing a lot of him
every year. When he: was younger,
I think I was with him, more than I
am now. I think, as he gets older,
he'.s had a tendency to get his
pleasUreS fkom people his own age,
this is fine as long as he makes
home his headquarters. That's all
I want.



.

Although the boys devoted an increasing

amount of time to peer-group activities',

they, nevertheless, retarilled- close 'ties

tO their parents and.re dily sought out

their help, advice, ar nport When

neededf

PARENT-rPEER-GROUP CONFLICT

The boys' primary refeence grou0s were

not selected indistriminately. Since

the adolescents tended to.choose friends.

.who shared similar value systems and.be-
haviora4 norms, membership in the peer

group did not generate familial con-

flicts. In faCt, the peer group often .

, served to reinforce and to uphold the.

, parental norms and standards of behavior

that the boys had.adopted. Consequently,

the parents were generally pleased with

their sons' associates because they
served as an Important source of.control

in situations where the parents could

not be present.

An essentially similar pipture of ado-

lescence, based on an intensive study of

middle-class families, has^been pre-
sented by Elkin and Westley (1955; 1956).

They summarize their findings as follows:

'Pamily.ties are close and the de-

gree of basic family consensus is

high. The parents are interested

in all the activities of their
children, and the adolescents,
except for the area of,sex, frankly

discuss their own behavior and
problems with them. In many areas

of life, there is joint partici-

pation between parente and chil-

dren....In independent discussion
by parents and adolescents of the

letters' marriage and occupational
goals, there was a remarkable level

of agreement. The adolescents also
acknowledged the right of the par-

ents to guide them, for examplei
accepting, at least manifestly,
the prerogatives of the parents

toset rules for the,number of

4
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'dates, hours of return from dates,

and types of parties. The parents

express relatively little concorn .

about the socialization problems or

peer group activities.of their chil-

dren (1955, p. 682).

.SOURCES OP THE ADOLESCENT MYTHOLOGY
4ti

What.are the origins of the mythology

about adolescence, and why does it

persist?

Signs of Nonconformity

The view that adolescence is a period

of rebellion is often supported by

references to superficial signs of

nonconformity, particularly adoles-
cent fad behavior.

It is certainly true that adolescents

frequently display.idiosyncratic
fashions and interest patterns. Such

fads, however; are not confined tp
adolescent age groups. Several years

ago, "for example, coon skin caps and

Davy,Crockett apparel were highly
fashionable amOng pre-adolescent boys.
When Davy Crockett began to wane a

new fad quickly eMerged--every young-

ster and a sizeable proportion of the

adult population were gyrating with

the hoola-hoop: The hoola-hoop also

suffered a quick death by replacement.

If pre-adolescent children display less

fad behavior than do adolescents, this

difference may be primarily due to the
fact that young children do not possess ,

the ecotomie resources with which to '

purchase distinctive apparel, the

latest phonograph records, and dis-

criminative ornaments, rather than a

reflection of a sudden heightening of

peer-group conformity pressures during

adolescence. The pre-adolescent does
not purchase his own clothing, he has

little voice in how his hair shall be

cut and, on a 15-cent a week 411owence,

21



"hp is hardly in a positiOn tO oreateneW*
fads, or tO deviate tO0 widely from par-
ental tastes and Standards,

HowAbbut adult.fad behavior? A conti-,

nental gentleman conducts.A fashion show.
in.Paris and almost instantly millions
ofjlemlines,moVe upward.or downward;the
human figure is sacked, trapezed, cheMised,
or appareled in some other fantastic cre-
ation.

At a recent cocktail partY the present
writer was Cornered by an inquiring lady
who expressed cohsiderable puzzlement
over adolescents' fascination 'for unu-
sual and bizarre styles. The lady her-
self was draped with a sack, wearing a
preposterous object on her head, and
spiked high heel shoes that are more
likely to land one in an orthopedic .

clinic, than to transport one across the
room to the olives.

Fashion-feeders determine the styles, '

the colors, and the amount of clothing.
that shall be Worn. It would be rare,
indeed, to find,an adult who would ask-
a sales clerk,for articles of clothing
in vogue two or three years ago. As

long as social groups ContaA.n a status'
hierarchyp.and tolerance for upward
mobility within the social hierarchy,
one can expect imitation of fads and
fashions from below which, in turn,
forces inventivehess from the elite in
order to preserve the status differ-
entiations.

Mass Media,Sensationalism

The storm and stress view of adolescence
is aXso continuously reinforced by mass
media sepsationalism. Since the deviant
adolescent excites far more interest than
the typical high school student, tti9
adolescent is usually portrayed in'lit-
eraure, television, and ..in the movies
as passing through.a neurotic or a semi-
delinquent phase of development (Kien,
1959). These productions, many of which
are designed primitrily to generate
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visceral reactions of to sell oopk,
are generallY viewed-as profound
and sensitive portrayals of the:
typical adolescent turmoil, Holden
Caulfield, the central character
in The Catcher in the Rye (galinger,
1945), has thils become the proto-
typic adolescent.

Genefalization fromSamples of

Professional people in the mental
health field are apt to have most
contAct with delinquent adolescents,
and are thus prone to base their
accounts of adblescence on observa-
tions of atypical samples. By and
large, the description of the modal
pattern of adolescent behavior fits
mit closely the behavior of the
deviant ten percent of the adolescent
population that appears repeatedly
in psychiatric clinics, juvenile
probation departments, and in the
newspaper headlines.

Our study of the family relationship
ships of adolescents.also.included
a Sample of antisocially aggressive
boys.- In the families of these
hyper-aggressive adoleacents there
was indeed a great deal of storm
and stress for many. years. The boys'
belligerence and rebellion, however,
was not a unique product of adoles-
cence. The defiant oppositional
pattern of belwrior was present all
along, but because of their gteater
size and power Vle parents were able
to suppress and to control, through
coercive methods, their sons' belli7
gerence during the early childhood
years: By the time of,adolescence,
however,.some of the boys had reached
th9 stage where.they were almost

completely independent of the parents
for the satisfaction of, their social
and physical needs. MOreover, they
had developed physically, to the point
where they Were larger and more
powerful than their parents. With
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the achievement-of the power reversal thip, rather than an addlesOinee-
.

and the decrease of the parentimpor4 indWe03 Stress.

tance asisouroes of desired r4, a L '

nUmber of the boyt exhibited a blatant In

ents' wishes Cr95 arCultural,pata.

ow do little or
indifference to their
about whiCh they could

nothing. .

ICWhat sort of things does your mother
object to your doing when you are
out with your friends?-

B: She don't know what.I do.

I: What abOut staying out late at flight?

B: She says, "Be home at 11 o'clock."

I'll come home at one.

I: How about using the family car?

B: No. I wrecked mine, and my father

wrecked his a month before I wrecked

mine, and can't even get near his.

And I got a license and everything.

I'm going to hot wire it some night

and cut out.

II Hovi honest do you feel you can be to

your mother about where you've been

and what things you have dOne?

B: I tell her where I've been period.

I: How about what you've done?

B: No. I won't tell her what I've

done. If we're going out in the

hills for a beer bust, I'm not going

to tell her. I'll tell her I've been

tip a show or something.

I: How about your father?

B: I'il tell him where I've been periodu

The heightened aggression exhibited fpy

these boys during adolescence primarily

reflected response predispositions that

became more evident following the power
reversal n the parent-,child relation-

It as interesting to hote that many
iwritere Cite crosS-dultural.data aa
'suPpOrting evidence for the discOnr
itinuity,view of child development in.

!the OpriCan societY. The (reader
suddenly finds' himself ih.t:*k Trobriand

Islands, Or among the Arapesk, rather
than in the suburbs of Minneapolis or
in the town *pare Of Oskaloopa.'

In many cultures the.transition 'from

child to adult statusis'very abrupt.
Childhood behavior patterns are strongly
strongly reinforced, but as soon as '

the child reaches pubescence he is
subjected to an elaborate initiation
.ceremony which signifies his abrupt

4

transfOrmation into adult status.

Following the 6eremorlial'initiation
the young initiate acquires new rights .

and privileges, new responSibilities
and, in some cultures, he is even .
assigned a new name and a .new setof

parents who. Undertake hi% subsequent
social-training in'the skills and
habits required to perform the adult
role.

In our culture, on the other hand,
except for the discontinuities in the

socialization of sexual behavior, there
is considerable continuity in social
training.i, As was mentioned lerlier,
independence and responsibilin train-
ing, for example, are begun in early
childhood and adult-role patterns are
achieved through a gradual process of
successive approximations. This is

equally true in the development of
many cther forms of social behavior.

It should be mentioned in passing,
however, that cross-cultural studies
have been valuable in demonstrating
that stresses and conflicts,are rot
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inevitahWConcomitantSot pubescendei but
tiut rather; productd:Of Cultural cOndition,
ing. Weed, in some Societies, adoles-
'cence:is One of the,Pleasant periods Of
social development (Mead, 1930) .

NOvereliiphasis of the Biological Detexr
minatiOn of Heterosexual BehaVior

.

With the Avent of pubescence the

41adolesce -"is presumably encUmbered'by.
a powerfu biologically determined'sexual
drive that produces a relatively,Sudden and'
and.marked increase intheterosexual be-
havior. The nivesult' off the clash be-
tween strong physiological urges demand-
ing release and even more substantial
social prohibitions, is s'high degree of
conflict,'frustration, anxiety and diffuse
tension. In contrast to this 'widely-
accepted biological drive theory, evidence
from studies' of cross-Species and cross- °

cultural sexual behavidr reveals thaf human
sexuality is.governed primarily by social
conditioning, rather than endocrinal'stimu-
lation (Ford & Beach, 1951).

The cross-species data demonstrate that
hormonal control of sexUal behavior de-
creases with:advancing evolutionary statu
In lower mammalian species,'for example,
sexual activities ate completely regulated
by gonadal hormones; among primates Sexual
behavior is partially independent of,physi7
olebgical Stimulationvwhile human eroticism
ib exceedingly variable and essentially
independent of' horMonal regulation. Humans
dan be. sexually,avolused before puberty and
long after natutaldOr surgidal loss of re7.
productive glands. I Thus, one\would induce
sexual,behavior ipda, rodent Don Juan by
a4Miniitering androgen, wher6dA,presenting
/him lasciUlOus Pictures of a well-endowed
.mouse would have no stimulating,effects

.

whatsoever. By Contrast, one would rely
on sexually-valenced social stimuli,
rather than ton hormonal injections for
producing erotiO arousal in human males.

The prominent roie of social learning fac-
tors in determining the timing4 incidenCe
andiprm of-sexual activities of huMans is

also ,clearW 'revealed in 4le wide
cross-cultural mariability in
patterns 'Of sexual, behavior.. Sex-
arousihg properties have been cpn-
ditioned to ari extremely broad
range of stimuli, but the cues that
are sexually stimulating in one
culture would, in many instances.,
prove sexually repulsive to members
of another society. A similar diVer-
sity exists in the timing of the eler-
gence of Sexual interest and in thit
choice of sexual objects. In cul-
tures that permit and encourage het-
erosexual behavior at earlitar, or
at later, periods of.a child's de-
.velopment than is true for American
youth, no marked changes in sexual
behavior.occur during adolescence.

It is evident from the foregoing
discussior that "sexual tensions"
are not an inevitable concomitant of
pubescence. Furthermore, arty sig-
nificant increase in hetereosexual
.activities during adolescence is due
more to cultural conditioning and
expectations than to eadcrinal
changes.

stage Theories of Personality
Development-

.

----'

Until recently, most of the theoreti-.
cal conceptualizations of the develop-
mental process have subscribed to
some form of stage theory. According
to,the Freudian viewpOint (1949), for
example, behavioral changes are pro-
grammed in an oral-anal-phallic se-
quence; Erikson (1950) characterizes
personality development in terms of.,
an eight-stage sequence; Gesell (1943).
describes marked predictable cyclical
changes in behavior over yearly or
even shorter temporal intervals; and
Piaget (1948, 1954) delineates numer-
ous different stages for different
classes of responses.

III
Although*there appears to be relatively
little consensus among fhese theories

z
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poncerning the InAlter and 6)4 oprIent of'

Stages donsidered to be crubial, thiy 411,

share,in Oommon.,the-assuMption that social,

behavior can be,categoriied in terms of -

a relatively prefixed sequehoe.Of,stages
with varying degrees of.continuity or
discOntinuity between successive-develop-

mental perios. Typically, the spontan-

eous emergebce of these elaborate:age-

specific modes Of.behavior is a4ributed
to ontogehetic factors. The seven-year-
sold, for exampyl; is supposed to be with-

drawn; the dight,year-old turns into an
exUberant, expansive and buoyant ohil4;
the'fifteen-year-old becomes remote and
argumentative; parents are finally re-,

warded at sweet sixteen & Ames,

1955). Ih truth, all seven-year-olds

are not withdrawn, all eight-year-Olds

are not exuberant, expans.ive and' buoyant,

nor are all fifteen-year-olds aloof and

argumentative. I am also acquainted with-
sixteen-year-olds who are anything but

sweet. The withdraWn five-year-old.is
likely to remain a relatiyely withdrawn

eight-, nine-, and,sixteen-year-old unless
he undergoes social-learning experiences
that are effective in fostering more

expressive behavior.

J.

Although the traditional stage theories o
child development' are of questionable
validity (Bandgra & McDonald,-1?63;
Bandura & Mischel, 1963; Bandura & Walters,

1963), they have,/nevertheless been influ-

ential in promoting the view that adoles-
cence represents a form of stage behavior

that suddenly apPears at pubescence and

as suddenly disappears when adUlthood is

achieved.

Self-Fulfilling Prophecy°

If a society labels its adolescentg as
"teen-agers," and expects them to be
rebellious, unpredictable, sloppy, and
wild in their behavior, and if this pic-

ture is repeatedly reinforced in the mass
media, such cultural expectations may very
well force adolescents into the role of

rebel. In this way, a false expectation
may serve to instigate and maintain

1

certSin"role behalaors, in turn, t4n -"
reinforce the.Originally false be-

lief.

In discussing our research findings
with parentS' grOups I have often
been Eitruok by the fact.that most

parente whcoare eiperiencing positive'y
.and reWarding telationships_withstheie,
pre-adolescent children are, meverth.0
less, waiting apprehensively and .brac-
ing themselves for the stormy AdOleist-

.cent.period., Suchmigilance.can'very
easilY create apmall turbulence-at .

least, .When.the prophesied.storm fails
. to materialize, peny.parents begin to
.
entertain doObts aboAt the normality

9f their yoilnOter's social develOp-
ment

J

In closing, I do not wish to leave,
ydki with the impression that adoles-
cence is a stress- or problem-free
,period of development. No age group

is free from stress or adjustment
problems. Our findings suggeat, how-

ever, that the behavioral character-
istics exhibited by children during
the so-called adolescent stage are
'lawfully related to, and consistent
with, pre-adolescent social behavior.
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YOUTH AND THitarE cYcLp

t

QUESTION: Are there any points 'about

your concepts of psychoss:,Cial dev4015-

.. ment. whiâh you would.now!like to stress

.in the light of vihat haveheard 4
,

about how they have been4nterpreted
dpring the past decafe in the training,

of professional,persons and through

them of parents and future parents?

Yes, I am grateful fOr the opportunity
of making a few observations on the

recePtion of tbe5e concepts. You em-

phasize their influence on teaching in.

various fields; let me piCk out a few

misunderstandings.

I should confess,to you here how it all

statted. It wallon a drive in the
countryside with Mrs..Erikson that I

became a bit expansive, telling:her
abrifut a kind of ground plan in the human

life cycle, which I seemed to diEcern

' in life histories. After, awhile she
began to write, urging me just to go on;

she had found.my "plan" imiediately con-

vincing. Afterwards, a number of

audiences of different professional back-

grounds had that same sense of convic-

tion--so muqh so that I (and others)

became somewhat uneasy: after all,

these psychosocial signposts are'hardly

concepts yet, even if the whole plan

represents a valid conception, one which

suggests a great,deal of work.

What Mrs. Erikson and I subsequently of-

fered to'the White House Conference of

1950 was a kind of worksheet, which has,

indeed, been used by othert as well as

myself in sdientifid investigatiqn, and

well integrated in a few textbooks. But

its "convincingness" has also led to

oversimplification. Let me tell you

abdut A few.

ehere has been a tendency.here and there

to turn the eight stages into a sort of

rosary of aChievement, a device for

counting the fruits of each stage--

99

trust, autonomy, initiative, and so,

fo;th--aS phough each'Were aOhieved

'as a perMineht trait. People of

,thLwbent are aptto leave out the

negative counterparts of each stage,'

,AS if the healthy personality had

PerMapently conquered tbese hazards.

'The fact isfthat the healthy per:-
sonality must reconquer them con-
.tinuously in the same way that the

bbdy'$ metabolism resists-decay. All

that We(learn are certain fundamental
means and mecluinisms for retaining

and regaining pastery. Life is a

sequence not only of developmental

but ilso of accidental crises. It

is hardest to, take when both typeS

of crisis.coincide.

In each crisis, under favorable con-
ditions, the 'positive 4ps likely to

outbalance the negative, and each

reintegration blinds strength for

the next. crisis. But.the'negative
is always 'with us to,some degree in

the form of a measure of infantile
'anxiety, fear of abandonment:--a

residue of immaturity carried
throughout life, which is perhaps
the price Man has to pay for a child-
hood long enough to permit him tO be

.the learning and the teaching animal,

and thus to achieve his pakticular
_mastery of reality.

You may be interested to know that
further clinical reseaich has indi-

cated that our dream life often de-,

picts a recovery of mastery along
the lines of these stages. Moreover,

nurses have observed that any adult

who undergoes serious surgery has ,

to repeat the,battle with these

nemeses/in the process of recovery.
A pers& moves up and down the scale

of maturity, but.if his ego has
gained a positive balance during his
developmental crises the downward
movements will be less devastating



than if the balance', at one stage or
another, was in the negative.

Of all the positivie aspects'Mentioned,

trust-seems to halie been the most con-
:vincIng--sd'convOlcing, in fact, Oat
'some discuSsions never reach a conbider--
ation of the other stages. I don't
mean to detract frOm the-obvious impor-
tance'of trust as the foundati n "of the
development of a healthy persO lity.
A, basic sense of trust in,livin 'as

such, developed .in infancy through.the
reciprocal,relationship of child.Ind
mother, is etse'ntial to ,winning the
pos4ive fruits of all the succeeding
crisbs in the life cycle: maybe this
is what Christmas, with,its Madonna
images, conveys to us. Yet, it is the
nature of human life that each succeed-
ing crisis takes fklace within a widened
social radius whpre an ever-larger num-
ber of significant persons have a bear-
ing on the outcome. There is in child-
hood, first, the maternal person, then
the parental combination, then the basic
family and other instructing adults.
Youth demands "confirmation'from straw-,
gers who hold to a design ofIlife; and
later, the adult needs challenges from
mate6 and partners, and even from,his
growing Children and expanding works,
in order to continue to grow himself.
And all of these relationships Must,be
imbedded in an "ethos;" a cultural or-
der, to guide the individual's course.

In our one-family culture (supported by
pediatricians and psychiatrists wile
exclusively emphasize the, mother-child
relationship). we tend to lose sight of
the fact that other peoPle besides
parents are important to youth.. Too
often we ask only where a given youth
came from and what he once was, and noicit

also where he was going, and who was
ready to receive_him and his intentions
and,his specific gifts. Thds we have
movements to punish 1.arents for the
transgressions of, thir Children,
ignoring all the other persons and
environmental factoks tlaat entered

into the production of a young peison's
unacceptable behavior and failed to
offer support to his positive search.

,Another way in which the life cycle
.

:theory has been oversimplified is ir
ihe omission of stages' which do not
fit into the pteConceived ideas of the.,

person who is adopting or adapting the
theory. Tipis a large orgeiniiation
devoted to pardnthocid,distributbd a

list of the stages but omitted integrity
VS. dOSpair--tile problem of senescence.
'This is toc'easy a way to dispose of
grandparents:, it robs life of an
inescapable final step; and,.of course,
it defeats this whaiconception of
an intrinsic order in 'the life Cycle.

This kind of. omissibn igQores. the

"cogwheeling" of infariale and adUlt:
'stage6--the 'Act that eaCh further
stage of growth in.a given indrvidual
is not only dependent upon the rela-
tively successful completion of hiss
own previous etages,but also on the
completion of the subseguent.stages
in'those other individuals with whom
he &nteracts-and whom he accepts as
models.

Finally, I should point o.the fact
that what my psychoanalyticcolleagues

, ,

warned me of most-enekgetically has,
on occasion, .ccae to pass: even sin-
cere workers have chosen to ignore
my emphasis on the intrinsic relation
of, the psychosocial to the psycho-
sexual stages which form the basis of
much of Freud's work.

All of. these misuseb, however, may
lbe to a large extent the fault of my
choice of words. .The use of simple,
familiar words like "trust" add "mis-
trust" apphrently leads people to
assume that they know "by feel" what
the theory is all about. Perhaps this
semantic problem would have been
avoided if I had used Latin terms,
which call for definitiobs.

0
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/ may point out, hOwever, thatlierigi"
itally'suggested my terms as abaills for
discussions!1-discusgtiond led blepeople

Ao have an idea Of the interrelatedness

Of- all aspectd :Of hUman development.

For'the eight stages of psychoSOcial de-

velopment-are, in.fact, inextricably.
entwined in ltnd dekived from the 'Ori-

ons stages of psychollexual developMent-

.
that were describedlay Freud, 'ad well as

from the child's stages of physical,
motor, and cognitive. developtent.- Each

type of development affects the.other
and is affected by it. Thus, I feel

that discussants would do well'fo study

each key word"in its"Okigins,.in its.

Usage in.various periods and regions, and

- in other languages, Simple words that

touch upon universal:human vmlues.have
,their counterpart in every living len:-

guage, and can,become vehicles of under-

standing at international conferences.-
,

Incidentally, I made up one new word be-

cause thought it was- needed. To me,

"genetativity" desbribed the chief chart
acteristic of the matUre adult. It wa&

turned into a comfortable, if inaccurate,

homespun word before it ever left the

Fact-Finding Committee'of 1950. I had

deliberately chosen "generativity" rather

Oani"parenthood" or "creat
cailse these narrowed the ter down to

a biological'and an a tic isdue in-

stead of describing e deep absorptiOn

in guiding fhe young or in helping to,

create a new world. tor the young, which

is a mark of maturity in parents; and

nonpar4nts, working people and "creative"

pe4le alike.

Enough of this fault-findingl But it is

interesting to see what can happen to new

ideas and you did ask me.

) Question: During the past 10 years you,;

have been treating and studying mentally

ill young.people St a pnblic clinic

in'a low-income area in Pittsburgh and at

a private, comparatively expensive, mental

hospital in the Berkshires. delve you

found any common denominator in the die-

turbances Of theme patients--froM
such .oppOsite walks of lifethat would
BOMMto pOint tO any special difficulty

harassing 'the young people of our.
land today?

Since 1950, X have condentratedon
the. life histories of sick-Young
people in .late oftleacience and early

adulthoOd primaiily.in order to
study one of the crises magnified,
as it were, with the clinical micro-

scope. ,I.think that our initial

formulations of the identitycrisis
have been elinically validated and

much xefined.

Many of tices sick young people in

their late teens and early twenties
rulp failed during their adolescence
to win out in the struggle against

identity confusion. They were suf-
fering'so seriously from a feeling of
beidg (or, indeed, wanting to be)

"nobody" that they were'withdrawing
from reality, and in somescases.even
attempting to withdraw from life it-

self:, in other'words, they Were

regressing to a position where trust

had.to be.reinstated. 'Their malaiSe:'

proved to be related to the same

sense of diffuseness which drives .

ether young adults' to incessant and

sometimes, delinquent activity--an'
effort to show the world, including;

themselves, that they.are "sembody"
even if deep down they do not believe

it.

Ara

14 the meantime, of courie, the identity

issue hae.been taken up by many Writers

and by some magazines, almost in'the
form of a slogan. We 'axe prone to think

that we have cornered an issue when we
have found a name for it', and to have

'resolved it'when we have found something
o blame. So now we blame "the Alhanging

world."

Actually, there is no reason why, youth

should 'not participate with enthusiasm
in radical change; young people axe
freer for change than we are.A0The,,
bewildering thing for them must be that'°

0



wV A. oOmplain about change, having

eage t cautid it OnrSelVev with inVOW"
tion d gOcoveries! that 'we aeem'to
.haVo gayed at Change rather than to
have 1flne d it. If we had the courage.

, .

Of 9 inventions,. if we would grow into
the *lel we have-helped to create, and

,would give youth co-responsibility in tibv
I .think that'all thii potential Power Of
the pentitY crisis would serve a better .

wad than we can now enviicage.-'

Let-me say ayord'abOut.identity, or
rathei about what it is not. The young'

person' seeking an identity does not go
around saying, even.to himself, "Who am
I?" as an editorial in a national maga-
zine suggested last year's college gradu-
ates were doing on.their Way home. Nor

does the person c(iith a secure sense of
identity usually stop,* think or to
brag about the fact that.he has this
priceless possession, and of what it
consist's. He simply feels and acts pre-
dominantly in tune with himself, his
capacities, and his opportunities4'and
he has-the inner means and finds the outer
ways to recover from experientes. which

impair this feeling. He knows ikhere he

fits (or knowingly prefers not to fit)
into present conditions and developments.

This sense of a coinpidence..between inner
resources,-traditional'valuesi and oppor-
tunibtes of action is derived from a
fusion of,slOwly grown, unconscious per-
sonality.Processe's--and contemporary
social lorces. It fias its earliest.be-

ginnings in the infanesifirst feelings
of gfirmation by maternaq. recognition
and is n6.tured on the quality and con-
sistency of.the parental style of up-
bringing: Thus identity is in a sense an
outgrowth of all the earlier sta4es; but
the crucial period for'its development to
maturity\comes with tpe adolescent crisis.

Every adolescent. 1.4 'apt to go through
some serious struggle at one time or

another. The crises of earlier stages
may return in some form as'he seeks to
free himself from the alignments of

ohildhood:beoeuse Of both his 0141.
'eagerneps.for adulthood and the presm!,

;T!liures-ofeloOety., Por:a.while he yay.
distrust'what-he.onoe trusted implipit-_
.154 may be ashameeVoftis body, and
do9btfulof his future. Ae.expert7--

pants, looking for affirmation and
recognition froM.his friends'anefrm
the adUltS Teho mean most to him. Un-.

consciously, he revamps his repertory.

of childhood identifications, reviving
some and repudiating others. He goep

in for extrettotal commktment6
and.total repudiations. kis struggle
is,to make sense out of-what.has.gone.

-before in relation to what he now per-
ceives the world to be, in an effort,
to find a persistent.sameness in him-' -

*mg and a persistent sharing 9f some
kind of essential character with others.

Far from considering this proCese to
be a kind of maturational malai6e, a
morbid egocentricity of which adoles-
cents must be "cured," we must recog-
nie in it-the search for new values',
the willingness. to.serve loyaltieth
,which proye to be "true" (in any num.r

ber of spiritual,1 scientific,?eechni-
cal, political, philosphical, and per-
sonal meanings of "truth") and thus a
prime force in culeural rejuvenation.

The strengths a young person finds in
adults at this.time--their willingness
tO let him experiment, their-eagerness

to confirm him at his best, their con-
,

sistency in correcting his exceSses,
and tbe guidance they give him--will
codetermine whether or not h,p even-
tually makes order out of necessary
inner congusion and applies himself
to the Correction of disordered condi-
tions. He needs freedom to choose, but
not so much freedom that he cannot, in
fact, make a choice.

. In some-adolescents, in some cultures,
in some historicaIAepochs this crisis
is minimal; in othqs it holds real,
Perils for both thti individual and
iociety. 'Some individuals, particularly
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those. with a Weakpreparation,in'their
preceding develOpmental crises', sua0U0b.t0

it 'With the fOrMation'of,peUroses'aha PO'
choSe0. .0t4ers try to'resolVe it throuqh
adherenceeoften.teMporaryto radiOal
kinds'of religioUs, political, artistic.,

or criminal ideologies.

,A few fight the Okttle alone and, after
'a prolonged period of agony characterized

by erratic mood'swings and unpredictable
and apparently dangerous behavior, ber
come the.spokesmen of new directions.
Theirsende of impending-danger forces,
them to mobilize their capacities to new .

ways of thinking and doing which have

meaning, at the same time, for 't.hm-

selves and their times. In my book,

"Young Man Luther" I have tried .to show
how identity is related to ideology and
how the 'identity struggle,og one intense
young genius,produced a new person, a new
faith, a new kind of man, and a new era.

I think I chose to write about Luther and
his time, because there are many analogies
between our time and his', although today
the problems.which beset all,historical
crises ire global and, as it were, semi-

final in character. Today, throughout
the world, the increasing pace of,tech-
nological change has encroached upon

tradi onal group solidarities and on

the ability to transmit a sense of coig-

n) Wholeness and technological planful-

n ss to the young.

T Me one of the most dietubing.aspects
of our technological culture.is the im-ii

balance between passive stimulation anel
active outi#t in the pleasures that are
sanctioned fOr- young people. With the

passing of the western ,frontier andthe
accelerated appearance.of automatic gad-
gets, young people have become increasing-
ly Occupied with passive pursuits, which
require little participa4on of Mind or
body--being conveyed rapidly through
space by.machines and watching vibldnt
fantasies at the mbvies or on television
--without the possibility of matching the
passive experience with active pursuits.-

When An AdolesCent.substitutee passi-
vit'y for the Adventure And Activity

1:=11100 Muscular development end
drives requirelithere is Always

the danger of explosionand t think
that this accounts for much,of the
explosive, unexpebted, And delinquent
'acts on the part of even our "nice"

young people. .

This is probably why "Westerns," always
on the borderline of the crifti&lal.and

the lawful,,capture the passive imagi-

'nation.of a youth which has,tradi-
tionally substituted.identifigation
with the rug4ed individualist,-the
pioneer who ventures into-the unknown-
--for commitment to a political ideo-
logy;' and which noW finds itself con-
fronted WitIOncreasing demanlp for
standaidization,-uniformity, and con-

formity to the rituals of a stus-
convention. While the natiOnal proto-
type has historica4y been based on
readiness for change, the range of
possibilities of What one might Oloose
to be and of Opportunities to make a
change have narrowed. To this has been
added most recently the rude shaking
of the once "eternal" image of our
Nation's superiority in productivity
and technical ingenuity through the
appearance of Sputnik and its succes-

sors.

TpUs one might say the complexity of
thd adolescent state and the confusion .

of the times meet head on.

However, I believe that the "confusion"
de4ves.from a hypocritical denial of
our true position, both in regard to
obvious dangers and'true resources.

,when youth is permitted to see its
place in a crisis, it ,will, out of its
very inner dangers, gain the strength
,to meet the demands of the time.
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Clinical experience with young people
has, it,is true, verified that pom-
bination of inner and outer dangers
which explains aggravated identity
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crises. On the Other,hand, it h40 000v
vinced me and My.Colleae4OP, even.in hoe'.
pital work, of the SUrprieing resOurces-
which young people Can muster if their so-

cial respoon0b41000 are, called 4bil in a

* total environmenrof psyehOleqiCal Under-
standing.

Question: Does this kind of oonfusion have
anything to do with juvenile delinquenci?

I would not want to Add here to the many
claims concerning distinct and isp1ated
causes of juvenile delinquency. ut
would like to streas one contrib ting
factor: the confused dtatudes of adults
--toth laymen and professionalstoward
the young people whaal we, with a mixture
of condesoension and fear, call teenagers.

Except perhaps in som-e rare instanced of
congenital defects resulting in a low
capacity to comprehend values, juvenile
delinquents are made,,. not born: and we
adults make them. Here, I am not refer-
ring to their parente excAtteive&y. Melo
many parent** bechuse of their own per-
sonalities and backgrounds,-are not able
to give their children a change for tar-.
orable resolution ot the identity crisii.
Nor am I. referring to the failure of soci-
ety at large to Oortect those bliglIs on
the social scene--such as overcrowdj
slume and inequality of opportunities for
minority groups--which make it impossible
for tens of thousands of young people to
envisage an identity in line with the pre-
vailing succese-and-status ideolegy.

Rather, I am referring to the attitudes
of adults--in the press, in court, and
in some,professional and social iristi
tutions--which push the delinquent young
person into a "negative identity," a pride-
ful 40'stubborn acceptance of himself as
a juvenile delinquent--and this at a time
when his experimentation witli'available
roles:will make him exquisitely vulfter-
able (although he may not admittor even
:know it) to the opinions of the repret
bentatives of society. ,When a young person

*pra4judic00. *a a Opto40,41.A10,ini
nal:hedauSe he hastakeh :a gikOor .

a ride Xh 011.mebody eAsOi. gar (0iich
he intended,to.abanddninot.to 000-

1ernay decide, hal# cen
sciously, :of; course, but none'the
less' With finall.ty.,- t4at to have any

:real identity at all'he mUst pa vhat
he .ebviouSlyoan:be...-# delinquent.;

The edolding.of young'people in public
fo* the.indisoretions.;they have cida.-

mUted, with the expectation that they.
show rernorso, often ignOres all the
factors'in their historiewthat force
them into a'delinquent kind of expert-
mentatiófi. 't igvgertainly no help
toward a pesitive identity forMation:

. In his. insistence on holdingon to an
active.identity, even.if it is tem-
porarily a "negative.° one from the
point of view of society, the delin-
quent is sometimes potentially hesl-
thier than'the young person who with-
draws into'a neurotic or a PsY ohotio
state. Some delinquents, perhaps, in
their determination to be themselves
'at all ocsts and under terrible con-

ditions.have 'more strength-and a greater
potential for contributing to the rich,-
ness of the national life than de mariy
excessively conforming or neux*ically
-defeatist members of their generation,.
who have given up youth's prerogatives
to dream andto dare. We must study .

this problem until we can overcome the
kind- f.outraged bewilderment which
*eke e adult Oorld seem untrust-
worthy.to youth and hence may seem to
justify the choice pf a delinquent
identity.

Actually, transitory delinquency, as
well as other forms of antisocial or

asocial behavior, often may be what
have called a psychosooial moratorium
--a period of delay in the.assumption
of adult ,commitment. Some youths need
.a_period of relaxed expectations, of
guidance to.the various possibilities
,for positive identification through
opportunities to participate jn adult
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Work, or even of intrOspeCt.and ex..
,

.

Pgimente(tiOn--none of whic, CAA be re-
plhood by either moralistic punifbmeilt
or condescending forgivenebs.. '

'

QUestiont The theme. of the 1960 White

House ConferenCe 00 'Children Ana Youth
charges the Conference with sthdying and
understanding "the values and ideals Of
our society" in its efforts "to proMOte,
opportunities for ghildren and, youth to
realize their full potential for a
'creative life in freedom and dignity."
...Could you add ail/word about how 'these

values, once ytentified, can.be 'trans-
mitted in ivoway that will insure their
incorporation into the value systems of
the young?

Like every other asp4ct of maturity the
virtues whiCh we expect in a civilized
human being grow in stages as theichild,
develops from an infant to an adult.
What'is expected .of a child at any time
imilt be related to his total maturation
'And level of ego-strength, which are
related to his motor,.cognitive, psycho-
sextial, and psychosocial stages. You .

can't expect totiii obedience from a 2-.
yeat-old. who mubt test a growing sense
of autonomy, nor total truth from a
47year-old involved in the creative
but often -guilt-ridden fantasies of
the oedipal stage. ,

It would be in line latth the Course of
other historidalArises.if in.our Nation-
today.kcertain senee of,moral weakness
were prodUcing a kind Of frantic wish to

/b. enforce moral strength in our youth with
punitive or purely exhortative measures.

Today, a sense of crisis has been aggra-
vated by the long cold war and the sudden
revelation of the technical strength of a
supposedly "ba0kward" rival. We are won-
dering whether we have made our children
strong enough for living in such an un-
predictably dangerous world. Some people,

who suddenly realize that they have not
been responsiblp guardian& of all the
Nation's young,' now.wonder whether they

ehould.haVe beaten:motel strength into 9

'then Or.prelohedpertain;Alibgiolute:values

valUes,more adamantly,,

I

No periodt.hoWeVer*'-Can afford-to go
back ()nits adVanoeS in 'values and in

'knowiedgeo.and X trust that.the.o.
White House:Conferencemill find-a
way to-integrate'our'knowledge Of perro
iionality..development with our national
values, necessittes, anA resources.
What we need'islicit a,plan whereby
relatiVely irresponsible adults can
enforce morality in their:Children, ,

but rather national insistence on a
more reoPonsibte morality on theppArt
of adults, paired with an infprmed
attitude toward the 'development of'
moral values in children. Values can
only be fostered gradually by adults
yho have a clear conception of what
to expect and 'what not to eXpect of

the child as; at each.stage he comes

to understand new segments of reality
And of himself, and who are firm about
what they are sure they may expect.

It must beadmitted that psychiatry has
added relatively little to the under-
standing of morality, except perhaps
by-delineating the great dangers of
moralistic attitudes add measures Which
convince the child onlyeof the adult's
greater executive power,.not of his,
actual moral power or true superiority.
To this whole question, I can, on the
basis of my own work, only indicate
-that the psychosocial stAges...seem
to open up the possibility of studying
the way in which in each stage of growth
the healthy child's developmental drives
lispose him toward a cettain.set of 4.
qualities whioh are:the necessary funda-
ments of, a responsible character: in

infanoy, hope and drive; in early child-
hood, will and control; in the play
age, -purpose and direction: in the"
schoOt age, skill and method; and in
adolescence, devotion and fidelity.
The development of these basic quali.7

ties in children, however; depends on
the corresponding development in adults
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cif qualities related.to: An young adul-

thood ., work, iind affiliatiOn,

in
I

adut
Vd,

care, parenthood, and

prOductiOnt and in 644 ageo "wisdOm"'`i
and responsible renunciation.

Now'I have given you.another Set of nice.
.1p/ords, throwinl to the winds my own

warning regardipg the waythey can be
Masunderstoodea0d pisused., .Let me point
out, thbrefore,'that I consider these
basic virtues in line with our advancing
psychoanalytic ego,psychology, on the one
hand, and with eur.advancing knowledge of
pSychosocial evolution, on the othdr,
and that the conception behind-this list
can Only be studied in the context of
'advancing science.' I will discuss this
.further.in &forthcoming publication,
but I mention it now because I thought
I owed you a reference to the, way in which
my contrOution of 1950 has graduaily led
me in the direction of the great problem
of the anchoring of virtue in hum-an mature
as it has'evolved.in our universe.

Weought.to regard the brea4ng c4 a'
child's spiritby cruel punishment, by
senseless spoiling, by persistent hYpo-
crisy--as a sin against humanity. Yet.

today we have back-to-theWoodshed moVe-
ments. Last year in the legislature of
one of our greatest States a bill was
introduced'to allow corporal punishment in
the public schools and.was lauded by part
of the press. This gave the Soviets a.
chance to declare publicly against cor-
poral punishment, implying that they are,
not sufficiently scared by their own
youth to go back on certain considered
principles in the rearing of the young.'
Actually, I think that we stand with the
rest of the civilized world on the prin-
ciple that if.adult man reconsiders his
moral position in the light of historical
fact, and in the light of his most advanced
knOWledge of human nature, he can afford,
in relation to his children, to rely on

a forbearance which step by step will
bring the best out of them....
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'THE. EIGHT STAGES IN TN4 LIFE CYCLE OF MAN

'Tersonality," 'Erikson has written, "can
be 'said to develop according to steps

pr etermined in the hOMan organism's.
rea3,inesa to be driven'toward, .to be aware
of,and.to interact Atli a widening 'social'

radius, beg ning'with a dim image:of a
Mother and ding with an image of.mane.

owing.are the steps he has

identified inIman's psychbsocial develop-
ment, and-the spacial crises they bring..
In presenting them, he has emphasized
that while the struggle.between the nega-
tives and positiyes in each crisis must 7

belotigh.t through sucdessfully if the
next developmental stage is to,be reached,
no .victory is completely or fbrever.won.

I. INFANCY: "TRUST VS. MISTRUST

,The first "task" of the infant is to de-
velop "the 'cornerstone of a healthy per-

sonality," a basi,c sense of trust--in
himself and in his environment. This

.comes from a feeling of inner goodness
derived from "the mutual regulation of
his receptive capacities with the maternal
techniques of provision"- Wquality of
care that transmits a sense of tvstwor-
thiness and meaning. The danger,-most
acute in the second half of the first
year, is that discontinuities in care may
increase a natural sense of loss, as the
child gradually recognizes his separate-
ness from his mother, to a basic sense of
mistrust that may last through life,

EARLY CHILDHOOD: AUTONOMY VS. SHAME

, AND QOUBT
4ti

With muqcular Maturation the child e6eri-
ments with holding'on andiletting go and
begins to attach enormous"valtie to his

autonomous will. The'danger here is the
development of a deep sense of shame and,
Aoubt if he Bs depriimd of the opportunity
to learn to develop lAis will as he learns
his "duty," and thOrefore,learns to expect
defeat in any battle of wills with those
who are bigger an4 stronger.

1II. flAY AGE: (INITIATIVE VS. GUILT

In this Stage the child's.imagination
is greatly expanded because of his'
inceaed ability to move around freely
and,to communicate. It is an age ofjn,.4

trusive.activity, avid curiosity, dhd
consuming fantasies which lead to
feelings ofiguilt and anxiety: It is

altito the stage of,the establishment of

conscience: If .111.S tendencyto feel
guilty is "overbdened byall-tOo-
eager adults" the child may develop a
deep-seated conviction that he,is essen-
tially bad, with aresultant Stifling
of initiative or conversion of his
moralism to vindictiveness.

s,

IV. SCHOOL AGE: INDUSTRY V INFERIORITY

The Ring period of sexual la ency be-
.fore puberty is the age whey the child
wants to learn how to do A d make
things with others. In le rning to
Accept instruction and to win recogni-
tion by producing "things" he opens the
way for the capacity of work enjoyment.
The danger in this period is the develop-
ment of a sense of inadequacy and inferior
ity in a child who does not receive
recognition for his efforts:

V. ADOLESCENCE:. IDENTITY VS. IDENTITY t

DIFFUSION

The physiological revolution that comes!
with puberty--rapid body grOwth and) /
sexual maturity--forces the young per on
to question "all qameness and contin
ities relipd on earlier" and to "re ight
many of the earlier battles." The de-
velbpmental task is to integrate child-
hood identifications "with the basic
iSiological drives, nhtive endowment,
and the opportunities offered in social

roles." The danger is that identity
diffusion, temporarily unavoidable-in
this period of physical and psychologi-
cal upheaval, may result in a permanent

1092 t5
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41,06bilitt:to "take hO1.d".0.6 be0aUseof

YOUth's tenden0Y-to 'tote). Commitment*

1.41 the.fixation in.the.young-perEiOn of 4

.:niegative. Identity, a-.40vO1ed'attempt to

jbeoiyme:what Parents, classi-or,community

140 not want hiM to be.,

YOUNG-ADULTHOODi INTIMACY Vs,.

. ISOLATION

:only as a young person bibgins.to feel
more secure in his identity'is heable
to establish intimacy'wiih himself (with
his inner We). and with others, bOth in
friendships and eventually in a löve-

belied Mutually satisfying sexual rela-
'-:4-tionship with a member of'the opposite

sex. A person who cannot:enter wholly
into an intimate relationship because
of the fear of losing hii identity may. *

develop a deep,sense of isolation.

VII. ADULTHOOD GENERATIVITY VS.

SELF;;ASSOPTION.

Out of the intimacies of adulthood grows
generativity--the mature person's interest
idestablishing and guiding the next gen-

eration. The lack of this results'in
.self4bsorption and frequently

bone°, of stagnation and inter=

personal iiPbverishment."

VIII. SENESCENCE: INTEGRITY VS. DISGUST'

The person who has, achieved a satisfying
intimacy with other human beings and who

has adapted to the triumphs and disap-
pointments of his 6enetative activities

0 as parentArld coworker reaches the end of

life with a cektain ego integrity--an
11ceptance of his own responsibility for

what hisi life is and was and of its place

in the floW of.history. Without this

"accrued ego integration" there is des-

pair, usually marked by a display of
displeasure:and disgust. .

s,
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'CHANOING XOUTH VALUESCIO THE 7

0

Thte booklet summarizes and analyzes the A:1cent chaftgesy'Many of
them abruptand dramatid, ip the attitudes and, values of Americak
youth, as indicated in a broad.4urVey conducted by the organizition
pf Daniel Yenkelpvich,'Inc..and sponsored'by the 17M3rd Ftnd,
Carnegie Corporatiolvof NeW York, Edna McConnell Clark Foundation;
ilzen Foundation /and Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

In the,surVeY, a total of 3,522 ope-to-two-hour pe'rsonal interviews
.were helkin the 1ate.apring of 1973, covering a cross' sedtio4 Of
-the coUntry's youth population, aged 16 to 25. Two independent
saMples make up.,this croes section, .one of college youth, the%ther
bf noh8ollegeouth. For.the first, a total of 1,006 college stu-
dents 4rom a representative selection of the country's two-year and
fohear and university establishments were interviewed. In deo
40cond category, 2,516 young people were interviewed.in a proba-
pility,sampling of all American households with mftherti betWeen'the

*kluges of 16 and 25. To avoid duplication; everyone in this age group
Oho was living at, home but attending college was eliminated from ,

this saiaple.

,

ft

-The survey summarized here is the 'fifth in a series.Of rpsearch pro-^
jects on American.youth carried Out by the Yankelovich organization
since 1967, addin breadth and scope of findings it is by far the.'

411
'most ambitious ?such study done to Aate. Previous research--which,
inclUdes a 1967 study for Fortune magb.zine, a,1969 study for CBS,
a 1971'.report for John D.'Rockefeller ,3rd And the Task Force on
Xpu61 ahd a 1971 survey 'for the JDR 3rd.Fund--concentrated on.
college youth,.with the exception of the 1969 study, which'covered
noncollege youth as well. The present study cOncerns itselfyith
college:yOuth, too, but it also inCludes high school atudents, blue'
collir workers, housewiVes, minority groups, high.gchoOl drOpouts,
Vietnam veterans, and all the other heterogeneous groups that make

up the full varlety of.America's youth.

..

This study also has the advantage of being able to incorporate and
- compare findings from the earlier studies made in the late 1960's

and early 1970!s; many of the,same questions asked in the earl4er
studies were repeated in this one, and for the most part earlier
sample designs were reNticated, tot., 06 a result, trends cAn be
traced in young Americans' attitudes and values,'and traced through
an era,crowded with evohts that have deeply affected the lives of
young'people. Though not long by historical standards, this period
stretches from the peak of the Vietnam War protest movement to the
disappearance of the war aS,an issue among young people. It is also

the period in which the WoMen's MOvement has sought "to raise-the
consciousness of the nation, especially among young people. ,In this
same period, we have seen sweeping changes in sexual morality and

,work-related values, an emerging climate of mistrust of our baitic

institokions, and other challenges to traditional beliefs and values.
Thpse developments--some are universal in scope while others affect

ci
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Only small ropprtions of the populationgive ustan;906Witul.kty

America's'young people.
to asses he impact of social change on what is probably out Mobt
change7seneitive popilation group -

In additiontop4arinq attitudes of,young adults as a .whOle ai:' f

^- differeht 'dime in recent years, the current study examines the dff--
ferencés e(nd similarities 'among var4,otis groupings withih the #outiv.
,population at7ihe_present time. This study also.looks at hoW these'

.4 (jr.otipings-the principal divisi9n5 Are college and noncollve youth,,
=-have changed in comparision Wone another over the last few ye#rs../

0* ,

c.. .,

, ,_ ' n e.
IS .n..., / 4

;We_Oope that this will be a useful'contribution to the pountry's.
understanding of the views, valuek.and,perspectives of American
youth ih.a.time,of ferment.

, f6
,

--...TURNABOUT., .,. . .

i I

/These first few years of'thdecade,9( the 19.70's point to vast
- changds iri the complexion and optlook of an entire generation of

, .. ..

young people. Indeed, so startling Are thp_4hifts in yalues and
beliefs betWeen the late 1960's when our youth studied were tirst
qaunched and the present time that social historians of the future

. fishould have little difficulty in identifying fketwend of.one era
land the beginning of a'new, one. Rarely hqs a trgnsit:i6n bftiveen
one decade and the next seemed so abruptAhd so'fuliof'digcontin-

l

uities. Here in schematic fotm are almost tw ty large scale
'changes reVealecYby tffe research as haiiing oc rred- betweenthe
late 1960's ansl the-early 1970's.'

'
UNDERLYING CAUSES'

Zhanges ofthis Magnitude in so brief a time'span'tre rare, at least
since a;ttit4desrhave been.subject to the exaTination of behavioral
sciences. Also, the many -reversals of direceibns and shifts in
values seem so uncharacteristic of the normal 9rderly processeS of
1.1uipan changei that one 1,4 obliged to look benAath the surface for
underlying capses. Our analysisleads uS ti? conclpde that this
extraordinary patpetn of char* has been cause0:z-by.two unrelated
factors. 9 ."4"

a .

The first IS the Vietnam War. 'The war hiE Young peo e wi:th great
force, espeôially' 'the nation-s campuses. It evoke strong
passions and eRtreme-forms of behavior that reached t eit peak.at
the time of thP 19/0 research conducted ,shortly after the Cambpdia

4 and Kent State episod ta. The findings of the current research indi-
cate that with the p s4ng Of the war And:the praft that.accompanied
it, youthful attitu s and values/h ve now reverted to more familiar
patterns. The war; heri,.is'one o the ,keys that unlocks the mydtery
of the dramatiO pat ern of changes etected by the research Tier

,

these past few years
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The.other fe that underlies the0OH4t9q.sgale:.chOgegvis iOre-
subtle. but al o more'important'beoaitse it'points.toW4d. the future
-rather than the past.7The findihgs-of the.Ourrept:stUdy. show.in
,great detail the effects 44-the diffusion_oft set.of new:values.
..fhat incubated on the natioWs deMpUses in.the 960's andlhave now
spread Out to-the entire present youth generation., Thd New Valnea
(as we shall refer to them),00ver a broad range of beliefs.: It. may

'be useful here to spell oat what'We mean by thellew.ValueS: we use
the term as' Shorthand-for three categories of-value change.

4,

#
The first cAtegoryrefers.to new moral norms7-beliefs that guide :0e
behavior' of people on matters of individual,and public morality.
'the major value changes under this heading are. (l) changes in sexual
morality in the direCtion of more liberal seXual moresv. (2) changes
in relation tg the.mithority:of institutions such as the authority
of laW*; thepolice, the government; the,boss in the wOrk situation,
etc..; the changes here are in'the direction of.what:sociologists'

e .call "deauthorization,"' i.e., a lessening of automatic,obedience
to, and respect forl.established authority;' (3) chang :in views

ttoward the church and organized religion as a source.o g4dahce
for moral behavior; and (4) changes,in traditional conc pts of
.paq:fotism and in automatic allegiance to, "my .country right or.
wrong."

The-second category,of New Values*refates to social values primarily
410t changingattitudea toward the work ethic, marriage and family,
alAd the role and importance of money ih defining the meaning of suc-
OdsVe

A

-The thir catelgory of New Values concerns the meaning of the vague
concept of self-fulfillment. ,Self-fulfillmenti is usually defined
by people today in mopsition to the concern with economic security.
Once a person. feels that he can take some degree of econoMic security
for granted, he,begins to look forward to relief from the discipline
of a constant preoccupation with econmic security, And hd starts
to search for forms of self-fulfillment that go beyond the daily
routine. -Stress pn the theme of gratification is the individual's
way of saying that there must be somethihq more to life than,making
a living, struggling to make end0 meet, and caring for others.

?of The self-fulfillment concept alWo implies a greater prebccupation
with self at the expense of sacrificing one"a kelf,for family,
employer and community.

,

0

. ,.

The New Values, then, includd three seta of,i terreiated norms:
4 v

I . 40
0 _/

.,,,, J

- 1 Ilroral Norms 9oncerning-sex, authokity, religion and obli-
gA(ions to others. .,

2. Social Values COncerning Onerework,:family and aarriage).

3. SelfAlulfillmenb defined it: opposition to rofe obligations
to others, and to the nose-tothe-grindstone qudst for
economic depurity.

,$
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As the New Values Spread from a small minotity'cf privileged col-
lege students to the mainstream of college youth, and from college
youth to the noncolle4e majority of young workers, housewives, hIgh
school students, *etc., they raised new questions and posed net
dilemmas for each of the various subgroups in the population.'
(When people''s expectations are raised end thei...'a.lües1 trans-
formedthey seek out new patters of,fulfillmentf depending on
their cA'cumstan9es. The well-education and weil-trained college
graduate, for-examplel'finds himself in a better position to gratify
his new desires than someone who is less well trained, less well
education and privileged, even though both persons may share simi-
.1ar. desires.) If there is any single pattern that underlies the
dense varietyof fitftings described in the main bpdy of"this report ,
'it is the story of the transmission of the NeW Values from the
campus to mainstream Alkerican youth, the efforts of both college
and noncollege youth to find a satisfactory'means of blending the

i New Valued with older, more traditional beliefs, and the search for
new modes of adaption to the highly.institutionalized structure of ,

American society.

In the material that follows we first describe,the effects of the
two forces that have transfOrmed the outlook of American youth--the

* end of the Vietnam War and the transmisgion of the New Values from
ta campus minority-to the overall youth populatidh. We then examine
the, implications of these changes (a) for college and noncollege
youth,-and lb) for substantive issues relating to Work an'd career, '

politics andl the role of women. 410
'THE VIETNAM WAR

Some of the chAnges depicted in this study such as the returnof
the quiet to the campus and the new seriousness of students'in their
pursuit of careers may appear, at first glance, to reinforce the
widely held view that the 1960's represented an odd aberration in
our national history. ,The 1970's, it is said, have restored "nor-
malcy," linking up in'a chain of continuity with the 1950's and
other more !'normal" periods in our national history. Sugh obser-,,

vations point to the striking parallelism between the 'privatise
of the 1950's when young people were preoccupied with their own
personal lives and destinies, and the privatism of the 1970's
with its similarly strong focus,on self.

I
The findings of the' present study suggest t.hat this conclusion is
a half truth; that i#, it is partly true and partly false. The
1960's were characterized by many, updogue events whidh may have
momentarily sidetracked the slow, steady continuity of American
social history. ,The short but vividera of the Kennedy predidenpy,
the rise of the Civil Rights Movement under the leadership of Martin
Luther King, the abrua impact of theinher city riots and buxnings
swiftly followed by,the students riots on campus, the shock of the
assassinat4ns of' John and Robert:Kennedy and Martin Luther King
--all these events cettainly_left their im4rk on.the times. The one
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event which these findings augge,St'6St strongly ingllAinCed the,'

values and 'views of a generatOb* wasp of course/ the,Vietnaill-W47.

\qt It 'is possible to see now, in retrospect,:that the 'spurt of politik*

cal radicalism on campus was inextricablyinterrelatedswith"student
response to the .Yer lrn Southeafit Asia. The drelft forged an intente-

ly personal link7between the students and'a ggr off war which '

inspired loathing, fear, and revulsion on cattous. The smallcore
of political radicals, never more than 10-15 percent of the colleg-

population,-took the lead in interpreting the war'in terms that

were harshly critical of-the United States,,its motiyes,tits insti-

sputions and ita- moral impulses. Because they were' so disturbed by

the-war,othe grdat mal$s orcollege students accepted'the radical

critl.que and, especially in the Iity'Leaguespolleges, joined with

the New Left in its attack on the universfEltes and other institu-

tions that Were interpreted as being part of the wq-b of immorality

and misuse of power ehat students associated with dhe war. Inevi-

tably, Vietnam-inspired politica,1 radicalism became entangled with

the cluster ef new life styles and social values that had their

genesig in an..earlier period.

Once the war Assed and the.draft ended, the situation changed

dramatically. Describing the findings of the 1971 study, we con-

cluded.: "Radical politidal values dnd lipe. styles, values which

traveled together since the mid-1960's have, in 1911, begun ,to go

their Separate ways. Changing cultural valtes-relationships to

marriage, atithority, religion, work, money, 'career, sexual moralitYi

and other aspects of the puritan ethicha've become more marked

and dramatic each year since these pieasurements began', including

1971, while ,political beliefs have moved ir. 'the otTosite directon

away ftom the 1970,pearks...The vast majority of students--the 89

percent who do not identify with the New Lefthave pressed for-

ward in their search for a cultural revolution while taking a

step backwards from political revolution.",

Now, sevdEwl-years later, this same qpncIllion is fu ther rein-

forced by the new study. The recent Tindings imply tht it was

the Vietnam War, more than'any other single factor, that inspired

the wave of political radicalism on campus. Althoug1h the war hap

left a residue of feelings which we will comment on later, it now

seems reasonable to conclude that the 1960's were aberration and

a departure from the mainstream of American social history to the

extent that youthful values intimately tied to the war and the

strong emotions it evoked came and went with the war.

Does this mean that we are baCk-to the status quo ants? Does it

imply that we are now. picking up the threads of cultural continuity

from where,they left off in the 1950's,-without the 1960's leaving

any enduring mark on the present period? The findings of the

present study show clearly and vividli that nothing could be further'

from the truth. Apart from the impact of the war, the 1960's were
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not an aberration/ but a-con4Stent part of our.cultural continu,-
ity. 'The, war wasHlike,having a .despidOd" stranger-living 4n your
hOme at the same time.that a. baby was kora to the family. With
the depart e of'ihestrangeif..0.e iituation.May at.first seem
to return p what it wawearlier, but it Soon becomed apparent:
.that,the n w babli has created its own pattern Of changes in the
life of the family. The war was vivid and traumaficighile it JAil."''
ted, but the enduring her#age pf the 1960'S is the new social
Values that grew Ph the nation's campuses during.the same fateful.
period and.how have grdtm Stronger and More poWerful.

,,.

THE NEW VALUES

The central theme'of the.present study is the story of bow various
stibgrocUps in,the currpnt generation of youth are now seeking to
make An accommodation 'tflo the New.Value6. Perhaps the most lucid
way to inte6.pret the dense wealth of findings of this.study is to ,

regard them as a case history of "cultural,diffusion." $odial
science.'has made us familiar with the process. Sooial change is .
often initiated by small 'extreMist groups. The mass:ofthe public
.r.eacts initially by rejecting the new ideas, and then begins to
colOader them 'pith tempered seiectivity.'è proposalsof the ;

extremist groups,becoMe, fn'effect, a vast smorgasbad from wilich
people of more moderate temperament pick and choose those, ideas
that fit best with their' own traditional life styles. The process
may be maddening to the purists, but a remarkable amount of social
dhange is evehtually effected.

, .

In the mid-1960's we identified a subgroup of.college,studentS as
"Forprunners." This group--never a majority bf the college popu-
lat(on--stiruggled to live by a.neW set of post-affldent values.
We were struck by two motivations that seemed, to enjoy exceptional
strength among the so-called. Forerunner studehts: one was priate,
directed at personal self-fulfillment. The other was public,
directed toward a vision of what a just and harmonious socrety
might be..

In their s U4gle to live by the Ne* Values and to establish new
.,

inStl.tutio s more responsive to their needs, students holding the
New Valuesohad an unfortunate tendency to demean the old.values
(due, in part, tcran inherent youthful tendency toward moral abso-
lutiSm)% The New Values, therefore, surfaced on the AMprican scene
in the _form- of' a obunterculture. In the early 19601s, when these .

Values first began to appear, the stuctents,who were experimenting
with them were, for the most part, reacting against ahd counter
.to prevailing traditions. As Kenneth Keniston observed, they
represented an antithesis to-traditional values, not a synthesis -

of what is valid in both the old and the new. In the eiperimental
years of the 1960's, the college student minority offended vir-
tually every belief and value cherished by the American public.
They downgraded economic well-!.being rather than regarding it as

11P34Lj
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an indiSpenSab16 :Source Of the freedom ona dignity of the indi

vidual. They derided eduCatiop As the ioyal road tOsuccess'and.
'achievemerit, aS defined by the. sOciety. They belittled the

efforts of the average pereon tocope with the ec000mic harsh-.

ness of eyeryday life and his struggle to'Stand on his Own, two

.feet. and retain 'lac:Me measure.of ailtonomy within the complex con-

diti6ns of modern life. They professed.beliefs'that.seemed to

'.flaunt faith in 'marriage, work, fámily, patriotism,.the demodracy

of the two party system, competition,/and equality of. opportunity.

-They downgraded'traditional aspiratiOns. of AMerican0 for'more

,Material well-beirig--more'mon9y, more education, mord Jeidure,

andlmord. opportunities for oneself and:one's children. They

Challenged established authority in the larger society in every

one of ttSforms--the law,, the police, the universities, elected

officials.; the_profeesions, business, etc. They.countered the
troditibnoVsocial institutions of marriage and church by-new
styles_of-communal living and new- forms of religious expression.

They scrutinized each element of .traditional,sexual morality for

opportunities to try something different. They. countered the

alcohol culture With the drug culture. They met the older empha-

sis on private careers with a new"craving for community.. The list

Could.be continued indefinitely..

a.

Much of the public hostility to the college-based movement of the

1960's wa p. evoked by this compulsive opposition to traditional
beliefs ak well as by the alien; political views of the college
minority.\ Describing the emergence of the New-Values in the 1970's,

we noted: C'Small groups of students take extreme poSitioqs on the

new valuesi larger groups take more moderate positions. Gradually,

many of thd new values will work their way from. the Forerunner

college group to the career-minded majority of college students and

then to othee young,people, anct then to upper-middle class older
people in urban settings, and then to the mass of the population.

At each stage in the process, a eynthesis of the old and new will
'finally be reached although the prqpess may take decades and per-
haps generations to complete and may become sidetracked." Our

1
prediction that thd process of diffusion might,take decades and'

even genekations to accomplish has been proven incorrect by the

,present study. Weed,,we,are amazed by the rapidity with-which

2this process is now tokiagvplace, by its complexity, and by the
problems of adoption it poses to the institutions of the society., 4

The balance of this p.,ophlet describes the effects of the wider
diffusion of the New Values on and off campus.

bi

4

CROSS-PURPOSE ON CAMPUS

ASSIMILATING THE. NEW VALUES

The situation on 'campus can be summed up as f8l1ows: the New

Values are now widdly diffused throughout the total college



population and ate no longer confined to.a minority. In toOMe cate-
gories (e.g.4 sexual motality) the'spread Continues unabated. In
other categoriei (e.g., attitudesqtowara work) there has been a
moderate reversal of.earlier trends, The overall picture is one
of a steady process Of dispersion and assimlaation of the New
Valves.. The charts that follow provi40 some illusttations of this
steady procegs:

CAREER ASPIRATIONS op EAMP6S
4

At the same time that the New Values have spread, there has also
been a steady increase in traditional caree4; aspirations on.campp,
such as the desire to Ret ahead, to find ec6nomic security, and!to
enjoy.careers which provide opportunities for both money and
greater self-expression and self-fulfillment. The Size of thJ
career-minded group of college students, i.e'., those young pe le
whose major purpose in .going to college is the practical one f

training-themselves for a career, has steadily grown over th past
six years too.

This growth ip.thp proportiori of career-mindedcollege students-is
charted below; at right and on the following page are shown the
increasing percentages--in a half dozen major categories--of stu-
dents who indicate a desire for traditional benefits when.asked
What they would value modt in choosing a career or a job.

NEW ATTITUDES TOWARD WORK'

In an earlier, section we showed how the NOW Values. spread from a
college minority.to the career-minded majority of college youth.
We described how today',college youth were attempting to find a
conitruCtive synthesis between traditional and new values. And
we suggested that their efforts were likely to meet with success
on the grounds that there appears to be a "good fit" between what
these young people want and what the society has to offer its col-
lege educated youth. The same conclusion cannot be advanced about
the impact of the New Values on-noncollege youth. Without the
benefits of a college education, the opportunikies to find work
that is bOth financially and psychologically rewarding are not
ver7 greatand most young people know vit.

The noncolflge majority recognize that they are less likely than
college trained people to find interesting work. In the past,
this did not matter too much. Most people looked to work for its
extrinsic rewardp--good pay, a mOunting standard of living, econo-
mic sedurity. But graduslly, the New Values and a sense of per-
sonal entitlement are seeping into the consciousness of all,young
people, not just college youth. The changing values and attitudes
of young working people toward the world of work as k.evealed by
the current researbh can be summarized in five general statements.

120
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Working xouth NOW Stress,4Vality of Life.

TraditiOnally in American life, especiall rong working people,

sucaess has Meant money, economic,security, status and social

mobility.for one's children. Today, many noncollege youth,-in-

eluding those working in blue collar jobs, have taken up the

qupst of their college peers for a new definition of success in

which the emphasis is on self-fulfillitient and quality of life as

well as on money and security. Some indications of the trend:

While a majority (57%) 'of noncollege youth'state
that economic security and providing for their
family will come first in planning.their future,
a substantial minority (42t) agree with the
folloWing itatement: "In:thinking about the future,

T'm really not that concerned With economic secUrity!

I guess I take it for granted. I'm more concerned
with doing things that will give me a sense of self-

fulfillment." With the'New Values spreading so ,quickly

it is a fair assumption that this 42-percent is likely

to increase, perhaps even tO the 56 percent "self ful-

fillment comes first" levels now prevailing among col-.

lege youth.

Among young blue collar workers "interesting Work" is

just as ikportant a desired job attribute,as money.

Today three out of fOu4 noncollege.youth as well as

college youth call.for moll emphasis on self-expres-

sion and self-fulfillment Ts personal values.

Working youth Are Less Concerned About Money.

Certainly there is no indication that young workers are willing to

sa rifice economic gains for self-fulfillment. The change that

ap ears to be occurring is the'emphasis on rewards that go beyond

ec9nOmic security. For increasing numbers of Young workers money

by itself is no "longer enotigh of an incentive for hard work.

While economic security continues.to dominate their lives, manY.

young people have begun to take it for granted. If they are work-

ing, the future prospect that they might be unable to make a

living seems curiously unreal. For example, among young people

who are now employed, 58 percent have no doubt about their bding

able to make as much money as they may want to--whatever that

amount is. Ferhapa the enerqy cridis will temper this confidence

down--but the trend appears Unlikely to be wiped away by anything

short of a radically altered economy.

The appeaa of a job that is more than jUst a job can be seen in

jUst two findings ,of 'the study:
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Among blue collar wOritestigb security (51Wis 4
15 percentage points'below interesting work aS a:
ob Criterion.

Out of a,list of 35 possible JO') criteria, the chance
to make a lot of money itanks among the bottot ten on
the list.

,

The job criteria of blue, collar workers are remarkably similar to
those of the co11ege students and the young college graduatei al-
ready. in the work force. What they want is no longer just satis-
factory pay or job security, but also the opportunity to do self-

- rewarding and interesting work. The ranking of importance that
working youth attach to job attributes is indicated in the folleming
chart.

Attitudes Toward Work Are Positive.

Young working people, regardless of the nature of their work, say
,they are ready to work hard. They defiAitely are not looking for
)

work that-is not demanding. They do not shirk from physical hard
work, and they are not worried about being asked to do more than
they now do. But the nature'of the "payoff" for hard work has
changed. In 1969, 79 percent of the noncollege youth believed that
"hard work would always pay off," a view held by only 57,percent of
college youth. Now the same traditional feeling.about hard work
as the royal road to success is supported by only 56 percent of non- ak
college youth. .A note should be made, however, that a strong majority
of both college and noncollege youth continue to reject at 1962
leVels the idea of less emphasis on working hard. In other words,
young people are willing to work,hard, but they've lost their confi-
dence that hard work will pay off--in terms of psychological as well
as economic rewards.

Job Satisfaction is Limited.

The 4ifferenpe between the personal rewards and satisfactions found
at work by college educated young people and blue collar workers
ix)int's to one of the Major disparities in our society.

The young professional or executive sees his work as providing him

`4\

with a g od future, but also with the opportunity to use his skills
and intel igence and to do work that is meaningful and rewarding.
The young blue collar worker often brings to the job many of the
same desires for rewarding work and for a job that demands the use
of his brains, full resources and creativity. In many instances, how-
ever, unlil0 the young, executive ot.professional, he finds only a
job that isl "just a job"--a-way to kill time and make a living.

The stark cOntrast in job attitudes between blue collar workers
and young e*ecutives is graphically illustrated by the diagrams
at right.

tor
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Education t Vie Wed 21$ An Answer

The intensity and'Universality of the desire for more edUcation

and training,,undoubtedly one Of the key findings of the study,

refleat,the main strategy expressed by"honcollege youth fOr

dealing constructively with their present and future.jOb frustra-

tions, and their readiness tO dc5 something positive 'about it if

given the opportunity (illustrated on the follo ing page). '

* Forty-five percent see their educationa background

as the major barrier toward getting.the kind of work

iganted."

Thirty-seven percent regard their lack of vocational
training as an impeditent to the kind of job wanted.

Given the opportunity to get a six month training or
edusation program which would lead to a promotion or

.

'better job,elsewhere, 68. percent say they Would wel-

come the chance even if it meant taking a 20 percent

_pay cut while taking the course. It would be naive

to take this finding literally as a prediction of

future behavior. But the finding i6 important in .

/ what i\says about attitudes and,values.

HIGHER EDUCATION--LOWER OPPORTUNITIES
. 1b

o sum up this section: 'work that provides psychological as mell

economic benefits is as attractive to the nation's young high

s hool graduates as to its college graduates--but they don't really

expect to get it from their jobs. Upward mobility isp.also impor-

'tant to them, but opportunities for mobility and for Job enrichiternt---

are often traded away in exchange for economic benefits. At the)

.same time, indications are that opportunities for,skilled workers

in industrial jobs may be shrinking. Low level pervice jobs,

which are growing in number, oftqn lead to a dead end. Infor-

mation about good jobs open to th4 perqpn without a college

education' is difticult to acquire. The opportunities for training

and the acquisition of new skils areltporadic, all to often h

poorly conceived, and to most young people do not look as if they

will produce results.

Today's generation of young people are less fearful of economic
.

insecurity than in the past. They want inter4sting and challengift#

work but they assume that their employers cannot--or.will not--

provide it. By their own say-so, they are inclined to take, "less

crap" than older workers. They are nOt as automatically ldyaL to

the organization as their fatlfers, and they are far more cognizant

of their own needs and rights: Nor are they as awed by organiza..

tional and hierarchical authority. Being less fearful of "disci-

pline" and the threat of losing their jobs, they feel free to .

4



eipress their discon Ont in Myriad Wity6, front fooling around
on the job-to sabotae.. They are-better educated 'than their
parents, even without a degree. They want more freedom and
Opportunity 4nd will struggle to achieve it.

(

That the Majority of nonc011ege youth face the'prospeCt of
growing-difficulties with their,jcibs must be a matter of serious
concern to the society. These yoUng'people, after all,, repre-
sent the great bulk of the new labor force. The problem' they
face is compounded bY/the confrontation of higher exPectations
with loWer opportunities: the New Value's inevitably.clash with
the built-in rigidities of the tradition4 wOrk place.

A word of caution is in order here. It iS important not! to
overotate the implications of.the research. A disgruntled,
discontented work force of high school graduates uninterested
in their jobs and eager to cut back on work commitments irres-
pective of economia rewards,Js,far from inevitable. Conversely,,
however, the conventional view of a future work force contented
simply because they are makinga good living and impraving
their material standard of life is even more unlikely. We
are reaching one of these critical turning points in our social,
history where the options Of the future and the opportunities
to ckeate new institutions(are truly open. The die is not
yet cast. 'The majority of young people continue to.bring
to their work a deeply rooted desire to dd a good job and a
hunger for wok that will satisfyisome of their deepest cra-
vings--for community, for fellowship, for participation, for
challenge, for self-fulfillment, for freedom, for .equality. .

ALTERNATIVES TO COLLEGE OR', WORK

-A boy or girl graduating from high school today has two
alternatiVes--to go to work (and for some this can.mean
enlisting in the armed forces) or go on to college, either
a two-year or a four-year pollege. For some, there, is not
even this alternative-due to Money problems, intellectual
limitations, family needs, etc.

The questions arises as to whether these alternatives can be
made less rigid and mOre flexible. Is there an opportunity
for new institutions that would be more responsive to the
.needs of young people?

4
In this connectioiviteOpretested five concegts that posed .

alternatives to the present work versus college choice.

Plan I: A start-your-own-business program featuring
training and interest-free loans.
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Plan IT: NeW(typeS of teehnicAl sChool6 oggerih 'cer-.

tified trainilp fOr-skileeded..in'4Xpahding &duet ies.

Plqnk111:'A caceer-plannihg year exposing the individual.

to many different fields and job opportuhities and featuri.ng

.new; forms.of career counseling.

Plan Iy: New tYiDes of apprenticeship p,;ogeams in

ind4otty, the arts, the unions .or service organizations whete

the ihdividual is paid minimum wage0 while he learhs new skills.
,

nan V: A six-year-job-and-college program where the

individual works steadily at.Alhe job'and receives a college

degree for both work and formal courses at a nearby college.-

Asked how they would react to each of these alternatives if they

were graduating from high school today, here is how the blue

collar workers responded:

76 percent said they would give seriods thought to a

career-planning year.

71 percent would give serious'consideration to the

six-year combined work and go-to-college'program.

68 percent expressed interest in the new types of

technical schools.

66 percent were interested in the new types of

,apprenticeship programs.

55 percent reacted favorably to the start-your-
own-business program.

Interestingly, ,college students share the blue collar workers'

enthusiasm for the career-planning year and the gix-year,

wOrk-college program, but are somewhat less interested in the

start-your-own-business program or in the new types of technical

schools. The chart at the right shows the response of the

total young adult population to th se,fiye concepts.

Whether, indeed, today's young adu \twOdld take adiantage of

such programs and alternatives if they were available is open

to question. Our own interpretatiom is that the.desire for .

taking advantage of these new opportunities, if they existed, -

is strongly buttressed by the valu6 structure and emerging cultural

patterns of a "new" generation of Americans.

MINORITY YOUTH

Not surprisingly, it is minority youth who feel most left out.

Only a small percentage go on to college: dropouts from high

school are twice as riUmerous among black and other minority youth
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ariramOng #104" w11:4,f, peers. AITIO*minprity youth/ theis . that this, iS a si3O .Soliciety (500: and ,

not democritt).9 (70). They Are dishoarteneri by what they feel
is rampant rh'cism. They are .having problems maki0g 'ends; meet
and unlike their white peeim eire,..doubtfui about theiruture
ability. to-make money as well.

linbrity youth are caught in an aute.4tiemma by th New. Vtlues.
n the one.hand, they endorse the freer, more,open kind Og
relationshipiand'lift styleS,promoted by.the New Values; on the
other hand, they are persOnally More concerned'than other young.
people With education, work and money.

,k

UNHAPPY'VETERANIS

, Approximaely seven percent of the noncollege youth in the' -,

,

survey (15% of the males) ',reported baying 'serVed in.Vietnam,
and the Study finds significant contrasts between the attitudes
and values nt these veterans and those of noncollege youth
in genetal. Broadly speaking, the veterans present a.picture
of a' group og young Amerlbens who are markedly less optimistic
about,themselves,and their soci,ty. .

,

..

.

. f ---N
Some of the grpatest con.6.asts are evident in -.Ie area of persona`
evaluations and outlooks. ?or instance, only half of the yiet.fiaik
veterans say'that "things are-going well" in their personal liVes
compared to three7guarters of their peers. Only 46 percent of e
veterans feel they ate ab1e to makeends meet financially, com-
pared to 62 percent of all noncollege youth..' And nearly twice
as Many veterans say they feel like "second7class citizens"-
(25% versus 14%). .

(.)

Several less 'subjective indicators bear out or add to the picture.
of veterans',frustration ok low self-eValuation. 'Twice as many
veterans.as noncollege youth in general were unemployed at the
timof the survey (33% versus 17%).. Alcohol and dqlg use was
twice as high among the veterans: .a lull 45 percent'of the veterans
sald they had drunk a. lot over theptevious.weekend (only 20%-
of 411 noncollege youth said-soY,and 17 percent. said they had,
gotten high on. drugs (versus 8% or.others) And twice as many.
Veteransa full thirof themplade themselves,at the extremes
of,the politicial spectrum, with 19% identifyingvtkibmselves as
Conservatives (verstis 12%.overill) and 15 percen.t.calling
themselves radicals comp-aked' to only 4 percent oVerall.

As-a striking cOmmenton.the frustrations of the Vvietnam War
felt by:thoge closest to it, one out of four young veteranó
tqinks. we lost the war, coMpared to only one out of0eleven of
-ndngollege youth in general, and thei veterans areli.evén less

than their,peers to feel the war' ended With'honor (7%
canpared :tq 13% overall). Yet, ironically, more Veterafis suppoTt
various judtifications for going to war again: .L counteracA
'ag4ression (6Wdf veterans, 55% overafi), .06 contain communism
(54% versus 48%). tci protect allies (59% versus 45%).

; S
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-.WOMEN AND:VOWS LIOEpATTON

'tiestudy findings contain *Wealth:Of infOrMation'about the

Otitudes of'young peOple'toward Woten's Lib ideas. The findings

'show that these,ideas have.ha&theirviaxlmst reception on the

nation!ppcampupes.. ThisAA riot surprising*,since there is a
clOse connection bOtween,..the.ideas of the Woments'noVement
with its Stress on self-fulfillment for women and the Coke
condepts of the.NeW Values.
- tc, ,

1316 findingi.shOW. that,,a majority of young people today believe'
that 'women should receiVe hual pay for equal:Work,thatyomen.
should be free to take the. ihitiative in matters .0 sex, -ulaiat.-

.men and. women share the same ethsential hilman nature (in Ariking
'conttast to Freud's dictum that-enatOMy is dettin0-and that
yomen's relitionshipth.to.other womenare just aia important as

trieir relationship to men. On the other hand',Ya majority 'reject

the-idea that women*can do almost any job as well as a man-can,
and that women do' not need men,toibe' happy.:-Young adults.are
equally diVided On whether Women die just as logical'as men* **'

and whethei the old saw about the woman's placeln the home'
'is or is not, nonsenSe."

.

MEASURES OF A MAN

#
Another indication of how Women's-Liberation ideis have affected
American youth can be seen in the:Aemphasis'by a majority of
young people of some teAditi041,6otTons of maScdlinity. But

thistis by no means a total, aq-emphasis. On the one,hand, .

they give little support to'the idea that men should be physi-
cally strong or hdndy around ttle housei on'the ether, they
feel a man should be a good piovider alin_hold strong moral

vievio. The chart indicates 'levels Or support:for vai.ious

attitudes.about.masOuline queOtieS.°.
*-

V/

Concerned with &melee .sexual
satisfaction^ -- "n%

'Good provider 7 73% _

A

Strong views about right
and wrong - 72%

Nts family before anything
else - 63%

Satisfies a woman stogbually- 59%
4

Shops women courteby and

respect 59%

Keeps palings oitlickr

conOol -. 44%

Makes de6isions in
the family -.36%

Willing to do household
chorea - 31%

,.

Handy around the house 281 y,

Physically strong - 25%

.

Good-looktng 1,0 a

masculine wa - 15%
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"PerhapS the.'key Vbiht0 ;a6out Womenla tibtlideis iti relation :to:
. tot,larell..aypith is :that tilifi$40 ideas'. havA created- a 'wide . schism

betwe&n .wointeno,in ,dollege, anctwom9n wh0310.414. have a college' . , 0.

redubation. Womerir ditllec*students §agerly embrace the new,... .4.

valUes associ4ted.,w:i.qii..:Vlomen.1.0 ab, irk part bedause,. they,. see
, - ....1- their wary .. ciear,:.tO'ccimbilking.InOriage'4 with a self-fulfilltng

.. ..s. '.Caieer.q Ituetspthe young, women who lack.a college educition4
_ .,-.., .--. work ,i, not a:4elf-fillifoilQoarrig;"career but" a iob .io help make . . ..

. ends .theet..' nikti :their. male counterparits,,, blUe ,vollar working (...,_. .
'women 1have.:the 4ast satisfying ,jobs and the least "cvportunity '

1 ''..a -' % to :get iietters.ones.. 4:So they find it difficu).t tO ideAtify ;: ..

with their cdllege sisters:who .stress 'selft-redlUation through.

....,4a cdreer. Marriagel .on . the other hand, to the majcirit\y, -06!
young honcollege women -still Meariti devoting their livis tqwthe ..
..TOile Of hausewife ..!and mothdr.. For these women,i the .-Women! a
":Lib IstresS on 13e1f7fulfill e thrOugh.,career ..and- work arid

-P,< the daubts.e.WamOn4. s Lib da on:, a' wdMali ' s _ability to achievet.,,
.. her full potential. throug i otherhOod.'and. wifehood pose a , . ... l

. .sexlous threat .to self-e,stee and to traditional beliefs. .
* The .falloWing Charts illustrat the enormity .af .the -gap ,

..-
. between college and noncollege Men on a w4de range .of o

sr:

beliefs, associated With the' New Values .and the ideas
prOmulgated by° the Women' s Movement.

,, i .

... POLITICAL RIREPTICS - , ." -. ..-

(

,

,11 SPECIAL INTERESTS" ttUINI' 'TIM NATION(
. . ,

a 0 it ' 4

,

1 The most subtle and di1441t implications of the findingi are 1

,

1 those, that relate to_ politia and political-..viewpoints. The
surface facts arq:easy tO summarize. The Vast majority of- 4

young people today, apprOximately..three out .of Nur college '
, and nancollege young; adulth, -express consid.erable pitisfaction

with the way their peisonal life is .going. 'they Eiiiy they -
are enjoythg life, they. feel they have, good.Oipportunfties fat
the future, they .want, more edu,cation, and ,two oflt of three ..
say they are' able to ..make''endS meet. A. large ,mjprijty say.
,they have no insupeable prablem.in acceptint,the '0 nventional ,
life 'styles of fered by' the society expressihvEhei belief
that our .4ociety 'as it pxists today-is eslisntlelly iealthy
and its problems managpablb..

*

.
,

, , . .I. r
I. ' I

4 4 At the aaMe74 time -more thanix out #f ten ng 'adults today
. believe that , the socie ye.\ iS democratic in n only. They , -

tkelie've that, "special .ntereiiits". run the polltical mabbinery
of the 'neitiOn,, with little true participation by ;tile Masiii.:of

i
( -Ameridan,ottizens.. Ptitirout Of five are pritical' of the t

1 i ,
.. ..,4 A

4 4

.
nation's foreign policy T;s,d.predict that Involvements ,4similar

9.te. Vidtpam.' eik'e \inevitable: 'Pewee than ode Out Oof f1.4.!e.. (9%, of .
polIoge ,students and 1.59j. of noncollege ybuth) teitathat weJ
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..- ended *he Vietnam Wai wiCh honor. (The 01.0,1041ty'beliele.
e . ,._, ...i _. '.."

,..,, .

..,-,Vither that we cOuld'have achieved the same end-resUlt:

' --,hriti if or.that'We 1brquht Olsh9tioi:,e4. the nat4on.10. More

; thn' 90 .percent of. d2Q. oUn4 peOp/e hold that buOineWl.s.. .-

..tspd cOridelene&With itowjiprotts, 4nd inOffiCiently < ,

concerñed.wlth exvjiIj t1ie Oblic4 WfticiSm o# bu bless

jan4 po1it3,elt1 artié ha growif :by learfi 80 bOunds' An ..,4..

the past few, ears,.e45.0ially amon4 npnco-loge you h.'

Xil 1969, 44 percent of ir:honcollege_grou .belieye ..that.

- 2ur political pIrties. eded fupdaMental ch 'nge6.:--TOetay'

-164%, hOld this. belief. in-194, 24iSercente-of noncb1160e
,.

-.

youtfi'bialieVed.that'bi imi'sinessl.equiredlundamentil.
'-'reFm, Today that proportion has almost doab1e:1,A°
-451;percent.t is not, surprising,. therefore,..,othat the,. '-.

; ,A .
"speCiat interests" tl,lat the majority;bf yating peo016

(

see as domidating the political process-turn out to:be.

A
axi.g,busineSs and,politici Ili concerned loath bheir,oWn .

.e%,,, , ,!--,.p.-- .

10431fare rather than:With he,interests of t e puall.O-A ---- .

, . Despite the feelings of personal well-being we gind a1 ,

.0,

s

.
_widespread skepticism about the political, 13 ()oasis, ''

,
w

. :4 1.Fewer ehan,half of the nonpollege.-pop latioa voted in..,

r: .'
:the.last election,-their-votes split &pally between_Mr.

-...

MaGovern'and Mi. Nixon..-ThiegoUt,oflogi. college.. 1 A

4students.said they voted fn tEe last electione, with
McGovern gimen a fOu'r to-three edge over Nixon in,thee.

,

'caMpus.40te. By more than two to onemarging loung 0

people align themielves'with the.Demgcratic Party. over '.

the Republican Party.. .A1m9st-half oT college youth. .

(45%) say the3vare Democrats while.21 percent clalm *

, allegiance to the,..RepubliCan Party. Among nonconege .

youth, 49 percent.are Democrats and 24 percent are.' \
,.

,

Republicans.' Twice as many college youth as nonc011ege ,

nt,
)1.4

(23% to 120.dharacterize thedseives as being actiVely .

interested and involved-in political 'tatters. .1n the .

college populatiOn, more than halfhof all. 4tudent\s describe

. -"themse1ve4 as being one pr anothef shade:of liberal
..,

-(5,3%), 21 perbentare cotletely middle. of the road
.

1 perdent are conserVati e and 5 percent are radiclál.
A

.

he pattern among the noncollege population is sim lar,,s\

, . but 'with more consefvatives and fewer 1ibe'fal.s.
,

o ,
MATER STATE Or 101.11.1X (

!

On controversial,politicalcisimes, 'the noncoIlege majority v

, are decidedly mqe.con'hervative than their college cohorts!

.
'MOre of them favor the death penalty for'certainc:orimes .

(52% to 44%), more' dt the.A fayot life sentences f6r, drug.

, plishers.(45% to 30), ':. fegdir oe them favor lggalizihg
marijuana (p% to fiol)-, 'aro fewer of, them favor gran Yisg

..;* ,

amncIty to draft evaders (424 to 52%). .
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BUt here too, on bbe.political front, as in 'the area of social .

and moral values, the gai) withiin the generation between college
ótlldents and the noncollege majority has,narOowed. College
t denth have becobe someWhat more conservatiVe over the past'

fe4i, years.and pay more credence to the importance of' law Tut,
order While the noncollege group has in certain respects
become somewhat lesgmcchbervative.

Other reseatch condpcted by the.Yankelovich organization shows
that the politi*, 'center in the nation as a, whole has shifted
toward a greater'8onstatism.1 Thih'iame generalization
cannot 4e 'appl!FP to t e riatibn's Young people. Their political
views appear to be 0-a greaterstate.of flux, with no clear:=0

t, direction as yet or center of grtvityw

BILL OF NEW RIGHIIS
t-

Meantime, a potentially sizable fact* in the politics of
American youth is the broad 'new agenda of soaial rights
they, are developing. In the'riast, social "securiti,... medical
yreurance, medicaid, unemployment insurance-all gfarted out
/as "wants" and' have 110* becomaticistitutionali74ed as "rightg.6.
Similarly today; both`hontollege and college,youth indicate
that they ar6 in the procibss.of converting' certaiA desireh

,)nto a set of presumeerights, includiir the following:
J

-To be able tp
whether or not

Toin;frcipate
thit24 work.

send C1'zi44Ilien to college'
they can afford to do so.

in' decisions that affe

k.

To enjoy a secure retirerilent:

Po have access tb the best me cal care
whether they can afford it-o

//

Onecan onlx speculate' what this new/,/assertion of social.
rights amOng young people will mea 14 the"way of Aocial
change in th4 future. Por the co cepepf social rigfits
,has.always e erted a strong for in our society, ind in .

recent years, a number of -inst tutibh.al forms have sprung
up that have shortened the t e span between the indivi7
dual's sense'of entitlement nd political action. In ,the
196Ve, a variety of,socia ovements camg,into being--

,Wn MoveMent, the Ep.a logy"Movemene, etc. These
v.ilRights Movemet he gonpumer-MOVement,,the

ome

1
Studies conducted for Time magazine; 15747
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movements have served.to artidulate, definer and ehaRe.a full

agenda of pow Aoc*Orrights. An important quest*ond todayqw
what young people will,do with an expanded bill of rights so
closely tied.into the(New Values. (The chart below indicates'
various neWly asserted "rigtits" and tells for each the per-
centage:og young people whd-feel.American are entitled to

this partio4lar ,"right.")

UNCERTArN EUTURE 4

Pserhaps the most impbitnt political question 'for the future .,

relates to the outcome of the effortb.by the noncollege major-

ity to Satisfy their new values and expectations within the
structure of exidting institutions. The great bulk of the .

nation's young people,are not politicized in the,same sense
in Which working class youthin South/American an0 European'

countries are. Their hopes are high, their outlook is sari-, 4.
guine*and for,the post part is private, pdrsonal and n n-

political4 'But they have now begun to develop more cr tidal

views of the society (similar to their college counter arts)

and its instAutions. In addition, research shows that
beneath-the-surfaCe of contentment expressed by noncoll g

outh are to ke found a number,of small signs of growin

ir entMent against groups who appear, in their eyep, to
be.gettirsopething for.nothing, -who do not live by the

rules they, have R9 willingly accepted (e.g. welfare reci-
pients* students and minority groups).

If America's work,,education and political ifistitutions

prove to be flexible and responsive--and a sizable majority

of America's youth think our society is indeed flexible

enough 10 handletits challenges-,wwe can look forward to a

perioplio social-stability, moderation in politics and

perhaps' e en a resurgence of traditional Alerican optimism

about thd.future. If, however, these institutions prove
r$/id and unresponsive and our political leadetship.shows
Ainsens#ivity,to the changing needs and values of our

Youths then the underlying poterytial for discontent will
become all too teal and we will face-a period of instability

and demagoguery.,

CAREgR ASPIRAIONS O'i4 CARPUS
A

At the same,time that the New Values have spread, there has

also been aEopeady-,increase in traditional:carder aspirations

obn'calms; ch as
,

the desire to get ahead, to' find economic 4

eecurity, and 'to enjoy daraers which provide oppoaunities
for both moTey and greiter self-expression and self-fulfillment.

The size of the career-Minded group of college students,

i.e., thos oung people whose major purpoSe in going to

'WS 2'79
181 -



P;diege 44 .the piactical one of.tratning.themSelve for a
car'eer, has steaAily grown over the past $tx years too.

,

This growth in the'propoKtion of career-mihde-d college students
is charted below; at right and an the following page are
shown the Increasing percentages-4-in a half dozen major.

'catego igp--of students who indicat4,a destre for tradition4
ben twhen asked what they wopld value most in choosing r

a-care or a job.

C71
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1F 1

-LATE 1960's

The campus'rebellibn is in full
flower.

a

a

:New life styl.is and radical poli-
tics appear together: granny
glasses, crunchy granola, com-
mune living, pot smoking and
long hair seem inseparable
from..Tadical Politics, sit-
ins, student strikes, protest

.marches, draft card burnings.

A central theme on campus: the
search for self-fulfillment
in place of a conventional
career. ,

`

Growing criticism of America as a
"sick society."

'The Women's Movement has virtually
no impact on youth values and
attitudes..

Violence on campus is condoned and
romanticized; there are many
acts of violence.

The value of education is severely
ggestioned.

-r

A wideningeneration gap"
appears in values, morals and
ouelook, dividing young pebple
(especially college youth) from
their parents.

A sharp '4>Iit,in social anti moral

. values is fpund wt-thin the youth
generation,'-between college stu-
dents.and the boncollege majority.
The gap within,the.generaltion
proves to be larger and more
severe than the gap between the,
generations. 4

ci

The challenge to the traditional
work ethic is confined to the
dampus.

'P

EARLY 1.70's

The is.moribund.

An almost totat'divorce eakeg
place between radical politics
and new life styles.

A central theme on campus:.
how to find self-fulfillment
within a conventional careek.

Lessening criticism of America
as a "sick society.1!

Wide and deep penetration of
Women's Lib precepts.

Violence-free campuses; the use
of violence, even to achIeve
worthwhile objectives, is re-
jected.

The value of education is strongly
endorsed.

The younge'r generation and older
mainstream America mdVe closer
together in values, morals and
.outlook.

The gap within the generation
narrows, Non
have virtuall
college stude

ollege youth
caught up v4th

ts in adopting
the new social and moral-norms.

_The work ethic appears streng-
thened -tyri campus, but is growing
weaker amaig-noncoliege youth..

The .new maxual morality filipreads

both to mainstream college youth
-and also to mainstream woking
claSs youth.

ciiticism of some major institri-
tions are tempered on campus
but are taken up by working
class youth.

138



LATE 1960'8 (Cont'd)

A neW code of sexual morality,
Centering on greater acceptance
of capual premarital Sex, abor-
tions; )homosexuality and extra-
marital relations is confined
to a minority of college students.

Flahh Crit cisms of major.insti-:
tutions, such as political par-
ties, big business,.the
,tary,,etc., are almoit wholly
confined to 'college students. .

The universitlet and. the military,.
are major targets of criticism.

The campus is the main locub of
yopthful discontent; noncollege
youth are quiescent.

Much youthful energy and,idealism
is devoted to.concern with
minorities,Thnd btacks'are con-
sidered the mdst oppressed 'group.,
A p -

The political centeit Of gravity of .

college-youth: left/liberal.

The New Left is a force on campus:
ther1e are growing riumbers of
'racrcal students.

EARLY 1970's (Cont'd)

Criticisms of universities and
.

the military decrease sharply.

Campuses are quiescent, but
many signs of latent discon-
'pant and dissatisfaction appear
among working cLass youth.

Concern.with gej.norities is lower,
and Americtffi IndiAns are con-
_sidered most,oppressed.

CC

Concepts of law knd order 4reana-
thema to college students.

The student moOd is angry, embittered
and bewaldered by public hostility.

0

Vl

-/

C.
P.

134

No clear-cut political-center of-
gravity; pressures%.in botir
directions, left and right.

The New Left i negligible fac:-
tin* on campus: .the number of
radical students declines
sharply.

College students show greater
acceptance of law and order
requirements.

There are few signs of anger or
bitterness, and little overt
concern,with" public attitule's
'toward-s-tudebts.
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'APPROACH TO .VALW:

'THE VALUING PROCE6S IN THE MATURE PERSON

Oa
OS

There is a great deal ok concern today'with the problem of,valuei.

Youth, in almost every country, is deeply uncertain of.its yalue

orientation; the values associated with variousreligions have
lost much of.their -influence; sophisticated individualS,In every
cultUre seem unsure and ,troublea as to the goalW.they hold in

eeteem. The reasons are not fqr to seek. The Vorld culture, in
all,its aspects, seems increasingly scientific and relativistic,
and the rigid, absolute views on values which caae to 11,84 from the

past appear anachronistic. Even more important, perhaps, is the

fact that.the modern individual is assailed from every angle by
divergent and contradictOry.value claims. It is no longer possirble,

as it was in the not too distant historical pastl.to settle com-
fortably into the value system of one's forebears or one's comMumity
and live out one's life without ever examining the nature and the
assumptions of that syston. .
In this situation it'ia not surprising that value orientationsfrom
the past appear to'be in a state"of disintegration or collapse.
MenAuestion whether theremare, or own be, any universal values.
'It is often felt that we may have loat, in our moderrworld, all
possibility of any general or cross-cultural basis,for values.
One natural result.of this uncertainty and confusion is that there
is an increasing concern-about, interest in, and a searching for,

sound or meaningful value approach.which can hold its own in to-

day's,world.. ,A

.
,

t.

I share this general concern. AB with pther issues the general
problem faced by the culture is painfully and specifically evideht
in theflcultural microcosm which is called the therapeutic relation-
ship, ilhich is my

I

sphere of experience.- .
,

As a consegdence o4 this experience I 7shOuld-like to attempt a
s.

. 0

modest theoretical. approach to this whole problem. I have, observed

change in the ap roach to values as the individual grows from

i
intanc to adulth od. . I observe further changes when, if he is
fortun tel.he conitinues to grow towardEtrue psychological maturity.
Many of these observations grow out of my experience as therapist,
where'I have had.the Mind stretching'opportunity of seeing ways
in which individuals move toward'a richer life. From these ob-
servations I believe I see some dirpctional threads emerging which .

might bffer a. new concept of the valuing prOcess, mor# tenable ill
,

,/ ,
,
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the modern world. I have Made a beginning by prebenting some of
these ideas partially in iipevious writings (Rogers, 1.951., ,1959);

. wOuld like now to voice Ohem more clearly and More fully.

'41
--,

.SOME DEFINITIONS

Gliarles Morris (1956, pp..9-12)'has made some useful distinctions
in regard to values. There are "operative.va1ue61" which are the
behaviors of organisms in which they show preference for one ob-
ject or objective rather than another. The lowly earthworm,
selecting the smooth arm of a Y maze rather than the arm which
is paved with sandzaper, is giving an indication of an operative
value. ,

Th9re ale also "conceived values," the preference of 'an indikridual
for a symbolized object. "Honesty is the best policy" is Uch a'
conceived value.

There is also the'term "objective value," to refer...to what is ,
objetiVely preferable, whether or not it is sensed or conceived
of as desirable.' I will he cohcerned primarily with operative or
conceptualized values.

INFANT'S WAY OF VALUING'

Let me .first speak about the infant. The living human.being has,
at the outset, a clear approtich to Values. We can infer from
studying his behavior that he prgers those experiences which main-
tatA, enhance, or actualize his.organism, and rejects those which
do not serve thiaend74--Watch him for a bit:

Hunger is neativ4iy vsal'uo-.° His expression of this often comes
through loud and olet40: 4:-

....,
. 0 .

,

Food is positively vAued. But when he is satisfied, food i8
negatively valued,Ohd the sathe milk he responded to so.eagerly
is now spit outloor-the breast which seemed so satisfying is nOw

,

rejected ,as he tuxns his head away from the nipple with an amusing
facial expresion of disguSt and reyulsion.

. He val-ues security, and the holding and caressing which seem to
communicate securitl..

.He values new experiencb for its own sake, and we observe this
in his obvious pleasure in discovering his toes, in his soarching
movements, in' his endless curiosity.

.

0
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He shows A clear negative valuingof pain, bitter-tastes, sudden
loud saundS.

All of this-is 'commottplace, but 1 t us look at these.facts ih
termi of.What they tell us'about Jithe infant's approadh to values.
It-is first of all a flekible, c1fanging,valuirig process, not a

fixed systoth. He likes food and dislikes the same food. He
valUes security and rest, and rejects it for new' experience.
What is going on seems best described as an organismic, valuing
process, in agal.ch each element, each moment of what he is experienc-'
ing is,someaw weighed, and selected_or_rejected, depending on
whether, at that moment, it tends to actualize the organism or not.
This complic.ated weighing of experience is clearly an organismic,
not a conscious or symbolic function. These are operative, not
conceived values. But this process can nonetheless deal with
complex value problems. I would rekind you of the experiment in
which young infants had spread in front of them a sbore or more
of dishes of natural (that is, unflavdred) foods. Over a peribd
of time they'clearly tended to value the foods which enhanced their
own survival, growth, and development. If for a time a child
gorged himself on starchess, this would sóon be balanCed by a pro-
tein "binge." If at times he chose a diet deficient in some
vitamin, he would later seek out foods'riCh in this very vitamin.
The physiological wisdom of his boo guided his behavioral move-
ments, resulting i/Y what we might think of.as objectively sottnd
value choices.

Another aspect of the infant's approach to values is that/the
source or locus of the evaluating process is clearly within him-
self. Unlike many of us, he.knows what he'likes and dislikes,
and the origin of these value choices lies strictly within him-
self. He is the center of the valuing process, the evidence for
his choices being supplied by his own senses. .He is.not at 'this
pc4nt influenced by what.his parents thipkthe should prefer, or
,Ipy'what the church says, or by the opinion,of the latest "puert"

.
in:tbe field, qr by the persuasive talentsof an advertisihg firm.
It is from within his own,experiencing that his organism is say-'
ing in nonverbal terms, "This is good for me." "That is bad for

-me." "I like this." "1 strongly'dislike that." He would le:ugh
at our concern over.valties, if he could understand it.

CHANGE IN THE VALUING PROCESS

What happeps to ;this efficient, soundly based valuing process?
By what sequence of eVehts do we exchange it for the more rigid,
uncertain, ineffidient approach to Values which'characterizes
most of us as adults?. Let me try to state brieflY.one of the
major ways in which I think this happens.

131-2s;,5
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The infant needs love, wants it, tends to behave in ways Which
will bring a repetition of this wanted. experience... But this
brings coMplications. He pull4 baby'sister's.hairl and finds it
satisfying to hear het wails and protests. He then hears that he
is "a naughtyl bad boy," and this may be reinforce*by .Et slap .

n' ..

on thi9
ad others like it, he gradually learns

cut off.from affection. As th.is. experience
is repeated,
that what "f elszgoOd" is often "bad" in the eyes of significant
others. Then the neXt step occurs, in which.he comes.to,take the
Same attitude toward himself which these others have taken. Now,
as he pulls his sister's'hair, he solemnly intones, ulia,a, bacV
boy." He is introjecting the value judgment of.another, taking
it in as his own. To that degree he loses touch with his own
'organismic valuing probess. He has deserted.the wisdom of his
organism, .giving up the locus of,evaluation, and is trying to be-
have in terms of values set by another, in order to hold love.

Or take another example at an lder level. A boy senses, though
perhaps not consciously, that ie is more' loved and prized by-his
parents when he thinks of bein a doctOr than. when he thinks of-
being an artist. Gradually he intrijeOs the values attached to
being a doctor. He comes to wantl'abov all, tO be a doctor.
Then,in.college he is baffled by the fact that he repeatedly Tails
in chemistry, which is absolutely necessary to becoming a physi-
cian, in Spite ofithe fact that .the guidance counselor assures him
he has the ability to.pass the course. Only in counseling inter-
views does he begin to realize how compl ely lie. has lost touch
with his organismic reactions', how out of touch he is with his
own valuing pr cess.

Perhaps theSe i\Ostrations will indicate that in an attempt to
gain_or hold loike,. approval i esteem, the individual relinquishes
the locus of'ev uation which was his in infancy, and place8 it
in,others. He learns to have a basic distrust for his own exper-
iencing as a guide to his behavior. He learns from others a large
number of conceived values,, and adopts them as his own, even though
they may be widely discrepant from what 116 is experiencing.

SOME INTROJEOTED PATTERNS

It'is in this fashion, I believe, that mist of us accumulate the
introjected value patterns by which we live. . In the fantastically
complex cultUre of today, the patterns we introject as desirable
or undesirable cpme from a variety of sources and are pften highly
contradictory. Let me list a few.of the introjectiond which are
commonly held.,

1.
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SexUal desires and behaviors are mostly bad. The4sources o'f this
construct are many--parents, aurch, teachers.

'Disobedience is-bad. Here patents and teacherA combiAe with the
'military to emphasize this concept. To obey is good. , To obey
without question is even better.

Making money is the highest good. The,sources of this conceived
ic value are too numerous to mention.

A

Learning an accumulation :of scholarly facts is highly desirable:
Education is the sourc'e,,

CoMmunism is utterly bad.. Here the government is a major source.

To love thy neighbor is the highest good. This concept comes
from the church, perhaps from the parents.

Cooperation and'teamwork are preferable to acting alone. Herp
companions are an important source.. (

Cheating is clever and desirable. The peer group a n is the
origin.

Coca-Colas, chewing gum, electric refrigerators, and automobiles .

are all utterly, desirable. From Jamaica to Japan, from Copenhagen
to Kowloon, the "Coca-Cq.a culture" has come to be regarded as
the acme of desirability.

This is a small and diversified sample of the thyriads of con-
.ceived values which individuals often introject, and hold as their
own, without ever having considered their inner organismic reactions
to these patterns and objects.

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF ADULT VALUING
,4

I believe it will be clear from the foregoing that the usual adult--
I feel I am speaking for most of us--has an approach to values-which
has these characteristics:

The'majority of ki values are introjected from other individualg
Or groups signiflcant to him, but are regarded by him as his own.

The source or locus of evaluation on most matters lies outside
of himself.

2S'?
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The criterion, by which his va4ues- are set ip the 44gree ' o which -.

they.w4l cause him to be loved, aoceptlIdl or eateemed.
- ,

,
. _ .1 ./ 1

,

Theae conceived preferences are either not related at all', .or not ,

Clearly related, to his own process of exPeriencing..
0 .

Ofte%Xhere is a wide and unrecoghized discrePancy, between the ,

evide ce supplied by hta Own experience, and,tgest conceived'
values. . i .

.:

.

) , 4 ,

BecaUse these cOnceptions are npt-rdpen to'testing.in experience,
he mubt hold .them in a rigid and unchanging fas4on. The alterna-
tive. would be a collapse af.his Values. abncet4his values are,
"right." l''

1 '
.

°Because they are untestablel'there is nd ready way of,solVing
contradictions. ,If heHhas taken in .froM the,community the con-
ception that mormysis' the summum bonum and from the church-the, ,

ccOnception that.love of one's neighbor is the highest,value, he
'has no way of cliscOvering which has more value.f04 gin?. ,genqe a
common aspecct or modern life is living with absolutely-cOntra-'
dictory values. 'We, calmly discuss the possibility .of dropping
a-hydrogen bomb onvussia, but find tears in our-eyes when we see
headlines about the suffering-of one small child.

.

Because he has relinquished the locus Of evalua%on.to'others,(-
and has lost touch with his own valuing process, he feels pro-
foundly insecure and easily threatened in his values. ,If some of
thede conceptiohs were destroyed, what Nould take their place?
This, threatening possibility makes him hold hia value conaeptions
more rigidly or more cOnfusedly, ()Thoth. .. ,

FUNDAMENTAI DISCREI4C11.

.I believe that this picture el° the individual, with valu s mostly
introjeated, held as'fixed Coneptsl'rarely examined.or tested,
is the pictureof most of us. .By, takineover.the conceptions of
others as our own, we lost contact with.the potential wisdom-of
,our own functioning, and lose confidence in ourselves. Since 0

'these value constructs are often sharply at-variance with what
goirig on in-our own experiencing, we haVe in a very basic way

divorced-oOrselves from ourselves, and this accounts.for much of
modern,strain and insecuritY. 'Thiak.fundamental 4iscrepancy between
the individual's concept and what he.is actually experiencing,
between the intellectuarstructure of his, value,.and the valuing
process going on unrecognized within--this is alpart of the funda-
mental estrangement of modern man from himself.
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RESTORING CONTACTWITH EXPERIENCE

Some individuals are fortunate in going beyon4 the picture I have ,f
'Aust given, developing further in the'direction of psychological

ilaturity. We see this happen in psychotherapy where weendeavor
to:provide a cltmate favorable to the growth of the person.. We
also see.it happen in 1.ifb, whenever life provides a thE?rapeutic,,
climate for/the individual, Let me concentrate on this further
maturing ot" a value approach as I have seen it in therpapy.

As the client senses and. realizes that he i8 prized as a persOn*
he can slowly begin to value the different aspects of himself.
Most importantly, he can begin, with Tuch d.ifficulty at first,
to sense and to Teel what lb going on within him, what he is feel-
ing, what he is experiencing, how he is reacting: He uies his
experiencing as a direct referent to which he can.turn in forming

, accurate conceptualizations-and as a guide to his behavior.
Gendlin (1961, 1962) has elaborated the way' n which this occurs.
As his experiencing becomes more and more 'op n to him, as he is
able-to live more freely in the process of h s feelings, then
significant changes begin to occur in his apprdaoh.to'values.
It begins to assume many of the characteristics it had in infancy.

INTROJECTED VALUES IN RELATION TO EXPERIENCING .

D4PPerhaps I can indicate this by reviwtfing a tew of the brief example&
of introjected values which I have given, and suggesting what
happens to them as the indkvidual comes closer to what 1.s-going
on,Within him.

The,individual in therapy looks back and realizes, "But I onjoyed
pulling my sister's hair--and that,doesn't make me a bad person."

The student failing chemistry realizes, as he_gets close to his
own experiencidg, 'I don't like chemistry; 1 don't value being a

4doctor, even though my parents do; and.i 'am not a failure for hav-
ing these feelings."

The adult recognizes that sexual desires and behavior may b iEhly
satisfying and permanently enriching in their consequences, or
shallow and temporary and less than s6tisfying. He goes by his
own experiencing, which does nOt always coincide with, social norms.

*The/therapeutic relationship is not devoid ot values. When it
is midst effectivetit is, I believe, marked bg one primary value,
namely, that this'person (the client) has worth,.

.
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He recognizes freely that this communist book or person expresses
attitudes and goals which he.shares as well as ideas and values
which he does not share.

He realiZes that at timgs he experiences cooperation as meaningful,
and valuable to him, and that at other times he wishes to be alone
and act alone.

VALUING IN THE MATURE PERSON

The valuing process which seems to develop in this more mature
pergon is in some ways very much like that in the infant, and in
some ways quite different. It is fluid, flexible, based on this
particular moment, and the degree to which this moment is,experienced
as enhancing and aCtualizing. Values are ngt held'rigidly, but
are-continually changing. 'The painting which last year seemed
meaningful now appears uninteresting, the way of working with
individuals which was formerly experienced as good mow seems in-
adequate, the belief which then seemed true is slow experienced
as only partly true, or perhaps false.

Another characteristic of the waythis person values experience
`is that it is highly differentiated, or as the semanticists would .

s

-say, extensional. The examples in the preceding section. indicate .
that what were previously rather solid monolithic introjected
values now become differentiated, tied to a particular time and
experience.

Another characteristic of the mature incqvidual's Approach is
tilat the locus of evaluation is again established firmly within
Vhe person. It is ,his own experience.which provides the value
informatiorl or feedback., This does not mean that he is not open
to all the evidence he can obtain from other sources. But it
means that thiS ig taken for what it is--outsidelpdence--and is
not as s4r4rficant as his own reactions. Thus he may be told by
a friend thsgt ew book is very disappointing. He reads two
unfavorable re ws of the book. Thug his tentative hypothesis
is,that he wil not Isralue the book. Yet if he reads the book his
valuing will be based upon the reactions it stirs in him, not on
what he has been told by others.

There is also inyolved in this valuing process a letting oneself
down into the immediacy of what one is experiehcing, endeavoriAg
to sense and to clarify all its complex meanings. I think of a
cliett who, toward the close of therapy, when puzzled about an
issuit, would put his head in his hands and say, "Now what is it
that I'm feeling? I want to get next to it. I want to learn

14,4)
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what 'it is." Then he would wait, quietly and patiently, trying
to listen to'himelf, until he could discern the exact flavor of
the feelings he ias experiencing. He, like others, was trying

,

to get close to himself.

In'getting close to what is going on within himself, the process
is much more complex than it is in the infant. .In the mature
person*it has much more scope and sweep. For there is involved
ih'the preaerit moment of experiencing the memory traces of all
the relevant learniings from the past. Thib moment has not only
its immediate sinsory impact, but it has ieaning growing out of
similar experiences in the past (Gendlin, 1962). It has both the
new and the old in it. So when I experience a painting or a person,
my experiencing contains within it.the learnings I haVe accumulated-
from past meetings with paintings or persons, as well as the new
impact of this particular encounter. LUcewise the moment of ex- .

periencing contains, for the mature adult, hypotheses about con-

'sequences. "Itf,is hot pleasant to express forthrightly my, negative
feelings to this person, but past eiperience indicates that in a
continuing relationship it will be helpful in the long run."0
Past and futurelare both in this moment and enter into the valuing.

I find that in the person I am speaking of (and _here again we

see a Similarity to the infant), the criterion of the valuing
process is the degree to which the'object of the experience
actualizes the individual himself. Does it.make him a richer,
more complete, more fully developed person? This may.sound as
though it werea selfish or unsocial criterion, but it does,not
prove to be so, since deep and helpful relationships with others\
are experienced ps actualiling.

Like the infant, too', the psychologically mature adult trUsts
and uses the wisdom of his organism, wittl the difference that he
is able to do/86 knowingly. He realizeS'that if he can trust all
of himself, hishteelings and his intuitions may ',be wiser than his
mind, that as a total person he can be more sensitive and accurate
than his thought4 alone. Bence he is not arraid to say, "I feel
tha-4 this expprience [or this thing, or this direction] is good:
Later I will probably km* why, I feel it is good." He trUsts the
totality 'of himself, having moved toward becoming what Lancelot
Whyte (1950) regpkds as "the unitary man."

It should be evident from what I have been saying that this vau-
ing process in the mature individual is not an easy or simple
thing. The procesS is complex, the choices often very perplexing
and difficult, and.there is no guarantee that the choice which
is made will in fact prove to be self-actualizing. But because

I#



whatever eyidence exists is available to the individual, and be-
cause he.is open to his experiencing, errors arecorrectable. If

this chosen coprse Of action is not self-enhancing this will be
sensed and,he can' make an adjustment or revision. He thrives on
a maximum feedback interchange, and thus,'like the gyroscopic
compass on a ship, can continually correct his cotirsé toward his

true goal of self-fulfillment.

4SOME PROPOSTIONS REGARDING THE VALUING PROCpS

Let me sharpen the meaning of what I have been saying by stating

two propositions which contain the essential elements of this

viewpoint.' While it may not be possible to devise empirical
tests of each proposition in its entirety, yet each is to some

degree capable ofcbeing teste,d through the methods of ps5Tchologi-

cal science. I would also state that though the following proposi-

tions are stated firmly in order to give them clarity, I am
actually advancing them as decidedly tentative hypotheses.

Hypothesis .E-c There is an organismic base for an organized valuing

process within.the human individual.

It is hypothesized that this base is something the human being

shares with the rest of tlie animate world. It is.part'of the -

functioning life process of any healthy organism. It is the

capacitY for receiving feedback information Which enables the
organism continually to adjust itp behavior and reactions so as
to achieve the maximum possible self-enhancement.

Hypothesis IT: This valuing.process in ,the human being is effec-

tive in achieving self-enhancekent to the degree that the individual
is open to the experiencing which is going on within himself. .

I have tried to give two examples of individuals who are close to

their 'own.experiencing: the tiny infant who has not yet learned

to deny in his awareness the processes going on within; and the
psychologically mature person who has relearned the advantages of
this open state.

There is a corollary to this second proposition which might be
put,in the following terms. One way of assisting the individual
to move toward openness to experience is*through a relationship
in which he is prized as a separate person, in which the exper-
iencing going on wit4in him is empathically understood and valued,

and in which he is given.the freedom to,experience his own feel-

ings and those of others without being threatened in doing so.

ogo
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This corollary' obviously grow%out of therapeutic experience. .

It is brief statement of theessential qualities in th9 thera-
peutic relationship. There are already some(empirical studies',
of which the one by Bdi-rett-Lennard (1962) ia good example,
which give support to 'such a statement.,

PROOSITIONS,REGARDING THE OUTCOMES OF THE VALUING PROCESS

I come now to the nub bf any theory of.v.Lues or Valuing. What
are its consequences? J should like to move into this new ground
by stating bluntly two propositions as to the qualities of be-.
havior which emerge from this valuing process. I dhall,then giVe
some of the evidence from my experience as a therapist in support,
of these propositions.

Uypothesis III In persons Ilho are moving toward greater openness
0,to their experiencing, there`is an organismic commonality.of
value directions,

Uypothesis IV These common vAlue directions are of such kinds
as to enhance the development of the individual hAself, of
others in his comiunity, and to make for the survival and evolu-
tion of hisispecies.

It has been a striking fact of my experience that in therapy,
where inaividuals aPe valued, where there is greater freedom to
feel and'to be, certain value directions .seem to emerge. These
are not chaotic directions but instead exhibitsa surprising
conmonality. Thid commonality is not dependent on the personality
oY the thbrapist, for 4 have seen these trends emerge.in the

ients of therapists sharplydifferent in personality. This
commonality does not seem to be du'e to the influences of any
one culture, for T have found evidenceAof these directions in
cultures as divergent as those of theTnited States, Holland,
France, and Japan. I like to think that this commonality of
value direc:tions is due to the fact that we all belong to.the
aam6 species--that jus as,a human intant,tends, individually, .

to .select a diet similar to that selected by other human infants,
so)a client in therapy tends, individUally, to choose value direc-
tions similar to those chosen by-other clients. As a species
there may be ,certain elements of experience'which tend to.make
for inner development and whial would be chosen by all individuals
if they were genuinely free to choose.

Let me indicate a few of these value directions 4s T see theM in

0 my clients as they move in the direction ofkpersonal growth and
maturity. N,

f- .
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They tend to move away from facades. Pretense, defensiveneps,
puttiftg up a front, tend to be negatively valued.

They tend to move away from "oughts." The compelling feeling
of 'I ought to do or be thus and so" is negatively valuqd. The
client movesf-away from being what he "OUght to be," no matter
who has set that imperaVive.

They tend to moVe away from meeting the expectations of others.
Pleasing otheis, as a goal in itself, is negAtively valued.

Being real is positively valued. The client tends to move to-
ward being him elf being his real feelings, being what he is.
This seems to be a very deep preference.

Self-direction is positively.valued. The client discovers an
increasing pride and confidence in making hit own choices, guid-
ing his own life.

One's self, one's own feelings come to be positively valued. ,

-vrom a point where he looks upon himself with contempt and despair,
the client Fumes to.value himself and his reactiöns as being of
worth.

Being a process is positively valued. 'From desiring some fixed
goal, clients come to prefer,,the'xcitement of being a prockess

of potentialities being born.

Sensitivity to others and acceptance of others is positively
valued. The client comes to appreciate others for what they are,
just as he has come to apprecikte himself for what he is.

%

#

.Deep relationships are positively valued. To achieve a close,
intimate, real, fully cOmmunicative relationship with another
person seems to4meet a deep need in every individual, and is very
highl(y valued.

14rfl'aps more than all ea.se, the client comesIto value an openness
to all of his inner-and outer experience. To be open to and
sensitive to Cis own inner reactions and feelingsr the r actions
and feelings of others, and the realities of the objecti e world--
this is a direction whida he clearly prefers. Thislopenn ss
becomeS the c.lient's most valued 'resource.

These then are some of the preferred directions which I have ob-
served in individuals moving 'toward personal matnity. Though.
I am sure that the list I

have given is inadequatb and perhaps /

to some degree inaccurate, it holds for me exciting
Let me try to explain why.

4) 4
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I find it significant that when individuals ard4 prized as per,-

sons, the values they select do not run the full gamut of possi-

bilities. do not find, in such a climate of freedom,'that one

person comes to value fraud and murder and thieverY, while another

values a life of self-sacrifice, and another values only money.

Instead there seems to .be a deep and linderlying thread of com-

monality. I believe that when the -human being is inwardly free°

to choose whatever he deeply values, he tenda t6 value those

objects, experiences, and g6als which make for his own sUrvival,

growth, and development, and for the survival and development of

others. I hypothesize that it is characteristic of the luman

organism to prefer such actualizing and socialized goals when he

is exposed to a growth promoting climate.

A corollary of what I have been saying is that in any culture,

given a climate of respect and freedom in which he is valued as

a person, the mature individual would tend to choose and prefer

these same value directions. This is alpignificant hypothesis

which could be tested. Ittmeans that though the indivi4al of

whom I am speaking would not have-a consistent or even a stable

system of conceived values, the valuing process within him would

lead to"emerging value directions which would bq constant across'

cultures and across time.
r

Another implication I see is that indivNluals who exhibit.the

fluid valuing process I have tried to describe, whose value direc-

tions are generally those I have liSted, would be highly effec-

tive in the ongoing process of human .evolution. If the Iniman

Species is to survive at all on this globe, the.human being must

becpme more readily.adaptive to new problems and sltuations,

must be able to select that which is valuable for development

and survival out of new and complex situations, must b1e. accurate

in his appreciation of reality if he is to,make suah selections.

The psychologically mature pdit'son as I have described him has,

i believe, the qualities which would cause him to value those .

(experiences which would make for the survival and:enhancement

\-of the human race. He would be a worthy participant and guide

in the process of human evolution.

Finally, it appears that.we haire,returned to the issue of'univer-

sality of values, but by a diTfereat, rwite. Instead of universal

valtes "out there," or a universal value system imposed by some

group--philosophers, rulers, priests, or.psydhologists--we.have

the possibili bof universal' human value direQtions Noliorging,

from the riing of the human organism. Evidence from

therapy - s that both personal and social valuie emerge

as natu experiencedl, when the individual is close to

his own nisMic valuing process. The suggestion is that

Or
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though modern man no longer trusts religion or science or phil-7
osophy nor/any system of beliefs to ji-ve him valuest-he may
find an or'ganismic valuing, base within hlmself which, if he can '
learn aga n to be in touch with it, will prove to be an organized,
adaptive and social appr6uh to the perplexing Value issues
whch fa e all of us.
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ADOLESCENT GIRLS:

A TWo.:Yeeir Study

have always, maintaine&that,When e set out. to tafk about

people we.should first letthemtaTk.about themselves. I cannot

bring 920 girls here to speak to you in person, but I/Can let

a few sReak through, their poetry. They write beautiful poetry.

This poem was written by a 15-year-old girl in a delinquency,

institution. She talks about.herself and her generation.

I am a bottZe
Sealed with fAfing
too deep for anyone else.

4...I am a bottle
floating in an eternal ocean of people

trTing to help.
I am a bottle
leeping my fragiZe content-Nside it,
aZwdys afraid of bre.aking ana exposing me.

I am a bottle
frail and afraid of the rock and afraid

of the storm,1
for if the.storm or rocks burst or

, crack me
-I sink and become poPt of the ocean.
I am a person, I &m a person
In the people of the world.

Though I have to generalize about what we found in our study, it

is tmportant that every person is somewhat different from any

othel',. I also want to say at the outset that I am talking about

reality.- what we actually heard,.not necessarily what we wished

td hear. This poem by a 16-year-old speaks to individuality.

"%used to be a grape in a bunch
and cjipt the other grapes were, cthe

same,
"Hut now I am an'apple, crisp and

fresh
and eeeryone is different.

"My, how life. has, changed.

:These 12- to 18-year olds were born into national and international

'strife with the beginning of inflation and depression. The

general environment of their parent generation was characterized

by prosperity, though it does not follow that all of them partici-

pated in prosperity. Thekr graridparent's lived through the depression

of the 30's. Each generation grows up in a different kind of

context. The girls we interviewed hold.high hopes of better justice
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for all. Their generation comes after, the fighting generation,
and they are experiencing the harsh reactiOn against the pre7

,ceeding rebellibn4 They are very-self-conscious adolescents,
even more so because they 4..e female. Though we rarely heard
the girls talk abstraqtly about their Self 'concepts, everything
they said was permeated by their concept of self.

. .

I shall try to report wilat they said accOrding to what I tholight
was significant to "them: (1) their present drives, their dreaMS
for the futUre; (2) their .faMily, iNortant as a supporting and
limiting power; (3) their friends, important as mirrord of them-
selves; (4) the organizations they joined; (5.) the, school, again
important as a supporting'and limiting power;,and (6) the politi-
cal and iocial scene.

LIFE GOALS

harriage

This generation of-young women wanes both marriage and a career.
They have thought it through in rather a calm way. In general
they do not expect to márry early. "Iwwfit to get married when
the time coMes dhd the time is right. I don't want to rush it
because I want to make sure. It's like if there, was a problem
you have to pay so much money;tto get'a divorce and I don't think
it's right,. If two people'lave each other they should be able
't.O stay together. without those laws between them." I'm nOt. Saifing
there'will be no teenage marriages, but on the'average they think
after:422 is a good,time to.get married. One thIng stands out:
marriage means a great deal, to«thekbut they do want to be married
to.a domineering Male. Agaih there alre except'ians, but this is
feared with great realism, particularly in the pov.erty area. "I
would rather be 'more like friends With my husband. rhlat comes
firsts" just want to marry womeone who shares q lot of the
saMe i4erests I do and'we can get along with each other."

(Children

/

Many girls want children, but they know they have a choice as .

to when and how many. Most of them wanted three; many wanted
,

.fewer; very few wanted' more. , They thought of raising children
mostly in terms of very young children. This business of really i

aising a human being had not sunk in very deeply.
-
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Divorce

4 I

,

.
..,

.

, . , .

. ;We found 4,extragrdrinary fearof diyorde. When they talked

'freely this terrible fear came-through.- Typicarstatementst ,

"Wha.t iS the use of getting'ma?ried if yo0.1 jusst get dl.vorged'rki

"The children'vrill :be hUrt."" . .
. .

.
.

Ov
.Careers
,

.

A' The choice of careers is influenced by ,life experiences - by

what we might call adult models. Organizations and-schools

have glIven them ver.y lithe conecious exposure,to such:models.

i,vke talking 65'.4 trick wall." Whit"
"Talking'td them ii

* Counselors in schOls seemed to be especiallp ideff'ective

,collar jobs are preferred. The most traditiod-bound group

were the adjudicated girls.

''SEX
t,

Sex* is talked about Very calmly by most.of thp .gir16. 'They accept

themselves, as sexuI61 beings. Thiq fnot to _say they all,

wanted to have' premarital.Sex, but practically all of them were

very tolerant of others who do. Even if they said, "That's not

ear me," the were tolerant. want to wait until I 'get married-,

but I don't look'down on *a friend."

-. ,,.--?`--.
lix

There was enormous fear, however, df being used sexually. They

believed a boyfriend should be an equal, a friend, "gentle,ndce,

someone who listens." Listens was written large. Practically

none of the girls would want to just go from one love affair to

another. S.

Sexual Abuse;, Incest

We found that first sex experiences which h.ad been disastrous

and harmful usually happened to girls in their own homes. I'm

not talking exclusively of incest. Sometime4 Lt was the father,

of"course, but often it was'a brother, another relative, or the

mother's boyfriend. The tragedy is that these glrls, when they

run away from,an intolerable situat4on, are treated as,offenders,

.not as victims. We do exactly the jnost harmful thing in such a

go, situation we put them into instittitions where they are separated

, completely from den and cannot learn any healthy relationship to

the other sex. Furthermore, they are labeled. As one of the

girls said, "Well, if they put me there, I am,bad." This increases

.their sense of inferiority. They become outcasts:

3 01
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Pregnary ,Before-*Tiage
I .

$4
.

The 'atfitude ok most of the, girlb toward'Preanancybeifore marriage
agaih is§ one of tolerancee This is not.a,OATItant.generation.
Meiny'would want td keep'the.child, but,tend to think of the child
pnly as a baby'. Some talk about adoptiorit . They ditcuss abortion
openly. About ,half of the ogrOup Were strohgly foF abortion, half
were strongly'against it.

0

"\

Sex informatibn was incredibly poor - an absolute, disgrace in 1975.
To be sure,,there were exceptions. cv girl said,, "When I fikst
found .out I'was pregnant I didn't Viveh know what pregnant meant

, and I went to the'nmrse and she told me 'that mewls yäu're going
to have a little baby,' and I said 'What?' And then I told' my

and then I t4ought I had really been bad." Many did not
even know about menstruation.

, .

. 4
To summarize, I don't think we found a sex reolution, but there
is greater.tolerance fo,premarital sex. There is still an
enormous&need to'he1p.pbople understand sex. The institutionalized
girl was the worst off. She had gone through horrible experiences
and most of the time was a6yictim. She was treated as the

noffender and made to fee1 a outcast.

RELATIONSHIP TO ADULTS
' A

Generation Cap
;

I would like to discuss the relptionship of .he lirls to adults
in erms of three:myths that we must destroy. 0.e is
publicized generation gap. Naturally there is ways a genera-/

t the much

tidn difference, but I Would not say it is a grfmt gap. The
valdes the,girls hold are often quite similar to those of the
adult world. ,What 'they expect of people is what we timpect of
people, too. Negaeive qua1ities of adults they mentioned'were
"pliony,.. nogey, grouchy, greedy, self-conscious; they stereotype
us, they don't like us." Positives named incl "fun to be
with, understanding, respect us, will listen e, trust us and
deserve trust, are patient, fair and just."

Relationship To Parents

The second myth is that the faleiLy is totally,falling,
young people want to get out of the family. We found
a family very badlY, yearn for a family if thy don't
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A girk_who vias thrown, out by he1r .family .said in a poem:

"Lon0.iness1is missihg your fargily, itts not knowing what to
4say. If

Really surprislng to us was that the most significant-adult

named by a majority.of the girls was mother.. They want to be

related to mother and often have very goo4 relationships with

their mother, "She is just fantastic. She can yell at us,

but we really respect her. she is always there to help. She

understands, she works, and she knowswho she is. That'last

sentence was rather typichl. The non9ense'about the working

mother being the worst is not true. I think young people are

quite reilistic about parents.

.Next in rank among significant adults was father. Yet he

,showed up as more authoritaeian, often less'communicative,

and tentiing to lose contact when the girls reach adolescence.

Fathers, it was reported, don't want daughters to 4row'up:

they want them to remain their little girl. "Oh, he's, 'quite

toleraht hbout a jot of things, but, ohl boy, if-1 go out, oh

my little girl, ehat shouldn't happen."

Another finding, nOt'startling but excitingkiwas,the warm

relationship with the grandparent generation. .These are

r al people,whom the girls love. This is also true of uncles

nd aunts. ."1 can, talk with them. My grandmother tells me

she wasn't always good, but my mother would hever say that."

1)ermissivene9s

The third my:thileWant to htt-hard is that this is a permissive.

society. 'We found-incredibly authoritarian families, the

vast majority in factr 'Me found the battered adolescent.

"When I do somethhag wrong he beats the shit out of me. If

wouldn't clean the table right, or especially if I talked back,

or if J started-to cry or showed any feeling, my stepfather

Twodld beat me up." Or, "She wouldn't let me go nowhere: She

beat me' with braided ropes, extension cords, yardsticks, boards,

whatever she could find when she Was mad." A girl described

being ,forought in by police for something she had done,.. The

parents turned to the policeman and said, "What would you do?"

He said, "Well, if.she were my girl,\I'd give her a good beating

with a police belt." "All right," the'father said, "give me

the belt" (it has a big buckle) and in front of eyerybody the

girl-is beaten with the belt. She gets hysterical, falls on the

floor, starts laughinAg and laughing. The more she laughs the

more they beat her. 'Then she walks upstairs and vomits all day.

A -

4'
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Again, as 'with sex Offlphses, these virls,are nOt treated as, *,

victims; always as Offenderit. With some,exceptions,.the
. treatment in delinquiency institutions is.abominable. Too

mUch 'still is done to degrade the girlS. One girl said; "My .

mother Always told me, 'Whenever you'see anyone prying, just
try to talk to.them.' But up here you can't do it because they
will start, yelling"at you, 'Yod".shut your mouth or you will get
three days striot yOu khow.' Being locked up, that's the
worst. You can't get out,.you can't say what you want, yod .

can't do what you want. They bust teenagers for just anithing.
There is nothing you can do.. They're just over you.". The hate
such,condition6 create is illustrated by one,girl' solutioh:
'"Blow everybody up and get people to know what the are doing-t"
Some institutions do try to provide help, especially thogie that
are smaller. Quoting another interviewee: "Our counselor
here will try to help you. If you don't want to go to her you
can talk to one of the girls.4 0

PEEaS

Another important subject we explored was how adolescent girls
feel about their peers. What about the loneliness that

4
showed 1

w
up so strongly in My previous study?* It is still there.
Friends of their own age are very important, but adults are just 4

as important. The girls stressed that friends must be trustWorthy
and you must be able to talk to them. That goes Oir both boys
and.gir15, not just girls. What they do'When they are with
ftlenclp is pretty much the samee whether the group includes boys

Some'have sex relations, but they want the boy also as
Ofrie'rld. The delinquent girls talked a great deal about how
their boyfriends support them, give them some sense of value.
This prop Is. taken away the moment they are placed In an institu-
tion. These -girls also suffer from distrust by the comminity.
One .interviewee who had become pregnant before marriage was
not-allowed to go to the same school she had attended, a youth
organization of which she was a member immediately excluded her,
the parents of her friends did not allow their daughters to
communicate with her, and she became a total.i.solate, This kind
Of thing we heard frequently.

Welound few gang activities. Where they existed, girls were
ypart of the gang, not just the auxiliary. Though there was
violence in the gangs and they retaliated with.violence, most
girls disliked the viorrce.

Konopka, Gisela, The Adolescent Girl in Conflict
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. trentice-HaIl, 1946
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Suicide attempts were frequent in our survey population. The

reasons are the same as thosd'found- in any other pOpulation.

-Enormou8.1oneliness,which.we find again among the.aged, is

,
one. I was interested in a'couplet quoted to uS by'girls across

- ' the country:
.4

.

.
Lontainess .is a .siZent jail

, Without oellmates, parol.e'or baq:

Other reasons for suicide attempts were -severe conflicts, either

with the' boyfriend or with the parents. Occasionally they were

related'to depressive drugb, especially alcohol. I am often

asked if we found much homosexuality or lesbianism. The answer

, is we didn't. We certainly found it in the delinquency institu-

tions, but all of us know it flourishes there because of the
,

i

total segregation from boys. Oddly enough/I, in terts of attitudes,

0
homosexuality was the most disliked quidity. Tolerance about

sex did not se4m to extend to homoSexuality or lesbianism.
to

DRUGS AND ALCOHOL

Not sdrprisingly, we found an inórease in alcohol-use, partially

because there is less conflict with society about it and partially

because it is often fostered by the parents. The girls themselves

stressed the negative effects of hard drugs. They see them.as

a danger, but as for marijuana most of them hardly consider

it a drug. They want it to be legalized. 4Ialf of the girls'said

they do not use drugs but they all knew of them. That applies

"just as much to rural areas as to urban areas, A question we

asked was': "Why do you think girls*take drugs? Is it different

from why boys take drugs?" They said no, it was kind of the same:

curiosity, peer pressure, finding drugs agreeable2 But they

thought boys alsolltake drugs to prove their masculinity. Whether,

they evaluated the boys correctly I don't know.

We thought drug information often increased curibsity, but on the

other ,hand it shoiwed'quite well the different effects drug .use

can have. We felt that strong motivation is required to stop

.taking drugs. "fly boyfriepd,doesn't *ant me to take drugs and

I Want to please him.." Or "I,want to have healthy,children, so

that's.why I stopped." -They feel theyfcannot talk to adults

about drugs. Most of them thought their parents did not,know it

when they took d4rugs. Among girls who belonged to youth organiza-

tions (oneithird of our satple) most knew about or had taken

drugs, but they said, 1.'Oh my goodness, we would never mention

it therel

395-
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SOCIAL, AND POLITICAL INVOLVEMENT.'

My lirst linpression.when I ibrb,ked:t thia part of th# material
TAO: this,is geaqy. catastrophic! They are terrIbl self-
concerned, they'don'rt knOw hqw to participat!e'in the political .
scdne, they ate, disenaanted about things political, they don't
feel responsible as citizens: After More careful reading pf
the material' and discussion with my researchers, I. recognized
that first' bf all we must think of adolesceAce as a period of
basic self-concern anyhow. Second, many hdults do not partilci.4.
te in the political scene either. We were.interviewing at

the height of Watergate, so that had a'strong influence. Finally,
we have to 'remember that the girls actually were very concerne4
about issues but they did not know how to trahslate their.cpn-
cern into action: This was the first time they had been aaked
what:their thoughts were. .They talked about war, about government
cheating, about race relationA, and about. issues. relating to
youfh - e.g., the draft and the juvenile court. We also talked
with them about the womev's movement. Very ntten. they saw only
the,extremes in the movement, which they didn't care fOr.' But
when we probed a little deeper We saw that they have simply
accepted as their due what others fought for: egUal pay for
.egual work, open opportunities.for women, etc. So althpugh they
are not revolutionaries-, th8y are involved, as this poem illustrates.
It was written by a l6-lear-o1ewho has dropped.out of school but
wants very mUch to be aolawyer.

Yod talk 'about hie problems of,4he world
and I am not allowed to speak because I am just a little girl..
But there is somethifig I wd'uld like to say to you, you know
It's my world too. 0

You think that you can understand more than anyone at all
But mister, you are really short when you tllink you are tall.
And I'm not allowed t6 give my 4pinione because I'm not as, big as you.
Pry not to forget
It's my world too.
The& talc about young people cell the time
But while I am living heve
It's my borld too.
What I want ismthe best for everyone
Cuz thinking of yourself is not good A a long run.
So think about what you want for me and you
And while you are thinking, remember
It's my world too.

A
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SCHOOL .

School was oft;en been as very positive, mostlf ilecaUse the

girls find friends there. Race distiMination.hurts deeply,
especially when teachers inbult W1n ity girlsoor,shaW fear )

of them. Their anger at beilig,treated differently flares out.

"What do they think I am, adanimal?" Many gikls experience
enjoyment in school. Wh!on we asked what they expect of scho61---
they spoke off friendship and understanding, but also of learning.
Often the subjects they prefeN.red were thoSe-we consider diffi-.

cult. Exceptions were thew,delinquent girls who usually have
been treated abominably and feel that sChool has nothing for

. them.
ot

YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS

We found it rather sad that youth organizations seem to.have

little meaning to the, girls. In general they found them child-
.

ish. Perhaps the most serious finding was an indirect one:

when we asked them about significant adults, tw6 girls out of

920 named two people from youth serving organizations. The ,

girls do not,think they can talk with youth workers ff they

have problems. "Organizations are only for the good ones."

I read an article recently stating that nobody knows what kind

of people we want to develop. If we don't know that, then I

think we should really give up. Every:society has.to decide '

-what kind of people it wants. To my thinking it is really -quite ,

simple. I go to the ideals of the Bill of Rights, which I did -

not invent: (1) an open.free society based on the proposition

that the purpgse of government is to advance,and protect human

rights; (2) a representative form of democratic government ,

which means that citizens must be encouraged to participate in
their own fate and have tile necessau knowledge to do so,

otherwise it will not surgive; (3) a society ruled by law; .

(4) an egalitarian non-discriminatory society with opportunity

for everybody; (5) a pluralistic society,with opportunity

for groupsto have a 13.ariety of Life styled without harming

others or feeling that one or the other style is inferior. If

we combine these ideals we get a sense of direction, a sense

of how to deal With our youth in the family, in schoolso in

youth organizations and in corrections. The time has passed,,for-

rigid, laid-out programs for young people. Mast-sl%airlarit.
are,the people who work with them. Thenbliz onlIffiust understand,

these youngsters but musti,gonsciously see how they themselves relate

to people. 'They mudt be able to listen to and rspect young
people and permit their genuine participatioA.. I felt very

30'?



strongly that these young.girls weie asking,us, not qpily to
listen.to them but to convey something of elle .medning of life
to them. They want to tAlk, they want'to think things-through
-they want abpol4e homesty.

,

, The young people we talk1 to were very sober. We must help
them feel that there is pe, that there is.compassion, that
joy, and commitment at ly are possible. So I will end with
.a thought from Morris West who understands the stark reality
of life but also understands its beauty.

Cr-

To rejecj the joy of living i's to insult
Hi ho provides it," .,.

And,who gave us the gift of laughter
along with the gift af tears.

Our young poPulation has 'that gift. We squelch it far too
often; we do not enhance it enough.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
RELATED TO PRACTICE .4

1

DOGMA.AND DIRmyfok*

Q: How do we move between the two eittremes of trying .to im)lose

idls upqn young people (making them what weothink they dhould

.
be) qnd not giving them any direction at all?

G.K. This seems to me tt be one o.;--thd philosophic questions that

I-hope everybody can go back and dis6Uss With.the girls themselves.'

To think through the difference between.dogMa and direction ietan

exciting experience at almost any age. I don't expect we will .

ever find the complete answer. But if,eur ideal is a population

capable of making choices on two grounds ay Insideration of

other people and (2) facts, then we have to le rn to look at facts,

to aobess them, and to develop a measuring stick for making choices.

I think we can help people learn how to make choices without

imposing Our own styles on them. We must allow.them a large

number of alterriatives.

BUILDING TRUST

Q. In what, ways can a worker cooperatively build trust between

group ,and leader?

First of all; you surely don't build trust.with 'gimmicks.

Kids very quickly spot phonindh. I don't learn trust in a

weekend therapy session, by 'falling back blindfolded and being

caught before I drop. Since the whole "bag" at that moment

is to crdate trust, I assume they won.'t let me drop. Does that

-mean .Ian trust -the next guy i met in the callmunity whO wants

to cut 'my throat if,I disagree with\himrNO:7

Another way same of us try to build trust is by ,pitting across

the desk from a person saying, "You know I understand who you

are and what yo think, and you must trust Me." It do*sn't-work.

Trust is-built slOwly, through experieklce. When you are wrking
with people, be honest.. By that I don't mean bd brutal. But

be open; don't pretend the world is. all good when you know it ig

not. When.they need you, be available. It takes time to build

trust.

If you /ire asking me how to buildctrust with very distrustful

young people I would'need, an hour to discuEts it. You have to

undo so much. But it is not as difficult as mosj adults seem

tliC
to think. lihat came out over and over in our udy was this

incredible yearning,to have somebody to talk o.
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MEETING,NEEDS - TOWARb GREATER EFFECTIVENESS

Q. ShOuld every girls: organization try to,meet gll the needs
,

'of all girls, sr are thgre some basic needs or concerns that
all organizations sháuld broaden their base to meet?

.

G.K. In my opinion 4,organization and j'esindividual aan ever
serve, all the needs of all the peOple. That's impossible.
So it's all right sometimes to say we will just cut out a
certain slice from the whole pie and, let's say, ptovide services
for a patticular neighborhood, or serve girls in a particular
area of interest. What I think is dangerous, though, is separa-
tiOn dn the of delinUclency or race or ethnic backgcQund.

t

Now, are there basic needs all organizations should meet? X
think lb% We may not alwalp agree oOtll needs and concerns
but mA have to know them and.develop our thinking and our programs
arourid them,'based on tome philosophy. I.talked about this in .

the Bil1 of 'Rights context. For instance, if we believe people
muSt be able to make choices, otherwise our democracy will die,
then it behooves all organizations to provide experience
making choices rather than having authoritarian leaders Øio set
the program and expect everyone to work.bli the book.

If we agree that self-estee s the basis for respecting other
people, then we have to provid6 the ingredients which enhance
self-esteem: real participation infilecision-making-, for instance,
not just asking for-opinions; genuine acceptance of young people
as equals, not just as pre-adults. We can translate almost
every one of these basic "shoulds" or ideals, combine them with
what we understand, and make them part of our programs.

So, I would say all youth organizations have to fulfill some of
the basic needs of human beings and serve a wide variety of young
people, yet they cannot reach all of them."
Q. You mentioned earlier that the girls had quit some of the
otganizations when they were in junior high school.. Can you
elaborate on that - what they liked about some organizations and
disliked about others?

G.K. Okay, what do they like? Written very b.ig.is opportunity for
adventure - the real possibility to get out-and do things that
are different, not the tame capping or the usual kind of summer
program. I don't mean necessarily running the rapids but just
going somewhere else, meeting totally difEerent people, discussing ,

new and exciting things. Wish for excitement is very big in that
age range. , k
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donit usually name names, but A-Hhgot a good press so I'll

use it as a concrete example. One thihg the girls, liked there

was the coed organization whrbh allowed them to be with boys

at some tilmeS.,,, Wen found kind of a general feeling: 'No, we

Idonit,wantlalways to be with boys kites- like to have the oppor-

tunity to work with them and not jabt-to party with them."

Second, theygliked individualized projects - not programs.where

evekybody has to d; the same thing. ,They liked the feeling of

doing something distinct and getting recognition for it. Thifd,

they liked being allowed to travel. "Xt wasntt just going on

a vacation. We did something, we exhibited somethlng, we Worked

on something together, and We were somewhere else." ,Being
involved in actual helping also is important to them, as is the

kind,of adult they meet. Their most negative reaction is td the

adult who trekts them like little kids and looks down on them.

I think all organizations could be more effectiye. One of my

great hopes is that we will get ,away from the notion of c2mpart-

mehtalization - school is for learning, youth organizatidEs
e for fun, parents are for nurture. Wb. have'to work togeth4t

and eliminate the jealousies among us. For that wetleed the

right kind of.people. Partially they haye to be found, but
0 .

partially they can also be developed1through training. At the

Center we are starting a twolear project, funded by the Lilly
Endowment, Incoiporated, in which we'hope to train 400 signifi-

cant personnel within eight youth-serving organizations plus

some staff from cortection

I

REACHING.TROUBLED ADOLESCENTS

Q. Do you have arcr. ideas on how organizations and resources

can better reach troubled adolescents?

G.K. First of all, do not segregate them. Why do we call one

"troubled" and another "untroubled?" I have not' yet seen an

adolescent who is not troubled at times. In fact, I have not

seen a person who is not troubled at times, regardless of age,

b.ut in adolescence everything is worse. It's a more touchy

age. Almost every experience is brand new. The ability to Ae
failure in perspective has not yet been developed. For instande,

you have fallen in loVe and the boy leaves you. you haven't
experienced thisloe.fore and you are.ready to comwat suicide. In

contrast, I fee0c46117--betoret I give a speech but I have exper-
ienced over ahdlover t at somOhbw it will woek out. So I am

-anxidliVbut,,,Ttot despe ate.
4 /1
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My answer then is: fixst, don't segregate; second; take theilr
,troubles seriously, but don't look on.the "troub],ed" as
a group, apart; thirdt understahd thekenormous range of normalcy. .

Ingeneral, mucli of what'we consider,emotionally disturbefkis
normal.

* , Q. What are the alternatives to traditional ways of dealing'
with runaways?

.
-

.
.

G.K. Certainly they vary. Sometimes we treat runways as
offenders rather.than as victims, and'then things get worse and
worse and worsee I think definitely thie has to stbp. : There
have been-some very good placesvfor runaways here in thfin
dities - open places where a gill could gb and stay. BUE7-soMe
changes a e.taking plaCe that worry me. The current approach
seems,to b "now that we have been good enough to take you in,
we expect you to tare your soul. Tell us all about yourself."
That's not what I call an alternative. Neighborhood houses
used to offer people refuge, but few such residences exist any
more. Desperately ndeded, I think, is a network of residences all
over the country (not only in the cities) where young people can
stay for a time and where they will find helping people to talk
to if they wish, but only if they wish. These residences might
be dalled youth hostels - not runaway houses or half-way houseS.
We who work with youth often have gold in our hands, not yet
tarnished by the taste 4bf being something bad. Why label
prematurely a persbn in the making? jUst because our young
people take to/the toad we don't have to label them runaways.

PQ

OP

HANGING STRUCTURES THAT OPPitSS YOUTH

Q: What can be done politically,to change.the structures that
oppress youth and,especially female youth?

C.K. I do not think that yOUth is totally "oppressed." Perhaps
the most important structure in need of change is the family
structure where double standards still prevail. Girls in our
study often complained that they were not'allowed to go out in
the evening but their brother was, or the boy was allowed to
hike in summer with a group but the girl watin't. And this
distinction was not made on the basis 'of age; it was strictly
boy/girl. Sexuality is not the only basis for uneven treatment/
but it certainly is the strongest one.
0
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see changing the familk structure not sd much in terms of

making a new structurbut-rather in terms 9f moving await,

fro* the male dominatEd,authoritarign strUctUre.: I also see

the family structure'. as a mirror' of the political structure. .

That means .in the old monarchies tn authoritatian countriiis

the family followed the'paie pattekn. Most people in this

country come from this kind of ibackground where the king WAS

at the helm and below him wetelthe people subservient...to him.

Now it is odd, that change in political strub.ture does not,

necessarily result in change in other structures. It didn't

follow in the family; frequently it didn't follow in the

schools. Butothese are"\structures.that rieed to'be changed.

Another structure that definitely must be Change4 is the

one surrounding, status offeslis. ,Boys and girlb are brought

before the courts because they' are not going to school.

Americans feel very embarrassed because our delinquenci figures

are so high. Naturally, they are when we count every kid that

plays truant as a delinquent. I don't know of any other country

which does that. If the status offender, (the ,offender who has

committed an act that would not be a crimft for an adult) were to

be taken off the courts, most 'girls wouldn't even be offenders. ,

Most of the time they are in that category because of *sexual

misconduct"' which is not considered misconduct among the boys,

even today. This will be changed and the change will come .

through the legal profession. Who will then take care of these

girls? Who will work with them? I say it is the responsibility

of people in the neighborhoods and of the youth organizations

in the community.

Other structures - vocational education, for instance - heed to

be changed, too. But enough for flaw.
'4*

a

REACHING YOUNG _PEOPLE

Q. How ban we change our approach to young people so that we

can reach them?

G.K. They are not Po hard to reach. Thoy want to be reached.

They want to be listened to; they don't want to be talked down

to; and they don't want V be constantly told that they must.be

exactly what someone els .ip. I'll finish up 'with two illumina-

ting poems. The first is one by a 16-year-old girl, written

after she WAS found in the "gutter," labeled "mentally illr".and

placed in a mental hospital.
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Jou aren't ormal you knOW, the fat -nurse sad accusiftei meo 14

No, I dOn''t knoW, T said heavfly under.my breath.
-She heard me though, 'as her neck-stretched out.straining'to

. hear:moro.i
What46.y6ur goal in liie?
.To cia'strate all 'the guys in 'town and marrY the- women,.
Not really, just. .playPnglz littlq game.'
.She .chdnged the-subjecthWcause of her uncomforfle position.
And fixed helo'gazellteadily upon my poetry book-

!.
'What's your favorite pdAT -

I hear AMerica
Isn't it, I hear America sitnging?
Not the way thingt are goiing nowadays, said I, in a flat tone.
The-psychos got up for lunch, and she stood there directi,ng

the line.
I think she felt Wer with them. '110

How, little we know about what goes oh beneath the hostility'.
we encounter. How fast she catches our fear ... From another
16-year-old:

%vk

I used tobe.the cocoon all wrappedup
in What lrthought then was safety
insulating myself from all the hurts and joys of life.
Afraid of so much of love, strangers, of being rejected
Of trying new things, of be'ing wrong, of beinO laughe'd a
Or of just being.
Snuggled in my security blanket, I miss soomuch.
Now I am the worm, justlioreaking.through the cocoon
Crawling slowly, inching my way towards the light.
Crawling a,little, a little, each day, I hope.
Trying not to slip back a foot'foy every inch I gain.
Some day I will be that butterfly, free and.glorious,
not afraid of evtrything I do,

f

The Messdge 1 get: _Don't make young people Teel they.
have to be afraid; let them-be creative; -try not to crush
the butterfly; let them think, live,,be concerned and
develop.

3 11
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Their Needs, New-Yorkf National Boaid, YWCA, 197i4.
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out under the leadership of teen women.
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'BLACK:YOUTH AND PUCHOSOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

CONCEPTUAI FRAMEWORK

4

While there exists a massive literatu're on the charactellstics
and* problems of black'AMericans, Tew studies exist which take as
the main focus of attentioh the black adolescent or youth and,
the problem of pvchosocial development. Moreover, while diere
has been considerOle genuine interest and concern for the psycho-
social developmental problems of. black youth, there has beek-Iittle-' 4
actual systematic or theoretically guided reseaTch in .this area
(Pettigrew, 1964; Proshansky and Newton, 1968). Indeed, a perusal
of that small corpus of research which does exist suggests that
many of the mdre fundamental and significant questions have not,
even been broached, much less subjected to empirical investiga-
tion.. For example,,the way in which black youth "construct' or
cultiVate their Aldentities through the use of others as models
has been virtually ignored, despite evidence from psychological,
.clinical and sociological studies on the Significance of 'role

models as ources of psychosocial development (Bandltra and Walters,
1963).

The dear of research.on psychosocial development among black
youth, n contrast to the Wealth of atta on early self-identity
development .among black children, is all the more)surprising when
seen against tile background of recent social change (both within'
anA without the black comunity), the substantial- growth and
visibility of, a black professional leadership class sufficiently
available as models of achievement, and the dramatic growth in
'the number of black youth currently enrolled'in traditionally
white and black colleps and universities. In view of these re-
cent developments, together with new and expanded opportunities
in eMployment and the apparent new level of self-awareness among
black youth, it is reasonable teassume that these events have
created new and unfamiliar developmental problems for not a few
black youth.

The development of a relevant theoretical or conceptual frame-.
work is e4ssent1a1 for a more thorough unorrstanding and analysis
of psychOsocial identity development among black youth. The pur-
pose here is to emphasize, through.theoretical formulation arid
case study analysis, the utifity.of the role model approach as a
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conceptual framework for investigating the development of psycho-
social identity amOng black youth. Mor(specifically, this paPer
focuses.upon the ways in which role models are selected and rend-
ered useful by these youth in thetr variouts attempte to cultivate
features of their pftrsonal.and,social'identities. Such a focus.
allows tobservation715f how the youth shapestie own identity
'through his own actions, rather tha bwing acted upon by his sobial
environment. iKhile such an approaXh is subject to certain limita-

,

tions it is clearly a useful strategy to explore the theoretical
possibilities opened up by considering the function

.

of role models
in black psychosocial development.

1
A

THEORITICAL .;IND CONCEPTUkL ORIENTATION.

Psychosocial development, of whiph identity formation is of proto-
typical significancel_has been.the subject of considerable dis-
cussion and investigation by behavioral scientists in recent years.
Nowhere has this subject received fuller treatment than in the
numerolis works of Erikson (1950, 1964, 1968). While his perspec-
tive is' aictated by psychoanalytic theory, he has systematically
reorganized that theory to take greater acpount of the"socio-,
cultural environment. For Erikson, the quantepsential task of
yoirth is'the establishmeht of a sense of one's own iden*ity as a
unique persons identity represents an evolving cOnfigui-ation grad-
ually established through successive synthesis and resynthesis of
psychosocial components, involving the articulation of personal
capacities, vaPues, identifications, and fantasies 4,ith plans,
ideals, expectations, and opportunities. Thus in Erikson's view,
ielative identity formation is not fully pos,O.ble before late
aUolevence, when the boqy, "now fully grown, grows together
into & individual appearance," when the fully developed co itive7,
structure enables the youth to envisage a career.within an h'stor-
ical perspective, and when the emergence of the capacity for and .

interest in sudtained heteEosexual-intimacy has been reached. ,

Most behavioral scientists are agreed that the youth stake ,of
the life cycle is increasingly more problematic owing to social,

?psychological, and physical changes,(Conger, 1973,,Hauser, 1971).
Youth find themselves in the position of having lost their former
childhood statue/and yet not having acquired the full status of
the adult. They are, as Hoffer (1965) suggests, in a traditional
.period between sitatuses and arfiliations characterized by root-
lessness and a high rate of aange. The experience of status

, discontinuity confronts the youth with few clearly define(d ex-
pectations or norms to guide his behavior.' At the social level,
youth are expected ,to become more seriously committed tb the
acquisition of values, skills, and patterns of behavior appropriate
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to the adult world of experience, to enlvge the range potential
.
reXerence groups and significant others, and to become m h more
sophistiqated in relating to others. These relationships ih turn
bring new expectations, demands4 and opportunitieS to whiOh. the
,Y01.1ttl is expected,to respond. As a psychological phenomenon, the
youth perhaps fox the first time attempts consciously and de-
liberately to conceptualize himself,. to reconcile the external
and internal world of experience, i.e., to.00me to terms with hiM-
self and 'his society (Douvan and Adelson, 1966; Erikson, 1968).
The growth in cognitive capacity and the development of intellectual
skills permit new ways of learning an&incorporating behavior
while simultaneausly serving as liberating and motivating forces
impelling the youth toidard more active participation in his own
socialization: These unprecedented changes create perturbations
if not severe stress. The'normative identity cpsis so-often ,

referred to in connection with.this 'period is a result of these
multiple trAnsformations and socialJpressures.

There is little to indicate that black youth escape the tensions
and turbulence of this period, as numerous autobiographical accounts
and essays would seem to suggest (Malcolm X, 1965; Ellison, 1963;
Brown, 1965; Cleaver, 1968). Moreover, problems precipitated by
minority statuscultural conflict, and caste Victimilation may
result in .complications of a somewhat different order and may
be seen to take different forms and find quite different solutions
amongtthese youth (Rainwater, 1966; Clark, 1965; Brody, 1964):6

a.

' The isales of crucial significance foryoUth are questions of choice
and commitment (Marcia, 1966; Erpcson, 1968). The need to develop
a'sense of identity from among all past, current, and Otential
relations compels the youth to make a series of increasingly more
circumscribed selections of personal, occupational, and ideologi-
cal commitments. His choice and commitment to the performance,pf
certain social roles aids in the establishment of his social
identitz, while his,commitment to certain personally relevant
values and beliefs permits membership in a darger community through'
which extensions of his identitY are fostered and solidified. The
variety of social roles and values as available options open to
the youth are not, however, unlimit61. With each choice the .

breadth and variety of alternatives narrow. Such variables as ,

race, religion, level of education, and community have the effect
of reducing the range.of possibilities.- Furthermore, there is
some reason to believe that the specific ways in which the youth
attempts to resolve these issues is determined in part by his
position or the'position of 'his parents in the hierarchy of social
classes (Schonfeld, 1971; Musgrove, 1964). That is, the status
differentials among youth are highly related to the ways in which
they orient themselves to the society at large and have a decided
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influence'on the content, duration, and stressfulness of the

period. Hence, youth of varioue classes may 'be expected to
Th
,

their modes of response to problems encountered during
this perioVin their development and to move'at differing paces
toward relative identity formation.

Vlith the prospect of choice and decision, the youth'is likely to
be shopping around for behavioral models and clarifying defini-
tions that offer the ppssibility pf 1elativo permancence and
stability in peisonal organization. Parents may only ambivalently
serVe as acceptable models during this period given the youth's
early dependency pn them. Furthermore, the inability of parents :

to confer extrinsic personal status' is' well recognized by the
Youth, as is the knowledge that a seve of.,,identity and personal
wv.th as an adult requireg a degree of social recognition that
tpanscends the family. Hdw parents are displaced as role models
is revealed in. a'study.by Havighurst and his associates (1946)
in their analysis of essays written by children and youth on the
theme, "The Kind of Person I Want *to Be." In childhood the per-
sons most clearly idealized are parents, while during early
adolescence' parents are partially displaced by varicius glamorous
"personalities" such as movie stars, athletes, or fictional char-
acters. But in late adolescence, the most idealized individuals
tend to be attractive and, visible individuals who exemplify cer-
tain valued competences or skills, and who are generally admired
by adults in the 'community. Yet parents are not altogether re-
jected by-the youth. Their significance and function as models
tend to vary depending upon socioeconomic status and the nature
of early parent-child re tionshiPs.

Perhaps at no other time is the tendency to rely on models more .

open to observation than during the adolescent period of develop-
ment. The literature abounds in examples of youth seeking des-
perately for someone to have faith in, to look up to, someone to
serve as a reliable and trustworthy model for experimentation .

and guidance into their new identities (Godthals and Klos, 1970).

"To such a person," Erikson (1956) writes, .!'the late adolescent
wants to. be an apprentice or disciple, a follower . . a patient."
'The phrase "in search of identity" quite appropriately describes
the youth's experimentation with different models and value systems
to find the opes of best fit. Sipce identity is somethingto be
cultivatid and not merely a function of social inheritance, there
is the n6cessity of experfmenting and choosing, and the possibility
of makiAg incorrect and inappropriate choices. Nonetheiess, how
the youth relates h.imself and is related to his society is te-
vealed through these crucial choices.
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To the es*tent that identity,fortation involves the ',activity of*
relating'oneself to persons, values and institutions in one's,
society, it invatlably involves the process ofjdentification.
As the massive literature* and i'esearch reveal's; 4,e' process 0f
identification ib one.of the principal media throTigh which be-
havior, values, skills, and other identity elements are learned.--

the essential means by which identity grows in ever more mature
interplay with the'identities of the individual's models. Ahe
cultivation of identity through the process of idoIntifiCation
inevitably gives to the individual's identity featurea which .

are common to the identities.of others. Thus the youth identi-
fies with others and those others become extensions of his identity,
i.e., features or symbols of its contept.

The selection and identification with role models may be deter-
mined by several factors. As Bandura and Alters (1963) have shown,

models must be perceived as having high, utility Value for the
realization of personal aspirations and goals. In addition, *such
variables as age, sex*, social.class; and racial and ethnic status,

are all important determinants in role model selection.. Equally

important are the, potential identifier's own dharacteristics that
affect his preferences and determine the types of models who are
selected for observation and emulation (Bandura and Walters, 1970).
Most youth may be assumed to have some plane regarding their per-
zonal futures, the outlines of which areotly roughly sketched in.
Hence, the youth's anticipations and aspirations may be said to

serve AS the reference ground for present conduct and stylizations

of hi$ identity (Hauser, 1971). In his chofce of Models he is
likely to choose attributes or qualities that fit him, become him,
those things that go with his other qualities. Again,'much de-
pends on how the yoUth sees himself and his future, for appropriate-
ness and fit are only meaningful in terms of the ideal identity
for which the qualities of the model are chosen.

In considering the role of models as they function1 i4 the ser/ice

of relative identity fowation, Attention'should be focused off
relevant psychosocial tasks to be resolved at this stage in the

life cycle. Among the tasks encountered during this period are'
those of instrumental and interpersonal competence, i.e., the
development of role skills and styles of performance related to
particular social roles. For male youth, choosing and preparing
for a vocational role' takes precedence in awareness, since occu-
pation plays a crucial defining role in his identity (Blau, 1963).
The dominant theme in his choice Of models fs therefore likely to

be work relevant. An equally important task hap to do with the
establishment of a set of personal values and, more generally,

the dommitment to an ideologj.cal system. Lane (1969) and Smith

et al. (1956), among others; have demonstrated the important func-

tion of ideological commitments in the search for a personal sense
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of identitt. The values-to which the youth commits himself are
not simply carbon copies of-parental values, nor are they thc
result of internalization of disembodied rules, principles, or
other abstractions; rather,they are the outcome of discovery ,

through experience of these ideals and principles appropriate to

his circumstance9;.

From the foregoing., two types of role models can be oonceptually
distinguished. Models may be conceiNed asr (1), vecific persons /
who serve as examples by.means of which specific/skills and, behavior
patterns are acquired,.4and (2) a'set of attributes or ideal quali-
ties which May or may not be linked directly:with any one particu-
lar person as such,. in. which case the model ie symbolic, repre-,
senting a synthesisag diffuse and discrete phenomena. Hen0e, / :

exemp,lariv and symbolic models may be observed to serve different
"fundtions and to be invested.with quite dUferent meanings by ,

the youth engaged in the process of cultivating various featuree
ofhis social and personal identity.

Exemplary-models may be seen as persons who provide the technical
knowledge, skills, or behavioral patterns which can be effectively'
utilized by the youth for developing certain competencies; in
effect, they demonstrate for the youth how something is done
(Kemper, 1968). A variety of exemplary models may be utilized
for cultivating different features of identity and may reflect
more clearly achievement strivings and identity goals. Symbolic
models ma Y. be conceived as representing particular value orienta-
tions, ideal or ideological perspectives. We have in mind the
tendency of cultures to embody abstract values, principles, and
other "collective representations" in mythical, historical, and
living figures (e.g.:, heroes), and the inclination of individuals
to view certain figures as repositories of particular virtues,
ideals, or esteemed attributes. As persons, symbolic models func-
tion as guides in the search for congenial ideology and values
throUgh their "personalization" of values and ideals. Through
personal achievement, courage, or social,activities, they serve
to inspire ahherence to certain ways of behaving and thinking.

The nature and-extent of a given nypdel's influence in the emerg-
ing psychosocial identity of youth may vary, and such a possibility
must be taken into account. As a means of approach, the relation-
ship between a given youth and his models may be conceptualized
in terms of type, content and scope of their relationship. Type
refers to the quality or tone ofthe relationship and may be de-
fined as positive, negative or neutral. The quality of.the re-
lationship between the subject and the model can be established
largely through an analysis of the content,of the relationship.
By content we refer to the nature of the model's influence as

39.)
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It is in the youth's striving to sYstematize and order the various
and sundry influences on his life that his sipificant models can
be observed to emerge. In fact, the clarity of self,cOncept can
be, seen to have been aided by the-establishment of significant

['identifications; we found that such models could bOisolated for
most of these,youth and that they were closely related to the
quality of integration of their psychosocial organization.

Who 1 the figures that eme in the imagery of these youth as
they move toward engagement ridentity-related kssues and the
task of evolving an identity ideal?. When the data are analyzed
for those models having a signifIcant impact on the psyChosocial
identity of these youth, patterns of identification are centered
primarily, though not exclusively, in the family. Parental models
are observed to play powerfully active roles in the ,evolving sense
of identity of these yoUth. To be sure, other models are also.
observed to have a si ficant impact on shaping theirwidentities
and tend to reflect ertain styles of psyChosocial development.

I

Most behavioral sdientists seem to agree that the influence of
one parent or the.other tends to exceed the influence of any other
one or two persons in our lives. Some'students attribute the
more formative and influential role to the mother whose early
relationship with the child is assumed to be of crucial importance
in subsequent development. In this connection, the rol.e of the
black mother has been given particular attentiot owing to her
alleged dominant position in the family and the assumed conse-
quencee this seems to have for the child. A variety of empirical
evidence would appear to support the view of the mother's influ-
ential'role in the child's early development (Emmerich, 1956;
Mussen, 1969; Winch, 1962). However, a somewhat different ,pattern
of influence may emerge during later stages of development. Fort
the.male youth, the Wher may continue to function as an object
of moral and emotional support, while others, including the father,
serve as models through whom he seeks to dultivaie his social
and personal identity. Indeed,'this is precisely the pattern
whichVmerges from the accounts of our subjects. The model who
figuree most priminently in their'accounts of their more recent
devdlopment is clearly, the father or father surrogate.

From their various accounts it becomes clear that a considerable
transfotmatkon has 'occurred over the years in thedr relationship
wifh the father, growing stronger or weaker as the case may be,
as each -youth has gained in the capacity and knowledge to make
critical judgments of the father's personal qualiges,'competences,
and limitations. Changes at both the cpnceptual and perceptual
levels have apparently resulted in ohanges in valuing and behaving
toward the father as model, and,MOre often than not these changes
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,this is defined or described by the subject. Such influence
'may be described as having occurred on the level of overt behavior
or conscious orientations, with respect to xalues, aspirati6nsi-
beliefs, or goals. In addition, the influence of the model may
be seen as general or specific, in which case we refer *to the

scope of the modellb influence, that is, whether the youth is in-
clined toward appropriating specific behaviors or orientations
of the modell or whether his desire is generally tO "be like" the
Model in most respects. In those terms, the scope of the model's
influence woul4 indicate whether he functions in the capaCity of
exemplary or sYmbolic modelo

This ap roach to psychosocial develovffient attempts to remedy tahat
Matza ( 964),has termed the "hard determinism" perspective, which
suffuses sociological and social psychological research at some
levels with an emphasis on personal choice, commitmen:t41,gn1 uitique-

ness as ebsential ingredients in identity formation. 'Hence, it
seeks to focus attention on the interactional and constructive 4-

processes of psychosocial demelopment in which the individual is '1

an active participant. Its yalue lies iA the potential for pro-
viding useful data on the content and character of black youths'-'

evolving sense of identity as reflected in their choice 'of modelb.
Its utility has already become apparent in a recent investigation
carried out by the author (Taylor, 1973). Some of the more salient
findings from that'study are summarized below.

0

BLACK YOUTH AND ROLE MODELS IDENTIFICATION

Thirty black male youth made up the total sample'for ;the investi-
gation. They ranged in age from 18 to 21 and represented a wide
range of socioeconomic backgrounds and geographical locations.
The sample is therefore a highly«specific one. To begin with, ,

it consists only of male college youth. While this fact places
an importadt limitation on the kinds of conclusions that can be
drawn, the alm wag'to examine the lives of a certain segment of
the yout4 pOpulation to discover the function of role models in
their emerging psychosocial economies. The techniques of investi--
gation consisted of the autobiography and the intsnsive interview.
A number of topics empirically shown,to be relevant to psychosocial
deVelopment were explored, includipg the youth's early and more
recent experiences in the family and community4 his conceptions
of the future as reflected.in aspirations And plans, and his value
orientations and self-definiltions (Douvan and Adelson, 1968; Elder,
1968; Hauser, 1971)... Data.from these,areas provided the basis
upon which to establish the general sociohistorical context within
which psychosocial development occurred, and it was within this

Eve e),camined.
context that role pod.el their function in

psychosocial ide ity'w
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have revealed new And different aspects of his personal qualities.

previoUsly overlooked Or ignored. This may-be seen to ;have im-

.portant consequericer for the father's role as model for his son.

At,least several factors or conditions could be identified as

having influenced the extent:to which the father.became a salient
(,model for the youth. In generalhe father's influence as a

odel stems from his ability to `pnvide what may be called crucial

esources, i.e., pertinent, behavior patterpsi.generai value-
rientations, and the like, which the youth has found, through
,erience, to be particularly effective in coping with certain

evelopmental problems. Hence, the father's oie as significant
odel was often contingent upon and express d in.terms of what

e did or failed to do for the yOuth at va ious crucial eriods

An life. What emerges, then, is a genera principle of / ecipro-

, i.e., an exchange of resources foV identification! b tween

father nd,son:(compare Scanzoni,.1971).

r most youths the father functions generally as exemplary rattlis

. than as symbolicmodel. That is,,few,ghooswhimsas their ideqi
ideal. Rather, i pattern emerges whereby the father, during .
'various stages ip the early life of the youth, functions as a
powprful syffibolic model, but growth and maturity lead to an apparent

jection of him at later stages, though he continues to servethe
useful function of exemplary model. However, where appropriate'
Opportunities for making critical judgments of the father's per-
sonal attributes or competences were not possible, or where such

opportunities were.severely limited,.a transformation in this role
frequently did not occur. This tendency was often observed in
cases where the father was absent from the home through separation,
slivorce, or death, and where his place in the psychological economy
of the youth became,that of an unchanging figure whose pe bonal
characteristics and expectations were imagined to always e.the
same. Under these circumstances, the yotith desired to b come

like this idealized image of the father (often encourag d by the
'Diother and other relati(res) and sought to cultivate hi putative

6haracteristics:

Just as the father may come to serve as a powerful o ject of posi-
tive identification, both admired and emulated by th youth,'he
was also observed to function in the capacity of "n gative model,"
an evil prototype of identity features the youth s ould seek to
avoid and of a potential future he should seek to revent. This

seeming rejection of the father. as a relevant or seful model does
not necessarily see the end of his influence ho ever. Indeed,

he may "live on" in th shadows of the youth s onscioutiness',)

assuming the role of r'vat, and thus come to oc upy a prominent

place in the evolving dentity. Implicit here of course, Is the
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notion that the perception andsvrejection of the father as approp-
riate model extends beyond simple 4onacceptance of his modes of
behavior,,attitudes, or values, frequently encompassing the forman.
tion of counteD-behavior-and' values. Hence, the father's role as
negative model may often turn.out to_ be just as influential in
diaping the behavior, valuesl ,and idehtity aspirations of the
youth as .his function in a more positive eense.

In,generali Trom these data it becomes clear that the father'
plays a highly significant role in the evolving identity of these,
youth. It seems that in one way or another, they are compelled
to come to terms with the, paternal figure:'. And since different
motiVes may be seen to have driven the youth at different perods
in life, the extent to.which the father becomes a salient model-
may be governed by-the relevance of certain of his personal attri-
butes or qualities for coping with the central concerns of the
youth during a given period, including the resolution of certain
tasks' related to identitY formation. Thua our analysis auggests.
that the father's function as role mbdel is never'static or'un--*
changing, exbept under conditions.where he.'may be absent from the

or home during crucial peribds in the life Of the youth.

Other models are also observed to play active roles-in the emer--
.gent identity of these youths. While these models arec,seen to
come and go, to wax and warie in importance across, the.span .ofthe
youth's biographical career, they tend to fall,roughly into two
main categories: work relevant nd value relevant modela. Both
are essential in the youth's abi ity to evolve art identity ideal,

,

an interrelated set of images tha,40ave psychological ,significance
for him, Almost- all youth had strong work models, i4e., they had 1-

identified closel with someone in ; vocational area'in which they *
were.interested. Although it is di iCult to know whether the
choice of an occu tidn preceded ide tification'with a specific
model, or whether the discOvery of th model resulted in a strong
interest in a given field, it is clear that the model often served
to deepen vocational interests' and inePi e commitmeht of a signifi-
cant nature. .1ndeed, the model was often said to havemore clearly
focused the interetts and energies of the outh-1 a"typical response
being: "1 became more serious about my stuo es and Mbre concerned
about really preparing myself for seLcareer."

llalue relevant models.come into focus as the yoU h moves toward
setting priorities among his interests and prefer nces, as he seeks
to give a certain structure and meaning to his lif . Suct attempts
reflect a growing awareness of the diversity of huma values, thZ .

complexity of human experiehce, and the relationship ketween values
and the achievement of social purpose. Such value rel vant models

,were both living and dead,.and were frequently selected n the

A
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basis of their"convictions, courage, and achievements. They pro,

'lidded values and beliefs about .what is, worthwhile inlife apd

inspired hope-. in the future and 'in one's individual chance.

'Perhaps one of the most.seriOus and recurring problems encountered
by many of these youth,in evolving an identity iObal--that

in sdtecting appropriate models, for inclusion in'the evcilvIng
patternthes to dO with the-imperthanence of potentially useful .

models-which, in turn, renders. significant .andlasting identifica-
tions difficult, if not itpossible. In recent years numerous popu-
lar -black figures have appeared, persons with whom these youth ,

,have become familiar and to whom many have become attracted. Yet

the failure oJ many such persons to withstand the press of events
and changing times has often resulted in their failure to hold

the imaginationiof these youth. Indeed, the 'emergence and demise

of once poptlarcmodeIs has at times, been so incessant as to leave
litany youth confuS'ed, frustrated and eventually unwilling-to invest
themselves, the# admiration, and their trust in'any and all models.

Here one may observe a strong skepticism -toward popular and not

so pop'ular models. The attitude may be assumed that all models

are -constantly becoming out of date, beginning ,to decline even as
...they emerge, since things are in a state, of flux. For some youth

a solution is found.in selecting as-models more distant figures,
those less vulnerable to change, e.g., the deceased. Thus it is
not:surprising that suah figures as Martin Luther King, Malcolm
X, Marcus GarveY,. Frederick Douglass, or W.E.B. DuBois, all j=m-

portant black men of the past, are identified as thejlearlymost
perfect models by these youth.

Since one's own fate'may be thought to be linked with that of one's
model in the sense that their failures and humiliations become
one.'down and, there ore, damaging to self-esteem, the selection
'Of deceased figures May often be seen as "safer" investments, as
less susceptible to the vicissitudes of contemporary life than
are living models.. In'any case, one is less likely to be dis-

appointed by such models in .tte future since kheir biographical
careers have been terminated.

re,

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

'Although-there are perhaps many ways of looking at the- process-

,/ of becoming an adult, that is,.of achieving a mature and rel4-
tively stable sense of personal identity, we found it to be a
useful strategy to see the process as one in which the youth
gradually acquires a variety' of commitments as revealed through
his selections and identifications with,certainfrole models who

,14
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influence as well as ,constrain his p Yohosocial development. In
effect, commitments create the conditiOns for Stability in ,per-
sonal organization and thus permit the\relative formation of
identity. The'extent to which a given youth was able to estab-
lish significant role model identifications was' found to be Intl-
mately related to the character and qual47 of integration of
his psychosocial organization. The notion of commitment allows'
us to focus upon the age at which it becomes possible to make ser-
ious choices of some lasting consequence. For eXamPlet asedis
less likely that children are capable of making' 1aSting comtit-
ments which more or less bind them to a future course of develop-
ment than are yotth about to enter upon a new,and diffdrent'status
youth who arenot only encouxaged to make seriOus commitments but i.

who have at their disposal a rich variety(af sO'cial and psychologi-
cal supports as well as a fund of experience upon which.to rely.

How the youth comes eventually to commit himself to achieving,a
certain identity requires a fuller analysis than we have given'
here. Investigations have only recently begun in this'area of
which the work of Hauser (1971) is a notable example. In iis 4

investigation of identity formatiOn among black and w te ower-
class youth, he finds an identityforeclosure pattern to be tost
prevalent mmong black youth. He attributes this ident ty variant
to "model deprivation," frequent failure, and to their erception
of limited opportunities. Hence,:their view f the fut e, together
with absent role models, had a decided effect on their a ility to
make future commitments, i.e., to stake themselves on achieving
certain identities with a fairly confident expectation that such
identi ies would be realized in the future. But what of oter
youth? What antecedent conditions give rise to their perma ence
of cholce and commitment? Does environtental stability, includ-
ing such things as changes,in family structure, frequent changes
in social conditions, and the impermanence of popular and poten-
tially usdful models,, affect the permanence With which they are
able or willing.to make more orless lasting,commitments? While
these data suggest that environmental stability is indeed an im-X
portant aspect influencing personal commitments, only a more
rigorous investigation can produce evidence that would either'
confirm or deny the validity of this observation.

TIlere would appear to be"heuri6tic value in conceptualizing
pdYchosocial identity as a constructive process, a process mediated
by the youth's conception of the future which he may render tract-
able by choiCes made in the present. Stated differently, the
youth's anticipation of a certain future is the reference point
for present conduct and stylizations of identity. His role model
identOlications would expose the changing meaning of the future.
Youth lacking a clear conception of the.future, having failed to

A
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develop .atentativelife 114401(1re .observed to'have.less instru-

mettalinid realistic notions of steps:toward..their gOals, in.

t4eseleotion.of apptppriate_models-whO might helP to

lvint 4.0aq their .realization, FUtUre lavesti&tions might fodus

more 'fully 'on1he:Sequendeof models as indidatiohs-o; the yoUth's;

adhanging.perspectives, value04.and'identity goala. rh additionl s

stability and chshge'in, rOle.model identgicatiOns mayoffer iM-

*' portant insights into the hature of the '6',uth's conception of

-future possibilkties,in terms of identity construTtion.:

thorough.developmental ana4sis of personal and social identity

.àong black youth is a major task-that goes:beyond the pPesent

_undertaking. What is required ip coinprefiensive longitudinal

.portrayal of development, includi4 description and explanation

ot the evolving relations between the processes of construction,

interebtion,,and enculturation. We have attempted to develop a

tentative conceptual framework which., it is hoped, will facilitate

analysis.and interpretation in this area, one which will.enable

us to see the function of role models as integral parts of the

developmental awl maturational process.

i
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1, While it fa perhaps truethat YO0Wfsuboultures "fuAction, as
lutes of interil status an6 social Suppoitti, theyrare for mbsti,,

yottth. temporary-solutions., It remaipa for the yolithoto come toz
grips with the adult world Of experience where a mature (or morp
acceptable), permanent identity dhd statubare to be.found,

2. Orrin MARI' *uses the term"symbOlic leaders" td describe su
persons as movie stars2 pOliticians,,and other celebrities, see

symbolic Zatadiars (196?), BandUra and Valters (l9W have used
the *beim symbolic and exemplary models to deScribe Persots presented'
throughlilms tq childten* AA these terms are used here, both
take on a largely different meaning than those assigned by Klapp
or Bandura and Walters. ,

34 Black, females were not included in the sample because it was
ass4ed on the basis of same empirical,evidenee that females are
normally presented with,a somewhat different,set of psyChosocial
problems and thus would have made the task of analysis more diffi-
cult.
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P#OBLEMS dr THE. NEGito APOLESCEN%' 'IN THE' NE

THE NWW LITY: HARSH XS <TRUTH

T was a teen-aget,'a white

boy Seeking to have an experiMental:

dialbgue asked me what tt.Was like

to e a Negro. I answered,'"It's

lik being ateautifulfwomen:"
He qas confounded: I went O'n to

poilnt out that Iike the beautiful,

'wozan 4the Negro could alwaya exOect

sp cial treatment-:-only instead of

beng,iIratiating, die treatment

to k-the form of hostility, Veiled

or unveiled. Like the beautiful

woman, the gegio could alwaYs expect

people to act in74 certain way--but

this predicted attitude Was negative

and disdaining instead of positive

and admiring. Like. the beautiful

woMan, the Negro never *new if he

was'accepted for himeelf or for what

was merely skin-deep. So Negroes,

like beautiful women, have extreme-

confusion evaluating their own worth

or'estimattng their.true impact on

associates or events.

4.

,

But that was 25 years go. -Today

the Negro teen-ager.still knows about

beautiful women in the same way that

I Inciw about them\. In addition,

however, he is faked with a paradox I

did not suffer. _Today he knOws there

is much, much more opportunity and

good-will. Co-temporaneously, there

Aire many problems to be resolved ,

before he can be a functioning, happy,

and effibient contributdr to-the soci,-

ety. He knOWs that,it is,much.more 1

difficult to be bereft of crippling

emotions of feat, anger; hate, and

envy. He divines, somehow, that the

road to effective love and work

relationships ie both mOreardUOUe
to achieve and more probable of .

completion. This paradO* ip the:,

harsh truth Of anew reality,

merciless and bountiful, .whIch has

appeared tn.the United States in

only .the past decade.

For the adoleticent 25 yeart ago

there seemed little likelihood, for

instance, that.he'could_aipire to

the highest political offices'. It

would have been rash to aim 'for

certain occupations, especially in

selected parts of our country. 'Not

many (or,any) in his acquaintance-

ship would halie considered it possible

that Negroes would be solicited and

impldred to im gUests at exclusive

social fUnctions conducted by the

majority. .A quarter of a century

ago Negro youth could believe and, ,

in fact, would have tO believe that

all.men were not equal before the law.

Furthermore, the law, that coherent

interpretation-and enlightened-
revision of cuátom, seemed made for

the majority and only for the majority.

All this is changing. It seems

almost as amazing as it is fortunate.

Already it ia,ari alien world that I

reball to my teen-ager when I mention

the black curtains I was obliged to eat

behind when I travelled on a tratn.

Yet my earliest memories.of race

struggle Involving the'issue.of where

ng:Island Negroes could sit at a\../

vie theatre will seem tame to the

O;
ungster who becomes an adolescent

d ing the next decade, for in.his

e rly memories that youth will recall

issues Of calls to Violence and

From Brodyr.E. G. (Ed.), Minority droup Adolescents in the United States.
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denunciations of gradualism. He

Will recall the emotional genre
'as one of anxietTand dissatis-
faction. Today's teen7ager is
correctly dissatified and anxious
even though he has been tad that
a Negro could be President of the
United States during his life-
time; -even though he realized
that a Negro,ceraMic physicist is
as welcomed in a.laboratory in
AlabaMA as heis in California;
even though he knows abOut the
strenuous and genuine effOrts
whites are making to includp
Negroes in all sorts bf social
activities; even though he reads ,

that Negroes aie much more likely
0 to obtain justice from the courts.

Bence the twins anxidty and
,dissatisfaction take residence in
a harsh social reality,which is
.ai the same time merciless and'
bountiful. These are the basic
ingredients which are grafted
into the usual probleMs of
American adoletscent conflicts which
the Negro teen-ager must resolve.
The resolution is dompounded by the
catalyst of extreme confusion of
self-image that the Negro teen-
ager sflares with the beautiful
woman. Most of this chapter will
be devoted to a consideration of

. the sPecific ahd'personal problems
that the Negro een-ager will have

overcome during the period of
his resolUtion of adolescent
conflicts. The new reality, though'
harsh, is exciting, and the world
community should reap abUndant
harvest from thesuccessful'
resolution of adolescent conflicts
by American Negroes over the next
couple of decades.

THERMONUCLEAR WEAPONRY.

Unlike any Creatures who have ,Vomer

irihabited, the earthvany youth bdin in:
the last W)-odd'yeare.has.been lad,Under
an exquisite and concerned anel borinoUt-
of incessant stimUli of an a esome knowr,
ledge. This uneaisy knowled e is .t t Men:

now have weaponsicapable of arinihil ting.
civilization in.a matter of:minutes.
Even more gruesome is the'grisly-know
leged that whatever. weapons Meh have\
fashioned in the past they have always\ .

.11

used.

On a pre-conscious and consciout;

level the Negro adolescent must reckon'
wi-eh the faCt that mOst-of the awful
thingd in his world are the result of
the doings of white men. Now the
Ultimate in aw...ul things'can happen

even before he has had an opportunity to
tastp life, because of the decision of
white men. Thus the,youth may feel an
urgency tc% live fully each moment of his

, life and he becomes involved in a host
of activities which promote his defi-
nition of livihggargently, Here the,
mature ideal is the quest to partake
in decisioh-making for events which
affect his life as well as his white
brother's. This is the absolute in
social opportudity.

KNOWLEDGE ExPLOSION'

An exquisite and concerned dissatis-
faction results from the awareness of
the gap between how most whites live
and how most Negroes live. To an
extent which would have been unima-
ginable 25 years ago, Everyman is aware
of this gap which is characterized,by the
wonders of technology, information
dispersal, and coMMunication. The .

maturing Negro,realized that in order
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tO close the gap it will'be.necessary gUarantee'self-tespect. This is the

to pursue the quest for open enroll absolute in economic opportunity.

ment in. all our institutiotta_of

learning. This is the absolute in

educational opportunity

THE WAR ON POVERTY

An adolescent today is living on .

a planet at the brink of a very hot

war. Yet, he is also living in a
situation where, fer a variety of
reasons, studied effort is being
made to reduce strife by means of
a world-wide war on poverty.
Beoause of the ease with which the

battles of this war provide opportu-
nities to help resolve conflicts of
dependency, hostility, sexuality, and

prestige, few teen-agers can escape
serious contemplation about enlisting

in the fight. Furthermore, warriors

are needed'everywhere and are loved

for'whatever modicum of success
they institute or achieve. Best of

all, one can enlist and engage the

. enemy at home or abroad in many

different ways.
\

The historian of the future may

well emphasize that this war had

many far-reaching overtones beyond

feeding the World's increaSing

population. Feeding, after all, is

oa technical problem. Its solution

might even be carried out with a
generosity propelled by a patronizing
condescension necessitated by crass

and selfish considerations.

In this war the true fight has

an immediate and universal appeal.

The desired end result of the war

is to provide literacy and dignity

to each man so that each man can

live with'more self-reapect. The

ideal will be for everyone to
contribute rather than to be contri-

buted to. The maturing young adult

may feel heavy obligations to join

this quest to eliminate poverty and

By definition-'no absolute can be

attained. During the next 10 years _

we,can anticipate all manner of (

troubles in securing social, educa-
tional, and economic opportunity.
For example, we will see more youth it

who define living urgently in terms

of drug addiction and criminal

activity. We will watch the pitiable
and angry bumbling of school dropouts

14110, though increasingly aware of what

they do not have, will be progressively,
less able to achieve. We will increase'

the welfare lists by those *who have

been rendered suspiFlous- and apathetic

about their chances to extricate
themselves from economic nothingness.
These are the ones who will never
gain enough self-respect to be able

to help others and thus reduce'
friction in our society.

Regrettably, as things now stand,

the large mass of Negro adolescents
will be unable to adopt attitudes to
those problems of social, educational,

and economic opportunity. Hence we

c4p expect an aggravation of dissatis-

faction-and anxieties. These-deadly

twins will entertain violence and
terror with increasing frequency and

grandeur unless drastic curatives are

applied with celerity.

, Fortunately, an,increasingly large

number (but by no means a significantly

large number) of Negro adolescents
will meet the:challenges of the new
reality and bene4t'from its magnifi-

cence. Let ue noW trace some of the
specific and personal problems they

will solve. For the youth who does
not solve these problems in the new
reality of the next decade and a half,

we can expect only more wretchedness,
unhappiness, and hoplessness, the,
miserable assistants of dissatisfaction

and anxiety.



NEW PROBLEMS: AWARENESS OF THE GAP
AND AWARHNESS OF'THE OPPORTUNITIES

Unlike the Japanese-American
youth or the American Indian teen-
ager, the Afro-American youne4dult
has no burden occasioned by loyalties
to a dual culture.' The Negro knows
without equivocation or remorse that
his wants in the American society .

are congruent with those of them
large majority. In the past the
acquisition .of even gross and conunon
place benefits of 4merican ociety
vas beyond the grasp of the

!1
m9st

wealthy or the best known Negroes.
The developing psychic structure for
all Negroes, if it was to be in
tune with reality, had to reflect
this overwhelming aspect of life
in the United States. By age 15°

every Negro would have to know
that it would be virtually impos-
sible for him to join certain
unions or to gain admission to
certain restaurants or to be able
to attend certain amusement parks.
This held true even if one had
countless riches or if one was a
celebrity whose face and name
might be recognized over the entire
world.

To a large degree today's.teen-
ager must understand the same things
but it ie becoming less of a problem,
for instance/ tO know if he can get
service ir a hotel or a store. Yet
it remains true that, along with
the c6nfusion of image, the'Ne.gro
must contend with a confusion of
cues as to whether or not he is
welcomed or to what degree he is
welcomed, no matter where,.he goes..

The big difference today, how-
every is that the colored teen-ager
knows that it is increasingly
possible to get the most coveted
benefits of our soCiety. It means
too that he must he aware that to
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'secure such benefite he must pay the '

price. Herein lies another Change in the

'psychic deVelOpment of the youth of
today compared to the youth of 25 .

years ago.
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In previous times the 'Negro had a
defense system vihigh was an'all-

inclusive*Ibrella against.any
onslaught which might serve to humil-
iate, shame, degrade, or.provoke
anxiety or Wrath. This.defense
system. Was expressed as "What else
could'I do--that's all the white aian
let me accomplish." Thus if one was
successful, one could invoke this formula
to make oneself even mOre lovable and
competent.. On the other hand, if one
failed, the same formula was useful and
could be applied both for one's own
benefit and as'a public expression to
either'the white.or Negro communities.

With the rapid burgeoning of
opportunities for.Negroes, this formula
will'no longer suffice. _It may be
that the decay of the usefulness of
this defense system will spell at worst
horror and at best chagrin for the
American people. For when the Negro
teen-ager can no longer "cry race," then,
the twins of dissatisfaction and anxiety;
along with their entourage, may mobilize
to a degree heretofore unknown.

There are many corollaries to this
issue of being aware-of the ap "And

suddenly being permitted to close it.
Much has been written on e problems
it will entail becau4. m st Negroes,_
understaridably, are not technically
prepared to accept job opportunities
or educational advantages, etc. Much
has been said of how defensive whites
become whe'n Negroes are given extra

privileges, particularly if the Negro
is unable to function at a consistently
high level (or even.average level).

Relatively little, however, has.
been said of still other issues which

S-
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relattito the Obliteration 0
of th MajOr'defenSe readtiO
our race.) Pot instance, the

will no-nd it difficult.t
become "great.? In-the past

than athletevand entertaine
role7model for the great Neg
mi4ht be, !ay, an Executive
Secretary of.the'NatiOnal.As
for the Advancement of Color
People ANAACy): This was a

'and realistic. Now, howeve
teen-age dreamer (and all t

do dream) must aspire tq su
'levels as a"captain of ind
or 'an extremely high pOliti

or a famous scientist, etc.

shortl.it will be more diff

be great and easier to feel
into insignificance and pe s

anonymity. A modest succe s
no longer bring the same e o
satisfactions for the Negr

,

one granted quite grudgingli and.only,

s' of' ,
because of preciOUS AdVAntagee to,"the

Negro whites Such as the need.to fill mAl-

power shortages or the need to stabilize

the\ecOliCay, by not losing prestige in

the%eyes oethe The.youth will

have to learn how to'adjust to being

accepted'and not just tolerated.

other
s, the

6

ociatio

lrable
the

en-agers
h lofty
stry"
al rank
/n

cult to
dwarfed
onal
will

Other problems will he p increase

potential dissatisfaction nd anxiety.

With education being made "free,"

many youths will not be a le to

take advantage of.it nor e able

to fall back on the old rella

defense. In order bo go to high

school, for instance, on needs

lespecially if dne is a een-ager)

money for theA.accoutreme ts that his

peers would have. Thus.a free high
-school or community col. ege or on

the job training institute has hidden

Anit definite costs such as for clothes

towel fees, activity cards, etc.

still more elements can be stirred

into the cauldron. With the dissolu-

tion of the umbrella defense the
Negro youth will find it necessary

to learn to evaluate whites ag

individuals. He may also feel it

necessary to be somewhat rebellious

over what he sees as white noblesse

oblige When in actuality he
'diagnoses that much of'the oppor-

tunity being made available is

HoPefullyi. sOme Negroes will even

have learn how to adjust to being
integcate6 and not ju desegregated,

In terms of* own ojeêational defi-
nitionof integrai6n suCh a goal'is

ler. remote. I b ieve-our society

will be integrated when no has
think anytime during a day about 14s

;olor. Every day of my existence.in
the United States I have been reminded,

usually dozens of times/ of my racial

persuasion. A white cannot possibly
comprehend the amount of psychic
energy that is required te be aliegro.

The teen-ager of the next decade and

.a half, I thlnk, will fihd ample
reasons each day to consider his skin

color. He will burn up energy, which

could be put to better use in the society,

merely because he is Negro. His resent-

ment, however,' May be far greater than

mine was when I was his age. .

These new types Of problems are
inevitableA.n the structuring of the

new reality. Although there is potential
for dissatisfaction and anxiety to a
degree not yet known, the chance to
pcompete and to be accepted (if not

integrated) doubtlessly will be achieved

by many'Negro.aaolesdents. Our wqaid

will profit by 'this achievement. 'What

will be required to make the achieve"

Ment, without the comforting solace of

an umbrella defense, will be a capacity

for flexibility. As More opportunkties

are provided (eimul in the face of

increasing white backlash) there will be

many who do override possible dissatis-

faction and anxiety and do attempt to

move away from the helpless and hopeless

state which describeS the ghetto. We
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.,shoui4 now tUrn.t0 the typee f .r
flexibility that Will be required
of more and MOre 40 they,.MoVe OP
to accept and' to exploit Opportunity,.

MOVING UP: A.CHANCR FOR SOW .

Over the la0tdecade a number Of
Negroes have been able to.procure

positionsin areas where Negroes.
were unwelComed-in the'not toe
distant past. The clinical °beer-
Vations,of,these Negroes may provide
a basis fot projecting what many,
young Negroes will fad in-tbe next
decade and a half. PUlictan k
privete sectors of economyno
longer demand Negroes merely on,a
token tesis as'hippened to,Many of
the avant-garde:of the last decade.
Today opportunities exiet if the
person is qualified fop the position.
Even so, like their avant-Oarde big
brothers and sisters, a nOt inconsi-
&arable number of Negroes who move
up into these positions will have to
overcome tranditional barriers and
perbaps live still with an unpleasant
fabt of life in a society which will
still be discriminatory. _The man who
now is up may be "underemployed" and
he will still be most likely to be
eliminated in times of economic duress.
Naturally, the chances for such,an
unhappy.plight are reduced in:the,
direct proportion that the Negro Will
have exploitable and tangible Skills.
This'is synonymous with saying the best
educated Negro vall suffer lese--,
as hat alwaysbeen the caee,, ofcourse.
The point to be made here, however, is
that there will be many more cathnters
than astrophysicists who are movlirig up.
For the many there will be.once more
irtitations concomitant with dissat-
titfaction and anxiety. In this ,-

/instance,,the twins will delight and
sparkle as they operate onthe
Everyman who is-Moving.up yet
facing large tfansitional barriers
and being unemployed. The best
remedy for this plight is to be
cektain that the teen-ager

- 4 infoiped4nd knowledOesbleaboUt -

'the stroggiesAmVolvekin order to.
.0014;thisbenefits 0 leay$111 the'

.-7- ghetto:

. .

,

.1"romnly 'eXperience tlith patients

.yho are.upW404400bile there are
several. brOad.arewtO.be transcended.

.v Onei,mudt.Spprsciate that, since ovtr
90% Of Americin.Children afe educated '
,in segregated schoolsithe:Negto
(expeciaily the one at the.carpenter
instead:of the astrophysicist level)
who mOyea up goes'into.a totally
different. world. In this situation
the'43ncessant,burdenAs on him to' .

.prove himself to the satisfaction di
the majority, The conVerse does net
hold. The drain on tile psYchic. economy
can.be of a quality and quantity that
the person has never experienced in a
lifetime in a segregated school and -

segregated community. Thue the Negro
adolescent who has the' possibility of

.., moving tip.must be.prepared fot a
"culture shock."

n
My patients frequently express

concern about their vetbal,and
reading skills. Many are sensi'
tive also about the exptession of
niceties and graces even to those
whites for.khom they have respect .

.

and trust 'Problems arise concerning.
identificationwith white iashions.or
entertainMent. There is an awkward-
ness related to being marginal in a
group where you are uncertain as
to the basic cues, assumptioas, and
beliefs. My patients seem over-
eager tp return, at the end of a
work day, to the security of a group
which they know and which brings up
no issues of acceptance. Curiously,
for many there are disenchantments in
the closer contact with the white
world. So successfully has the -

Negro been brainwashed concerning
his image and the image of whites
that he is sometimes shocked to find
kampant and flagrant human.frailty
among whites, even though the Negro
may have

i
ended coatidetable time
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ona effort betait4ng,White2 for,
theft asSumption of supeitoritir:
Patients have%taid me°. hiow.unaet
tling it wactO diacibVer how wide?.

spreadloitty Office thieverY or
promiscuity or hostile,interper-
sonal relations were among the whites

with whcim they Worked.

0.

Tniivchagein:tells only part oU

the probleMe.hoWever.. Forthe defi

'cienCies of the whies are obsetved
in\a tietting.where the Negro is

.sttiVing for acceptance. lUiti often

,he feels:he has been thrhst.into
POsitions where he Can fall or

.at least\Mark time. He -feels the
. .

conStantlear of being retaliated
against for'the presuMption of arri-

vingjn the'better life situation:
At-the same'time,he-is aware of pos-.

sible'driticiam from the Negro group
which he interpretsfas an angry envy

at his alleviated condition.

Under these conditions of ever

Present dohbt and fear Of`biracial

criticism it is not shtprising that
the individual focuses on thkOughts

of whether or not he is.different.

The consequencee of being different

on the One hand might loosen the ties

to,what is knownand secMXP. (the
liegro world) and yet might gain only

.tolerance, not acceptance or
"integration, in what is unknown and
insecure (the white world)...

In the past there were two

common psychological maneuvers that

aided solution of this,dilemma for

the upwardly mobile Negro. First.

one Cohld appear to be good, but nOt

too good, to the Negro world.

One avoided being "too hinckty.""

Secondly, one settled for a job,

for' which he was over-qualified and/

br was the best worker in that

position.' This makes him appiear not,

too good to the white world.

Now, hnder the terms of the new

.reality and under the world-wide-

preosure for 404140ual:Aelf"
respact, the4manenverOnialr'die...
sOlie along.with,the *o illaiih44i4m_

of *What. else '00i114'
all -the Alhite.stan ailowed me." Thus

the adolescent of the future will be
,

resoivinitt h& confliots.0104 lines that
demand that fie get.the best available

lob and that'he.ftnotion well imit.
Further, he will.have considerablk less
conceTn About peer relations sNce there

will be more vicarious positive feelifig

about an'individual's achierinent by

the black community, That is, as the

Negro self,-image modifies, each person

Will recognize that adhiev ent by ,

Joan 'A helps manIi get to a. lace where

he might be able to achieve....

Blitck Consoiousnesi suiawnes the

hotly ambiguous term ."Bl54 Power."
Psycho;-Sociai factors such as I have

outlined will force more-Negroes to

these thoughts. In fact,the modifi-

,

ca4on of the self-image van depend on
some sort of positive interpretations

of being a Member, of the black race.

Hence Negroes will have to give ovel

more thought and effort, in the next

decade and a half, to the question
of what can we do for ourselves?
What can we do to be proud? How can

we dilute all these.things that promote

dissatisfaction and anxiety? How can

we cO-operate amongst ourselves in order

0 be permitted to be better contribu-

tors to the society (so that more 441

benefits,will return)? much of the

stimulationoto ane*er these quesaons
.will come from the segments of the.
Negro.society which-have had the most

frequent and the most pleasant contacts
with the white community, namely the

black intellectuals and the "haves"

(successful businessman, professiOnals,

athletes, entertaine0).

During adolescent conflict resolu-
tion, therefore, the youth will have to

develop some philosophy in regard to

Black ConsOiousness. My belief is

that this philosophy will be strongly

pro-Bla9k Consciousness in those who



best Succeed Ilthe gOciety. This
is not tO sa Outre has tO:b4 a
balancihg'of

It'is the recognition that by two
decades from now,our gMeat'inner
city ghettos prObably.will not
%aye been razed. We
Ed a.long way.from the operational
defihiaon of integration..

.

great.advantage of BlacIf Coh-,

sciouanesa Will be that,it will
help to rectify somç p th(kneg-
ative imagery.given to fygroes
in the years since Jlavery. It
will.aid in the .nrjiJè up.since,it

will provide a confidence impos4
.

sible where a self-image is, largely
negative..

.

koweirprok in Ali matters' including

thOda which. are not*Vticiall:the
American establishMent, perhaps
ipecauife of its pioneer backgroUnd 4hd
its philosoRhy of democraCy, alwpys

..has rewarded gelf-help. irtirthermore,

; 'the'Anerican people in Personal or
, even international relatiohe time after

time give overt approval to arid tive
'wide tolerance for'the,action whith
overwhelms the opponent.' The Ameri-
can.psychOlogy is nOt pacifid. Or pasSiVe
Nor does the American reward or
-cherish th pacific and passive.

Some economic and soCial.factors
will help 'to'promote Black Conscious....

,ness feelings in Negro. youth who are .

moving up. The econO'mic factors
rkate to the growing-dissatisfaction
about.and.awareness of the.oppre4sive
job market'. The gocial factors
have to do with what the youth will
see to be the reward system'by
which White America functions,

As the young adolesbent vidws the .

social climLte'of his time and
contemplates the stark.unfairness of
his economic plight (for instance,
having more trouble getting"a mort7c
gage or having to pay more for credA)
dissatisfaction and anxiety will
continue to gnaw at his very soul.-
It may be at this point that the
youngster begins to appreciate a
tcouple of factors in the social
'psychology of the white American.

White America is conditioned
to applatid and reward 1) those who
help themselves'and 2) those who
are assertive enough to force their
demands. ,The youngster will hot
have to be given academic instruc-
tion to realize.that desegregation has
only taken plebe where there hhs
been applied and constant pressure,.
usually from the blaCk,coMmunity.

Now, th cauldron includes dissat- '.

isfactioAsand anxiety from a.host of
factors, s ch as the catalydt of Black

t

Conscious ess and the aw reness of the
whites' r gard'Ior asser .IVd self-hkip
coupled with a reluctance py the
majority to share. Even though many
will be moving up bechuse skills hre
needed'and the racial climate is in

.. ,

many places much improved, the
Inescapable conclusion for most .

adolescents over the next couple ,

of decades probably will be that
'only violence and sacrifice will '

budge certain resistive elements in

.
the white community..,These elements
will be disperseddgenerally but will
include the less skilled,as well as
ethnic groups which hhve more rjcently
arrived-in the United Stes.

l

Movingrup then becomes paradoxically
easier and'harder than in previous times.
Opportunities will be more abundant.
More will 6 able to move up. Yet greater
sacrifices and mire problems-6Wboth
subtle and'gross confrontatton with whitOmhy.
will face thoseewho move. In addition
to these'pressures' which will produce a
culture shock,.the youth must be pre-
pared to be flexible, adaptive, and
opportunistic. Because of automation any
youth, white or blAck,, who starts work
today faces the need to be're-:cycled
eight times on his job during his life-
time. If the black youth is to wive
up he will have, probably, even more re-L
cycles and readjustments during his
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lifetime. He 'should be rePared for

such.eventuality.

. In deci4ing ugon his evr

still Other.factorp wirl nier intO

the thinking of Negro adolescents '-

in the next 15. years. He will'look

about him to see where Negroes seem
to have job opportunities. . Some

of what he sees might be surprising.

over the next decade and a half,

if current trends continue, the
-Negro will occupy an increasingly

larger percentage of positions in the

armed forces, in hospitals, and in

focal and national government.
Already, "foi intitance, Negroes.re-
enlist at.twice the rate of whites.

Like.hapital and government jobs,
life in the armed forces offers, the

5,

Negro 61e dignity and self-respect

of vocation and usually represe'nta

both a move'upwavd and security.

For the whitequall jobs often mean

medidicrit.Y, andqio upwaM'smobility-

As the economy allOws more whites

to mOve up, Ne4roesidill be

able to fill more of such positions

In addition as time goeli on the

Negro can e:xpedt that the build up

of the suburbs and the re-building

Of the inner city might promote

lob opportunities in such areas as

constrdction, finance; insurance,
real estate, and service positions.

Service.pOSitions will not mean

merely domes;.io.service (Which in

our afflgent, technological society

! tii1 will requAre workers) bdt will

include'food%distribution,.working"
in stbret4 mark64546, advertising,

and'computer kogramming as well

as. the-ptandard .professional oppor-
tunitidt. 'Por the feW-i'yet.amazingly

maqas we think of it in today's

terMs,'there" will be top management

'jobs and Membership oh important

nboards of directors.

To move ,up, to these positions.will

mean that not only has the society J.
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made the position available to the

Negro but that the Negro youth will.be

suitably trained tp accept the. pbaiiion.

This means, in geniaral4.that the 'Negro

Vi11,1haire to rOiCeive ad greater quantity

and better quality of education.

He will hive to be permitted access
to,oraft apprenticeships and he will

have"to take advantage of job training

programs. If for whatever reason
conditions.do not permit these'types

of preparation the adolesoent will be

made'even more dissatisfied about the .

inequity, anxious about his livelihood,

and angry at the status quo.

Nearly all studies indicate that, .

compared to white peers and white

parents, the Negro youth and his' par-,

ents are much more concerned tp get .

as much preparation as their situation

will permit. This cultural emphasis

on the value of preparation doubtlessly

will continue and thus will be an

important factor in molding. adloescent

behavior. The problem of course is

that so ofter\one cannot take eadvantage'
of an opportuhity because of the

duress of poverty. Such persons will

be the potentially explosive ghetto

residents of the future.

,Por those Negroes4eho do move up,

however, one of their major functions

will be to re-educate the whites with

Whom theY come into contact. Such

interracial dialogues, going on at ,

ever increasing intensity and.frequency,

all len to amelfbratiOn of racial
conflict. "As more people get to under-

stand more of each other and rub off

each otherq angularities and,gaih

access to the other's life compart-

ments, then there L11 be less fridtion

on the basis'of color. A well-known

sociologibal pfinciple stated that, in

general, the more people dee of each

othek, the more they like each other.
Thus moving Ilk by the Negro will'help

the Ameridan society so that it will

become progressively easier for suc-

ceeding teen-agers to be welcdMed into

,Axue interracial living if they can
"

'
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staole0 to OpportUaty.',
he' teen-wier !alio resolves

0001440 frOA years.l'to
0 will face more

probleMe than tlie person who bOgins

his adolesoentlresantiOn 4n, Year 4,

10 of this decade.

The teen-ager of the n xt 6eoade,
therefore., may:have fewer of the
experiences which now plague the
upwardly mobile Negro. My patients
.reiterate,that in'persOnnel offices
they are told such t!hings as;

.

o
this is

A
not exaictlyl'our background...

your IQ is too high for this jOb.,.
youLre too well trained to be happy
here." When a person is hungry,and
told this it is more than .aggrayating.
Such:passive discouragement will
lessen but the youthAy still fee
latent discouragement by employers
solely on the basis of hisicolor.
tor instance, even if working ahd
being paid at a level appropriate
to hie; training, he mayfind,clueb.
that lead him to'wonder'if managapent
gives him excessive supervision or,
if his bosses are not overly unhappy
that heyorks around white females;

This brings us,to the fact tt
.the upwardly mobile, while having"
interracial dialogues, will have
to disabuse whites of some of their
myths Apput Negroes. In addition the
white will have.to learn what it
means to be a Negro. He will consider
the latter issue first.

!;7:.;
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AUTOlitoGitAIM or A goANSIZI r164Mall,

lvar before have I. seriously
.attempted to disSecit my feelings,
and attitudes.about myself ass.

, Japanese-American. Aboited
attOMpts were'made but never brought
to fOal fruition., r susgeot because
.certilin truths about oneself, are
unbearably painful, I preferred to

postpone my confrontatiOnyith reality
until'I was able to cope with the
conSequences of such a confrontation.

.1 am Japanese and there is no

Aenying.this. On the other hand,

I am also American, notfa White
American, but a diluted, yellow-
White one. '1 soy yellowWhite
American because no matter.how hard'

I try to reject the values of the

dominant White society, these verx
values remairk ingrained in me. So

much so that I am unconscious of
their presence. This truth I have had

to face'in spite of my newly-found
pride in.ethnic origin. -To accept
myself as-a totaI person, I.also have

to accept the dual eXistelice of Asian

and Ameriban valuea in lily life.

For the modern Asian raised in. the

Asian-American style, the struggle
for a clear-cut-identity is a very
real dilemma/ in spite of the simi-.

larities between the twd culture's

Value-systems. My parents urged me,

unconsciously I am certain: to per-
petuate the stereotype of the quiet,

polite, unassuming Asian. But survi-

val in American society requires one
tdspeak up vociferously to defend
one's rights and gain recognition.

Slowly, I am rejecting the Asian

stereotypes in order that by dding sof

I am contributing to the elimination
cf the Asian stereotypes held by

#

'

White America. A change in attitudes

,. of Caw:Asians toward Asians.Will not

.occur'until we alter the att4udes

we haVe towarpl ourtOlves.

Discrimination torard Asian Americans
today iscAisually so subtle that one

of Asian ancestry(may not,be
recognize'prejudices at work. I am

very sensitive to verbal and non-
verbal reilctions.of Whites to me.

I have to 1)e.able to distinguish
:between ditcriminatory remarks and
"non-color!areMarks or:actions.
Asian,AmetTban, much like the Blacks,

- are on the defensive. Only after.

carkully examining each situation
can, we attribute an action or remark

to.prejudice. For eiample, if fail .

to get a desitbd job, can I blame my
failure on racial prejudice or on my

own lack of ability? The circumstances

of the situation mustebe considered.
before any conclusions are drawn.

feel I have experienced subtle
discrimination:..the kind'of dis-
crimination which is more difficult to
detect,-define and to cope with. While

shopping at so-called "better'stores,"
have come into contact with rather

aloaLsaleswomen who have treated
me with cold indifference. I could

almost sense their thinking, 'What could
she possibly want or afford in this

store?" At first, I felt their superior,
haughty behavior was a reaction to the

way I was dressed on those docasions.

"but nO, even when I was properly attired*
I was treated in like manner.

.1 have had similar experiences in
restaurants where, I have been treated
differently.and made to wait a bit

longer. Once, a friend and 1 had lundft
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at San F anciSco's FisherMan40
Wharf. had chosen the wharf JpeCause

this par culai4friend was a first-

time vis or to the city. We were

seated d our orders were taken ----

before ,hose of the older White women
who had'ome in after us. Well, those
two White women were served before
'us. We noticed this but preferred
to believe the waiter had had a slight
mix-up of orders. knew the over-4i .

sight 'was not because our dishes tOok
longer to prepare as the women were
having the same lobster dish I'had
ordered. When our meals arrived, they

were overdone. I know I should have'
refused to accept the dishes but I
remained silent as the waiter sus-
pected I would. (Stereotype: Asians

never complain; for that matter;
most people don't.) My friend,

when asked by the waiter upon
completion of the meal if she had

enjoyed it replied, "Not really,
it was overcooked."

I had a very pafnful experience while

. in Europe with my mother. People are

always saying how tolerant the Euro-
peans are of race, creed and color.

A Black friend told me about his
wonderful experiences in Europe where

he never encotintered discriminaton.
I dr,d in Vienna, Austria.. I was
particularly aware of being constantly

stared dt-,.the staring was'not
always friendly. My unpleasant,

. experience with the hotel concierge
is still fresh in my memory. One

morning before going out onia tour,

X went'.to the hotel desk tonse a ,

pen to sign a traveller's cheque.
I used the conFierge's pen, then
placed the pen Al the desk.. Mom
and I left for the tour and returned
several hours later. When I arrived

at the desk, the concierge asked me
brusquely, "May I havta my pen back

please?" I told him I, did not have

itgas I distinctly reAember return--

ing it. But he'was certain I had it

on my person. He than asked me to

*check_my handbag which I did reluov.'
tantlywatill, no pen.. I explained
to him that I was not in the'habit of

stealing pens. He then said, "/ had
that pen for five years." ObViolisly,

he did not believe tile I was never so

insulted in mY life. I am certain this
man would never have approached any
other hotel guest as he,did me. He

was either terribly rude and unWorldlY.
oi'he was just prejudiced. I believe

he wairthe latter.

I think most Asian Americans have
experienced discri mination, overt or

subtle, directed against them. I

asked a number.of"my friends if theSP

had ever been discriminated against.
To my surprise, they said no. This

,made me wonder if I was subtly
harassed because of my personality
and not because'of my color. I alw
wondered if'I was being-too sensftive

and it.bit paranoid. But knowing my

friends led me to one conclusion..,
if they had encountered prejudice, they
did not recognize it or they refused
to recogniZe it. By recognizing
prejudice directed at you, you are
forced to look at you4self and what-you

are. You are compelled tolsee yourself
as different, awe member of a minor....

ity group. Facing the truth can .be

a painful experience. You are not
quite as White as the White society
you wish to identify yourself with.

I.have finally faced thii; reality.

I am yellow--I cannot change what.
I am. I can say honestly now that I
am proud of being Japanese. This pride

is based upon out illustrious history
as a people, our culture, and our
undying 'spirit. 'Even as imprisoned

peoples during World War II, the
Japanese displayed courage and ethnic

pride. My mother told me a great deal

about her camp experiences. 8he fondly

recalls the unity and high morale of

the group"during interAlent. As h
act of defiance and alsO/as an exer-

,

cise in keeping the morale high, the
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Japanese in'thelliVerp4.-ArtZ91Yk ..64MEA

Celebrated 411 ot the traditional
festivals and.2tOlidaya,:qf their natiVe

land by.dOnnihenative obstumeS.
(kimOnos, yukatas) .danCing native
dances,. 4nd eatiOg traditional foods'..

Once,,dur4g. the big.New Year'S.
celebration, a few &wing,' young
,Japanese boys stealthily climbed' a

small hill within'the coMpbundand
hoisted up the 'flag of Japan.embla-,
Zoned withithe symbolic rising sun.
The Army officials quickly,removed it.
and demanded tq know who put the flag

W. They never found the culprits.
The Japanese enjoyed the 'stunt .

immensely. This was just:one inci-
dent my mother recounted. To my

memory,' my father on the other hand,
has nevee discussed his camp
experiences. For a man, such invol7
untary imprisonmeht was an emascl- -

A

lating experience. The role of
"breadwinner" and protector of the

family was taken away from him. My, °

dad will never ag4in reside on the

U.S. mainland; he kefers,to.
remain in Hawaii which boasts large

4

Asian population.

lOoked uP0h:the'lke400. on the 11.4..

*inlAnd'iul.a.difgerent breeds
felt they Were,too:AmeriOan1100000 they
thoughtt'aCted, and spOke like the.
-

Cauca Sian. I'Pow realize this.tims ap
Island stereotype of the West'Coast-
.Asian. Also, -if there ie truth in tho

belief that the.WeSt.Coast Japanese

Arp dtand4offish and less open and
trienay, then it is probably due to
their greater exposurO to racial

uprojildloe. The Japanese here' have

always been awar6 of their minority
group status'. Now that I re4de in
California and have Asian friends here,

I -find the 'Asiahs friendly, itlfoimed,

and'involved.. I .have changed...I aM

awitre of.our group's social problems .

as well as the problems of other-Minor-

ity grqups. I identify with these 41"..

minorities and teplum need the'strength
of-unity to attain Our goals in this
society...our goals being 1) recogni-
tio* as individuals.and not as stereo-
'typed peoples; 2) equality;-and 3).
3) eradication "of racial prejudice,-

etc. S.

In spite of their internment during
the war, my parents feel a sense of
gratitude toward the U.8. For theM,

the "American,Dream" has,been realized...
they have enjoyed a mOdest success
in their business, they haNie earned
and saved enough for 4heir dream home,
they have purchased that sec6nd new,
car and now look forward to'a"life
filled with more leisure and less *

struggle. I am happy for them but
for me, such attainment is not'enough.
I,fee1 where real equality is concerned,,
we still have a long way to go.
Unlike my parents, I don't feel a
sense of gratitude toward the U.S.
What we have, we earned. We blade our

opportunities when there were none

and capitalized on them.

I feel a comMon bond with my Asian
brethren, whereas at one time I did not.
As a Japanese raised in Hawaii, I

I am already looking forward to the.day
wheri, I start my family. my husband,-

who is White, and I want our children,
to be proud of their Japanese-American
.heritage. Presently, we are tracing
my family lines back to my early
Japanese-ancestors who lived in the
oll, country hundreds of years ago.
Then we will be able to"pass on this
Valuable knowledge to our Children.
We 1Want'them:to be familiar.with the

JapaneSe language and customs. Sadly,

I, a third-generation Japanese in the
U.S., have lost a great deal of the

Japanese -traditions. I wish I had

pail closer attention to the tradi-
tional Japanese ways of, my parenta and

grandparentst, My mother to1d me years
ago when I turned my back on things
Japanese, that one day,' I would regret

not learning mere about Japanese

culture. She was right.

sot.as inadegyate.a teacher as I may be,

/4011 attempt to transmit to my
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children one *9 Oixt
'z'etained of .my Japanese'heritit90.

I hope our half-White, hag-Yellow
children will.be proud ot,biang

Japahetle -Amor
0- (
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TaBRAPEUTXC ZNTERVENTION WITH

NEXICAN-AMERICAN CHILDREN

't

°

We work in'a cOmmunity mental health

Oiniter serving a catchment area that
iS close to 50 per cent Mexican Ameri-

can.* The patient population of the

.clinic is also roughly half Mexican

American. This is unusual, for many

studies have shown that Mexican
Americans are 'greatly underrepre-

sented in the 6Utpatient population
of mental health centers, in propor-

tion to the percentage of the total

population they represent.

If the statistics are'clear, the

reasons are less so. One explana-

tion argues that Mexican Americans have

less need for mental health services

because they have less mental illness.

An alternative explanation suggests

that, in spite of their need, they

simply do not utilize the services

available.

Through this article we.hope to

stimulate some thoughts regarding
need and utilization and to present

some speculations concerning why the

* "Mexican American" refers to those

who identifir themselves1as of Mexi-

can-American descent, including (1)

persons with both Spanish and non-

Spanish surnames whose parents were

born in Mexico or are naturalized,

(2) persons who were born in the

United States and whose parents are
dt Mexican descent, and (3) those who
have one parent who was born in Mexi-

co or Latin Anierica.

':
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treatment of members Of Mexican-
American families must sometimes be
different from what i$ appropriate
to other ethnic groups.

A number of cultural characteristics
require awareness and sensitivity on
the part of tWtherapist if'Nbe is
to function effectively when working

with Mexican Americant.* Some of '

,these are characteristic of.other
cultures too, but with a lester

degree of importance. When dealing

with.Mexican Americans, the.therapist
'who diSregards.cultural differences
("Everyone is basically the same") will

'probably find' himself confronted.with

an armor of'resistance., little
therapeutic moveMentl, and a client t

who drops out early in the process.

Arguments to support the proposition
that.the' need it less,among Mexican

,Americans would include fact

that. most Of them live within the
network of a close-knit extended

family. It is the exceptiOn, rather
than the rule, for the nuclear family

to move across the country or even
to a neighboring state and thus leave

the supportiig network of the extended

family, Wh n family members must do

so, it is ejcperienced as a difficulty

* The therapist must also keep in
mind that many of these characteristics
are in the process of undergoing

considerable change.
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rather than a relief, 'as is so'often
the, case with middle-class Anglo

families.

OP
.

The cu,Itural heritage of Mexican.Ameri-

cdns is rich and strong. On the-Indian
side of their ancestry, they are
descended from an advanced civiliza-
tion; on the Spanish side, they come
from a historically powerful and
proud people. They can point this
proud heritage out to their children,
and this in two promotes self-
esteem and mental health. Rese.;rch

indicates that a crucial factor in
the course of depression is hope.
While poverty often breeds despair,
there is more hope to convey to
one's children (and therefore more
hope to feel oneself) if significant
numbers of middle-class, prosperous,
and respected members ofone's own
ethnic group are readily visible
within$the larger community.

While these arguments suppdrt the
proposition that Mexican-American
families have less need for mental
health services than others, there
are more arguments to support the
view.that they have at least as much
need for these services as members
of any other group. Many of the pro-
blems of living that serve as indices
in defining children or families at
high risk are common in the barrio.*
Poverty and its concomitant poor
nutrition, lack of prenatal and

* The barrio is not s' much a geo-
graphic neighborhood as an intri-
cate network of communications sys-
tems and subsystems which include,

but are not limited to, the nuclear
faintly and the extended family
members. If there is to be viable
mental health service for Mexican
Americans, mental health providers
must have the ability to become
part of the network of the barrio.

pediatric care, and absence of tide,.

.quate intelleCtual stimulation affect ID
a large p*centage of these families.
The incidence of alcoholism and drug
abuse is significantly higher among them,
and their members are overrepresented
\,in juvenile and adult court statistics.

An important factor that places
Mexican-AMerican children at risk is.
alienation. The specific characteris-
tics of alienation were described
nearly .20 yearsago by Seaman in his
now-classic paper: poWerlessness,
meaninglessness, isolation, and self-
estrangement. 'EXperiences that foster
alienation begin very early in the lives
of Mexican-American children, often
first occurring developmentally when"
they enter the major social system
of the schools. After the sixth grade,
Mexican-American children have a
higher dropout rate than any other
group in the Southwest. Only 60 per
cent of those who enter first grade
finish high school, as tompared with
90 per cent of Anglo children.

Much of this problem is caused by the
stereotyped expectations many in the -

educational system have for the per-
formance of the MexicanTAmerican child.
arter has shown how the educational
system relies'on a cultural-deprivati. on

theory to explain its failure with such
students; according to the theory,
the fault lies with the socialization
provided by the child's home and
culture. The stereotype sees a typical.
Mexican-American child as someone
living under negative conditions, a
lazy and carefree individual who IA
passive-aggressive and satisfied lath
his subordinate role. The theory is
thus used to explain the child's
underfunctioning, his apparent dis-
interest in learningo and his low
aspirations. Little can be found to
verify this theory, however, through
either scientific study or observation.
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When the Mexican-American child enters

, the school System, he has tO cOpe

'with the attempts to,acculturate him

according to the Anglo Ideal. This

creates new problems, which the
Mexican-American child must deal

with over and dbove those faced by

other childr4 as they enter school.

Let us exami some of, the problems

thus created:

APATHY. theMexican-American child

is unable to find reward within the

school; for him it often becomes

merely a negative, punishing experi-

ence.

CULTURAL IDENTITY CONFLICT AND
EXCLUSION.' When he enters school,

the Mexican:-American child is faced

with a middle-class Anglo value

Structure that may'be different

from what he has been,taught at !lame.

Subject matter, language, and customs

are those of the primary ethnic

-group; if the child is to succeed

in the larger'group, he mayfbe,forced

to reject his own heritage4
/.r

PEER-GROUP:CONFLICT. .The/Mexican-
American child will often use.the peer

group as a.source.of support and a

buffer, particularly when.confronted

with value conflict between hOme and

school. ,The psychologic purpose of

these groups is.usually hot r51.cognized

,by educators, who view them.as a threat,

especially-when aggressive behavior

occurs.

IN4REASED RIGIDITY. .Research has
indicated that the most rigidlyrun 0

schools are usually foundin neighbor-

hoods of the lower social'class-.- a

situation of the exacropposite from

'the one that would be most likely to

motivate thefthildren. And .in these

neighborhoods the scbooli are often

housed in the oldest buildings, with

the'Peorest maintenance and lAtle
podern equipment Or furnishings.

215

IMPERSONAL/TY.' .Thisin reates in

the school etruCtUre as he.child

,progress,e, in opposition' to the
MIxican-Ame#can*tradition of rel$

tionships with others. One of ou
local educators recently said:

"Through the sixth gradeve teach the

child; after that we teach the subjecW

IPSO FACT9 DISCR/MINATION. This

iS evident in.the "acceptable" but

disguised forMs of grade retention,

ability grouping, and placement in

classes for the mentally retaided

if the child sdores low enough in

an IQ test (Which is usually cultur-

ally biased). And it is siall.wonder

that many of the children score
poorly in Such tests when they start

school; Spanish is often the language

spoken in the-home, so that as he

begins school the Mexican-American child

has a poor comprehension of English.*

While we make much of the strength.

and supportrthat come from membership in

the extended family, it is w011 to
rememberparticularly in a gscussion
about-treatment-that the many parent

surrogates make consistency towards

qt1s,bhild muchiharder t?'achieve. Here,

is an example:

José, age eight, was brought to the

clinic by his parents because
he refused to go to.school. When,,

they tried to force him*to go, he

became upset and tearful. Con:Ai-.

derable time aneFenergy were

* One of ouk colleagues, whose primary

language was Spanish and who now holds.

a doctorate, was pladed in a special

education Glass as a child.



event in attemPting to cOAVince the
'parents that they should be firm,
and prepare josé to try school once
more. On b--Day, as his. mother was

taking him to school, José broke
aOny from her and ran Orying'to,hisr.,.

vgrandmother's house next door. She-
hugged hiM and said,' "Xt's all

right:' X won't let them make you
go to school when you feel bad."

We believe the consensus.bf opinion
,Supports the proposition that Mexim.

,can Americans' need for mental health
services is at least as great as that
of the'general popUlation. But the
quality of services available to them,
as well as the availability of those
services, is relatively deficient.
This helps to explain poor utiliza-

.
tion.

Outpatient mental health ,clinics
"are more often l9cated in the middle-
class heighborhobds of the 'larger
sdties, because that is where local
financial support is generated. This
tends to make the service appear
foreign and unfriendly, adding
another dimengion to alienation.
Even tof a community mental health
center is locate4, in a barrio, the
Mexican American may be suspicious
of its true intentions because of the

,

bgd experiences he has previously
had with other social,agencies.
Many sUch families, for example,
have one or ripre illegal aliens
among their members; fear of appre-
hension and deportation adds td their

Ap anxiety and makes them even more
reluctant to seek help. The Com-
missioner of the U.S. Immigration
and Naturalization Service recently
quoted a study by an outside consult-
ing firm estimating that\five mil-
lion Mexican aliens are illegally
living in the United States, and
-their number'is increasing by more
than 500,000 each year.

An equally iMportant but less well-
\ ,understbod aspect of the quality of

eervice conperns the large numbers

0 .

, Of biangual perithns in. 'fie ,Mexican-
Ameriori aoiwoOn,ity. In order for
serVibis to be reaevant to needs,
it is.essential that centers be
staffed with'bilingual and bicul;-*
tural professionals. Anyone can

non-English-sp eking:Personse

understand that
(

f large numbern of

apply, they will receive almont no
valuable serVice ifilo therapist
in the clinic'speaks'Spanish, Use
of an interpreter allows communi-
cation of Information bu not much
therapy. A more subtle needAic-
tates that every effort must be made
to fulfill a patient's request for a
Spanish-speaking therapist. Even
thbugh they may.speak English,
many bilingual patients viho are

in distress and seeking help foro,
the first time feel more comfort- -

able discussing their problems
in their native tongue. They can be
more expressive if they have the
freedom to move back andforth. .

between English and Spanish.* The
problem is further highlighted by
recent findings that Mexican-Ameri-
can patients, when ihterviewed in.
both Spanish and English, were
diagnosed as evidencing more_ psy-
ohopathology in the. English-language
interview. -

An.unfortunate reMedy, and a Common
practice at mental health centers,
is to employ an indigenous/worker to
provide'cOungeling (psych6therapy)
to Spanish-speaking patients.

,?

* A colleague who grew up speaking.
Spanish was4having coffee with,one
of the authors and express& his
concer4that his five7year-old
daughter, who had redently Begun,
school, had started stuttering. The
author asked if the parents spoke
Spanish and English to her at home
and suggested that they Speak to her
only 1n English for a while. The
colleague replied with feeling,
"How can I express my love to my
child in English?"
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Whil.e the role Of&the indigeedus

Pifidrkettqs ,eXtrelhelY itportan1i4114

0 prOvid$4 a coMprehensive/OeirVrOef
thiS rOle should not be,ttlat/Of

psychetheraiptSt, forftioh.-thel:impaVe

been neither traine4 nor'eduoated.

Yet they are Imployed andiraSSigned

ti) do this, on:tte basis olUthe moth

that their gatiliaiity with the 1an-.5

gdage and Oulture, igpalifieS .then'to

provide treatment.4 When we USe'the

indigenous worker as a psychothera-

pidt, we are Settimg up a sgestem,w

'whereby middle-ciass an0 English-

'speaking patients get-fir4rolase.
therapists and non-English-speaking

spatients get second-class therapists.

The myth sof gualityscare for every-

one is perpetuated through continu-

ing,interpretation of the role of the

indigenoUs worker as onL who should
provide treatment to "his own people."

.4 ,

r

eaith#Loea by....Mexipan Ameripa,nof

teasties hat:there ia a 01604:044 .

between tlieraeuUc RailUres,haa
set og f tOrS that operate 'ftto.

paks Sth ic patients (tsgakeiless

oIsciofeoonomio status) less
04 aocel:;i3 le'and/Orepoepting

psychiatric cliniCit." .The Mexican

4Americanis "relative pasSiviti,
defereOce, and_politevinhibitel.
'Ale* arepOor equipment" tor

succe ea engagement in psycho,-

ther y. These\specUlations,

home dr, are.not\bbsed on exten-'

qiyI research findings. A. similar

ste eotype has been applied ta the

bi -collar worker. Some litera-,

tu e ,"rpflects a person afraid of

therapy, pessimistic and Passive.

H wants to.be told what td\do and

xpects a magical oVernight re."
,

Such labels are not universany%
applicable either to the workingNelass

or to Mexican americans. in fact,'.

by virtue of limited education ahd

other cultural factors,,many such

-This practice also minimizes. effortd

'Ian the part of agencies and educa-.

eional institutions to recruit
b41ingual and bicultural prates-
Sional staff members and graduate

students..

The,great value of the indigenous

worker is in providing essential

social services to the client con-

current with the psychblogic help

giyen by the therapist.. Both are

important to mental health. As t

indigenous worker_is not expert

diagnosing and treating emotion

pioblems, neither isthe psych4her-
apist -weft at guiding a clieft

through the bureaucracy of theflweln,

'fare systeM, to help him.gpt food

for his hungry children, or t

assisting a client who is b th phobic

andin cardiac failure to 1ork his:,

way into the health-care 4felivery

system. Thia.is the spec al expet

tise that comes to the i digenous

workers from their expe iences'and.

learning.
IP?

Karno, who has invest4gated.reasons

for the underutiliz ion Of mental
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people may beconsidered excplaent

candidates for psychotherapybecause
they are less likely to intellec-

tualize or rationalize .pnd may be.more

ready to utilize insight. Nevertheless,

numerous stUdies have shown that upper-

class patients receive more inten-

sive "insight-prodUcing" therapy

and are more l4ely'to be considered.

"improved" on discharge-than their

loWer-class,counterparts. We are not

suggesting that. all mexidan Americans

wilk,profit from insight therapi, or tkl;

that.this is whht they are asking fOr

in the way of help. We are protesting

the stereotype and asking that the

various modalities of treatment be

made available.

While cultural stereotypes are better

ignored, the cultural context Of a
patienes.life cannot be ignored if

onp is to arrive at a meaningful

diagnosis and plan of treatment. A

number of cultural factors affect



utilization and expectations as well
-as treatment. One of these is
language, as discussed Above:

WithoutNshared language there is .

little coMmunicatixin, and without,
Shared communication there is little
therapy.

A cultural factor of impbrtance has
to do with the helth model versus
the spiritual model. Training of both
psychiatrists and nonmedical profes-

"sionals follows the health model.
. A spiritual model may also be used,

hOwever, to explain insanity, neuro-
sis, or even "bad" behavior. Some
Mexican Americans believe in this
model and look for a ourandero
(folk heale) to cure their "hex,"
diather than a therapist tcf treat
Their emotional disturbance. Some- ,

tiMes the choice is to return across
the bordef for treatment by a trusted
folk healer.

Further, Mexican Americans tradition-

ally believe that they haVe little
or no control over'physical pro-
cesses; therefore, it is culturally
more acceptable to experience somatic
dksorders thadpsOhologic symptoms.
Wpmen, however, 40 tend tal express
-worry, disappointment, and nervous-
,

nest, et the same time receiving cul-
tural approval 1?ecause these feelings
are seen as apptopriate to the '1?

feminine role.

It is important that a therapist fte
aware of the cultural expettatio s
held by Mexican-American patients
facing an initial therapeutic en-.
counter. If their expectations of
what will take place are incongrous
with those of the'therapist, a mutual
misunderstanding will result and will
often lead to cessation of treat-
ment. In an initial therapy session,
a Mexican-American man may expect
to receive medication for his symp-
toms, while a woman in the same
situatioway expect to receive
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Isropetthx' for her unervousriess,"

1110
A 33-year,Old woman aouglit hap from
the clintc because of inordinate fears
concerning poor self,-control. In

presenting her problem, she viewed
it as being related to los nervios,
which. in literal translation is
" nerves" and has, as in'English, a /
dual interpretation. She envisioned
her problem as being related to anxiety
and depression, not to a neurologic

' reaction. However, she perceived
that the therapist, who understood
a liAle Spanish, viewed los nervios-
as a physical dysfunction. ilecause

of the therapist's Misinterpretation,-

she chose not to return for her second
session.

On occasion, some members of the
counseling professions appear to =
engage in a waiting' game, expecting
the patient to initiate the inter-
action. The Mexican American may .

assume from this behavior that the
professional.or agency has nothing
to offer, either because the counselor
api5ears rather disinterested or be-
causd he seems :6. haVe no idea of -

what might be wr4ng. The expectations
of the patient do not match those of
the therapist, and a therapeutic
alliance is not likely to develop.
Expectations may also be different
in.the case of an "agen6y-wise"
patient who has spent a lifetiMe
learning how to, manlpulate the'
system. This'is another
instance in which an indigenous
woilier can be'a valuabl; ally'to.the
therapist..

In tne'Mexican-American culture, the,
primacy bf Ohe family.over the indi-
vidual is the rule.' We see numerous
Mexican-American womeni anywhere

a

between 18 and 45 years of age, who
are torn by overwhelming"cbnfaCt.to
meet their own needs and establish
independent lives yet cannot leaVe
home because of the immense burden of

ltk
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.9uilt thiy wOUll aUffer foe rOUcting .

thei faMiXieS, terMs of theka0y,

thes e. wx?Men often benef at
fkom a 440-v4AP they,need

'`.the,support o peegs. in, order to

ha dle the resulting Oat, and the

g upItielf serviiNs as a.'veiticle for

the faMily transference that itiust-be

, clealt with. flOr

Related.to thiS is the.Si4nificance
the-extended family. A young

Mexican-American couple had marital

difilculties that, upon exploration,

seem d due Jto interference from the .

wifd's paxents. At first the them-. f.,

pist took-trie_apkoach (though not

stated) of encouraging,the

'young couple to ask° the in-lawsto
mina-their own business% The next

appr.ntment was broken." Fortunately,

the'couple eventually returned and

a different apProach was taken that

provedAtore successful; the ifi-laws

werod partly involved, but the.Couple

-thRmselves determinedlthe extent of

that involvement And offéred addi-

tional time arid support -Eo each

othei, .

0

Sex roles arq 4lear1y differeritiated

in the traditional Mexican-Americafi.

culture., -Men are expected to be'

forbeful, strong,, 4nd unyieldin97-.

traits often Summarized by 'the

concept of machismo,: Ifiomeiy, on

the other hand, are expdCied,to be"
Sulmissive,'nurturnt, and aellf- .

sacrificing. Fgbrega et al: found

that Mexican men'in psychiatric

treatment evidenCeq primarily
physical symptoms while avoiding the

Phference of "subjective vulnera-
bility," beause this might é

interpreted as personal wea
.their cultural grotip. A nthberbf

treatment considerations f low

fioethis.
00

The.cOncept of machismo flits &owl li

miter been well understood, as

Indicated by the dVerwhelMing/number

ofHAttempts. o -define 4:4 jts .

i

g"44 *
4

44-",4444.
4 (

, .

1-primanf neaang ,1:erma of the
hattpandg a .0eptaiontroaking role. .

Tite concl lks-beenl'Ufiaergoifig aOn ..,A A

SiderSble changef.and.tt haSctoome-

- t1a resUlted in an-a4d44 burden^ to

of prejudice towards tiie

American male.

Y".4.

A frequently occurringfcPmplaLn-
is tria,of the Mexican-Amer44an. '

Wifewhoyeels her husband:Ls' not

-,'supPortive of her,an<the 94ildren

and, is, uninirolved with them% She

Zftvf-fears thft her tUsband 'has '

,-ei mistress., eVen though there may.

be nottkng' to substantiate this.'

A comPAnion comp/atnt, parhaps-r"

kroethe same woManyis that she
feels she is ehibnetctity anti gains t

too little satisfaction from her

,priMary role of Wisgetioand^mother. ,

kfemale therapist:lfho,copsideis _

.
it her function to-"liberete"."

women and 156Shes the wife in'this

directiofi may cre4te-rather than'

alleviate problems. ;,f clearly -

differentiated;sex, roles are

accepted as deSirable in the cul-
,

ture, too muclqeviance will Ob-

viously cauSe rejectipn. A thera-°

piet working with, cUltural mores
different ftom 44own must'be par-

ticularly careful:not to impose

his views on theleatient. Rather;

he must try tp help the patient
achieve'change'to thtdegree that

the:patient seekei4ka'npt tC)
a degree that' will Cause alkenation

from the etPinic groUP, 44, orce,
-for example,.is much less icceptable

in thie group and is ofte not a

souhd alternative to marital stress.

As a wife becomes more independent,-

she frequently creates anxiety for

her'llusband: The therapist must

he1 both to deal with their süs-
pic1øns WI anxieties As roles
change even a little.

.,

.

or course::if tWpatient comes
seeking heleAn achieving accul7
turation Into a .new voila,. the'.

)therapiliSt will help the. patient

:35
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achieve,hiS Ot,her OWn 5041s, at the
same tiMe.aasuring that the patien'
iS 4Wate Of what.might be 1oSt.
Also/, in treating the agringado (JiR

Megican Ametican who haS been accul-
turated to Anglo Ways and has rejected
much of his Mexican-American cultural
heritage)., the'therapist must not
try to reinstate the old cultural
Mores because of his own strong
identification with,or romantic at-
tachment to Meiican-Almerican tradi-
tions and valuep.

Machismo, when overdone, presents
particular problems in parent counsel-
ing. A Common family pattern is
eillustrated by the mother:who com-
plains that her children do,ncit listen
to her. However, they are very
obedient to their father, who whips
them severely if they do not pay'head.
The Childrenare'reakly terrified of
their fathdr, and the therapist WisheS
'to foetal 'a aore loving relationship
between the father and.his children.
He dOvsels.the father to ease up
On the 'physical,punishment so that
the chil6en yill pot be'so frightened
of him: ahis,,makes no sense to the
father, however'i, from his point of

'view, his disciplinary technique works'
fine and gets rqgfults.

The concept of respeto is releVant
to functioning both within the
family,and within the sc:Cial struc-,
tures outside the faMily% One of the
authors, when first working with

ee Mexican Americans, was imMediately
struck with the politenessf model,
behaOior, respect, and dignity of t:he
youngsters. The nature of reSpeto ,4
was vividly demonstrated when the
aufibr later learned thatjthese
children wve members of a group that
have been breakityvig school windoWs

at, night.

An example of respeto.within.the
family is the adolescent who never.
manifests any rebellious behavior at
home. To the uninitiated therapist,
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.this young5ter night'appear.to be

overly conforming; Out within the
cultural context of hib develop...,

nent, his behaVior is perfectly normal..
He fi4ds avenue& 6 tade the family
to express his no al adolescent
rebelliousness. Another example
is the depressed.young child who
seams'tq be internalizing hostility
towards a parent. -A,disservice Wouidlbe
done if a theraPist'endouragedlehe
child to express anger-IiireCbly, as
'suckexpreSsion pight result in further
guilt and rejection.. If a Mextean-
Ameriban child readily expresses anger
toWards trparent, more often than not
one-can cerrectly hypothesize that an
extremely destructive relationship
.exists between the parent and the ,

child.

Some observationS Can also be made
regarding different emphases in
patterns of child rearing. In some
ways the family is child-centerede//
during the qhild's early years.-
9pe 4:m111E:times hears accusations that

Maxican-lAmerican families spoil their
children.

.Cooperation between the children is
stressed, and this may result tn less
sibling rilmilry. Often the older
child is expected to protect the
young children away from home.
Sibling status is more clearly
Afined by age. An older sister,
for example, thin be expected 'to ,

unction as,a surrogate mother rather
than get an apartrent w,ith roommates,
when she beiginp college or gets a
job. An older brother may function
as a surrogate father and'will con-
.tribute to ty support Of the family
until.he is, married. Adolescent
:children ate treated in accord with the .
roles th4 are expecttd to assume:
the

A
female ip expected to'be more

hipmt-boilhd and family-centered, while

,the malt is typically allOwed greater
fr4edom and can spend more time away

often cons ered grown-up and assume
from home. Adolescent children are

eve.-
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reimOnsibility much earlier than

is the case in middle-ciasK Anglo

fan1i. In alpite of this, they

`are' expected to maint,ain close ties

with the familyt A frequent Misa
take in therapy with these' youngsters

is to treat them as adolescents
when they think of themselves and

indeed function as young adults.
4'

4

Another treatment-relevant concept

is that of peroonalismo. Ithis

refers tO desired and special qualities

persónified by the effective thera-

pist: warmth,,frienkiness, caring,

and sensitivity to Mexican-American

people. The attitudes that these

qualities embody require flexibility

to leave the "ivory tower" and make

home visits and the ability to

communicate at different levels,
including Comfort with' tlieconmton

language of the barrio. Closely

related to this is the importance of

tact and not speaking in a direct,

rouO, Or brief manner. The rela-

tionahip must be experienced aW
constructive, particuldtly in view

of the vallie that Mexican Americans

, place on positive.interpersonal
relationships.

One should also be aware of the atti-

tude about touching,...which is quite

different from that taught to most

therapists. A.Mexican-American

.
man,. fok example, may not only offer

a handshake to another man'but also

pat him owthe back'. This may well

be a Signal that things have gone well

during a session and the person fee,ls

helpetl, is grateful, and will return.

Instituti4Onal practices that tend

towards impersonality will have

negative effects. These inplude

Jong waiting periods, geograp
isolation, language barriers, and

4

genieral lack of understanding Of 04
tural differences; ,For example, the

needto fill out long and extensive

intake forms can kconsidered quite
condescending and irreleVant--parti-

cularly if the person cannot understand

the forme.

In summary, we, would like.to.empha-,

size.the general issues that influence

the effectiveness of therapeutic
intervention with Mexican-American

1. ithe Mexican.*American popula

tion ham been underrepresented in

mental.health fadilities because of

underutilization of services.

2. This group may-oFtually be.at.high

risk, particularly because of aliena-

tion and some aspects 4f the dOminant,

culture,that foster ladc of utilization.

391° Sensitivity to cultural differences

is essential for effective therapeutic
-

intervention; factors having Special

relevance include the primacy of the

family over the individual, the róle of

the family, more clearly defined sex roles,

the important() of respect towards author--

ity, and dperent emphases on child rea

rearing.

4.. The positive qualities of the inter-

personall,relationship have central

influence in,therapy, as does compatibility

of expectations tetween patient and

therapist.

r,
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ALCHOtiOL AND DRUG USE ANONG NATIVE '

AMERICAN, YOUTit ON RESERVATIONS:
4
A GROWING CRISIS°

Friends it' has been our misfortune ,t0 welcome the whlte man. We .

have been deceived. He brought with him shining things that pleased

our eyes; he brought weapons more effective thahNour own. Above

all he brought the spirit-water that made one forqet old age,

weakness and sorrow. But I wish to say to you that if you wish to

possess these things for yourselves, you must begin anew and put

away the wisdo f your fathers.
%

Red Cloud

INTRODUCTION '1

who aredoingsomethingboutit.
corareh:

tilcxlest in4e4, from the scientific perspective, are the data avail-

ableonthedrinkinganddrughabits of reservation based Indian

Youth.whatisknownhowever,inescapably
,leads one to the conclu-

sionthat,ata'timewhensomany events compete for the title "a

major national scandal," t is situation, linked'as lt'is.te) the

highest suicide rate in t e country and other indeces og social .

disorganiatation,,hasctlrbeen so labelled by Indian leaders

This monograph reviews research on drinkifig habits and drug use

of Indian youth in the light of reservation.rwide drinkihg patterns.

It relates substance abuse to other aspects of Indian youth's life--

low educational abhiévement, poor health, high rate of unemployment

and delinquen -7all those forces which make reservation life the

harsh, demo I \zing experience it is for so many youth and older-

Native Amer cans. This reportAlSo reViews the relationship of

social sci tific thinking to Indian reservation life and explores

the question, "why has drinking become an institutionalized way

of responding to white encroachments on Indian life?" Finally., it

deals with the broader questions, "what,are the cultural, psycholo-

gical and socio-political factors which account for the continued

failure of American societY and particularly the federal government,

through its yarious agencies, to respect Native Ameribans' rights

and aid them in aphieving'Independence?"

The discussion of adult drinking, and cauSes of alcOhol ds6 on

reservations is included in. tfas report not only because thee is

a paucity of specific .information om Indian youth substance abuse,,'.

226j
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but also becaUse youthful 4rinking can only be understood Within the
broader context-of adult 'drinking and aka functickn of a'drinking

...milieu, created by the cultural and social conditions of contemp-
orary Indian reservations.

Except vhere noted, this paper focuses onalcohol consumption,
since there is a'scarcity of information/on drug use with anti-
social or social-disorganizational concdmitants. Field observations
among the, Sioux sdggest that glue sniffing and other fOrms of
drug abuse do exist among youth living on an Indian reservation,
but infOrmation On these practices is sparse. Field observations
further suggest that drug-abutie is a far less widespread behavior
Pattern than adolescent drinking. The ingestion of peyote on the
other hand, tends to be linked to ritualistic activities,'and does
not seem to produce anti-social activity; some observers suggest
it serves to reduce'the use of alcohOl.

lqhile'-alcohol and drug abuse among young reservation based Indians
can be'fruitfully analyzed as a "social problem;" this monograph
attempts to place such substance abuse within a number of different

' perspectives;... these include an historical,perspective and also
sociological , rames of reference, i.e., to see heavy drinking as
a culturalcom lex.fulfilling function for the reservations social

r.system as it resently exists and fO the system of relationships
that curorentlk exists between many Indians and non-Indians, and for
relations betwOen reservations dnd non-Indian institutions sucli as ,

the federal goVOrnment.
,

is a major thesis of this report that:

(1) Drinking behavior of reservation based Native Americans
.1.s a very effectiVe means of taking "time out," and for many
Indians this type of "time out" behavior becomes a way of life, at
least until after middle age.

(2) Taking time out through drinking is linked to a whole set
of behaViors labelled1"sbcial problems" by white and. Indian society,
such as dropping otlt of schoOl, becoming or remaining unemployed
or under-employed, biieaking the law, getting arrested and committing
suicide.

(3) The vast nUmber of heavy drinking Indians take time out,
from a harshi_difficialt, powerless and boring life which characterizes
reservation existende.

(4) Taking tiMeout by heavy drinking is supported and encouraged
by:

(a) reserva0on wide patterns of interaction (i.e., .

. group social drinking) kvhich encourage and'condone the behavior;
.



Lb) American cultural, socio-political and social struc-

tures which affect the thinkin0 and behavior of border town citizens

and members of Congress and nake it impossible for a leas demoralizing
life to exist 'on many reservations; 0

(c) Wreaucratic organizations such as the Bureau of

Indian Affail7s or Indian Health Sexvice, 'which benefit from dependent

and/or recalcitrant clients while these Anstitutions d6 not possess

the ability to change the basic life chances of the client popu-

lation;

(d) social psych6logical factors, (sUch as. drinking as a

form. of protest, drinking, as'coping behavior oe-as a wuy of valida-

ting ohels Indianness) which may be characterized by subtle nuancep,

which social scientists have indefatigably explored often to '

the degiment of Native Americans

DRIgKING AND OTHER SOCIAL BURDENS

One of the most valuable pieces of work done on Indian social

disorganization- is ."Questions Regarding American Indian Criminality,"

by Omer Stewart.; -By using the Federal Blireau.of Investigation

Uniform Crime Report--196,0, Stewart \(1964) shows that the Indian
,

population is far more likely to be arrested than members of any

other ethnic group and that threefourths of their arrests are

alcohol related. (See Table 1.)
.....

.

The fact that the Indian rate is almost three times the rate of

Negro arrests which is significantly higher than white arrests

highlights a stark reality; arrests linked to drInking is a

pervasive aspect of contemporary Indian life today. If 'some

commentators are correct in suggesting that in some tribes, such

aSthe heavily populated Navajo, who account for much 6f this rate,

(
mid)1le aged men are more likely to,be total abstainers than in white

Oociety, it is clear that arrests and drinking are virtually a
.,\--uniVersal experience for Indian male adolescents and young adults.

0.

Stewart also reports findings for ethnic arrests in Denver which

arejlo less dramatic. Table,2 illtistrittes the rate of Indian arrest,

,
which is about ten times as great asythe4rates for all other groups.

)41

Ier'e fully 86% of all the arrests were alcohol-related. Stewart

,goes on to report that in the state of South Dakbta, Native AtheriCans

account for more than one-third of the state penitentiary population,
while coMpriSing only fiv percent of its population. -Thus, these
arrests are not merely of that "drunk .and disorderly" type.

4

A more recent work updates and replicates Stewart's research. .

Reasomand*Kuykendall, authors of Race, Crime and Just'ice, (1972)

find Indian,arrests.to be eipt times that of the black and twenty

times that of whites. Gravet suggests that "records inadequately

27
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, convey the degree of alcohol involvement; more reliable data from
other sources suggest that over 90% of Indian arrests are alcohol-
related" (Graves, Undated). Graves goes on to present data which-
convincingly show that drinking at-rests are not merely a function
of differential police behavior but do reflect genuine differences
in.Alcohol use among Indians amd other minority groups.

Information on 'homicide and suicide among Native AMericans corroborate
this picture of Indian demoralization.

Ogden's findings on homocide are no less than alarming.

Homocide reached new highs in 1967'for Indians and also
for the generAl population. Thus, hpmicide death rates of

d

In

/
dians have consistently b en about three times as high

as rates for all raceS, an age adjusted rates have been
3.5 to 4.1.times as high. .While Indian rates have
fluctuated from year to year, U.S. rates have increased
steadily, with a part1cuarly lar-ge rise in 1967.

Again,_Indian youth are more likely to be involved in homicidal
behavior than are white youth between 1965 and 1067, the rate of
homicides per 100000 is 12.2 for 15 to'19-year-old Indians while
it,is 5.1 for 15 to 19-year-old whites (Ogden, et al., 1970).

While suicide rateS among Indians and whites are similar, age-
adjusted rates indicate that young Indians are far more likely to

iii

commit suicide than are white 'outhrS. :(01der Indian people
are less likely than older w es to limit suicide.) Havinghurst
(1971) shows that these diff rences in youthful suicide rates
cannot be explained by low socio-economic status (SES), since even
when age adjusted,suicide rates are gompared with those of low

ISES non-Indians, ndian rates remain significantly higher. - These ,

findings are also corroborated by Ogden, et al., (1970). They report
that in 1967, accidents are the cause of mbst Indian death (accidents
_that are often linked to drinking and probably suicide attempts)
while homiCide is the eighth leading cause of death among Indians
and suicide is the tenth leading cause. Figure 1 reproduced from
Ogden's work shot4s that Indian Adolescent suicide is extra-ordinarily
high, peaks about the age of 20 and drops significantly after age 45.

Finally, diita available on Indian --glicide strongly indicates that
it is closely linked to drinking and particularly binge behavior.
Prospective Indian suicides often have a histOry of heavy drinking
or spree drinking before suicide is attempted (Shore, et al.,
197)2). ,

A review of the literature on drinking in specific tribes not only
corroborates the relationship between drinking and homocide, arrests
and incarceration, but also documents the relationship between
heavy drinking ahd family disintegration (Ferguson, 199), and

44),
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poor jokrperformance '(plater and A1trecht/.1972).-g-When jobs are ,

available.bn 'or near the reservation. Off the reservation., drinking

among women is linked to prostitution (Auttner and Lorenct, 1970).

Drinking is also linked:to relocation failure (GraVes, Undated).

To document these virtually univetsal patterns would be:pedantiO

(but as Vine Deloria would sayvit would also show this ia a "pure"

piece of research/rather than an example 6f "applied" sociipl science).

,SOCIAL SCIENTIFIC VIEWS OF INDIAN DRINKLNG BEHAVIOR AND DRUG USE

Unfortunately, scicial scientific understanding of Indian driftking

and drug usage depends upon our prior assumptions about general

substance-abuse. The conventional wisdom about alcoholism and

drUg abuse,,howeverl.furnishes a shaky foundAtion indeed for

understanding substance use and abuse on reservations. Indeed, the

idea that'Indians, more than other groups, "can't hold their

liquor," merely makes theconventional wisdom more pernicious when

trying to understand Indian alcohol usage. The general conviction,

often not supported by social science, that drug use is necessarily

anti-social in character makes that question even more difficult

to handle in the case of Indian ritualist ingestion of certain .

drugs. In_spite of the paucity of available material, it is of

valde at least to review later wit in t2his paper some aspects.of

drug use and abuse that have been cilsctissed in the literature.

THEY TALK, WE TALK....BUT THEY CONTINUE TO. SUFFER

While.it is great value to observe drinking behavior in order to

understa-nd it, social scientists have also listened to what Indian°

people 1-4ve had to say about drinking, their own and that of fellow.

tribesmét6. Listening to Indians' and Indian leaders' ideas about

drinkidtvhas great value particularly because it is thbir culture

and social order which is so closely tied to binge drinking, and

much-that can escape an outsider, even a sensitive one, can be

articulated by a wise, insightful insider. Although the scope of

this paper allows only a passing review of Indian comments on drinking,

it shoul also be recalled that a number of Indian revival and reform

'movements have outlawed or stigmatized the use of liquors. These

include t e Ghost Dance religion, the 'Handsome Lake cult of the

Iriquois end the Native AMerican Church. Many Indian conversions

to evangelical christian sects are also linked to a vow of abstinence.

Furthermor, many tribes, given the option to ban or allow the sale

and use ofA.iquor on the reservatiori, have-voted to ban its use. .

0, It is clear, therefore, that Indian people sel drinking as a problem

with which they should deal.
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In a group consultá Ion of Indtan lidaders on Youth. -Problems on
inclian Reservations many Indian leaders labelled alcoholism as the

0 major problem of youth: Joseph L. Juancho, of the Tigua Indian
community said, "as in ,some other tribes, alcoholism is one of our
biggest problems." Joe Sando, chairman of the education committee
of the All Indian Pueblo Council noted, "our biggest problem has
been liquor with our youngsters (Youth Development and.Delinquency
'Prevention Administration, 1970).

The.Sioux Medicine Man, John (Fire) Lame Deer,author of Lame Deer
Seeker of Visions, has some things to say about drinking. After
describing a personal exploit of joy riding and drinking that would

-make the Grea-E Gatsby seem dull in comparison, Lame Deer adds: °

i sometimes wonder what made me do it, going on my big
tear. The nearest I can come to an answer is °this:
In the old days a man could win respect *by his gener-
osity, by his giving, but we had nothing left to give....

Once a man had been, honored for being a'good hunter
and provider, but there was nothing left for us to
hunt anymore.... We had been warri,ors once, admired
for our bravery. Now we were nothing....

We didn't want to142 be nothing.* We wanted to be somebody.
I felt that I was only half a man, that all the old,
honored, accepted ways for a young man to ,do something
worthy were barred to Well I had to.invent a

w way of making a name for myself.... Going on that.
jo ride was for me like going on the warpath,.like

.co nting coup.-

I was young and maybe this was a childish way of saying,
"look, I'm a man. I exist. Take notice of my existence!"....
It had made me feellike a man who was letting the::World
know of his manhood. It has made me feel that my,Aiving
was a matter of some importance', thot it had a purpose.
This was worth going to jail for (Lame Deer, 1972).

11
In another part of his book Lame Deer dealt with the question of
Indian drinking generally. Why do Indians drink? '

You drink because you don't live; you just exist% That
may be enough for some peopLe; it's not enough',for
us (Lame Deer, 1972),.

Of cOurse,'this is the same reason given by Deloria; and it elegaAtly
sums up the best anthropological wriing around. Admittedly it
doesn't focus,on certain subtle psycAological dimensfions, processes°
which hay-e been variously characterized under what Vine Deloria'
describes as different social scientists' "battle cries" or
"slogans"(Deloria, 1969). These slogans include "self-fulfilling
prophecy," "labelling," "validating behavior" and "protest movement"
and moptIrecently "what you see is what you/get."
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Not 'bnlY psycW.POists,ancl anthropcjig4tS, but dians themselves,

are aware of these soci.al psycholOqical dynamic . 'Lame Deer highr'.

lights some dimensiOns df this' point og view;

.Before our white brOtherw came.to, civilize us- we IlacL

no jails....Therefore we'had no'criMinals You 'can't

have criminals without i jail,. °We had no lOcks or

keys, and so we had no thieves.... We wanted to hve'

things only in ordec to, give theM away... We had. no .

money, and thereforia a man's worth couldn't.be measured:

'by it. We had no yritten law, no attorneys or. politi-

cians; therefore we couldn't cheat (Lame Deer, 1972).

.This po,int was also made in a perceptive,article by Hammer. The

author not'only pointp to 'the high rate of unemployment in conjunction,

witg the lack of skills and work ethos among,the -Potawatomis, which

made it impossible for tlibm "to improve their status,through
participation in the economy of the white man," (a key explanation

Deloria gives for the poverty and demoralization of Indians,

generally) but adds, white men expect Indians to drink and Indians

oblige (Hatmer, 1965).

Lurie accepts the idea that Indians drink because white men (and

they themselyes) expect drunkenness; thus it "validates" their

being Indian when they possess no other validation, but he sees ther-

behavior in a different light:

Ira

My hypothesis is that Indian drinking is an established

means of asserting and validating Indianness and will

be either a managed and culturally patterned recreational

activity or else not engaged in at all in direct

_proportion to the availability of other effective means

of valid,ating Indians.' Indian people (understood) the

value of the negative stereotypes (drinking) as a form

of communication and protest demonstration to register

"oppdsition and hold the line against what they do not

want until they can get what they want (turie, 1971).

Furthermore, she argues not-only does the Indian validate his

Indianness by getting drunk; he goes along with white man's expecta-

tions to thwart white gan's goals for him; he is also able to

use drunkenness as an excuse for aggressive behavior (sometites

against white men themselves)--aggressivehess he wants to manifest

because of his feelings of frustration, butraggressiveness h cannät

manifest in a sober state without being mistaken for a white man.

"The fact that Indian drinking distresses and disturbs whitds /

and forces them to take notice may well explaiR, why it can so belly

become a form of protest..,in Indian-white encounters and can e en

help restore credit where one's (Indianness)...is called into 'question"

(Lurie, 1971). Finally, she argues that Indians are likely to use

alcohol this way, "when they feel thwarted' in achieving Indian
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rather than white. 4oa1s or when their sUccesS as Indians or simple
individuals apart from Indian-white.comparisonS is interpreted as
success in achieving status as whites (Lurie! 19711.1

Lurie's tbmments throw spedial light on the remarks made by Bergman
in 'a speech on Peyotism: "we have,seen many patients come through
difficult crises with the help of this religioh (The Native American
Church) and it appears to me that-for many Indian people threatened
with identity'diffusion it provides real help in seeing themselves
not as people whose place and way in the world iS gone, but as_people
whose way can be strong enough to change and meet new challenges.'
Peyotists themselves are proud in particular of the help the church
has been to indian people who have drinking problems" (Bergman,
1971).

Bergman goes on to cite the work of levy and Kuntz wherein they
report a positive coi-relation between membership in the Native
American Church and alcoholism treatment success.

Deloria fries Lurfe for an earlier statement of her thesis, but his
own statements provide a curious support for her position and, if
anything, extend some parts of it in describing the social effects
of "nonsensical scholarly dribble."

After World War II anthropologists caule to call. They
were horrified that the Indians didn't carry on their old
customs such as dancing, feasts, and giveaways. In fact,
the peOple did keep a substantial nOber of customs. But
th-ese custoMs had been transposed into church gatherings,
participation in the county fair,- and tribal celebrationb,
particularly fairs and rod6os.

The people did Indian dances. BUT THEY DIDDI'T A THEM
ALL THE TIME.

Suddenly 'the Sioux were presented uith an authori-ey fig-
ure who beMoanOd the fact that whenever he vis,ited tfe
reservations the Sioux were not but .dancing in the manher
of their ancestors. In a real sense,they were nOt

Toaay the summers are taken..up with one grea& orgy of
dancing and celebrating as each ,small community of Indians
sponsors a'weekend pow-wow,for the people in the surround-
ing communities. Gone \are the little gardens which used
tb Rrovide freah Itgetables in the summer and canned goOds
in)winter. Gone are the cii-ickens Which provided eOgs and
Sunday dinner. In the winter the situation becomes
critical for families:who slient the summer dancing.; -While
the poverty programs have done much to counteraãt th0
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'sitnation few ihdians radOgni,ze'that
Was arti,ficial.folt.. Starito finiSh:. The peOple-Were

Annocentii7ied astray-and-avan th0;anthropologista-
ifid.not'realizeivhat:had haPiaensd. (Naio..riaJ909).-.

, .

.

4

One could reject SUch an assertion by.arguing that Indian people are

just not ihat gullible.. Lurie does that very' thing An ,response to

Deloria's assertion that Indian,drinking Was due to anthropologists'

telling Indian youth that they lived itt two worlds and people in

'two,worids drank..Ifoandians) were as susceptible to the influ.,

ence of the opinions of outside authorities as Deloria suggests,

wewould Pave succeeded long since in talking them out of wanting

o'be Indians" (Lurie, 1971.) Given the fact, that Deloria iden--

tifies poverty with social steuctural variaples and.attacks anthro-

biologists for furnishing highly abstract theories about Indian
culture which account for school dropout rates, and unemployment
rates, Deloria's assertion is even more intriguing. Deloria seems

to be saying that Indians are very aware Of what.non-Indian author-

ities are saying and take th4se statements seriously when: a) they.

describe what it's like to b41 an Indian; and b) the actions involved

require few sacrifices to be Zndian. Given Lurie's heavy emphasis

on the need of Native Americans to validate their lndianness in the "

face of culture contact and as they more and more behave in ways
which can be labelled "non-/ndian," Deloria's thesis does not seem .

too far-fetched at all.

It seems that Deloria is making a central point, when he points gut

that academic theorrzing about causes'of drinking behavior can have

unanticipated negative consequences in reinforcing stereotypic ,

behavior. Highly abstract explanations for drinking --' 4nd indeed

extensive specializations by researchers and theOrists about the

"Indian problem" have become a grievous assault to Indian people

who want help from individuals who are at universities and who

appear to have prestige'and power in white society. What they seem

to be getting instead are descriptions of how the anthropologists
think the Indians act (or did act) and these descriptions are used

by Indians themselves to reinforce stereotypic behavior patterns.
,

Rosenthal's discussion of anthropologists' relatively narrow use of

the concept culture, and their tendency to focus on "old timers" and

old ways rather than other things (Rosenthal, 1968) probably furniShed

Native Americans'powerful non-verbal cues about what it meant to-be

a "real Indian" at leastin the eyes of these edlicate0 outsiders.

The selective recruitment of informant6 probably suggested that only

,soMe eople could qualify as "real Indians.", Social scientists can

lignoi these consequences "of iheir behavior only if they are ignorant

of th lact that their, informants and othei community'members are as

observant andtintrigued by the social scientist'es, belhavior'as he is

by theirs. THe untoAd aamiod of thisskind of naive valuefx:ee Ore
.reiearch can never be measured.

*
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. The extraordinary susceptibili4 of.Indian youngsters to%white
stereotypes of %he average Indtan" IS rhported *by Ted Graves in an
excellent unpublished paper "Ctilture Change and Psychological
Adjustment: The Case of the-Amek'ican Ind,fan and Eskimo.' In his

- discussion of Indi(n ntigative'self-image, one of fkve problems
acculturation may generage, he reports findings on.Navajo and anglo
'youth self-image as obtained through Osgood's semantic-differential
Mid-judgment about the "average Vndian" and the "average white mam4"
Graves concludeb, "it appears phat whites form their cOncept of
their own ethnic group by lookIng.at themselves, whereas Navajos
may forn their conception of their own ethnic group by looking at
white -stereotypes (Graveq, Undated). l ,

'The.pveceding qpmments highlight a genuine weaknes of social sciencer
' t can'become a fOrm of slack Magic that_focuse's on thp "condition-

ing"-dgpterminants of behavior without aiding individuals to discover
how'one becomes "de-conditioned." ,ThuS; the statement 'of the con-
iitioning process:serves to reinkorce it. The social seientistb
aould, in the Case of the American Indian, become die prophet whose.
predictions are self-fulfilling. CeIltainly)Siative Americans, whose'
view, of the.social order and the naturefof,the person are often quite
differentofrom the viewi of social scientists, would be least able
to assimilate-and use social 'science inforration. Reporting one's
findings in books which are psychologi?cally and culturally unavaiI-
able to,Indian people reduces the soodalnasciehtists to avy for the
elites of the larger society whollin,therreservations, or a careerist
who merely.uses his informants,a7s a mdans to the next,publication.

Deldria hos not faile4 to take note of thins dimension of social
scientific hehavior. 'Indeed if qdrrect., Depria's 'assertion that
not one scholar aame to the aid of the Indians when the federal
governmedt was actively pdrsuing the,ppkicy-of termination, sug-

, gests that at.least-as late,as 105 notoply have slocial sCientists''
words given.Indian people trouble but'commitMenti to dotinant

- white American values liaVeaIso impaired their-ability to help
Native Americans.,;.(DelOria,.1969).

.

Emphasc6 on "culture conflict" as a cause of drinking may well be
codnter productive and diverse social-psychological explanations
of drinking, although plausible, remain inconclusive given the
type of data available at thisAime. Unfortunately, i4 appears
that previous work of social*sdientists may have inadvertently
added to the difficulties of Native Americans who seem to be extra-
ordinarily responsive to other people's preceptions about genuine
Indianness.

If Indians are as susceptible to outside ideas as it seems, social
scientists may well be partly responsible for defining what it
means to b4,Indian on various reservations today. 'This point is

N liworth considering because other non-Indians--such as theureau of
Indian Affairs' officials, ,Senate Investigating Committees--who
study juvenile delinquencY on reservations, etc., altho play a part
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Thiliittle data that is avail'ab e supports the position that

. 4 rii:UalistiC Peyote use is quite safe, that is, not linked-to psychotill"
/. or:other. psychiattic el5isbdes. In a work by ,Nathan

4. et'ai., the authqrs statei.
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h1.0.hroops,'cabtus butt9ns 1PeyoteY .a.n4the morniriT

'glory §eeds SD6, used by certa.in American Inlian tri6es'

- in religiogs c.4,r,emonies4o#40re employed by.medici.ne men

or wom'en of. thes'e'tribes Ap treating-Allnes*, usually in
.a ritualistic fashioh. gUch.religiouif-and
use does.not seem to 1ead freguently,to drug .depe'ndeuce

st.

(Eddy, et 1965).
A

N

Furthermore, beforq_the American Psydhiatoic,Assodiation'in 1971,
ohe speaker reported that although he is reSponsible for the care

of 125,000 Navaj,os and there is little repctance to refer cases to

'the mental hearth cente, "nevertheless will lav:essven dlmost no.acute-.

ok,chronic emotional dieturOncesj arfsing'fr6m Peyoee use",(Aergman,

1971). This finding is partiscularly stri)ing since.thespe4ker
'reports that approximatelli 200,000 Npva)os are meMbers df the Native,

American Church and there wei.e1.00,000 Agestlont; of Peyote Per
'year; he estimates that Ihereltioyld beiht wbiqe,4 ralte of approxi-,

mately one bad reaction per 70,000 ingestiOns.
d t

° 4

In accounting for such extraordinau findings, tlie, author .stats,
(

., ,
.

,

. .1 ,-,.

"te,feelings.Made available in meetidgs die carefully'
channeled/in ego strengtWewing direätions. 'SoMe bf.t:he

crucial /factors,in achieving tjaos are Iti' pciSA,tiFe'eXpect-..

ation held by the Veyotist, an emphasis cA tili,oreal.
interperponal world r.ather thahsthe trorlq0(4,34,,hin the

individual/ au emphasis on ppmmunion.rath yitin"with-
elpn'.

an on.

) ,

drawal Ourizig .the'dug experience, anm,Rph
4 adherenc4 to the-stOdards of socie. rath

the feeiincycif impulsea . ." (Ber an, 19,
, ,. ,

: . t ,

A sec`ond diMension,of :drug usage, the extent towiach Indl6n people/ 1.,

and ,Indian.youtpla becpme drug 'tiependent' on .trar)guilizers presvibed tr.,

'by physicians, is. a seripus.pcoblem about whibh there is little Jr

available data.,4Thus, author4'ort the article,"Tranvklizeis
Control" report that.in the pubUC gealth Ser*ice Milian Hospital %

/:',

41 RiVid city, soutii Dakotalfirhich serves a.community of, 6000 '',
4.
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ku OTrsOqs.:And receiVel_abdqt 18 (LOA:Its per'iear, " a 'revie
,

"6f
c inia'.charts sti9wed tno:Intin patien s were 1tly aceing
tranqtrifizer peesc4ptipns f parent reasion" Xaunant. al,44-
1972). -While they report on a roin of aria- ription edub-

.t4ion which sielded a 52% decrease in' trfariqUll z ng p lls disInsed
and-a dewease of, 33% in1th4'tb,pal'number;of *preScri tións written
foothvde drugs, therq'is Alttlk,knowledge.df the r'atti of diug.'

-''distribu4ion in otherrsinlilar facilities where.staff are nof A1e4 t'd
the-dangerOW induci,fig drug.slependence. In fact, the autfiors'
otiMistid,findings Are not clearty lfnked to.their cim!prograni'Sinde.
'elm benchmarks df dri. pres'eribing Were the. monthswa January and

ty
: February and.the rep3Oted reduction ii dropg,preS6ribiqg todli p4ce

.r'td be linked to seasonal -chairlOstand not the program at
in May a4d.ju M.ne. (It is theoreticAy.pogsible yifordrug pv
eductions

iescrirti9

go all;) Of course, .this.partidular type'oT drug abuse:amon4 In4,iax A

dolescents and adu1-50"is probably thesmost easily repedrched and
yr shout14 be a priority item of serious academip Anvestigation.

is

. . , -

5.4

,c . 1.

',,,INDIAN ALCOHOL USE
. " e

e : 0 A '

. b , ,'. 4. /
,-. inan-excellent MonOg4ph,...CrAigoMacAndrew ancVitobert0 B. Edgerton

.

. .4 , , , :

(1969) expose the elctraordfnWir weakneSses oflitheconventiOnal
wisdom about drinking. They admit that thereA.s good. reas9n to

. believe that alcohol has "deleterious effecIs Upon our senSory *
4

: iliotor Capabilities'," and t-hat, performance decreMents we obserye- . , .

, Cin,locomotive ability, motor-coordination, visual aquity,..etF.)
:.art51,,due to.alohol's.. toxic: assault upothe operation of orig. or .

aEher,functionally relevant internal bod mechapisms"-(MAcApdrew
and EdTerton, 1969). They:also point outijurmiver,, that_there is'
.rto basifor the aSsumptidthat neurologigal prOcesses reult in the
drinkers' 'loss'of inhibitions," and therefore explain drinker's'

"change..for the.worse." The authors astutely point to the gap ,-

,
betWeen neurological respopseS'and behavior patterns. Furthermore
theyNfully document the fact that nOt'only indiViduAls, but whale\
qulturès indulge in;excesSive'drinking, i.e., drinking which 4 .

're4161ts,in the impairment of Sensory motor capabilities "'-7 but doA*

not maniffikst losS'of inhibition or changes'for.therse. The f,

authors shbw that these:differences,among quaturee-banhot Ape aCcoun-

:ted for by different genyc structucies of individuals living in
the various societieb-stu ied. -Finally,-thex show that chbnges fo
the worse take place in culture8 MAO, do not demand extensive .

rekression of personal aggrebspe,or SeXual feelings, a pattern
which. Could be expected iT A,1649of inhibitions accounted fort '

'changes for the ..)4orse, and albo show that.changes for the worle do

take place ini'Soctety with relatil4eIy.little repression. of'sexual
,.y

4

( feelings.
.

A I
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*Of 06ir e the findings reported in the Monograph. shoU14 not be.
interpreted tdr mean that, raftak genetic .dfVerences ,Cahnof exiitt
whidlacdount.for:different'physiaogi.0(0'Pespok4es among.diVerse
,r,acial typed. erhe 'concep.t.Of racial types is being 1,sed,quite
b4padly. here.Y. While no convincing' data axe available to' contrast .
AMerican.Indian and otkart American "racial" typeW, physiblogical reac-

tion to.alcohOl, such research may be of yalue: An interesting study
is available whi4 contraipts.caucasoid with mongoloi& adults and
infants. Wolff, the author, concludes after tudying responses Of
infants, and adults to aicohol ingestion, that the mongoloid individ-
ualsv both infants and. adults, were more likelk td experiende --
physiological changes than Caucasialis (Wolff,,t41.972). Because ,

:infants were sampled, the authors were able tq conclude that post-
natal dietary factors and cultural. variable'S)could nbt "Account for
ehe observed ethnic differences in automatic:nervous pystem respon-
sivity to albohol. (This finding is particularly interesting given
the comTonly held opinion that Asiatic societies'do not manifest

,extrep change or the wo e aftef.heavy

In 4 provocatiVe note on racial linkages to alcohofisM, Charles,
Lieber reports tile findings oT penna, et al., thaepkimos an&
IndialtiS who were adminlstered ethanol.exPerienceea far slower
reduction of blodd ethanol concentration that did whites. He also
repvts Fenna's'finding thA-t,'.410hereas showed(a definite'
metabolic adaptation to alcohol ingestions, with a %4Iligher rate -

of blood alcohol clearance in heavy driAkers than in-light ones,1:

there was no' signif(ant difVekence in the correpponding'white
-groups.." Wondering whether the great r capacity of metabolic adab-
tations (of Indians and :Eaki os) cou in some way be linked to heavy
alcohol usaqe, he then post es yypothotical construct'that
would account for such anleve tuIity (Lieber, 1972).i

Such findings do not unddrmine the maAor thesis of.the monoOraph,
Drunken Coverppent: fthow one behave's4under the influence of alcohol

. is a culturally determined not a physiological fact. But if research- .
like Wol4f's wtre to turn up Indian/non-Indiah.dAferences in
physiological response to 'alcohol, it wouldksupport the thesis that
Indians and nOn=Indians experience drinking differently for biological
reasons, as IA suggested by Penna's findinIgs 'and this could be sig-,

.nificant sociologically.
w

MacAndrew and Edgerton assert cor ectly that Indians' changes-for-
the-worse after the use of alc ak neither a function of genetic
structure ror are they ine y a function of Indian cultures which
necessarily associate drinking with changes for the worse,, Indeed
they point to a number of Indian tribes which were. uot ),.ntroduoed
to alcdhol by the white manil but had institutionalized,the drinking N

Of alcoholic beverages in earlierl calmer and less strain-filled .
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times. 'Changes ox. the Worie were not associated with drinkillg
by these American Indlian tribes at all, The Wagó ake a base
point. But aS MacAndew and Edgerton Rant oUt, whitesttaders
not only introdviced alcohol-as a tiading item, even ,forcing it-on

reluctant IndiSns ini,tially, because Unlike other white -man's

\goods it would create a

1

nd insatiable arketf.but the traders also.
gave Indian people 'amPle examples of a ohol producing a change
for the worse in the white man himself. ,

Where European introduction' of alcohol was not linked tO the profit
motive and the economic struoture-of the tabes rem4ined intact,
as amOng the Pueblo, excessive drinking and changes'for-,the worse
were not reported to occure Indeed, the authors note that such
behavior could even be. blamed on the outsider Who provided the
albohol in the fl,rst place, aqd who, often using a doublq standard,
condeMed the Indian for his 'savage" behavior when under the
influence of*liquor.. By and large, therefore, the authors of
Drunken Comportmenf'explain Indian use of drunkennass as justilfying
time out generallyland dhanges ft* the worse specifically,as ul-
turally patt4rned behavior learned froM white men.

-

4

qAusEs OF AND CONTINUING INDIAN RESPONSE TO ALcoHL

14hile:MacAndrew and'Edgerton Kesent a natural histbry of the whi
man's introduction df alcohol and drunken.behavior -to. Indians, .pley

'do oot account for the Acceptance-of alcohol and these particular-
behavior patterns by the.Indians except in passingv And unless

, the social scientist is willing to settle for the idea that thi-S

acceptanc, was due merely to the physical pleasure alcohol furnished
a position the awthors explicitly reject, he must detail the reasons
Indians used arcohol and what they got out of defrhing drunkenness
as did the_whites. This is particularly true since drunkenness
usually appears to be so widespread only a'short time after the
introduction by whltes.

A
Finally, since drunkenness.has become institutionalized as a
cultural pattern, most anthropolOgIsts have felt the need to explain
the persi5tvic6 of this culture coMplex over time.

, 4

,P

The functions of drunkenness are discu'ssed by the authors obliquelyk
as well as explicitly; it is implied that time out behavior is fup.
,Furthermorei, ,the uhe of alcohol altows the Indian:to blame the
self-Ayied morallk' superior white man for!the acts Indians perforMed!

while drunk. On a more mundane leyel drunkenness.waseusea as a
covkr for the execution oE guilty parties'or enemies or for,
commltting other 'acts whites (or fellowIndiaris).defined as criminal.
eigning drunkenness, also learned froM the whites>, accompliphed the ,

entioned ends, along with furnishing a trading advantage,
was inddlged in by'Indian people from erly times, It Was algb

t44
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s49lie8ted by'the aUthors thAt, "timi Out" CerMonies, ,

and behaviors can miniMiZe the disruptive cOnseqUenCes of aggressive
behavior 'tor individualit. Also, to ths,extent th4t,...these behaviori3,
ars localized in time and stpAcei one mAy 00 down on:their exercise.
Thusl-a function of contemporaty tribalky taposed prohibition ag4dnst
repervation-drinkirig is to reduce the vl.sibility'of drunkenness
thka reservation and to Lacalize it as utua as possible to'reserv
tion border towns/ etc. The same oan,be.said for individuals.;
by limiting tpeir antisocial behavior to episodic "time out"
experiences attached to drinking, the person does not have to
consciuosly accept that.particu1ar"way'all the-time, or define'him-
self in terms of the anti-soOial acts..

Mbile these ihsights.are highly'perceptive, they remain tangential
to thea major trgument of Drunken Comportinent, They appear/ however,
quite central to any understanding of arunken behaviOr in the
early days of white-Indian contract and on the reservation today.
'Anthropologists generally have been aware of the fact that Indian
people emulated the' traders' drunkervbehavior for their own cultural
reasons and these reasons have tq be explored to understand Indian
initial acceptance of alcohol if not contemporary drinking behavior.
Indeed, Lurie has made the same point herself. She attempts to tie
the develoPment of drinking as a culture complex with a tentative
assertion that "(The) core value '(i.e., faking full responsibility
for one's own actions, resourcefulness, opet-I4nded generosity, and
gracious acceptance of gifts) macy have become demanding beyond their
functional utility by the time of white contact, and thus drunkenness,
in the fOrm'of disinhibited changes-for-the-worse,'may .have been
seized upon...." ,"(as)-(a) socially att9eptAble way' around
cherished traits without giving them up entirely/ since they Atill
served functional,purposes." "Indian drunken time out....(appaiently
met) felt need to reduce tension o4 perhaps replace existing
Jmei.hods whose nature is lost-to hist ry (such as witchcraft)"
(Lurie, 1971).

Needless-to say, 'the hypothesized deteriorization of traditional
Indian values serves asa deux ex...Inas:Mina explanation of Indian
acceptance.dt drunkenness as a disinhibiter whiCh allowed fime out
for changesfor-the-worse. .Only a deMiled study.of the actual
cultural conditions of the Indian tribesi-pr..better still, detailed,'
historical description of where, when and 4owIndians drank, would
fiarnish information on the question, "What/are the causes of initial
Indian responses to alcohol and Indian definitions of drunkenness?"
Shaft of such information, two points deserve serious attentioh:
regardless of Lurie's explanation of contbmporaryIndian "drinking
habits, she postulates that initially Indian drinking was ap #

equilibrating mechanism .in the face of cultural straimand'a
psirchological response to the breakdown of traditional order.

To some extent then,) Lurie, like MacAndrew and Edgerton, is basically
asking the qusestion, "Why can't (gr couldntt) Indians hold their
liquor as well as,white mea.cara" 'This approach is highlighted
the concluding comments of the latter adthorst "Since societies,
like individuals, get the sorts of drunken comportment that they
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they'deserVe 44) they. get" (4tikcAndreW an Jdgerton, 1969).
AssuMing that indiVidals'enjoy time oup,',and eVen tiMe,d4t for.
,changes-for-the-Wrief it is not.idle to reverse the'queStion
'and aSk 'the following question, "What is it'about white.society.
.that inhibits white's from 1)king as much_titie adt as Xndians do"?
i'This question has particular value 'since it highlights other'
unvoiced assumptions of the preViously-cited authOrs. Thusl.the
enithors of Drunken Comportment argup that,'if alcohol is.a
hibitor, it should be most effective in societies with excessive rules-
or taboos, and repbrt with some satisfaction that not'only is this
not the case' Lt in some societies with few institUtiOnalize&

' inhibitions,,
itArunken

timevut changes for the worse are found.
They,fail to see other imKications: These,sociaties are used to
time out behavior and accept.alcoh(51 as one more relatively_pleasant
and efficient way of taking time out. While it is unnecedsary to .

pursue this question here, a number of obvious implicatios suggest
themselves for further exploration: What cultural commitments of
Native American were consistent with time out behavior linked to

drinking? What social control mechanisms were present which could

cure drunken change-for-the-worge, and to what extent did cultural
values militate against the institutionalization of effective social.
control mechanisms tO curb drunkennes?

Descriptions of the life of many American Indian Tribes suggest
that "time out" behavior was not at all out of the ordinary. A

recent work by Jacobs quotes a passage written about 1760 about

Indian life. It is probably an accurate description of life in

many tribes:

For the Indian when he finds himself posgessed of his
usual Cldthing and provisions enough to satisfy his
hunger, will pitch his Ter4 with his family and-continue
in it-sleeping and smoking,his pipe by, turns, for whole
days, and sometimes, even whole weeks together, in

the most supine Indolence and inaction, and never
leaves it to return to,his Hunting till a fresh call
of hunger obliges him to it (Jacobs, 1972).

It is clear then that that kind of moral cohstraihts against time out

behavior which non-Indian society possessedalbeit in_Keaken0 .

form on the frontierdid not exist among some Indian tribes.

This point is being raised becauseimuch of the literAure-on Indian
'drinking not Only focuses om it as a problem7-which it is--but because .

most of the mbre sophisticated anthropological'"explanations,"
while they.may. indeed expla*the behavior, rest on the rather*
ethnocentric implicit aspuMption that Indian drunken comportment and
particularly changes-for-the-worse are'more serious problems than

,. white behavior and therefore must be explained. Obviously the confu-7

'-'0ion is based on an ethnocentrism which Probably effects the
"explanations" social scientists have furnished for Indian drinking

patterns. When one accepts Indian drinking rates as/a social problem

.4
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Out not,an,a'oademid pr,91441pereA, nOt OcOre..0-Xtracorditary
thin: white 44444 .rates,: .tti kind4( of 'Tiesti-600 and ex0inatiOns
one is 'likely to .purinechinge radicallyi. Thh:focUs. pf' oUrStudli
th0n becometi behaviorilrat40*thin .brOadly cultUred., -- It lei for- -..

this-reason that the behavidral .Contekt of init$Al.drInklng patterns
wis au4g4ted_As a proper 'area of'StudY, aVen frWthe'perspctive .

.: of the.aut rt-of Drunken amportment. .

Admittedly, e it.is gruitful to explore ,phe,social. Context in,
which drkeniiess was first integr4te6 into Xndian ways of life/
it. Would 40 fncOrrect'to.assume thiethe initlaVinstitutionalizatilon
--accouhtS for bontemporary drIliking patterns. In the'past, sOcial.
scientists hive used rel.atively Abstkact-stateMents abOut culture
to. eXplain contemporary'drinking-pAtterns.

vine Deloria shols the lirdits of such abstract statements when
. talking about:the deleterioua effects of sUmker workshops run,by

academics:

Pon

Let us takE; some specific examples: 'One workshop
discussed the'thesis that Indians were in* a terrible,
crisis. They were, ah the words of triendly anthro
guides, BETWEEN TWO WORLDS'. Pespie between two worlds,
the Students were told., DRANK. For-the anihropologists
it was a valid explanation of drinking op the, reserl.'
vation. For the young Indian, it was An authoritative
defilnition of.their roLe,as Indians, Real Indie4s, they
began to think, drank and their task was to become real
Todians for .onlY in that way could they recreate the
qlories 41f the past.

So they DRANK.

I lost Some good friends who DRANK tilo much:

Abstract theories create abstract aqtion: Cumping
together the variety of ,trikal problems and seeking

.t
the demonic principle e%t work which is destroying
Indian people may be iritellectualiy satisfying. BUt
it'does not 'Change the' real situation. "B'y concentrati,ng
On great'abstractions, anthropologists laVe uninten-
tionally, removed many young'Indians from the world in
:which problems are solved to th'e lands of makebelieve
(lelozia, 1969). .

,

Anthropologists can also take/the other-extreme. Thils, M. Wax,
drawing on statements by Amer Stewart, states:

Simply .put, there is a High incidence among IndiEins
cof binge drinking. The context of this drinking is
he'peer association of young men, frequently .resulting"

.o c

n an encounter with the police that leads jailing,
r,in drunken driving at high speeds, which an lead
to disaster for the occupants of the vehicle.

fe,YA
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.GiVen thesegodioculturaA.dilferenCeS in the ueageApt
alddh.01,'MOSt attempt0 tO:v.eXplainn. drinkingon the

,basis of individuallpayohology. C4g.,pe41e drink to,
:escape froA'thSir problems) ireeM 'naive. In a fund..,

amentak sense, there is no more need'. tq'explain the 44e .
of alcohol than therejs to e4plain the prevalenbe of
"sexual telatkonships for the simtle fact is.that. both:
are gratifying and pleasurable. What ne.eds',to beexpl.a.ined'
or understood.are the ways peOple have evalved for:'
curbing, .disciplining, or ritualizing_the_OonSufttion of

alcohol,corthe enjoyMPOt of sexual relationships).-
Omer St4wart -has argued thst:Wester.n peoples have_had
a longer'period of faMiliarity with'both fermented
beverages. and.distilled 11(mors, and,therefOre have had
cerkturiesi even millen1a, in which Ilo.elaborate codes

. and rituals for handling them. Even so, these peoples
remain dissatisfiedWiththe consequences, and th,ink of
drinking as a soc41 problem, The:Indians of the' Americas
have had a brieferi time tO Work out'cultural-responses
to this novel and. Oeadly challenge. Indians.have the
samb problem in -handling alcohol that 14 exper1enced
by many.other folk peoples, becaurse they paace
tively high value on trance andvision states.. 'Whereas
a people with strong norms,favoring.disciplined rational
conduct would be discomfited by the experiences of

- inebriation, these folk peoples give it a. positive '

social reward (Wax, 1971).

Such a statement highlights important facts7-dr1nking is fun and
societies must develop sdcial means of coping with drinking and
drunkards. From this-perspective it is plausible to argue that

to the extent that time out behavior is not condemned in contem-
porary Indian socielies, and to the extent that drinking bouts have
become a rewarding type c4 social interaction, drunkenness and even
severe drunkenness, need not be explained primarily as an example
oftindividual coping behavior or escapist behavior at all, and
9111Eit froM this perspective.the burden of proof riksts on those who
kelt to.rejltte-drinking,to assimilation contlictsand-those who
4ffrret omt other functions drinkins is supposed to serve the

individtal drunkard or his'societyc In effedt what such a posion.
**suggests is-that at this point drinking can best be studied within'

the context of everyday behaviors: friendship nets, proximity. to ,

bOr4er towns, avgila 1.-4.of,transportatIon and,money,-employment
statuS, rat4 r'than. atively abstract statemen'ts about Culture

But thipit position has.same1.18.vere limits taken alone. Thils, to

say that friendship nets exist Which encourage drinking'does not
necessar4Xy obviate the funotione drinking may perform forthe'
individuals involved or the larger,society. George Romans and
David Schneider ,(1.95) dealt with this question years ago in their
work, Marriag'e Authoritly and Final Causes. Secondly, even if one
were.to accept drinking as "time out" behavior', this would not be
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11" the Same as assuming it w4s inherently pleaSurable. One would be
confronted( therefore, with the question; time out hehaViOr frpm
what and time out to do what? These questions do not denigrate
the importance of the "here and now" it understailding drinking
behavior, they merely.require that all aspectsof the here and now
must be taken into )account to understand that'behayior. Another way
to see this, ifone ddes not accept a kind of naive biologism--
i.e., drinking is pleasurable-is to asTrhoW'eome the institution
of binge drinking caught on. Appai.entlywsome tribes did not buy
it, at least not right away.

, The case of pueblà response to alcohol has alieady been noted
Furthermore, Devereaux'(1948) points out that "there.is no evidence
to suggest that European orAexican alcoholic bevereages played:an
important role in Mohave life during the period of Spanish contacts.

:, Alcohol began to make aPpreciable inroads only during the second
half of the nineteenth century as a result of an influx of White 0'

American whOused alcohol in the economic and sexual exploitation
of, the Mahave.11

It is quite,possible that Mohave ethnocentrism served as a pro-
phylactic against the-, diffusion,of drinking, but this still high-
lights the fact that there is such a thing as drinking patterns and

these are culture patterns that cannot merefy 6e disregarded.
Yurthermore, even within thobe societies where binge behavior is
not heavily sanctioned,,Some groUps-:-older men, women, etc.--do
not indulge as much.as.other groups.

0

Thus, it is still of value to see drinking within a cultuxel context
and put drinking behavior within the'bropdest socio-economic and
socio-political frame Of reference. Nor is this task limited to
seeing drinking merely' as a-function of the presence or absence of
social control mechanisms which arg meant to cdrb drinking. ,Of
course as Wax pdfhts out, there is a value in outliming the pl4ce
of.binge behavior within the context of daily reservaton routineg
and interactions between Indians and non-Indians and the relation-
ship between Indian and local (non-Indian) institutions. That very
point was made earlier in this paper. But to see dxinkin4 from a
complete perspective, social scientists must pursue two sets of.

questions: one.,.socio-cultural, one social-psychologicai, "Do°
societies whose people'go on.binges, and those whose people do not,
differ and how do these societies differ?" Within societied
that allow binges, do some members abstain from this behavior?.
If so, who abstains and aie there special times of abstinence?.
Conversely, among whom, when and where are4binges most likely?
Furthermore, since the focus of this paper is on youthful
drinking'behavtor, questions of initiation'intD'drinking patterns
are also of major concern. A review of the literature furnishes
some answers to these questions.

ti79
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INTER-SOCIETAL DIFFERENCES IN DRINKING BE4AVIOR.

The broadest question one can Ask it: Are there charactdristics whic0
distinguish societies which allow heavy drinking or binge behavior"
and those whiCh.do not? The answer to this question is yes. Much
excellent research by anthropOlogists has already. 'been completed
whichsuggests correlations"between societal drinking patterns and ,

particular types of oppressive physical environments and expfoita-
tive culture contacts the wOrId over. An early and. thorough article
lep Donald 'Horton, "Thp functions of Alcohol in Prfmitive Societies:
A CrosScultural"Sttdy" ielates "subsistence insobriety in forty-
-three societies (Horton, 1943).

While it is beyond the scope of this work to pursue"discussion of
Horton's major/thesis--that heavy use of,alcohol is linked to
"anxiety"--it should be noted, however, that Horton thas no direct
index of anxiety and that, outside of subsistence insecurity and ,
(prejudicial) acculturation, other indices of "anxiety".,such as

1

Sorcery and chronic warfare are not significantly linked)to heavy
.insobriety.

4
In other words, not only does Horton not have a direct index-of
anxiety but factors which he assumes to be linked tc5
chronic warfare and sorcery--are not statistically signifkcantly'
related to havy insobriety. This suggests a itiore direct linkage
of the two variablesubsistence insecurity and ptejudicial accul-
turation--to heavy drinking.

-

Subsistence insecurity was defined as 'occasional or recurrent
famines due,to drought, insect plagues and the like to threats of

faMine dte to cattle plague, diminishing herds or impoverishment
Of'the population for othet reasons with consequent diminution of
food supply, seasonal periods.of starvation or food insecurity,
.or a diminished game supply." The findings are reported in Table 3 -

(Horton, 1943) .

,

More telling ds.thb;Iacf, howe'Ver, that Horton finds heavy insobriety
among all the-13, soludetres in,his sample which Suffer subsistence
insecurity because of aetriltental culture copfacts, i.e., "settlerS''

encroaching on.the'lanT, driving away game or'forcing the natives4?'

to less fertile s011,1iisplacing whole populations to reservatit9.,114, .

destroying native inApstries, and the like." It should be remeMbered,
of courSe, that allitktive American tribes experienced this type'
of.subsistence thteatening "acculturation" sooner or later. Indeed
when acculturated and non-accultura'ted societies are contrasted
by Horton,'regafAless of the subsistence insecurity, all accul-'

turated societies indule in heavy insobriety and a statiStipally
significant number of non-acculturated societies are likely not to
indulge in strong insobriety '(Horton, 1943).
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These data do not allow oneLto deterMide.Wh'ether extensive "culture

contact" itae4f Would cauete'-heavy insobriety or just the lirejudi-

cial,culture contact whigh,generatesw;ToubsistenCe insecurityr

since in Horton*s.gampletheie °are no societies whose acculturation ,

did not bring abou "subistence inse urity" as,he. defined it.

As noted'earlier, however', evidence i da.cates that among Indian

societies whose culture remains intact, drinking remains effectively

controlled by aboriginal institutions and techniques. The Papago

and Pueblo ate cases in point.

The Tueblolendians of New Mexico and Arizona are perhaps
the est examples of such groups., These Indians have

not been severely deprived socially and economically.
The social and religious organizational aspects of their

culture are still intact and their basic subsistence_
economy, farming, has not been seriously endangered by
,White contact. ThuS, the old institutions and the'
anxiety-reducing techniques of the traditiohal culture
are still operative and effective. These Indians have
not as yet fett the need t'o.substitute new institutional
techniques eithei to sanction group drinking or to fi.nd

riew substitutes to cOUnteract excessive drinking.

Indeed, in a few Pueblo villages where excessive drinking,
has begun to exhibit itself in recent years, the drinking
problems appear to be related directly to a breakdown

of old institutions and social control techniques.
As these Indians become"socially an& culturallydeprived
and anxious, they seek solace in drink. Since (anxi:ety

was teaditionally lowered by institutionalized eocial
interaction patterns, it is not surprising that drinking

has become, as among the Klamath, a group activity.

.
But drinking among.the pueblo has not reached the
proportions found among other Indians (Dozier, 1966).

While-U-4s finding4suggests that it is primarily prejudicial cdIture
contact which is linked to heayy drinking, these data are not conclu-.

sive. The work of Dozier and \Horton would_ have to be.compared on
Matters.-such as criteria used for defining heavy drinking and subsis-
tencp insecurity, etc., if 9ne wished to make a more conclusive
statement, "lilt these efforts lie beyond the .scope of this paper.

While comparative cross cultural data are difficult to obtain some

groups of Native Americans apparently are more hard hit than others

and these'differences may be addressed briefly herein. Thus, Hanlon

reports the. following.information on Alaskan natives: "Deaths from

alcoholism or alcoholic psychosis (are) 6.5 times as high as in the

general population of the United States." He goes on to. add;
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A1coholi4m.probab1yalsopaays 4 role in-tke-extreM04
high_ accident rates amomg the Alasken.natives. D9aths

100,060, povulgt4on from.accidents .amongpei'sons over
25:years of age in f966 were.58.6 for.all ratre'Sili the
United States as coMpared with-236.5 for Alaskan nataves.
It as interesting that_the discrepancy:holds true for,
.all kinds of accidents with the exception of falls.,
Undesirable behavioral hnd psychiatric reactions arAs
also manifested by otker types of iiiolentdeaths. Mhus,

6
age adjusted suicide rates are twice as-high ,(21.8 vs
'10.9 per 100,000) arid 'age adjusted hoMicide fates are
four times as-high (22.5 vs $.9 per l00,000) in Alaskan
natives s in.the general Population of,the United Stated
(1966 rates). Emotional problems.and behavioral disorders

.are especially frequent among the children and adolescents;
this indicates a need for.child 'guidance and counseling
services which have,been significanly extended ducing
recent years (Hanlon, 1972).

This picture is somewhat different from the picture painted on the
Navajo who, although they too suffer from some forms of social
disorganization, have reduced rates of death through ciFthosis and
seem better off than the Plains In ians.and even their neighbors,
the Hopi, not to mention Alaskan natives (KuMitz,,et al., 1971).

Until adequate cross cultdral data is available, however, one is left' 0
to conj,ecture. While it is plausible to suggest'that Navajo and
Pueblo indeces of socikal disorganization may well be lower than
Alaskan or Plains Indran disorganization, and this may well be linked
to the relative power the Navajo 1?eople May possess because of their
population size, or the relative Xsolation whth the Pueblos have
been able to maintain. Horton's Oindings for al/ societies certainly
suggest that Navajo and Pueblo Americans may also be better off than
Plaini Indian and Eskimos because their economies, although-affected
by the white invasion, were not destroyed by it. These statements
must remain, however, in the%realm of conjecture. They do highlight
the fact, hOweier,, that certain indices of sociAl sisorganization,
particularly unemployMent or underemployment, or low per capita'
income, aathough they often reflect deep hardship-u-as they do,among
the Sioux--may not be 'taken as independent measures since the extent
of continued traditional agricultural activity, craftsmanship,
availability of traditional food supplies, etc., all of which may

. pot be reflected in per capita income, are absolutely essential in
interpreting the meaning of such information.

It is clear, however, that all societies which experience the kind
of punishing acculturation,to which most Native American tribes
were subjected by Anglo-American invasion manifest""heavy" insobriety .

(Horton, 1943). While the social psychological relationshim between
heavy Indian drinking and'settlers' edcroachment on native land,

,

relocation of natives on less.fertile regervations, destrqc-tion of
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food sources and. native ind st \p have. been.discussed earlier in
thia,paper, and muchnore e said. about:it, it would be more

fruitful to pursue the question; I0i16.a haa'accUlturation" led to

heavy drinking and when .has it-not, or more preciselx, for whom

has it led to heavy drinking anct,for'whOm has it not,

INCIDENCE OF'ALCOSOL USE AND CORRELATES ,OF DRUNKENNESS

?

.

Three dimensions of youthful drinking worth exploring are the

4pocial behaVioral context of drinking behavior itselfq i.e., kilo, ..

when, where, how much, and under 'what ciricumstances: A second goal

to explore.explicitly iS the correlates of drinking, to the extent

that data is available on this subject, erhe relationship between
drinking and criminal and suicide behaviOr has already been d'ocu:-

;Rented.) The third goal ig to explore the total social milieu in

... which drinking plays such an important part. Of course, these
dimensions of social life are focused upon because it is assumed'

that they will furnish information on why drinkie4. has become an,

t extensiVe and heavily used cultural 'pattern among iany Indian youth,

,
information which must be gathered if one is not merely to explain

drinking within an inadeq ate,psychological framework, such as

, "drinking alleviates antxiety," or an all too pervasive cultural
context as "Indian youth experience culture conflict."lp

It'vould be naive to assume that all three questions-would be

ans*ered bxactly the same way on all reservations. Indeed, data

presented above suggests the opposite: to the extent that reserva-

tions differ in important social, economic and cultural ways, to

that extent the drinking pdtterns would also differ. Ideally, lt

would be best to contrast the life situations on various,reservations

and then to compare drinking patterns. Although the larges number

of studies on Indiari drinking focus on one or other tribe or reser-
vation, it is not easy to use these different studies to collect the

kind 'of information it would be necessary to collect if cross reser-

vation Comparisons were tp be made and crucial linkages to heavy

drinking isolated. As the report of the Indian Health Service

Task Force on Alcoholism (1969) point out, the various research

was pursued fr.= different perspectives, with methodologies which

differed in-degree of rigor or sophistication, etc. and therefore,

it is virtually.impossible to make the needed inter tribal compari-

sons. Some generalizations made by the task,force, after reviewing

many of the studies reviewed for this paper, do throw some light"on

the queStions raised earlier:' on many reservations drinking is

widespread and intoxication common; it appears most frequently in

male peer groups, and men are more likely-to drink heavily than are

women. Peak drinking years are froi late adolescence to the
mid-forties, after which a noticeable decline in the number and

extent of drinkersvmay be found, at least on many reservations.

(Drinking and often,heavy drinking still remains a part of.the everY

day. life of individuals over forty.)
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By the age of 15, most youths, have -lifted alcohol--often intrdduced
to it by adults--and some are drinking frequently. Indians who
reach middle age and women appear to beipetter off than young and
.middle-aged Indian men. Whether this'is linked to the.older person
assuming the role of socializing agent of his or her grandchildren
is a provooative hypothesis.

The relative advantage of 4omen in societies which have experienced
prejudicial culture contact was alluded ,to by Margaret Mead years
ago and byi many other anthropologists.since that time.' Women seem
to have adVantages over men on a number df counts: enot only is the
traditional female role under somewhat less attack than 'is the Male
role, especially among the Plains tribes, but women seem to be more
likely to make up the stable work force in thOse few "modernr jobs
that are available,either with the federal government or private .

,industry located on or near the reservation, ,(Extractionlindustries
such as mining and logging are', of course, an exceOtion to this
generalization.) (Hammer, 1965). It remains to focus on the Indian
add1escent's drinking patterns and social milieu.

ADOLESCENT DRINKING AND SOCIAL'MILIEU

As Kuttner and Lorencz (1967) state: Indian drinking begins early,
is excessive and constl.tutes as soci,alf noi a solitary, activity.
As among adults, adolescent drinking'is linked to criminality,
suicide and other social problems such as truancy and dropping out
of school.

Ethnographic studies of youthful drinking on Indian reservations
exist for a number:of tribes and they generally reportthe same :
patterns. Whittaker (1962) reliably reportsldrinking patterns among',
the Standing Rock Sioux: 82% of the males and 55% of the females in
his sample drank (Sioux women were no more likely tO drink than.:
white women). Male youth6 beginsdrinking regularly'at-15 years'
old; virtually all of them dri.nk between the ages of 20 and 29.
Among 15 to 17 year-olds, 60t of-the boys ana 40% of the g ls
drink. Some youngsters begin to drink as early as 9 years 1144

Whittaker-reports?that observersIthink that these self-reported
rates are a'low estimate. Among 17-year-olds, 88%,had friends who
drank. Apparently adolescent drinking.usuapy.takes place away
from the home.where it is forbidden.

In'a later article the same'author reported the psychodynamic and
cultural factors he linked to drinking: younger'drinkersiboth °

Indian and white, more often repofted 'drinkingjor social reasons
rather than-individual ones (Although ftIy 25% of his,sample could
give no reason (Whit'Eaker, 1963).

The widespread use otalcohol among the Mescalero Apache was reported
.0

by Curley (1967), who goes on to describes adolescent pattelps at some
length:
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0 l'Adolescents tegin to drink in earneet some time between the ages'

of 1 and 16, girls someWhat later than boys. Most hoys who are

. questioned stated that'they no consumed beer by their eleventh'

year...0" (Curley, 1967). .turthermore, adolescent drinkingis a .% .

gang behavior and it serves as,the basis for ether adtivities such

. as sports and sexual exploitS.
.

-1

* piece of research on the Pine Ridge Reservation of the Oglala

ioux done through th
also report's pn adolescent dri king. Maynard reloorted 'that 80%
Se Indian Service by ileen Maynardg (1960)

,

of reseriation Indian students 'still in school dfaimed they had -It.

drunk alsoholic beverages; 37% said they drank frecluently. ,

4/

behavi9r, with'older yo g adults making drink available and otherIn
Again, adolescent drink ng at Pifie Ridge'is a 'grouP reinforced .

.

adults assuMing that a person should take care of himself, and there°-

fore not intervening. When Oglala students were asked what drinking

. does to them, thdian students reported very happy (30%), dizzy (15%),

and talkative (13%)1and-as one would expect, the youngsters reflected ,

general normative expectatiOns: 64%.of them said that it was "okay"

for,men to drink but only '18% said it was "okay" for women. 4.

,
.

,

Adolescent rinking is linked not only to suicide but to delinquency

and high r te of dropping out of school. The q,:s. Senate Saocommittee

0 _tol.Investigate JuVenile Delinquency published a report "Juvenile

"Delinquency Among Indians" (1956). Although they found that hard
.

data waS spotty on the question, the report does show that adolesbent

drinking is closely linked to,deliNuency. On the San Carlos

ReserVation, with a population of4/4",000, there were 500 cases of

oradults charged with some kind of liquor°violation (out of a total

pf 743 cases tried in the tribal courts) and of the 76 cases against

'
adolescents, 61 were related to liquor. Among the Papago, there-were ,

33 cases brought before the Juvenile Court (District) of which the

largest numberof cases were charges of drinking and fighting.

.
0

Youthful drinking also produces prohlems for studentS still enrolled

in school. The Jacarilla Apache Indian Reservation, with a population

of 1,110 reported problem behavior at the boarding and day,schools.

In 1953, 21 outAof 30 problems were cases bf student intoxication,

Miand in 1954, 27 of the 59 incidents were cases of student intoxication

(Committee on the Judiciary, 1956).

Olh
Wax, who Studied the Oglala Community School--the boarding

at Pine Ridge--also reported (1967) that students get int& trouble

with authorities for going to White Cl'ay,to buy alcoholic beverages.

Of cOurse, adolscent drinking-should not be assumed to be a "cause"

of-delinquency. It would probably be more accurate to see it as

part of a syndrome of behavior which iqpiMbedded in a broader social

milieu that breedS both delinquency and drinking. Thus, the Senate

3 9
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-...Hcomparison (Cahn, 1969).

graduate from high schopl. The BIA per-pupil cost is'much higher

Two very different kinds of research have been unaertaken and have:.

than the nation wide average of $536 per pupil. .As a result,
Bureau Officials have been forced to a'tgue that this is not a fair

reported rather dismal findings on Indian education. Based on Pine
Ridge,1South Dakota, Murray Wax studied the BIA schoOls Intensively
and rePorted his results in "Formal Education in .an American InUan '4

A

0

4

J

#

Subcommittee investigation found that the major contributin4 factors
to\dalinquency.among Indian ohildren are:

poverty and poor living Oonditions, lack.of effe'ctive
lap and otcler, disorganized, weak and broken family
life, poor education programs, and %he difficulties
in makinv the transition ffrom an. old to a new aulture,..
other leading factors....are the poor health conditions,
inaqequate welfare services, lapk of local.leader-
ship and community action on Ind4an Reservations
,(Committee on the Judiciary, 1956).

%

While the absence of jobs for youths and-adults idas ignored in this
list of problesp, one of the recommendations of the subcommittee,
along with rdnication, was the enactment of Oirect loans to Indians
to.enable them to secure the.capital needed for karming and ranchinq
enterprises. (This latter recommendation was not 4mplemepted,)

The fact is, then that adolescents are not exempt frot the kind of
disorganization which the reservation populations feel generally.
Indeed; that is reason to believe that reservAtion based Odian
adolescents experience problems which middle aged Indiaps have resolved,.
and these problems revolve primarily around theleducational and econo-
mic artangements on the reservations, while other social dimensions,
such as isolation, toredom, absenceof anything to do or involve
oneself in, exacerbate the problems endemic to reservation life.

INDIAN,EDUCATION (/-

American Indian education is a conglomeration of different school
systems, different funding patterns and different ph4dsophies.
The,thing that probably is almost universal is .that whether it is a
boatding or a day school, run by the BIA or integrated in the county
school systed and 'supported by JOhnson-O'Malley funds, secular or
religious, it is usually under'the control of non-Indians and nol
doing.as good a job'as one could,reasonably expect (Fuchs and
Havinghurspy; Fyn).

Thus'for instancPapproximately 43% of.Indian students do not,
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410
Community (Wax, et al.,,1564), very different kind of.research:

was done by Fuchs and Havinghur,St, who later reported't4eir findings

'inr the book To Live On Phis Earth C1972).

This lattet work reviews Indian' education'pationally and also

includes An historical perspective. It tirtlishes a globa.1 picture

of Amerifan Indian educationttlday. There are About 200,000 Indian

studentsjenrolled in schools.c'About 50,000 are in schools admin'r.

.istered typ.the Bureau of Thdian Affairs;'100,000 are in public schools

which receive.federal support (through Johnson-O'Malley funds, etc.)

Another 40,006 are in Other piplic schools, while 9,Q00 are in

miSsioripand Sther private schools. Approximately mopo are not

attending school .(Fuchs arid 1-Iavinghurst,-19I2).
--

Aside from three exceptions,. the Rough Rock Demonstration Sciol and

Blackwater School in Arizona, and the Navajo-High School of:New

Mexico,.these schools are not under,Indian Control, and 66% of those

youngsters for whom the BIA assumes. responsibility EAtend public

schools .at Overnment expense. Approximately'$20 million is allocated

through P.L. 874 while a similar amountis furnished through Johnson-.

O'Malley funds. This amounts to'about $400.00 pex' student, Which is

equal to-the state'S costs per child. (Fuchs an&Havinghurst, 1972).
s,

Fuchs and Havinghurst document beyond doubt that Indian achievement

is loWer than the national average when tested on academic subjects N

(e.g., reading and meth), and furnistrdata which suggest it is not

a function of racial differences. Indeed, 'they report Voyat's

findings, who using Piaget's" work suggested that low L.Q. repoN'ted for

Sioux was a function of the culture Content of the examination

itself since the Siouk were not tiinferior to whites.as to their

development.of mOre fundamental concepts. The' question becomes

even more crucial when they report'earlier findings of Havinghurst,

alsoobtained at Pine Ridge, which showed that thirty youngsters had

an I.Q. of 102.8 when first tested and one year later the same thirty

1 .Saoux had an average I.Q. of 82.5 (Fuchs and Havinghurst, 1972/).

,

What accounts for this picture of widespead demoitalization and educa-

tional failure on Indian reservations? A4ain, like other commentators,

Fuchs and Havinghurst point to possible culture'vnflict. They argue

that with few exceptions all schools view themselves as primarily

teaching.the dominant"non-Indian
culture anoethat whil4o pare ts want

theschools bo impart skills so that their'children.can beco part

of the dominant economy; some 'resist total assimilation. S io-

economic status of families was also:mentioned as a possible contri-

b4ting factor to student failure in school. And in still anoth'er

study done at Pine Ridge, Spilka stated that'both Pcio-economic

status and other factors such as the ethnic and cultural situation

f the 0g1ala Sioux must be taken.into account for any genuine

tional innovation (Fuchs and Havinghurst, 1972).

The fact that cultural differences may be important should not be

hastily overlooked. But if they are important, they tend to k)e more
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subtle thanone would sUppbse.. paffa (1907) reports researCh On
Krapahor.Shoshone,-and white teenagers living on or neat the Wind.
River Reservation in Wyoming. He found that while dominant value
orientations of Arapaho,- Shq,shone and white teenagets are similar
(as measured by aAuestionnaire), Arapaho show,lowest agteemen in,

, value' choices and feel_unable to cOmmit themselves to peer support
values. The Arapaho are also said by .the author_to_be mote likely
to be fullblood than thd ShOshone, and the Shóihone have traditionally
been perceivid.by the whites as an ,31jr_1.141 war and frend of the white
man. Indeed.w10.1e over 80.56 of both .11.idiari groups vetted. a favorable.
evaluation by nbnrtribal Members, only 9$..of those Arapaho (wanting
suph an evaluation).while fully 7,5% of those ShoShone reported
feeling they obtained it (TeffS, 1967). 'The authot suggests that
the differences of opinion found among the Arapaho May account for
their high level of anomie since,indlviduals in the group oannot
re'ly on other group.membert- tp support the way they present them-

. selves to out-grOup Members. One cannot help but. feel, howdver,
that if the amount of white intermarriage within the two,peflbes
varies significantly, cultpral differences are bound to be 'mportant
even if.hard to ssess; nor need orie assumo that they, be on such high
levels of meaning and value as are likely.to be focused.on b.
Kluckhohn and others "(Teffs, 1967).

The extensive work of Wax on the Pine Ridge Reservation throws a
great deal of ight on the social and cultural dynamics of Sioux
school failure,and dropping out behavior.; although it is impossible
to generalize from his work, his findings offer.suggeStive hypotheses

' about Indian education in general.

Wax and his co-workers paint'a picture of peer group culture in the-
schools which serves .v a majbr impediment to education. 'The peer
group uses,some borrowed values--pften 'distorted by exaggeration--
as a basis for invidious comparisons and teasing of outsiders.
Children refuse, therefore, to go.to school if they do not have the
proper clothes. But more generally the peer group and the youngster's
place in it determines "whethei,or not he is happy end willing to
attend, what 'he learnb, and whet'hdr or notihe dare to recite in_
class (Wax, et al., 1964). Rosalie Wax (1967) elabotates on this
peer cultute furthe i. in an article "The Warrior Dropouts."

Rosalie Wax describes Sioux child rearing practices which encourage
boys to be physically reckless and impetuous. "Sioux boys are reared
to be proud and feisty and agjexfpected to tesent public censure."
"And again--"By the time he has finished the eighth grade, the country
Indian boy has many fine qualities; zest for life, curiosity, pride,
physical courage, sensibility to human relationship..:.But,he) is...
lacking in the traits most highly valued by the school authotities:
a narrow and absolute respect for "regulation's," "government pioperty,"
routine, diSCipline, and diligence." 'Of course, the Wax'is work
focuses on other anomaliqs of Indian education at Pine Ridger the
total isolation of tdachers from.students ancl parents alike, the
tendency for teachers and administrators to see students as coming to
them for a cultural.vacylumAdue to an ihadequate home life), and the
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tendency for parents to'iaithdraw (ma allow their children to With-
.,

dra'w) from an unsatisfactory educational sitgation.in the school

(Wax, 1967). This pattern of non-acbommodation is particularly
unfortunate.sinct it'appears to Wax and to tile wixiter that "apparently

some country.Indian familkes have become convinced that their cor-

porate wellbeing and prestige within the local community depend on

getting' at least some of the children through high sChool (and college

if possible) and thus into better paying tribal and Bureau jobs

(Wax and Wax, 1968).

EDUCATION. AND -EMPLOYMENT

While it is beyond the scope of this paper to pursue the question of

employment and unemplOymeny of Native Americans, it is esgential to .

.recount ihe fact that theJunemployment rates among Indians are far

worse today than wag white unemployment at the height of the depres-

sion. On many reservations, furthermore, the federal government is

a major if 'hot the major employer. Maynard reports for instance

that 44% of'the employed Indians on.Pine Ridge'Reservay.on are

federal employees (in contrasto 37%,of the non-Indians). .She also

Apointed out that 46% of the employed Indians fell into the lowest .

occupatiohal categories,,using Warner's Oce'upational Status Scale,

as compared with, 14% of the non-Indians at Pine Ridge. This kind of

i

economic plig

t

t'is nOt different from the plight Of the Ne Perces

reported by. wart ,Walker (1968), and the.Apache. Unemployment

statistics f r the Navajo are eepally grim, ranging from 60% to 70%

(Bathke and Rathke, 1967)":., Thus,.educatione-which whiti middle.dlass

youngsters can associate with respectable, productive adult jobs, .

does not mean the same thing to Indian youngsters who often Are

confront4 by whites in high paying, high status jobs and Indians

,considering themselifes lucky if they are bus drivers or janitors

in the BIA schools. It is within this contxt -Chat one-can rightly

ask, "Ednation for whaV" Indeed, the Indian's faith'in education--

when there are so few reservation jobs available--may seem unrealistic

.

except that since many yot(ngsters drop out,,therells hope for the,

economic guccess of thobe who stick it out.
0

.

,Some social scienists \have argued, therefore, that Indian youth's.

experience of education does no,radically diverge from the expe-
.,

rieApe of lower class youth in urban settings,.except for the major

difference of Indian isolation and the paucity of(jobs on or near .

thereservations. Whether or not this is true, however, remains

to be seen. ,Certainly the'peer group culture of the Sioux does not

.
seem to prepare one for a nine Ito five job Monday through Friday .

ahy more than it prepares one for success in school, and the pattern

of gang drinking (which is closely associated with %peer group- life),

.which reflects and leads into young adult drinking, merely makes the

transition -bp à regular job that much more improbable.

!
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One must be quick to add, hoWever,.that not all youngsters on the -

Pine. Ridge Reservation conform to the "country Indian"-'pattern
described above, and that youngsters in other tribes cannot be
assume4 to refleat the same kinds of peer group commitMents. as
the Sioux country youngster. It is reasonable to .suggestigtiowever,
that in school settings in which the teachers and administrators
automatically assume that oungsters come from a background which
is at best a vacuum and more probably hostile to the goals of
traditional white middle class educati9n, similar isolatioh of
students.and teachers is likely to 'result. ,

DRINKING, RESRVATIONS AND.SOCIAL _CHANGE

.The preceding analysis has sodght to integrate the problem of
heavy drinking among adults and youths on Indian reservations into
a broader picture of reservation life. The vast number of Indians
living on reservations exist in harsh physical and social surroundings.
Drunkenness is a highly visible and all but universal pattern of
behavior among young men. Unlike their white brothers, many more
Indians end.their lives prematurelyby accidents, suicides and
homicides. For 'those who remain, ;the irrelevance uf white educatio,,
the absence of jobs and where there are jobs the absence of skills
or capital to create'jobs, makes life a dull, jileaningless treadmill
indeed Conversely, drinking in gimoups is a major pleasurable
pastime). It may serve the drinker merely as time out behavior;
it may 'reinforce his status as an Indian in his own eyes, or allow
/him to-conform to-white stereotypes\gf the drunken Indian; orlit
might allow him to grasp some vision of'poWer which Indians n6,
longer possess-in the real, sober reservation world. Whatever the
sociar psychological explanations, drinking is a social problem
for Indian people and it is linked to many behaviors they deplore
but tolerate, giveti their great:respect for indiidual autonomy.

It is not surprising, therefore, that two anthropologists, one who
studied life on a reservation while the other studied Indians on
relocation, conaluded that the major need of Indians today is jobs,
and jobs close to or on the reservations (Graves and Van Arsdale, 1965).

40 the question of sociaL chángc seems to be somewhat more complex
paktly because no matter fahat has been said or 'tried in the past,
much on the raservations remains the same or has,become worse than
it was; indeed, Maynard suggests that the drinking syndrome may
well be an adjustwent to the joblessnessand powerlessnes.which
has been such,a'key part of reservation liTe, an adjustment which,
no matter how.tragic, keeps the Indian from reacting even more
self-destrdctively to his intolerable situation (Mayncd,.1969).
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The fact is that Indian population growth is quite high; Ohichs

and Havinhurst.report unpUblish#d Cigures on birti . rates from the

U.S. Public,Hea101,Service for 19671 the, Indian birth,rate was 37.4

pet 1,000 population while comparable U.S. figures for all,races

was 17.8. The population of the largest reservationr the Navajo,.

is 120,000. Thus, most Indian ftibal gkoups areolaced with an

increasing population and anshrinking,land baae) they also halte

neither the ability to conablidate the holdings of individual
Indians so that they may farm or,ranch, nor th necessary capital

to invest for the implementation of such an agricdltural enterprise.

These problems merely exacerbate the fact :that many reservations were

initially located on low grade agricultural'land.

The socio-political realities of indian life 1e'ave little room'for

optimj,sm. In the 1950's a concerted effort to relocate Indians

to urban areas, a hardly successful program, was linked to termina-

on,of federal health, educational,.welfare and law enforcement

servides On reservation8, and the transferring of these responsi-

bilitie8 to the states. A concerted effort was made to replace

the.Bureau of Indian Affairs edudational functions with integr'ated

public schools on or near,reservations, and,Johnson-O'Malley and

other federal funds were made available to this end. The extra-,

ordinary damage done by these policies cannot be,over-estimated
'since. Indians were quick to as.sume that<if they exerCised.aUtonomy

and self-determination, they.cogld easil be making themselves

prime targets lor termination of a unique status they had with the ,

Federal .government, a status large numbers of reservation based

Indians seek to retain. Indeed,\it ii alleged that sote officials

in the BIA have suggested that if a local community mere tO pursue

its plans to assume responsibility for its own schoolformerly
under BIA controltermination would follow,(Shorris, 1971).
More serious-is the assertion that while the,government set up

the Indian Claims Commission as a way of resolving the-claits of

Native Americans, some awards made by the Commission were made

"with the injunction to the tribes to use the funds to prepare

for 'termination"(Josephyv 1969).

The present socio-political situation, though less grim, continues

to erode confidence and make it virtually impossible for Indians to

plan their futures intelligently. While Mr. Nixon has spoken
gainst the.policy of termination, the Congress has not acted to

scind its'joint resolution supporting such a policy. Furthermore,

although much of Mr. Nixon's speech, in keeping aa it does with

the thoughts of an earlier pioneer reformer, John Collier,.does

support the ideal of pluralistic self-determination for the tribes,

little that has happened on the policy implementing jevel indicates

that this policy will be vigorously pursued.
4,

Efforts of-the U 8. Senate to.take some of the.problemvion 4and

also leave l' w.
, ,

reason to be sanguine. Senators Kennedy, Jackson

and, Mont

/

troduced ilndian education bills in 1941. While a

J
7'

,
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number of Controversies are addressed differentially by these
bills, a major.question' in the minds'of the lawmakers 3:11, "whO
should administer Indian education---HEW or BIA?" Whatever the out-
come, bf these controversies, reservation Indian leaders are essentially
confronted 'with a level of ambiguity about.the tribes' legal and
juridical status which no other American comMunity leader must '

handle. Elizabeth Colson points out in a-paper on "Indian'Reser-
vations and the American Social System," that public polidy toward
Indian reservations is open to.extreme shifts and this tenuousness
and unpredictability of policy encourages factionalism so,that there
Always remain some groups of Indians who'would be free to go along
with the next change (Colson, 1971):

Ihe unique position of'the Bureau of Indian Affairs cannot be,ignored .

in understanding the barriers to changes Indians must overcome.
Indeed,' the introduction of the lattice of Econamic'OppOrtunity on
reservations, to some .extent, introduced5 the'firat time a
separate development agency on- reservation . Such a step cannot
be over-Valued since it is unrealistic to.assume that an agency which
is housed in the Department of the Interior and charged,with the
duty of protecting Indians, a duty which necessarily puts them in
contact with Indians who need protecting, can also see the Indian
as other than a ward and ohe whpheeds the agency'- help. Not only
do BIA personnea have trained incapacities for initiating autonoMous
Indian economic and educational behaVior, but they also have vested
interests which are at variance with suCh developvents. This is
not to suggest that the BIA staff has not performed Many of its
tasks nobly, it merely asserts that one agenc,cannot do everything.
But the question of which branch of the government is to administer
Indian economid and educational development on reservations is of
secondary importance. Genuine changes are only likely to come
about when powerful groups which influence the Congress and the
Executive BraDch support htm. In the meantime, only changes-within
the limits of the status quo are possible.

pROGRAMS AND PRAGMATISM 4.

R6senthal suggests that anthropologists',emphasis on a simple idea
of culture and culture breakdown "plays directly into the hands
of 'politpiafs and administrators.... For With good will or evil,
it,is eaeritb argue that the cultural vacuums must be filled...and
on this basis...justify an astonishing number of plans and programs"
(Rosenthal, ,1968). A

It would be impossible to review all of these plans and programs,
especially ssince all those which are studied universally work.
Two programs on Indian drinking and suicide prevention are worthy.
of note. Suicide prevention had been in operation for some fourteen
months when an article on the program was'published. There were.no
suicides during that time, the longest period to transpire without
a kuidide (Ogden, et al., 1970).

1 29
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The work of Ferguson Also suggests that an alcohol prevention program
can work, at least for non-assimilated Indian people'wfio are not

caught in the cross pressures of their own and of"Ameridan dulture

(ferguson, 1970). There is reason to believe that 0E0 interventions)

account for the eXperiMental programs of Indian-copttolled education

(Fuchs and Havinghurst, 1972), and that interventions of the
Department of Labor, to institute' a New Careers program for Indian

Adults, and Action programs for Indian education on Indian reserva-

tions may be of same assistance ip preparing Indian people to

assume some BIA jobs presently being held by pon-Iiidians (Hunter, 1973).

Richard Schifter, the leg* representative of the Association on
American Inaian Affairs, has made.a more striking .proposal. He

asserts that Indians uniformly approve of the now defunct Civilian.

Consekvation Corps. He proposes the reintroductioil of such a corps,

in 'which Indians would engage in donservation work, the development

Of recreation faCilitiet, and they 'could also serve as game wardens

and in the National Park Service. He also believes that once an
employment economy does exist, it would be easier to attract private

businesses ontwthe reservation (Schilfter).

Mr. Nixon!s extraordinary and profound statements on'pluralism and

Indian self,determination suggest radical changes in the way white

society will respond to the needs of 'indian people. To implement )

such a policy the federal governme4 cannot pursue one Indian policy

or one Indian program but must become a partner wii.h the several

tribes and sub-tribal units to aid them in the pursuit of their

goals. One of'the first priorities of such an effort is turning

over control of the educational systems to Indian groups which want

it; such an'act would be merely ceremohal if not'accompanied by
substantial support of parents and Indian-elected school board

memberi3 so that they could fashion for their yoUngsters an educa-tional

program which is consonant with their communal values and their

needs.

4
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Table

Total Population
White
Negro
Indian
Chinese-Japanese

Table 2.

,Compartive.Rates of Arrest of
Various Ethnic Groups iwthe
United qtates - 1960

-

Total
'Arrests

2,200
1,700

is;opo
1,000 ,

Rate Per 100,000 Pop.
Alcohol.
Related

% Alcohol
Related

940 -43%
780 47

2,000 I 33
11,000 76.

270 124

Comparative Rates of Arrest of yarious
Ethnic Groups in the City of Denver,
Colorado - 1960

t.,
Total

Arrests

Rate Per.100,000 Pop.
Alcohol %'Alcohol,

Related

Total. _5,300 2,700 51%
White 4,800 2;500 53
Negro 12,000 3,600 30
Indian 60,000 51,000 86
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Figure . Age Specific Suicide Rates fdr
Indians 1965-67 and the U.S.

All Racesv 1966
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Table 3. Association Between ,Subsistence
,Insecurity (Not Including Effects

//'of Acculturay.on) and Insobriety

.Insobriety,

Moderate
Subsist9ACa /nsecurity ..Strong and Slight To-Eals

High
. .Moderate or: Low

4

9 2 11
13. 19 32

22 21 43

6

Table 4. ,Association Between Subsistence
Insecurity (Indluding Effects of
Acculturation)Cand Sobriety

Insobriety

Moderate
tibsistence Insecurity Strong and Slight Totals

H4h,22 . 2 .24
Moderate to Low 13 19 32

Totals 35 21 56
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-THE CULTURALIff DiSADVANTAGED ADOLESCEN'T

-It has been, frequently noted-that our cOnceRtion of the characP)r-, 7
istics and problems of thoseWhom we define as disadvantaged 'shifted k

significant,4 during the-f960s. During that. period the pf 4

our attention shifted from individualized to collective prOlems.
The treatment of the disadvantaged,became not the problem of de-

liVering services to'clients, but rather the change of structural
copditions (inequality,- poverty, etc.) in order to eliminate the
-Troot cause" that manifests itself in individual problems. The

dailiturally disadvantaged dqerged during this period as h newl
recognized category of citiNens who were to be saved by the War

on Poverty. In the area of the lower-class adolescent, these
efforts were guided by a theoretical model of the causes of th
problems facing th* egment,of the'disadvantaged: the theory of

differential oppo uni y structures Okoward 'and Ohlin, 1960).
Either directly o indirectly the War on Poverty for" youth operated

ag if this model were an accurate presentation of the root causes.
In this chapter, we shall draw upon the-research and experience,
that have been directed by that model to assess its usefulness. :
We shall,then offer a modified descriptIon of the disadvantaged
youth that we think is more reLeyant to the understanding of the
prob1eMs he faces and the problems we face in our interactions
with his. Finally, we will att-empt to identify what now appe
to be crucial research issues in order to better understand th
disadvantaged yopth and the delivery of services related to movi g
the'youth toward a less disadvantaged status

'William .11m4113 is a member of the United States Board of Parole -

and is also Professorial Lecturer at George Washington Universit.
He has helA a number of yernmental and educational positions. He

has authored or edited su h books as
4

0ounseling the Disadvantaged
Youth_, Managing Student B,havior, Juvenile Dvlinquency: Theory and
Practiee, Action Program for Delinquency Prevention, and Readings
in the Administration af InsKtutions for Delinquent Youth, in

addition, he has written many°articles in the same topical areas. ,

The,views he oxpresses in this chlpter are personal, not as a
board member of the U.S. Board of'Parole, and are not necessarily
the opinions of he Department of Justice.

'Charles F. Wellford is Associate Professor of Crim4nology at
The Florida State University. He has-coedited Juvenile bilinquency
Prevention and'has written.several,a'sticles In the areas of crimi-

nology and delinquency.
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DIFFEROTIAL;OPPORTUNITY,K=TURE THEORYk:. TEN YEARS LATER
w

The centrar element in AtherentiEil op4ortunity structure'theary
is ps fellows: ..

.

.The -diSparity between what lower-class youths are led to ,

4 want and what is.actually avAilable to them is the source
of a major.Problem of adjUtment. Adolesoents.who form
delinquent subcultures, We suggest, have internalized in
emphasis Upon conventional goals, and unable to revise
their aspirations downward, they-experience intense
frustration; the exploration of nonconformist al a
-tives may be thekresult (Cloward and Ohlin, 1960, p 86).

This-variation on'theeMertonian model of struc*eural sources,of
deviance (1939) offered two basic approaches to social refori: the
stratifiCAtion of aspirations, or the rejection of what Merton,
called the. democratization of values; and'the opening of legitimate
opportunity structures '(most notably via education, employment,
and residence). Because a rejection of the "democratization of
values" would-pe.politically disastraus, it was decided that pro- 41)
grams would be developed to change the rate of access of lower-class
youth to ,legitimate opportunities, and in the process "solve" what
were considered tlipt be direct (e.g., under education and emplo exit)
and indirect (e.gl, delinqiency) consequences of blocked oppor
ity.

If we were to define the disadvantaged from this culturally relative
position we would say that they are those youth who have heavy

.

liabilities which lessen their chances for competing successfully
with their fellow citizens in all phases of life. Disadvantaged
outh may be found living with their families in a world where
ay-ta-day survival takes allAtheir thoughts and energies. 'Keep-

). g a roof over their heads aid getting food and clothing pose daily
problems. Many American youth are disadvantaged from birth because
they are/of a minority race and must make theiiway in a society
still riddled with di8criiitation. Gther youth are severely dis-
advantaged because of a physical environment which isolates them
from opportunities for educatidn. and social experience in keeping
with the requirements of modern life. These are the youth of city
ghettos, of migrant farmworkers, or of playgd-out rural areax....,

-

Many disadvantaged tetd to be'members of a trantient society.
They make frequent moves within. a 6ity and Often to other cities
and regions. Thl.s results in hat really belonging to a loiftal
,community; interruptions in education, and lack of access to,_and
knOwledge of, desired social agencies. Maty of the.new registrants IV

,

S

-"
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in local employment service or welfare-offices are in-tigrante.
Lack of mediCal care, lack of proper training, and Conditions of

.pover*- often result in 'uncorrected physical and mental'handicaps.
Many appeak to have mental disorders, but may be pseudoretardktes
op cultural retardates who appear to be .retarded becaime of cob.-

, ditions which have p%ventedlthem from developing tentaly.

3

oh_aracterigatu 2g. ,atsE_.1kaatird,a Yp'utla .

From these limiting experiences some,very obvious characteristics
seem*to apply to a substantial number of such youth:

P9tential. They may function below their potential due to various
deficiencies or' because they do not kno,W of.the various employment
opPorttmities to which they could aspire. They malk have such low '

self-esteem that it.is difficult for them to see tffemselTes as able
to acqUire or hold jobs for which they are otherwise capaiole. They
may even be reluctant to train for better jobs in the belief that
they will find nothing open tp. them.

Int9rDeksomq 22lationship,s. They may be socially undevelopedo act
,idlpillsivelyA and have diffiCulty getting along with coworkers and
employers. They may not understand how to accept supervision, to
develop and learn under it, or to tolerate any implied criticim.
They may be irresponsible, and lagking in middle-class standards
of reliability. They may not show up on time for interviews, may
be late for work, or may not show up at all fgr several days.
Punctuality is often not expected or practiced in their home en-
vironments. _So4e may be bitter and disi1l4sioned, with hidden
or obvious hostility. Othe,rs will have a: sense of poweressness
in the face of overwhelming Obstacles. Others will compensate
with an overaggressive mann61., but more will be inarticulate and
withdrawn from adults. t

6

EIA22.119,11a1 Defi,ci.enc,y. A major and most obvious characteristic
is a pattern-of educational deficiency. A youth may even be a high
school graduate and still lack the abiliV, to read or comprehend
basic-English, or to handle figures competently. This may be frus-
trating to him and bewildering to his parents; For many parents
believe that no matter how much a child is disadirantaged, if he
once gets to school and manages to stay there, he can expect auto-
matically to make his,way when grown and to rise _economically and
sOcially Above his early environment. Various studies have sh n
that the parents of the disadvantaged, in both city and country
may place a high value,on education for their children, though
they themselves are largely undereducated. Yet, in spite of this
respect for education per sev a majority of these iprents cannot

.1
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"or do not giv'e their Childrenvadequate support and encouragement
either to attend-school regularly' or to study at home. Tliks laCk
of family support places an extraordinary reoponsibilitylon the
sa0o1 system. Yet these youth generally go to schools)which haye
the poorest facilities, ;the most crowde -classrooms, and oVer-,
burdened teaching staffs. When these 4,outh enter the labormatket;.
the lifetime tradition of disadvaat:;- is continued, and their de-
prived background is manifested 'heir unemployability' (Amos,
1964). a'

The success'of efforts to develop reform programs based on:this
model has been nelgligible'at best, The Coleman Reyort; the 1;lesting-
house--Ohio University evaluation of Head Start, and the Job corps
evaluation have ddcumented the failure of our effOrts to trans-
,late this model directly into effective service .systems.' For, example,
today there are.over one million youth between the ages of siXteen
and twenty-one out of school and out of work. There are approxi-
mately-350,000 more that are in school but looking for .part-time
work: In addition,'there are between 500,000 and one) Anion whO
are not Only out of school and 'oUt of work but are not even in our
statistics. They simply exist around the fringes of society:and,
might well be called the "young retired.", urthermore, the direct
research on'the model during the 1960$ raised serious questions
concerning its adequacy.

t,

ZIAluation 9.1:400ked Opportunity TheorY

As, Klein .(1971) has recently obserVed, the, CloWard and Ohlin ren-
dition of the blocked opportunity theory has been the most tested
of all major theories,on both minor and major scales. The work
of,Short and Strodtbeck (1965) certainly, stands, along with Klein's,
as the most comprehensive and rigorous attempt to subject this
model to an evaluation. At each major point, We observe gross
inadequacies in the Cloward and Ohlin model.

.The Exi/sfence f T1pze9 TATIPas QS_ Subcultures." Short and Strqdtbeck
found no eVide ce for the postulation of- criminalistic, conflict,
and retreatist subcultures. This lack of evidence has also been
observed by Cohen (1966).

Dal Process of Normative AUepatiQ. Cloward and Ohlin suggested
that the percepiion of opportunitV blocking as "external" (i.e.,
not related to abilities of the subject) would lead to rejection
of socially approved means to goal acquisition. Elliott (1962),
Gordon (1965), and Empey (1969) have demonstrated that the gang
delinquent in fact does internalize prescriptive norms.

270 )
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The Perception of Op.m.9.41241z. ,There has ben 14.1,tle consistent
evidence relating class differentials in ihe.pe4sceptign of degree
ofaccess to legitimate Means and delinqUency. In fact,there '

appears pd be little relationship between class.4pos1tion and'
. relative perception of legitimate means availability (Elliotto
-1962).

Other sociological models for the'behavAral pl'oblemg (Cohen,
195.5 miller,-1958) df tower-class youth have proven to be equally
irrelevant to the explanatidn of the deviance of lower-class youths.
In summary, as Klein has observed: "Many of-the theoretical state-
ments about gangs currently so widely accefted as fact'are nOthing.
of the sort. Rather they are undemonstrated, undemqnstrable, or -

actually demonstrated'to ,be in error?,(1971', p. 28).

If, as now seems more clear, these modelirgrosslY overeim ify the
conditions of disadvanta d youth and the consequences in thrms of
deviance of these conditi ns, and if,. as we are, also aware. hat
the translation of egen these 'siMple models was grossly mismanaged
(e.g.,'Moynihan,.1969), we should not be surprised by ,our'relittive
failure to achieve "maximum feasible ampliorAtion."

This is not merely to arrive at the banal conclusion tiát the AN.

causes of social conditions are "complex,"'and that mqre research
is needed. At this point,, conceptions of thb disadva taged tre so
limited:by the theoretical models in which we attempt to organize
"relevant data" (and thus disregard or fail to find "irrelevant"
data), and the reliance on ideological commitments rather than the
results of, recent research is so-Treat, that we find little directpn
for future research in existing models. Instead, w.e eeem compelled
to suggest a suspension in theorizing until we have a better repre-
sentation of what we are trying to explain and change. In the re-
mainder of this chapter, we will provide'what we think\are some
clues to a better understanding of the problems of the lower-class
disadvantaged youth. We do not intend tO repeat the various descrip
tions and characteristies 'of disadvantaged yoUth that fill the lit-
erature. We feel that at this time it is more important to dis-
cuss factors which inflIpence efforts.to understand andmork with
such young people, than to add to the demographic descriptron of
the disadvantaged (Kohrs, 1968).

CRIMINAL OR DELINQUENT BEHAVIOR'

It is important to note that a persistent problem characteristic
ofAisadvantaged youth is their involvement in criminal behavior.

we have come.to realize that law violation among youth is a
fairly general phenoMena-(Studies vf hidden delinqUency), the

WO
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overrepresentatin'OfloWer-class youthAn labeled criminal behavior,
continues, with the,probleM for:disadvantaged,nonwhite being most'7"

'acute. In terms of. arrest rates, nonwhite rates'art generally eight

to tem time .greater than whit controlling for age, for all: .

serious offense8categOries%( rk, 1969). This reflects class' distri-
lAitional difference6.between thOse°44cill categories;-and, when class
controls are introducedl'the differences become significantly re-.
duced.. It.is ugually observed that,the.highest, rates of delinquent.
behaViorare to .be found among loWer,-class blacks, followed by lower.,-
class whites, however; the variation between clasSes.is usually greater
than the Varkationibetween races at the same class level.. The tn-
portant focus, then-, ih considering.the delinquendy,of thq,disad-
vantaged is the.,class.dimensian..

In receht years.a new pattern of youthful criminality has been im-'
posed On.this traditional. finding: the inorasw in violent crinre.
It has been recently reported (Block and Zimring, 1971) that the
rate of murder among the younger age cdtegories has increased.by as
much as 700 percent in the last ten years, Adth the increase occurring
mostly in Stranger to strangerl cross-racial homicides. .Wellford
(forthcoming),has also observed.sighific&tnt increases i4 the age-
specific rate of violent crime during the period 1958-1970 for the
age categories'fifteen to twentt-One. Thus, violent crime,. though

1111stila a minor part of the crime problem, is increasinglyrbecoming
a behavior of youth and, mostfrequently, disadyantaged youth.
This conditionl'as well as the more traditional one of hig4 rates
of.official crime in this segment of the population, offerff a con-
tinuing significant challenge and impetus to our ability to respond
to the disadvantaged.'

t)

SOME CRITICAi ISSUES

The.disadvantaged adolescent of today is not the disadvantaged
adolescent of yesterday. He may or may not look he same, but he

f Y
does not speak, react, or perform.in the same mangier.. We are
primarily speaking of the urban 'black youth. How ver, th.e pointS
that we hope to make have meaning for all races a d nationalities.

Hostility 1= Hatd.

A prebidential commission in recent years pointed ,out that white
racism was a principal fact9r in the racial problems of this
country. We are sure that this is true. We are also sure that
black racism has, or will, become an equal partner. The racial

hatred in many major arban areas, as exhibited by blacks, has not
only precluded those areas from becoming a part of the larger

4(17,
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societY bUt has forced many of the social agencies in the reas to
close, or ta function at a bare minimum of efficiency. The schools
induAry, manpower, and welfare pro&ams all have become bastions
of racial hatred. ilja many instancep this ha.ered is veiled with.
such descriptions as serf-pride, black awareness, black-powerl,
etc. .4uch a climate makes,it almost impossible to deVelop prograMs
to'prepare young people to ente i*. a'pociety that is beginning to -

open.its doors to all people. This atmosphere Of black racism is',
nationwide, and we see little beint undertaken to combat it. Black
leaders, for the.most part, will not speak against it, for it is
political or administratiVe suicide. White liberals support it -

either for political reasons 'or personal feelings. Everyone con-
demns white racism, but few condemn bla racism. Let us hope
both black.and white racism 6111n:be im nated beforeo4Wcountry
completely separates or meets in:the s reets.

1

Black Separatism

N As far as the current authors are concerned, integration of races
and cultures is perhaps the only long-term hope-in. our iaciety.

We do not base this on .a moral consideration (although this .

country since its beginnings has been-a "melting pot" and has been
strengthened by this mixture), but on an economic consideration.
.Froka practical standpoint, how can blacks With limited financial
recources, inadequate proportions. of administrative and technical

-2
skills, and coAstant conflict' within theirsowp ranks, hope to

.

.separate physically and economidally from thip.society?. Such
preaching mt4 sound exciting and enticing to a ghetto. youth; but,
a ter the romande i8 over, what-has hg learned or acquired in
t e way_of skills and attitudes that will allow\him- to find A re-
warding position in the marketplace? -,In'aspefitch to the Annual

) Convention of the NAACP, Dr. WIlson Riles-observed that it was
self-defeating to teach ;black kids black English. 1,1e went on to

say that what disadvantaged children need-is training in basid
English, not in""black nonsense," Such searches for.identity only
tell the youngster that he is nat'capable of competing and that
success can come,only when'he is in competition with his own kinI.
What could.be more harmful to a (Child's concept of himself and
of the world?

Educational Conflict

Wikliam Raspberry, a young black columnist for the Washinato
Post, recently wrote (1971, an article entitled, "Can Slum upilp'
Be Educated?" In his discussion he made the following statement:

273
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-ie,thete stke'thing about lifd i big-c

x0^'
lums

renders most4slum' children incapable of 'academic

No,one in a Pggatkon of educatiqaal authority is
ing toanswer yOp." Nor does anyone se4m to hglie
'factUal data to Support anNInequivocal nb.*

A 4
Thobe who- have Worked Ait an .edudati.onal or trzfinizig
suchChildren have Perhaps. on: yaribus occasions wondered,the.same
thing, -We'have.söen the.,:pattern o a slum child enterAng the first --
grade"with little-noticeable.intellectualAdfrerence between-him-
self and-other. children,- BY the time he has reached grade three,
he is a year behindy grade db,c, two years;-"and by 9.g',e sixteen,
he drops out, about:three .ya4re behind.- This same pattern is
found, with mountain whites, lese'rvation Indians,:and other "ghetto /
groups" -

that
success?

sufficient

From our experiences, the One outstanding identifiable element is
the child's,inability to read. Educators have_khown fox-some
years that progressive educat*nal 4evelppmentis based'on the
ability:to read at the appropriqe gradelevel. We have also

a
seen the high corielati n between behavibr prOlems Amd delinquency
and the inability to r d. Kenneth Mrark has.proposed that the
Washington, D.C., scho .111 system make.a,concentrated effort to: ouer-
come the problem by giviag extra emphasis to teading and arithmetic
for at least one year. Opposition to this plan has so far kep:t
it from being implemented..-

Ln our opinion, more could be done to aid the disadvantaged by a
nationwide, intensive"reading ptogram in schools having a high
number of disadvantaged youth,: This ks not to be interpreted as
a panacea. We realize that it has limitations, but in our.judg-
.ment it has more merit than does any other single program of
which we are aware. It wduld hopefully-do more.to provide a
meaningful base to understand and work with diSadvantaged youth
than does any other current program.

lo

Work

The confusion between the dignity of witk and dignifie work has
become a major.issue when un4erstanding or working wit disadvan-

. taged youth. The dignity or-all work and the merit in doing a
good job has become a 'minor point of emphasis in counseling youth

*Washington Post, April 22, 1971, A19. 'Used by permission.

A
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of all socioeconomiC levelS today (see:chapter by HaCkman and
41tDavis on vocational counseling).

.We feel that.the efforts for overcoming racial stereotypes and
prtividinglhotivatfon for upward mobility are:among,the most
portant elements in counseling disadvantaged'yduth._ HOwevbr,,we
also- feel that in many cases,...absolutely unrealistic views' of,
work and requirements for job_su6cess have.been offered. Many
youngsters who are school dropouts:, with limited job skills or
experience, expect to be placed well up,the ocCupatiOnal ladder.
But they may:not be equipped with attitUdes or goals that allovi
for 'vocational iMprovethent and maturation. Even if they are, .if
bapid' promotion is not forthcoming the.only excuee the youth may

'offer is racial prejudice on the part of the supervisor., There
'is very little self-analysis or insight, and t e climate of-their
enyironment supports their interpretation.

For several years, one of the current authors was Chief of the.
Division of Youth Employment Services in the U.S. Departnent of
Labor. One of the real problems noted in the various youth em-
ployment or training projects for the disadvantaged was their
unrealistic interpretation of what it takes to succeed on a job.
"Any white yolingster was promoted Only because he was white and
every black lad failed only because he was black."

We can well understand the basi,s for these feelings after ye s

of rejection, actual discrimination, inadequate educational systets,
and, in many instances, family disorganization. However, der-
standing these feelings.and using them as a bltnket excuse are two
different things. liany people tody equate understanding 'th
excusing. In working with the disadvantaged, we do not ne d to
provide them with excuses, but with hope,,encouragement, the
opportunity for success, and the reelization that they, as unique
persons, can produce and succeed. It is about time that we stopped
equating the problemSof the disadvantaged youth with what happened
three hundred'years ago. Let us equate 'them viith today, and the
opportunities and resources of today. Granted that opportunities
and resOurces are not currently adequate for the social.ills that
our country faces, but they are more adequate than ever beforei
and all indicatioris are that they will continue to improve.

RECENT OBSERVATIONS ON THE DISADVANTAGED

Our prevOus comments' raise certaila issues that we feel have
been neglected in recent discu6sions of the disadvantaged. Now

40
we will titrn to a review of sorge characteristics that have been
stressed in the recent literature On the disadvantaged.
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It has been commonly atcepted 'tllat minority youth are jazy,-that
thpy la* motivation. This, of coursel, is a generalizOion *lift
would be as true of youth at all social levels, not just disad-'..
vantaged youth. Howevpr, .from our observationi in recent years;
we see a positive pattern. develoPing. Many suc1 4 young people
have a Tlew concept ot themselves and the world about them, and. ,

q this is reflegted.in their behaVi9/!.'-The-experiences of_ theotast (
have co ditipned many youngsterS.to feel that they cannot'succeed

4that a erson of their color or race has no hope of succegs--so
,why t . The overwhelming repression of poverty has each day,pro...
vIded added proof that they will live and die as their parents
.did. We,feel that in d few short years a rather'remarkable change
has occurred:. From our.cbnversatIons yith'youth workers around

.
the Gountry, there comes.an optimism that a change is 'beginning -
to take place. Soie youngers from the pove y oituré seem to ,
have more, hope, motivation, and an improved self-concept Whether
.this is the beginning of a major transformation we do,
for it is too-early to tell, but it is a Vhopefu,l sigi., One must
note, however, that this positive sign is clearly rlaPated to the
black separatism movement discussed earlier. The balance between
these themes will be a major pfoblemqronting bocial policy '

makers in near future., ,

'Jack 1Jong-,Term Goals o
.('

One of the, more negative.effects of poverty is that it precludes
adequate "models" with whom young people may identify and from.
whom they may pattern their behavior. In.our opinion this has
beefi a major reason why so many youngaters from.the Roverty cul-
ture have been unable to plan for the future andhholelong-term
goals. Of.course,.the pressures .of day-to-day living also preclude '

relying on future.rewards.

However.; weagain sense a change. It mayi be related to the 'various
opportunities that have been provided in recent years, particularly
in the educational pd manpower, areas. It may alsb relate to the' -
considerable:number of minority,group member's wbo are more visible.

the programs and institutions that affect their lives. .What-
ever,the reasons ate, there peeM to be an.increased nUmber Of
young people from the poverty and.ghetto cultures who are de-
veloping and holding long-term plans and goals for the Nture.,

Interestingly enough, there seems to be something of a switch in
blackzwhite youth groups. More affluent vihite youth,seem to be
dropping out and rejecting long-term goal's of the past,,and more .*
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minority/Youth seem to be picking them up. More black youth are

[patting involved ih-the system and Using their energies in.bring-
ng about constructive'changel ft Seems that many st,Ich youth have

-orseenwhat involvement can do and 4,01)110emthat,, at lasti;1#4ey have

.a chance to be a part of'society. The next step, of coUrSe; is

planning for'the future%nd the development of longer-Lterm goals.
-

rie,Pt.4). get4t4-

Many authorities have long',felt that the rates a' mental illitess

are higher in poverty areas. The° incidences of p'sychoses,'drug
fa44ictionf'and alcoholXsm.are.not only knore visible but also seemt

-4to be more.prevalent. *) may say; on the.ve hand,.that much of -

'' the behavior which is interpreted as being irrational is very
'rational in.the ghetto setting where the pressures of life Are

so overwhelming. It bedomes negative behavior only when compalled--'"

to behavior and yalues outside the ghetto. On the other hand,

1111

there ip a, great nead for positive mental health efforts in

, poverty areas. When one relates good mental health'to fully
functioning oit belf-actualized People, then the great discrepancy
can be seen. 4/Not "fully functioning" does not mean that persons
are' mentally, ill, but.it does mean that thviT mental health needs

improvement relationship to self-understanding and day-to-day.

Middle-Clau V

In.recent years,.the middle class and.the values of the middle
class have become the-accepted cause of most of the ills of our
society.. The stereotype of materialism, coMpetition, and lack
of sensitivity.that has been AunE5 around the neck of "Middle-
Cla6s,America has been used to explain why the disadvantaged were
"frozen out of the marketplace" and why society's interpretation
of ghetto life was so biased, prejudiced, and wrong. It has been
said often ahd forceably that the values of the Middle class have
no. meaning for disadvantaged youth and that it is inappropriate,

to use yiem in(any. way. This 'is not entirely true. Any person

who has .worked 4-Intimately with such young people knows that the
valueS they strive for and that many even assimilateat the present
time are values that have to be called middle-class.. gome of the'
strongest defenders of such va ,ues are the persons who arejwoducts
of the ghetto who have risen o middle-class status. They not

onlY believe and accept these val1iea but they also reject many.,

. of the persons they have left behind because they have not em-

braced these vglues.
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Many 'deprived youth :hava moved, beyondthe middle classUn their N-

yaltn- on clothes, Cars, status, and other ego tools.
, They may

"make out" with any available female, but when picicing one for
mavriage or other long-term relationship, we have seen the same

0 values (e.g., dhastity) as attributed to the middle class domi-
nate their behavior. The lower socio-economic levels of society
have long emphasized education as a status symbol beyond what
mahy middle-class patrons have done. This'same overemphasis Can
be seen in religion,, home buying, and the search for status.

We are not saying that disadvantaged youth should be judged or
:understood from a frame of reference dictated by middle-class
values. Weeare saying that these values have merit it working
with suCh youth; that these valuep are not all, useless and im-
proper in'understanding the disadvantaged, and that many Youngsters
from poverty cultures strive for such values and honor them. t
is so easy to steieotype all people from a given culture and or-
get that people are unique and that values are reflected in be-
havior.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF SOCIA1 CHANGE
.11

if the "War on Pckerty" and related social.pervice programs have
not had the desired impact, why not? From the senior authdr's
extensive nvoivement in these programs, the following observa,...
tions seem ertinent:

A Morass f g4kgma
,

vi
. \ 0

There were and are simply too many programs and too feW able
Staff in too many agencies. The Departments of Labor; lth,

, Education and Welfare; Housing and Urban Developmen 1 erior;
Agriculture; and, the Office of Economic Oppbrtunit are glutted
with offices and programs designed to provide servic s to the
same people. Bureaucratic defensiveness, uncoordina ed repeti-
tion, and just plain administration allow the agency to grow 'with
little impact on the individual client. As new programs.are
founded, staff are lured away from other programs by higher
salaries; and 't is not unusual to see a person at a meeting
representing orj e agency when at a previous m tihg he represented
another. So, a very average person steadil rises in the pro-
fessZonal world, and eventually his limited creativeness, ability,
and insight will seriously limit the effectiveness of some pro- I

gram. Old government workers never die; they just trans:fer to '

another program.

,
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That many programs are based .on cvsumptions whiah are simply

not ttue common knowledge. We are the. first'to admit that
the 'pOor qUality of&research whiah hAs been flowing from the.

,,.variou8 universitial and other institutions in the past terf

years hat; not really provided the answer to magr of-the major

questions concerning disadvantaged:youth. However, we must
note.that much orthe effort in the 1960s was pbliti ally moti-
vated and failed to allow for effective participa n by quali-

fied social scientists in policy-makifig efforts. A

!

Theb4es ga, P sonaliv DeveloVment, Aal Their Impact

In recent years he -a.cademic community hat; also been concetned
with the frames of reference that we use in training youth i

workers and related personnel. We have particularly been cdn-
corned with wliat theories of personality seem to work in relation-
ship to services provided to the disadvantaged. In factl it has

reached the point in some instances that a particular.theory is
necessary if your grant or program is to be approved. -We have
identified three broad areas which ay be lis0d as the psycho-

:.
.analytic school, the self school, an the neobehavioristic school.

For a numberiof years, the psychoan ytic schoole were4the prin-
cipal framework upon which.the helping disciplines were built.

"The schools Of social work were influenced by analltical thinting,
and, df course; this calpried over into the other drsciplines such
as psychology, guidance, and counseling in schools of education.
The reader may turn to the chapter by Bellegfor an extensive
-discussion of theories as they relate to the addleticent.

In the last two de ades, the self-theories have gained cons der-
able respect, part ularly with those who are serving the m re
disadvantaged client: The, works of Rogers, Maslow, and others
have given us the understanding with which we can assist in
bringing.about changes in how a person sees himbelf and his world.

,

, .

Also in recdht years the neobehavioristic theories have come to

the front. A gnificant number of,programs.that were f ded

under the Manpo er Development and, Training Act were pro :u s

that had their philosophical base in behav orism. The lesson
that we have toidraw from tbs might be Aummed up in this way:
"If your particular theory o personality is not popular today,
simply 'wait a few years and'it will be." We have overemphasized,

specific schools ot thought to such a degree that we have for-

gotten that positive impact on people is usually the iMpact which

ocCurs as a result of the relationship between the counselor and
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the client, and not because of the p oqopIhical. frame of, r
%/14

ence that is used. 'What research we haieshows that op oXiMatel.y.
two-thirds of thiise persons Counseled bAnefit from the cdutseling
'regardless of the theoretical framework, if any, that the counselor I
was using (Amos and Williams, 1971).

We feel that the above observations are critical .fon °any under-
standing oPrograff development for the disadvantagegi. Without
capable supervisory staff, a factual philosophical Vase.and good
administration,an army of bright, involved people will have little
impact.

FUTURE RESEARCH Issps

( The past decade has often been.referred to as the "decade of under-
standing." The urge to understand has become-the rallying cry of
the antipoverty egorts. As a result, one has the,feeling that
it has become more important to underbtand than to 'dvelop effect-
ive preventive and remedial iSrograMti In,fact, an explanation-
has become an excusel-and, as a res t, good programs have fallen
in the crack somewhere between explanations-and excuses. So what
we have are many programs, great quantities of exhausted funds,
and many disillusioned people--this includes the disadvantaged
and their helpers.

It seems to us that what has come out of the efforts of"the-laA't
ten years has been to show actually, how little we knom about how

' to deal with tht.massive urban ills that we face in our. society.
Contrary to som6f our opinion is,that the behavioral sciences have
been given an "unle,ashed" life in recent years. Never in history
have the funds been available'for research and consultation that
were available during the 1960s, and, we might add, with so little
positive results. It ,seems that the questions of real importance'
in understanding and working with disadvantaged,youth have not been
answered,or even attacked. Unfortunately, there does not even
seem to be a willingness to make the effort: Because of the nature
of the problem, most of the issues have a negative flavor. Re,
gardless of their flavor, or 'how unpalatable they may be to cer-
tain groups and philosophies, they must be studied and answered.
The few meaningful efforts to approach these issueS have been
made by private groups with very small and very selective'samplings
for the moat part. Wefeel that cooperative national backing is
necessary to find answers that will guide the large comprehensive
national programs; will be professionally at.ctptable to all groups

, and races; and will have the funds and staff to do the necessary
long-term and in-depthotudies requited. Of course, the various
natJ.onal societies and professional organizations which have

41,51.
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expprtise or interest in the areas concerned should be partners

., in the effort. tecause of the controversial natUre of many of

the studies, the most respected and competent people available

should bWinvolved..

AreEls maAov

Rpsearch efforts should be focused on investigating such per-.

plexing areas.and questions as-these:

Eval*tion of .0q9ia; Agen0.es. Given:the relative failure,

of public service agencies to provide significant services to :

the disadvantaged, we must continue studies bf these agencies.
Iheir contribution to the perpetuation Of the problems that they

4

are established to
w

alleviate must be determined. Furthermore,

e must explore ways to make these agencies more accessible to
1.

public evaluation and control, particularly by those who are the

recipients of services. The'analysis of the changing of service

delivery systems may be the most fruitful in improving our ability

to affect the conditions of the disadvantaged. .

Asa Awl 4earning. At what age can a disadvantaged child's environ-

ment be stimulated most effectively? Most educators agree that

age iix is too late to start remedial programg to create an envir-

onment more conducive to intellectual development. We need to.

know more about the quality and quantity of both staff andex-'

periences that are most effective. We feel that this.is oneof -

the more promising areas for helping disadvantaged youth escape
the effects'of a limiting environment.

§tabllizatioa Qt. Family Life. How can the family life of many
disadvantaged children be stabilized so that the experiences,
support, and guidance so necessary for human development can

occur? In the years since the Moynihan Report, it has 'not been'
popular to see this area as one of Major concern, and yet the
evidence continuesto mount supporting the nation that family cop-
ing'behavior is extremely varied among the disadvantaged. How

unfortunate. Until this major social undertaking can be materially .

4 effected, then the causes of limit'ed intelligence, behavior prob-
lems,- delinquency, and other social ills will not be at:tacked

effectively.

RaceLauaIp.telligenee. This issue is one that has constantly
been before the public, in some Raw, for many years. It has

such political and emotionarimplications that it is almost im-

possible to discuss it even in profesgional circles. Even'though

many authorities will agree thafthere are:a.'number of'unagtwered
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(and unadked) questions concer'aing race and intelligence,_any
individual or gboup that proposes studying the issue la brand9d
racist. , This is unfortunate.

In recent years, however, a number of scientists'of international
reputation have been willing to speak out and propose that long.L.
range research be conducted. Or,e such proposal was before the
Ntltisaal Academy of Scitnces. his resulted from the recommenda-
tiorAbf an eight-tan co led ,by Dr. 1ingsley Davis, who
had been given the oharge of making a recommendation.. The com-.
mittee had been established as a result of the urgings of, Dr.
William ShoOkley.-1 The Academy rlajected the recommendat*dh but ,

unfortunately did nothingsto,resolvelbr clarify the issues. More
recently, Hans J. Eysenck, in Race, Ifitellingende.and Education '(1971), has reopened the issue. One cannot dismiss.men like

.

Jensen (1969), Shockley (1971), and. Eysenck Eis racists or oppor-
tunists. Tile argument boils down to one peint--yoa have to know
what the problem is 'before you can proVide a remedy.

We hope in the near future that resburces will be made available
to study this major issue in depth, and that 0. racial cllmate
will develop, which will permit scientific research of such im-
portance to'be conducted.

SUMMARY

sin this chapter, We have attempted to provide a description and
. analyipis of the lower-class youth, not by reviewing or reanalyzing
the many demographic descriptions of this segment of our society, .

but rather by trying to iagptify soMe critical issues that we
have observed emerging in'the last' few-years. This personalized
analysis reflects the problem areas that we suggest researchers
and practitioners must acknowledge and confront in order to ex-
tend our ability to ameliorate the conditions of the disadvantaged.

A
Our analysis has led us to focus on three categories of factors
affecting the disadvantaged: the theoretical model underlyihg
our efforts to reduce the number in disadvantaged conaitioni'the
agencies that have attempted o translate this model into action
programs; and the characteri ics of the disadvantaged that we
see as most important, or, neS ct We have suggested that
the model, 14h11e ideologically ful, has not been able to explain
the data developed by resea rompted by the model. The agencies
that have been evaluated have consIstently been characterized as
failing in their accomplishment of primary goals. The numbers of
disadvantaged have increased, become more difficult to reach and
work With, and have become j stifiably,hostile.toward a society

282 4 1:7
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that promises social dhange but perpetuates structural 4mqua1ity.

The re-emergence of intense public concern with the disadvantaged

must be preceded,, we suggeSt, by 111 examination of the most baci6

conditions (the. structure of change agencies and the psychologi-

cal.and sociological conditions of the disadvantaged) before we

can hope to move Øo more effective k)rograms for the amelioration

of this problem.

14

'
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D SADVAN T AGE D Upo WHAT ELSE?

Fritz Redl, "DisadVantaged--and What Else?" When We Deal Wit
Children, .(New York: Copyright 0 19661 The Free Press, a Divis on

of Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc.) ,-
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When x began to consider-my,topic, "disadvantaged--and what else?"

I was especially eager,to focus on the "what else.° But then it'

became obvious that the "what else", would be sO long and involved
that there was no hope of covering even part of it in a brief
discussion. So pleape forgive me if this proves to be a sequence
of odd comments kather than an orderly, well-organized, and
II research-sounding" discussion,,

First, a few "irritational,statements,", purposely overstated ,a

bit, to make you a little uneagy, excited,' angry--and interested.

IRRITATIONAL STATEMENT NUMBER.1

I don't like the term "disadvantaged/0" I think it has an awful
odor, to phrase it politely. However, we are stuck with it, and

most other labels smell nol sweeter, but at least we ought to
remember each time we use it--or its kelatives--that we should
look twice. to be sure N4e-know what we are.talking about or what
others mean when using the term. For nothing is mord tempting
than a new label to cover our ignorance Dr to hide the fact that

we may be referring to widely alffering conditions. "Disadvan-

taged!' meant little without something added.

DISADVANTAGED-1N TERMS OF AT?
ft /

You, in ail likelihood;: do no have everythingtirou want or need.

But does that mean You are "d sadvantaged"in.every respect? '

Don't we limit our use to such eopie as the youngster who is.

not doing well in a specific le rning or character developmeht

that we are supposed.to.support? May not the same "environmental
conditions" that make him disadva taged in these respeCts
actually hold advantages valUable his later 14fe tasks, even
though they may not show rightjlow? 91

One year, in a camp for disturbed chile en,J,had reason to be
especially grateful to one youngster--le me call him "David"

(his,real name)--who was a rather rough c stomer. When I caught

on.to some of his special talents, was g en with envy. For,

althOugh he wasn't goOd in school matters--if fact, he couldn't

read4-he had Some skills that would take a ear of intensive

work in a seminar for young psyaiatrists to aeproximate. To be

even franker/ he had some skills that I couldn't match pt all,

with all "My years of training and experience and ust plain age
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in my favor. 0fie day I found David rifling thrpUgh MY filing
cabinet. Under the letter "C" he had'pulled out a bottle Of..

cognac kept there for.pprely medicinal Purposes, of course, and
was about to take a slug from it. I grabbed it away from him and,
said, "Listen, brother,this isn't 6ke!",.His apswer: ."dan I
help it if I can't reed?"

1k

This"kid's real skill, though, in spite'of *.re:tardedness. in
matters of .schooiing, lay in the direction of uncanny diagnostic
and even prognostic know-how. This became apparent-during one
of the episodes one is bound tO run into when One'gathers a bunch
of thieves to run-a camp'for.' For a.Week, flashlights had been
disappearing, and, even though.our staff was pretty good at
sleuthing-by that tiMe, we never could find out what happened to
them. After a while we caught on to their system. If an older
kid swiped a flashlight, he would go over-to the younger boys'
Pvillage," pick out a kid from among those playing around in
front of their cabin, and say, 'Listen, little boy, want to play
with my flashlight for a few days?", And, of coarse,.the little
boy, being quite aware of-what he was in for, woald say, "Qh,
Sure." As nobody was searching there, the stolen loot would be
quite safe until it could be retrieved frOM the "temporary loan"
arrangement without. risk.

Now', luckily, David and his .accomplices sooner or-later were al6o
bound to make, a diagnostic mistake, which is how we caught on,to
the whole thing.

.-

.

.

What bothered me, however; and eten more now, was the question,
just how do they know which kid-to pick 'so they will be safe?

tDavid did .not know the e younger kids, and the turnover that year
was considerable. I h d'aIl their case histories, and with all
the'stuff in them and the tests I coUld not have done so well.
So I asked him. .His answer made me mad, for he said, POh, you, .

just know those things." ,That is exactly what we do in profes-
sional situations when' we can't explain something.

fr

So I decided I couldn't let him get out of it that easily and
took him down to the little boys' village and challenged him,
"Okay, show me how." I pointed to a group of kids playing around
the cabin. True enough, he pointed at one without.much hesitation.
I said, "But why this one; why not that one over therer This
made ,him mad. He/said: ,"But, Fritz, you must be craiy. Tha't one

A you point6'd at would never do. He wouldn't be safe at all!" Now
1 was .really eager tolget the details on that diagnosis. And I
got it: "Fritz, if I would pick that one, you know_what would

4
happen? Of course he will say yes on account he is sCared. Of
course he won't bl,p, on account knocis what would happen to
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him, But then, one of these days there will be a thufiderstprm,
and the kids will come home late from a rained-out overnigh 6F ,

something, And.the counselor: will.sit on his bunk to read a story.
The kid will feel ,kind of cozy and good because 116 likes her. ,

What will hapPen? He will fiddle.around with hip flash4ght, -he/
will drop'it, and then the counselor will suddenly wonder.where
it came fcom, because it wasn't in his laundry check, and she
will ask him how'he got it(, and he worOt say, but she Will know, .

and,I will be.in the soup!"

,Brother, what'A fantastic prediction! _How didh know! Not only

what the youngster's.characteristice were--that'l cquld'also
.

find out from his case history,'his Rorschach'and,what'have you
and the pile of psychiatric evaluations I had in my green files.
How° did he know which character trait 'Would melt under the-impact
.of a specific experience and; if the resolution not to blab
melted, whatIpspecific form it would take, namely an "unconscious
slip" type ef betrayal? Remember,"David had not read Freud--.
I can prove that; he couldn't read.

Now, if that_i.s what he could do, then I.say: David was disad-
vantaged all right, in many ways, but this doeso not.mean that
everything in his life had operated to his disadvantage.
'Unfortunately, he wasn't advantaged enOugh to be abIe.to make
positive use of ,his unusual skill, exCept in battle-relevant'
areas. He was not able to translate into constructive foris
his.skill at casing the joint and casing the personnel, his
close-to genius level of diagnostic and prognostic skill. By
the way, even if he had been able-or willing to do so, there was
no market value for this type of psychiaeric expertise at his.
age level and where he lived. However, and this is why I bother
you with this story to begin with, it does raise a poiht: If

we say "disadvantaged" and if we insist that a given "setting"
in whibh a kid operates and grows up is inappropriate, we had
better pause for a moment, become mbre specific, and also ponder
just what potential advantage it may contaN, which, if we only
know how to discover and build on it, may become an asset rather
than a hindrance in a kid's life.

DISADVANTAGED--ON WHAT BASIS?

The term "disadvantaged" needs a second addition. Here, I am'

afraido we sometimes take.our owd-professional frame of' reference'
too much'for granted. For instance, if we are sociologists or
anthropologists, we are rather sure we know what "disadvantaged"
means. Yet, no matter how well based in general research our
interpretation of,the sociological or,anthropologicalemeaning of
"dtpadvantaged" may,be, how do we know whether or nOt all thiis

''has anything to do with the specific issue we confront in a given

youngster?
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.
I remember'd'kid who had a.learning pr6blem. Th'e"viSiting teadher. ..,

had trie0, hard to be helpful _qhe boy was also emotionally
disturbed, but, in spite-of this, the teacher;had.done well as far

,as the youngster himSelf was concerned, She hhd gotten 'through"
to him all rightoand theoretically thereAchOuld have been no
reason why this boy could not.be klelped.

4 A
, . . *,. '

, Yet the case was hopeless., yor this-kid was disadvantaged not
Only for the reasons you suspecteafter my introduction but 0.so ,

.for aa additional reaspn: He had a father who was 4-blustering

/

fool and a .conceited sadist, Now never Mind how,hiS fathe got
that way. I am 48 ready to "understand" that as you are. In a
case like this,' the fact is, however, Oat the kid is now stuck
with his old Illan, And we are stuck withpoth. The result is,that ,

nobody who tries whatever remedies may seem advisable.can get
. anywhere. Even if we could find a place where the kid can be

trea-tedt the monbyto take care of 'costs; and'so forth, when the
teacher came to consult'the father, he would refuse even to talk
with her. Fdr he knows it all; he knows "schools are hostile,
and the ,heill with them, and what do sillir people like teachers
know ,to begin with?" and so forth. I am sure -..xpknow the line.
In fact, although mercilessly.cruel to his child in..gases of
misdeeds, he defended him against anybody outside.who might

,critic±ze. ,4

In shoVit, point,of this crudely abbreviated descripti9 is
that sudh a child is "disadvantaged" but not.only in the basis' .

of an economically; Socially, or culturally inappropriate envi-
ronment. He is disadvantaged on the basis of a charactetololical
accident in his family: His fatherjs a blustering fool and a
conceited sadist.

Now this variable iS highly independent of sociologial ot- tub-
cqtural milieus. To put it differently, we produce the same type
of`characterological miscreatidn in Any setting, not only in the so-- '

called "underprivileged" ohes. Details and fOrms ot parental
behavior will vary of course. When we encounter thesame basic
Situation, for instance, high in the "kupper mobile" class, in a

. family that has just Moved into a fancier neighborhood because that
goes With the professipnal promotion and the need to live il
appropriate high-society circles,-the same style of father would,
not consider the school "hostile.". Rather, he would be more
angry at the kid than at the school because the kid had embdrrassed
the family in ift,social prestige. He would, ward off a teacher
who might dare to suggest "treatment" with equal anger, but his
anger would be based on.the hurt dignity implied in such a suggestion.
"Who are you, an underpaid employee of the school system, ta
suggett that. a member-of our fine family is emotionally Sick?*

And, by the way,'-if you talk about silly fads and frills like
. cli ana such in our coMmunity, you are probably subversive
any::7 and we had better calf the board of,education abobt.it,
for we-don't want that kind of talk in out fine.community."

. t
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What I-AM trying to convey is.thist If we talk about a kid being
"disOdvantaged," we should remember that.* basis pn which we
make,such a statement may traftcend the variables Usually associated
-with this 'territ Even when many item6 in 'a particular environmental
setting maysuggest anything but'the term "disadvantaged," other
issues 'like characterological properties of important figures in
a child's life,or other "adtidents" like death in the family
may be equally crucia1./7' In short,'whenever we use a term like
"disadvantaged" or "cuitura'lly deprived," let's remember that
we have a rather hot terminological potato in our 'hand, and let's

not become too cdmplacent ,even though'at first -S'ight the variables
we happen.to be able to isolate look logically clean and.sodiolo-

gically X'espectable.

'IRRITATIONAL STATEMENT NUMBER 2

Let's watch out for the return of the obsolete. Nóthing,4 ore, 6.

, dangerous when we suddenly find a "new interest" emerging nd being
implemented than to forget what we have learned the hard way.
In a new situation we may make the same mistakes that it took
.us'years to get rid of in the old one. Each time,c for instance, -

that (a new science develops, it usually goes this way. It may

take us twenty tp thirty year's to.rediscover what everybody
already knew. Just one illustratiOn mai firm up this.point..

A

4.

-41

When "group therapy" starteçl to become popular and began'to be
taken seriously even fn more rigorous professional circles, we
returned to "a state of naivete we had long abandoned.in the field
of individual treatment. 'We lulled ourselves into the idea that
it would be a cheaper and easier shortcut because the well known
and bothersome phenomenon (4 "resistance" could be ignoilred. The
"group" was naively expected, for a while, to do it all so mUch

more easily.

It took a few decades until we,realized that theold.i'ssue is
still with us, that the complexity of "resistance phenomena"'

cannot be forgotten. The forms they Cake in group leadership are
different from those in,the "therapy room," but we are stuck
with meeting them And-with finding new ways to do so. There is

no return to the obsolete concept of therapy without the complex
technology of dealing with "resistance" phenomena.

There are three types of conceptS regarding the "disadvantaged
child".that I think are defini.tely obsolete but that seem to sneak
back into practice under the pressure of Contemporary fashions.

A
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OBSOLETE'MoDEL 1%10.

By this I mean a model that I consider socliot.ogiogity naive.
The ChrOnological date, by the way, is ratKer willful and should
not be taken too literally. I am talking about the time when One
thought tfie misbehavior in children was simply, the result of
moral turpitude or of disease: Never,,mind the specific styles'
of the environment, factors of social class and caste, or anir
of the "subcultural mores"- isisues of Which sociologists and
anthropologists have since made us s6 aware. At that time, for
instance, it was hard to convey the idea that some "hyperaggr ssive"
youngsters,did not need to be'wanalyzed" because their behaVi
was not primarily a clinical.iseue but had,to do wAh the val
standard discrepancy between their neighborhood mOiels and 'the
middle-clasis morality of their clastrooms. 14ow, by the Way, this
way,of ttlinking is totally .gOne. I 'wish sociOlogists and anthro-
,pologists were aware of pow completely.successful they really

. have been in'puncturing sOcial and cultural naivete in the healing
professions! I do not know a single psychoanalyst, for instance,
who does not know al the things that sociologists are so eager
to' publicize. In fact, sociologists have been so successful that,
I find many of my younger psychiatry student6 not even aware that ,
the emphasis they are getting on "socioeconomic and subcultural

psychiatric lore but has.been introduced thrciugh infiltration from
data" in their case-history writing was t, not originally par of

sociological and anthropological research! By the way, I still
find people in sociological and anthropological ranks who seem
unaware of the educational success of their sciences, SO this
should Provide a Mappy,ending" for'them'. In glioit,swhadt I 4111

trying to say is this: There seems to me no danger that Obsbiet04
Model 1910 is likely to return, fqr vven thoge who took their
elme in modernizing don'tkremember the old. pattern.

OBSOLETE MODEL 1949

By this term I mean a model I consiaer clinically naive. Again,
my chronological figure is only crude and not meant too literally.
But there was a trend accompanying the blissful asce'ndance of
anthropology and sociology to assume that tracing environment and
culture involveityin disorganizatpn or disease was all that was
needed. Of that obsolete model I say two/thingg.

First, of course, all the factors isolated are iMportant, but
that is not hlways all there is to it. After all is said and"
looked at from that angle, there remains a differehce between
sickheas and health, at,least from a certain point on. If people
think that, just because smiebody has developed fantastic
dlugions or a paranoid system of thought, he can become a
medicine Man in a primitive tri4e, that.somebody is very much ,,,

1
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mistaken. Even though it is true that, up to a pOint, What in a

given society would be considered schizophrenic fantaSy* Might be
considered'legitimate religious belief Or lore 1nnothet, this
only.reaches that fart Etivond that; pOint, even in the same
society or culture, some guys would be consiqpred platn screWy
and'would never make it as maicine men.

Second, even wherr we come close'r to our topic, some of this
-needs to be remembered. In work with children', for instance, I
find we still sometimes try to smuggle in the obsolete concept
of the "cleanly sociological delinquent," whose only differenc
from everybody else is that he has absorbed a aelinqUent value
system as a legacy from hi$ envirohment, j.nstead of a-neatl
middletclass one.

,Unfortunately,-I haven't yet found uch a kl . Maybe that is my
fault, but I have a suspicion that this pure case does not exist.

For even children in a tough and delinquent neighborhood live
under'a dpuble standard. ¶1hose who work with Such kids will
remember how often we find this neatly demonstrated. Remember'

the cases.in'which members,of a tough older'gang have somebody's
younger bkother trailing around with. them? He certainly is exposed
to a lot that doesn't fit his age, but there invafiably 9iomes

a cut-off point. His older brother will object, "Shut up, you
can't say that in front of my little brother; he .ain't old enough
for that yet." .For somewhere.along the line, there are rather
clear dividing points between what goes for'a kid'and what/goes
for an adUlt. Even'the parents, by the way, who in their own
lives may be liberal with tough talk or actually.train their
kids to steall.doW.t'want them to iswipe'within the bosom of the
family and won't "take that kind oT talk",from, them until they
are "old enough" for it.

In short, even children in reasonably clear-cut delinquent
subcultures tare expected to develop guilt feelings, embarrassments,
and =ferns, producing anxieties not visible on the behavioral

surface. Psychiatrically; this often makes for a very complicated
diagnostic problem. For all practical purposes, some of out swag-
gering toughies-look just like the real McCoy. Some of them,
at closer-inspection, and after\you shave off some-of the tough
Ofenses.a hit, turn.out to hA7 III. nice clean neuroses burted under
their delinquent skins.. They are just as nice and value-conflict-
conditioned as any we used to Make so efficiently in the upper
classes in Vienna at tile turn of the century. But where they live
they can't afford it, so they have to put a heavy layer of the

opposite over it,for disguise.

I am Afraid I discover a,certain illusory hope in much of the recent
discussion about "disadvantaged youth" that we can return to this
over-simplified and seetingly pure sociological model and save
.ourdelves the complications of clinidal work and therapeutic

implementation.
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'OBSOLETE MODEL 1466

This one worries me most 'for t looks as th0,4h it wire new,'
but it is already obso e before 110 flood the market With .

it. It is, in my opi ion' based onra phenemenon thit, out 'of
poli eness, 1 am will fig to call implementational 'naivete.

It, i appears on two levels. At level X, Um sometimes ,

,show lack of recognition for the s eaalized knowledge, training,
experience, and skill that a given job. requires in changing a
kid, a group, or a neighborhood. We usually.admit how complex
our own sciences are, be they anthropology, sociology, psychiatry,
education, or whatnot. But we have'a tendency to consider'oomplex
essentials of our neighbor fields.e4endable or even sill luxuries.
For -instance, why:ghould we.need trained people: Csn't any
buM cured by Alchoholic Anonymous who 'happens to-s404 'Of the
same flophouse other people' coma from be used as a therapist,
with the additional advantage of being "one of them"? Now there
is 'no question about the importance of a certain amount of min-
ority with class differences, with the body Wor of differe t
neighborhood styles, and so forth. Also, there is no.questi n
that the ability to translate oneself into somebody else's
°value and style domain is essentlarand has limits beyond which
we cannot go. There is also no question in my mind Iliat the
Judicious use pf volunteers on all levels coUld be increased.
However, any tuch-increase also requires an increase in imple-
mentation with trained staff, supervisApy time, well-screened
work situations, and so forth, in our field as well as in anr
other., I am afraid I hear in some recent statements a note of
nostalgia for the obsolete idea that an increase in volunteers
would "solve the problem" and that our sister disciplines'
standards can easily be done awo5( with as an urgent compromise.
Stich a return to this type of obsolete model of services would,
in my opinion, have most disastrous Fesults.

On the second level I mean by "implementation naivete" the lack
of essential conditions for doing a specific job. 'Under conditions
I include size of staff, space arrangements, tools needed, and time
available for work and communication among the workers, beyond
the usual concept of "environmental" factoi.s.

In physical medicine, we are more realistia about this. If you',

want, to take an appendix, out, there are certain conditions *at
have to be guaranteed or else. You can't say: "After all,'
let's not be fussy. The charwoman is friendly; let her help with
this (4* that. You can't shave everything, can you? ,And,y(iu donftt
have to wash all thht stuff in expensive antiseptics. After all, .

do you think money grows on trees?" Doctors have enough guts
to say: "Listen, that's what it needs. It costs that' much '

to get it; there is no way around. or else we could not expect
the operation to,-suce&q..d.'
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UnfOrttinately,' irk the-taaks I 'amylikeiy'tq undertake..,cannOii'.
Count on.:soimuCh financial:realiftW V. it. gomegvtoeformipg iti4s ;

or changing neighborho040, we' greqUently age nOtpOuragpcus'
enough to speak up.lOudly-fOr what We *104 414 fc*.intitandel:
we set up ertlasSroom for emotiotally.4istiltbed childreir-and'
pave recently been through. this many Umesrrwe 191.0.wHbylmw what

is 'needed Alld what a suco0000. 40Bign requires"for impletentation.
Yet we.find 0Orselves..continually confronted,with the:suggestion/
%etre just put Some kids 'together,. and.never mind. whether-their .

disturbancescliCk or not." Children who .dOn't,-fit 41PeWhere
get dumped into the same_pot, even though the natures of the4x
problems may be as differentes'foot disease frdm.scarlet fever.-
On top of that, I am invarfably hit with thwargument17-Ne hiveet
enough'teachers, and of Course a visiting teadher is:just a.

naive fad'and The teacher they' haVe 'ftesn't even'have

time'to go to the John until 3:30, tO pay.nothing, of her-meed to.

,lteep records, communicate with other teachers, talk with parents,
and so forth. Yet we have the cheeicto call such designs "class-

rooms for emotionally 4pturbed bhildreri."' I thirik-tOisAYs an
obsolete model,of special services that,unfortunately, even
professionals frequently dortLt have the guts to yell about.
And professionals of "other professions" frequently watch this

kind of drsaster withoutbraising their voices, for after all, the
problem is no skin off their specialties' :loses.

Now ell this is obviously disitstrous.. If you really want to do
something' that is effective for the children you call "disadvantaged,"

no matter what caste or class or neighborhood they breathe in,

you must recognize that obsolete models10 Whatever sort have to be

fought against with more vigor than does th disease itself.
Psycyhotogicat reality is as real and unrelen ing, as is the 'reality

of the gadget world.

We finally arrive at the topic, of the diy: "disadvantaged--and,
what else," and I should start:talking about three issues: What,
else should we know about children to change .things and to commuz

nicate with them? What techniques do we have to develop in order'

to do the job?: What designs do we-need, and which one0 do we have
to create beyon&those now known in order to do, our jobs? -

Unfortunately, this is obviously more than I can possibly manage
eVen to listiproperly in the remaining space. SO let me switch
instead'to something different, though related, an issueI should
like to get you worked up about. Unfortunately, I have to give
it a fancy name, for it is an issue all too frequently swe#t
"Under the rug,,and I must mark it with some kind of headlinefor
it will get too long to unfold.



,

.THE SECON4RY CHARACTERISTICS OF :1114MA1Y, ACTIQN RELEVANdB
-. . ..

om
Ot.

l'hi4 con ept really iS very.simple, bUt:W'ith All it's simPliOity-d-::'
,

orperh pa:because of it?,it igt.one Of the. moSt SOrely neglected.H
proble6 I Could- list. ., . #

lietla 4.15ume sonpbody .::bas 4-beat:l.tifully classic.arixietyrosis
r

as we Made them in the'UOper social 'crtst ,of FreuWs Vienna. '
We don't produce Many today. .pur kids are much too dirsObedient .

to piCk.a classical.aymptOm. They mix their. syndromes from all
over_the Map( hopelessly ignoring our *psychiatric textbook :

pres iptions. However, let's:assume we haVe found apore one,
say 4 boy-in-China.. Let's also assume that thiS boy soMehoW gets
toge her with an" expert psychoafidlryst who'hgks:been longing.in
vain for just Ouch an affliction.. Let'IS:assume there are no'
fina cial handicaps to prevent-doing what is obviously'd4ck.soup,
'We k ow all- about this affliction and how to 'handle itvall it
tak s is time and mOney, and me have both. But ourneurotiö
boy ta.ks only Chinese, whereas the. therapist knows only English.
See. what I mean? The linguistic barrier is obviOusly entirely'
irrelevant clinically, yet it block6 the child's therapy as
much as if he had come with an unknown diseasel

This example is a bit oversimplified. Let'S move to one somewhat
closer to,our concern: I have a kid who finally,-in tenth grade,
gets'interested, motivated, and eager to change. He was a no-good
delinquent bum before I got .hold of him. -It-took a year to' move
him to the point at which he stopPed hating me and,,is ready to
give me a chance to become a 'change agent in his life-. In short,
he.is with me and wants what'I.want himrgro; into. Yet it to
happens he can't read. Even with.all m thera eutic Conceit, I:-
don't think whatever,I d with him tgill be enough, unless somebody

C'a

helps me take that hurdl . -He r doeminds be painfully of a classro
observation'I made years 'go.

Twelve kidsvere in a classroom with a nice young-
girr supposed to bring-them up in reading skills.
It was the Craziest assortment you could think of.
Here was one little girl, im the 'Iront row, looking
like seven but probably nine, with blond braids, and
looking like the kind of kid Oth "prince and princess"aw
type dal)dreamb of the preschocil age. In the row
behind her, were three really rough and tough customers,
about thirteen or.fourteen, tho gh one looked ighteen%
Each time they put their hands i their pockets dice
fell out. You know what I'mean.

The teacher had language material "on their reading
and comprehension level." .It,wati the story of the
princess and the pea. Our blond little girl listened
with rapt attention. She obviously was eating it
up. The three iugs at first were wide-eyed with
incredulity and theft of course gave up. That anybody
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should hive such a dermatolgibal affliction that ci'ne'\*

little pea (witch the spelling, by the way, / wasn't .

so sure they got that right either) buried under
twenty eiderdown mattresses'wodld produce a rash was
more than they could lind appealing. Besides, whY
sheuld they, worry about peaS and eider vin mattress

;
Two of them slept on the same coach, a dione of th

-was a bedwetter. There were only two be 4 s 'in the )ol ,

family to begin vri.th. Besides, if"that:kid is s
sick,, why the hell don't she 4o to a school-nurse
to begin with?

The point I am trying to Make is that,. if Ilcan't find well:- :\
. . ,

implemented remedialreading services for the youngster'I stared
this story with, all my therapeutic skill Will remain wasted.
His reading problem isi?not part of the clinical syndrome for which
he came into therapy, butNit May become an'unmanageable block
unless the prociram is implemented by designs appropriate to reac4ng.
A cured delinquent who cannot read can haOly find the gratifica-k

0 tions that woUld induce him to stay.on the straight and narrow
path that leadsto middle-class and job respectability for his

adult existence.

One more illustration before I start, on my list: Let us assum .1
'have youngsters with anxiety states, and there ire plerity of t am,
hidden or not hidden.' Yet, for.4.some mason, the youngsters I
am now considering have no ability at all' to talk about any of
thqr problems to a guy in ari office top far away from the,

original scenes of their lives. In shc*t, although they have the \

type of distOrbanoe we know how to treat or counsel in an interview '
situation, they cannot fit our-usual interview design. Talking

. about what happened last Friday on next Wednesday at 3 P.M. is

totally 'useless. It makes no sense to thenu.there are no
revivable memory traces of last Friday's experiende left.
Besides, talking to people who seem like artifacts 'in their,lives
is unbearable to them; it makez no:sense, and they won't have.
any of it. So, while you can drag theM there, you cannot.make
them "relate."

The fadt is that most of our "therapeutic or counseling-interview
situations" have beef: designed on a model that was first developed .

for the psychoanalysis of-children with rather special types of

neurosis and personality structure. For them it is ideal; it has
to be sharply separated from their ordinary lives. -The thera-
pist's role. has to avoid anything that could smack too InUch.
of teacher or parent roles. He must be free from any'need to
interfere in behavior beyond a certain unavoidable minimum, so
that a clean "transference neurosis" can blossom into therapeuti-
cally' usable forms.



se7h;ippen!irtillo* tlw,leids I 40.41oW refetrOg.to,are.different.
.AlthOhgh,the .0.17040ir.qtatesIo; lAich.they.need-tteatment are
.pridtilcalehtical.;'0ther'partsHof their:personalities, espe-
cially t tat sooaU d-,egOs".areallergic Wthe usual treatment

n040 Y*.e.140;in Iligiv.prosimity to the settings
ih whiOthe:Sympto .ther them Mostv.in,cloSe time.proximity to
the e04ntilithemtelv r, And by-Oeople who'are perceived by themit;
part'Of:their usual "life space.'': This allergy to out uphill .
interview-Aesign alld'the ability.to use only lifespace interview
Oattetris are nOt_ 'part Of their diseases nor are they likely to
Jae caht;In the usual. diagnosticwork-,Up procedures. Clinically
tpeakinO, ,tbevare of piliniary impOrtance. Never mind tot,/ well.
equipPed you are to.understand oetteat ankioty States in:such
children; youvWt.get'at:themunless yOu can produce, the high.'
life-sPate proxiMity-oftreatment desiqn. In. shortulnaccessi-

d.tirecific mode of therapY in itself, although' not
part of the disease'to.be treated, may be of primary relevance.'

p when it comes-to the question, WrIc can be changed and by what
proCess?

Now, it list, a few illustrations for the long list of secondary
charactekistiOs in kids who need help,:which may beCome of primary
treatment or action relevance,, ,

,SUPERCHARGING REALITY-GEARED ISSUES WITH OVERDOSES OF SYMBOLIC
VAtENCE

Yes, you are right, this does sound funny and fancy. HoWever,
it is really quite simple. Simple to understand, I mean. Handling,
it is another chore!

4

DEVELOPMENTAL-PHASE PRESTIGE

Sometimes, for a kid, the haircut he has, the pants he wears,
the language he uses, or the "question of whether or not he
carries a specific gadget like a knife, cigarette, or whatnot
may assume a valence way beyond anything we mould expect and
totally out of line 'With reality. You try to tell him he can't
bring or wear this or that in school, a perfect* reasonable
request, which by the way, he doesn't really question at all.
However, just watch the reaction you get. The reason for this
,overreaction: The issue packs more than we expect; it is
symbolic, of something else.. What the kid reacts to is not the
issue, only the symbolic valence it has assumed in his own life.
Symbolic of what? In this case, dot even of anything fancy way
down deep in the unconscious. Just of ihe issue of having left
behind a,certain phase of early childhood and being now en4aged
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in adolescence.' The behaV*or of the adult toWard him has
,become-,symboliC of the amount of l'eManci ation" from infancy -

a youngster has reached or the degree to whi0 we seeM V:) deny it.

$0 what started as a harmless demand by t e adult suddenly seems
to have loads of TNT packed into it, bebause for the kid it has
become an issue of finding his emancipatiOn questioned or
challenged. "I aM not a babyiany more; you can't treat Me like
that,". seems to be what he is trying to say. '

This issue is especially 'important to remember for those of us who
wOrkpin the trenches of daily behavioral warfare WO children
in classrooms, clubs, groups,,institutions--and weuhad'better
remember that any issue, no matter how simple.it may seem to
us, may for a given kid sudde4ly assume this overdose of symbolic
valet-ice.

By the way, this issue seems highly independent of the Much-
quoted issues of socioeconomic or subcultural factors. Just
what it is that kids are so allergic to is certainly codefined
by the social milieus-in which they-grow. 'The question, however,
whether or not a given kid.will pack so much symbolic valence
into a given situation has nothing to do with sociology or
anthropology. It is not found only in the so-called "lower-
lower disadvantaged" areas; you'find it just as much in the so-
called "upper-upper" socioeconomic strata. It is a function of
childhood history and much else, not of psychosocial locus.

SOcIAL-LOYALTY ISSUES

Sometimes youngsters react to situations, not in terms of what
they really hold, but in terms of what they seem to imply.
regarding the group the youngsters come from. To illustrate:
Anybody may remember kids coming back to an institution after a
runaway or because tiley have justbeen brought in by the police.
They are miserable, cold, dirty, tired, bedraggled. The first
person they meet is a big-bosomed, motherly matron, who is full
of love and pity, eager to engyetT them in, an affectionate
embrace, and as a gesture of kindness she offersIthem a shower
or a bath. "Come on, sOnny, it will make you feel better." -
For some of these kids this is about the worst insult you could
inflict upon them. Far from even perceiving the good intention
behind the offer, they see it as a symbol of hostility to them
and their kind. "Of course she wants tsto scrub us, for she thinks
we stink. Of course that bitchAnakes ps wash; she.don't like our
folks either; she thinks we all stink. The hell with hert../I want
nothing to do with.her any more, ever." In short, what started
as a benign gesture ends up as a symbolic clash between two
hoStile camps.'
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By the wayl.these facts as such are well'known. What we have ,

trouble recognizing.is the potential isymb lic valence in a given
moment of intervention in a child's ll.fe. Just 'remember how many
such confusions on the basis of symbolic 4alence lead to tension
in any class room any hour of the days and. we don't:evn smell
what is going on, despite all the clever research and fancy
books we read just before we meet.the kids.

1%RELEASE OP SURPLUS,'AGGRESSION

third type of "supercharging reality issues with ,an overdose of
symbolic valence" seems to go in:the direction of enormous
quantities of surplus aggression'released at even slight degrees
of frustration or behavioral intervention on the part of adults.

To illustrate: Camps or institutions frequently consider depriving
a youngster of dessert or sending him away from the table rather
mild forms of punishment, especially when the over-all tone pf the
pdace is warm and friendly, the kids know they are liked, and
their bellies are already stuffed with more sweets than-is good
for them. Yet, amazingly, even under such favOrable conditions,
we sometimes find that children react with totally irrational
quantities of raged panic, fury, or revenge. It seems that some-
times even relatively mild punishments or quite reasonable ands
unavoidable frustrations--like the request to stop playing and
.:come to lunch--release in some of them emotiOnal upsets certainly .

worthy of greater causes. Therefore, if you work with children
who have some problems and are prone to "supercharge," regardless

* of background or neighborhood, it is important to learn their
special indexes of vulnerability to this item. Although irrational
in nature, it becomes a forcible issue for'those responsible for
the children's upbringing and care.

P

THE GANG UNDER THE COUCH

A second illustration of the point that clinically secondary
issues sometimes assume primary importance when,it comes to figu ing.
out what to do ilrith kids is even more peculiar.:' My title "The
Gang Under the Couch" is, of courser only meant figuratively--
and, by the way, I am not really thinking of a "couch" either.
However, it may suffice as a caption for an'issue too complex
to squeeze into short iipace.7

Here is what I have in mind. Sometimes you want to have an
"interview" with a youngster, either as part of long-range
therapy or in order to talk er with him an issue that has come
up in his life. You think the are just the two of you in a
rooM, the kid and you.. Sometime hht is all there is to it, of
course, but sometimes the physical pair really turns, pslchologi-
cally speaking, into a very different situation. You have the
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whale "peer g1*10°-sitting' rorA:netanCe, your taIk with'the
kid'starte-off On 4. friendly note. In a short while, 'You
suddenly notice'yOtiget an aMOunt of defian0e; resistance,
hostility,"stubbornness, and denial, far. beyond anything you
had reason to expect. What do You( conclude? Ordinarily, yvu
assuie that one of three things isppssing it up, for you: The
kid dOesn't like you persOnally or is mad at something you,said
Or did. If yoU happen to be a psychiatristl'yOU ASiume that he
is in a phase Of "resistande to change.!' If you are a sobiologfst,
you,are likelY to assume that probably yourtmiddle-class body',
odor-bothered him.

Whatever it may bet! and Sometimes all three and several,more
assumptionsmow be correct, in'the cases I am talking about-none,
fits. What is really going On has,little to do 'with you as a
peeson or with the kid'S relationship,with you. ,What is really
bothering our youngster is the fear of,what his gang might think
if it saw him now. He may like you and accept what you are trying,
to point out, but how can he. possibly giye in to an adult without
a battle? He would, be considered a potential traitor or fifth
columnist in the eyes of hispals. °EVen if he is ready to "give"
eventually, he must at least obey the unspoken "dueling code" that
his peer.gr9up would expect him to uphold before surrender., The, I
speci,qc content of that "peer:-group code" of brave behavior in.:An
interview with an adult is, of course,, different from group to
group, from ,social or subcultural milieu to milieu, and so forth.
But the phenomenon as sudh may become an important technigal
issue in work with kids on any level gt all..I have had kids
sit in my office at camp, with their stolen loot hanging right
out of their pockets., with. full awarenebs that nothing would
happen to them if they told me what had happened, and even with
perfectly."good" interpersonal relationships and wellTestablished
"role trust" between them and me Yet they would rather die
t4an come through with the real story, without making me jump
through the whole gamut of their supgroup's dueling code first.
They still would insists,'"Honest. to God, Fritz, I swear on a
stack of Bibles, I wasil't' even there, I ain't done nothing."
Yet they knew I kne14, and both the kids and I were quite comfortable
with the eventual outcoMe. But how could they go badc to,their
group and live with itand with themselvesz-if they had "given
in", without first makin4 me fight hard for their surrender?

This one,' too, is not a fAinction of social caste and class--only
theixpecific content of a given code may-be. It does not hit us
only in work with kids from the so-called-"disadvantaged areas."
I Meet it-with kids from way up on the social.ladder, kids of
parents with A lot of dough, powerful and willing enough to fix
any ticket for them. Here they sit, in Mr. PsYchiatrist's
office, basically miserable and in obvious need of help. Yet
they,would rather die than accept a treatmentvrelationship.
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They haveAci Maintain, in the eyes ot their peet groups, the image
thaf "my old man only makes me come, for-other ise he would take
my car away from Me." It.may take youmonths pefore you get them
out of it. In fact, for practical purposes yo might as well, have

- the peer group.sit right in that roam. It Coll dn't be much more .

. difficult to, handle, and mayl5e you could get s me of the other
customers dnyour side in the meantime. It i important to
remember that this type of "resistance" is not what we usual y
<assume. It is not the kid's resistance to you or to change
but his desperate battle to maintain a group 'mage he'cannot
afford to lose. ft is really a group-psycho gical phenOmenon,
even if it happens in a room wtth just the to o you in it;

RESEXUALIZATION OF OTHERWISE SEX-DETACHED FORMS OF EXCITEMENT

As you know that I am a Freudian, you would expect'me to bring
sex in somewhere anywity. , So why not save yOu the trouble of
trying to find out where I hid it and pick it up where it counts
most in daily warfare with child behavior? This is what I have in
,mind with this'rather complicated sounding title: For practical
purposes and in the ordinary way of speaking, certain forms of
,7,elation" and excitement in kids are really "nonsexual." They
are quite "naive"; the kids theMlelves would be surprised and
angry if you tied-them up with sex. They just 'enjoy-rolling
on the floor, wrestling, tickling' one another, playing hide-and-
seek, packing into tight corhers,-,chasing one another in tig

games with increasing,wildness quite visible6to anybody who looks
gr. it,, In ordinary language, they are right; it is quite a
".legitimate" enjoyment of physical contact, of. bodily excitement,
andeof all that goes with it. Only just let it go on-a littie
too long,'and you will find that either it gets really closer
to open sexual.stimulation--where they grab each other noup is
quite below the usual requirements of a tag game--or, even if oVert
sexual behaVior ls missing, the degree.ofselatedswildness that
dpvelops is more comparable tO that of people in states of

,runcontrollable sexual'excitement than that of kids involved in

'quiet and harmless play. If you ever have to interrupt such a
scene, you will know What I mean; it is hard to calm them down,
as if'they were really in a clearly sex-excited elation. Ynfor-
tunately, some kids are especially vulnerable to this switch.from
normal play into "resexualized" forms of excitement.. Worse

, even, their case histories. contain no warnings. For.they are not
.
kids with Sex problems at all; it Only po happens that the
elation and excitement of even ,harmIess activities are likely to.

resexualize them into gettipg uncontrollably high. I find tthat in
practical work with youngsters this is an especially important
,issue and that educators have a lot Of trouble with it. Just
because it is not obviously "sexuar! in the usual meaning of the

term, the adult dtslikes interfering in "harmless body-contact
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pleasure," and may let i4 go beyond the point Of fumy return
to normal.' As many klds who are not seX problevits at all aXe"
prone to this typel,of "resexUalited state of overexcitement,". -
we are likely to miss the point ,Besides, it iS nOt orilY kL4s
lath "poor controls" who ar6 likelY to get into that states
I really Am convinced that it iik; -MIsindOependent mariable.
have seen kids.with very poor 4ontrols'and plenty of obvious
sex pr6blems who are unaffected by this type of elation.
I have'run into kids with excellent controls and no overt sex
problems lit allt whome'drifting into this type a vresexualiZeq
elation" constitutes an enormous hazard. For the parent', teacher,
or Ohild-care worker, it'is important to,recognize this transition .
of normal and harmless fun into more orgiastic wildness' and to
leakn how to intervene before it vets too messy. , Unfortunately,
neither sociOlogists, anthropologists, nor psychiatrists" have so
far given us the kind of/research that would be.helliful in this
task.

V7

SLAVERY UNDER TA IMPACT OF THE "DARE"
.. 2.

This phenomenoiixis well-enough.sknown. Under some conditionS--
details are too long,a story for the remaining space--and, of
cOursev especially uncjer some situations with a lot of "group-
psychological excitement"" in them, kids are likely io displAY
nearly slavish dependence on anybody who "dares" them. And,
even more important to remember: Once in the'grip of the "dare
psychology," even the njicest and otherwise most reasonable and
self-controlled kids are likely to do the mOst stupid, dangerous,
silly, or even mean and nasty things- TIT shortt the "dare situation
throws some kids into ,the same statt-of disorganitation that we
otherwise find only in drunkenness and mob psychology. 4 Hisporically,
we know the phenomenon well from the German fraternity of the late .

nineteenth century and-its dueling code. If somebody wants a

form or ot . Fiom then on, the course of events cahnot be
fight, All he 3i; to di) is to go up .to you and "dare you" in some

r?changed; y u have to pick up the "dare," or you are dishonored,
forever, after, even if your or anybody else'e career Or life is
wreckedx. When I came to this country I was naive enough 'to think
I would,never again have to witness this type of mental disease.. How
wrong I, wasl Our kid cultures somehow have developed a very
similar type of "dare" and. "dueling code; only.the form varies
frowsubculture to subculture. By the way, the-general idea that

. this is true only in more or less delinquent eixcles is all
wrong, /In fact,'I have found some 'rathfor obviously-delinquent
kids who had deVeLoped-'high degrees of immunity to this dare,

,

psychology. They knew hipw to set it off, but they were, by no
means helpless when exposed to it themselves. Yet, probably to
all our surprise, I could show you aoads of Very nice kids with
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excellent selfi-control, ieasonable, welle-intentioned, with ,good

rluper-egos and Well-identified With the values We Cherish, who,

the moment somebody "dares" them, are totally,hplpless: This,

by the way, is*bne thing we ought to leain more about; for the 471's

question of whether or not it is safe for m youngster to gO for

a ride with a group of kids downot depend only on his own driving

skill'or on the kids he is with. It depends On his own inner
resistance tcl situations that constitute ()Oen or unspoken "dates."

This is a chatacterological variable in its own right, independent
of many other issues, and it is highly unexplored!

t

0 0

Some youngsters, furthermore, have developed special skills in

setting off, this "dare psychology" in others and in retaining
enough sense themselye's to remain uninvolved, to vamoose from
the scene-before it gets too rogh, and to leave others-to act
out,to the'bitter end whakt they ave so skillfully engineered.

For those of us who have 'to work with kids in groups, this is a

most important "characteristic.1! I 'should like to know who-is

slavishly vulnerable to dares and in which situations and who
has the uncanny skill to 6reate "dare slavery" in others without -

being obVioup about It.
L. 4

It so happensthat this "variable" or "characteristic" is

obviously not.a disease in'its own right and therefore will
hardly furn up-on the list of psychi tric or other evaluations,

normil1 most case,histories on kid we are stkoposed to help

have any clear reference to it.. t although, "secondary" in

terms of educational or pslichikt ic assessment, it certainly
becomes of primary relevance f.. anybady who has to decide

what to do or is involved.in e daily action scene with Junior.

In fact, Whysdo you always sist on telling me whether Johnny

was or was not born With struments or--if you are Are sociolo-

, gically inclined--the income level and status symbols df his

4 neighborhood? True, I. may want to know, that too. But if, you

invite.me to teach a clais, run a playground or an institution,

Dr plan for community change and prevention, 1'4 rather 'have you

tell, me first aboutthe "dare"- inde3N

In Closing, and it hurts me to leave my list of "characteristics
of primary action relevance" so dismally shott, I should like

to remind you010 the two most important issues.for projects you

may plan in work with the "disadvantaged child or NOuth."
t,

c . _

First; we must develop more courage to help people over "com- /

plexity shock" and see to t that we don't get stuck in it

ourselves. There are same`things that cahnot be done cheaply,

4Uickly., easily,.without skill and trained staoff and appropriate

means. Whenever'we know this to bessct, we had belor speak up.
.

% -
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'Second, we must indrease our seasittvity tp what I should:lilce

to call-"implementational. stenchA" At the risk of being called
"fools" and "eggheadeoJi-ofobeing 'considered '"uncooperative"
or "starry-eyed," we had better Make out'ob'servations known
whenever we run into.projects, prograMs, or that .are

obviously miserably Aplemented, no mattet ho ine and lArthy
the basic ideas may originally have been. For work situations
with children and communities that are not decently implemented
stink. Period.

.1)
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Tgg LAStLXNO,PERSPECTIVE

T e 1ae1.ing perspective or labeling Oproach .a's Schur (1971) calls

it has'been referred to by many as a '!.labeling.theory." In reality

the labeling perspective iS a partiCular application Of the baSic

sociological perspective, which does not qualify as.a ''neW theory."

Furthermore, it lacks essential elelinents needed to giv(; it the.status'

of a theory (see Schut/1971:34-30t Otheks have comMented On thiS

point (Simons, 1965,<JOhnson, 19735)", but all agree that., theory or

r,- the perspective is a useful-one (see Merton and Nisbet, 1971:

823-829; Schur, 1971).

The following statement is in the teadition Of those early concerned

with the issue (Tannenbaum, 1938;.temert, 1951) and thbse more recently .

responsible for the revival of.the position (Kitsuse4 1962..; Becker, .

1963).

The labeling hypothesis maintains that being publicly identi-

fied as deviant results in a "spoiled" public identity. It

contends.that being.labeled "deviant"iyesults in a 'degree
lof social liability (i.e., excusion from participation.in

certain,conventional groups or activities) 'which would not

occur if the deviance were not made a matter of public .

'knbwledge. It fgrther suggests that ;Ike social liability

.
incurred by being labeled "deviant !! has the ultimate
effects of reinfOrcing the deviance.

(Foster, 1971; Foster, Dinitz
and Reckless, 1972:202)

This view of -the labeling phenomenon-is"commonly held among social

scientists although it is more narrow in scope than the labeling pek-

spective implies. The,broader approach (Schur, 1969b; 312) involves

positive s well as negative labeling (Rosenthal And Jacobson, 1968;

Rayne, 1 ) and knformal labeling'as well as formal or official

labeling hyte, 1955; 14-25; Berger, 1963:66-121; Antonio, 1973).

In considering these additional dimensions of the labeling perspective

it is somewhat easier to note the tie between,the socialization pro-

cess, role expectations, achieved and ascribed status and the labeling

process (see, for example; Scott, 1969: 14-19; Mercer, 1973: 124e7). ,

Before dealing,with these issues, a major criticism leveled at the

labeling approach will be briefly discussed in light of the broadened

labeling perspective.

The major criticism of the labeling perspective (See Merton and

Nisbet, 1971:826-829; Schur, 1971) questions the claim made by some

that it is an approach which explains deyiance in general. As several

critics (Gibbs, 1966;.Simmons, 1969; Denzin, 1970; Cove, 1970a; Göve,

1970b; Gibbs, 1972) have pointed 'out, labeling does not accoUnt tor

the genesis of deviant behavior pr for deviant behavior which goes

unapprehended.. However, the broader labeling perspective utilizing,

informal and self-labeling can, in part, account for incipient devi--

.
ant behavior. The informal labeling of predelinquents, lower class
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childrOnli nd black children fOr example., may 4e14 SpUr them 4to
deviant b avior. Onceilhvolited.in devlant behaitlor, these sa e
persons ma selflabel and reinforce their devlarit'behaylor pa tèrn.
Whether th s indeed occUrs la an unanswered empirical-question, but
it does su gest that the labeling'perspective can deal vath these
issues. The broad labelinl pbrspective then ia a flexible approach
tied to a asic.sociological point Of view.

What thenj,S the.relationship between the labeling peiipective and those
-_,

baaic '610Cir logical concepts mentioned above? Essentially, labeling is
the ascription of a status to a. person (see, for exaMple., Schur, 1969a:
115) or the achievement of a status (Mercer, 1973:27). 'whether the
'statu is ascribed or achieved'maywell depend on howione views. the

7

labe ing.sltutation. Forlexample,'if the person la6eled is viewed as
beint victimized by the lab-01..(1kers, 1968:463; Gover 1970a:881-882)
then the status is ascribeA. If, on the other hand,.the probelm is
'seen as lying with the person labeled, the status is achieved.' Typ-
ically the lab ing perspective has dealth with negative labeling and
the person la led has been viewed, as a victim of.soaety's casting ,

him outside th pale (Becker, 1963). ,

With the assignment of a statu's goes a set of role expectations for
behavior (see Merton, 1957:368-370; Ioomis and,Loomis, 1961:282-284).
Inovarious ways the labelers socialize the labelee,into his label-
status. After a time, if the socialization prodess is successful,
the labelee has incorporated the role behavior demande4 by the stdiils
into his behavior repertoire. Successful labeling, positive or'
negative, therefore is a basic process of socialization (see Scott,
19.69:14-17; Mercer, 1973:21-23).

THE LABELING PROCESS AND SELF-CONCEPT

We not turn to the question of how the self-concept is i9volved in the
labeling propess. According to the symbolic interactionist,perspec-
tive of Cooley (1964) and Mead (Strauss, 1964), the ,OevelopMent of a
self-concept is a product of.irliteraction with others. Cooley talks
about the "looking-glass'self" (Cooley, 1964:184) n which a person
imagines his appearance to acother, imagines the other's judgment of
that appeax-ance, and has some self-feeling (pride or mortification)
about that jUdgment. This view demonstrates how the shared rules of
a group or society, become internalized and there,by serve as an internal
control for behavior.ih addition to the external controls Of "other"
reactions. For Mead, learqing to take the role of the "other" per-
mits oneoto interact succeqsfully with others by Lulderstanding,
anticipating, and appropriately responding to them. In this process, of
incorporating the "generalized other" the self comes to be defined
in-terms of otilerp. As Goffman (1959) points out, one may choose to
play his iole with tongue-in-cheek, which he calls "role distance."
In 80 doing the a'Ctor plays through the rble with no involvement or
identification with the role. In the'process of Identity or self-
concept formation such calculated vole playing is unlikely since the
least stressful behavioral opt,ion is to incorporate the role expect&-
tions and to become lArat the expectations demand. This vi6w is
presented in a clear and interestim4 fashion by Berger (1963). In
teply to the question of why we tend to cooperaCe with societal
expectations rather than rebel against them, he says:
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The sOcio1o0.041 andWei; 0,t6iS question heis.sireadY
keen alluded to.heOsUEWMOBt 'Of the time We"burSelves
.desire just .that whi'Oh 000iety eXpeota Of us;. Vie want

to-obey the reles. We Want the parts that SOCiety-5ii

assigned to tiO. .

(Derger;6 1943;93)

He goes on to say4

The rolil forms, shapes, pattern6 both action and actor.

It is very difficult to ptetend in this world..Normally!r ?'

one becOmes'what one pl'ay%at,
. (Berger, 1943:98).

In the socialization process, learning' rules for behavior,..learning

what others expect from you, learning how othezrespond tb you, and% .

learning how others feel combing, to. aevelop a c cept of the self,

an identity.

Identities are socially bestowed. They must also be soci-.

'ally sustained, and fairly steadily'so. One cannot be human

- all by oneself and, apparently, One cannot hold on to aby

partiáular identity'all

(Berger, 1963:104),

The labeling process, as noted earlier, is the socialization to a

paAicular status with its associated role expectations. we have

also noted that froM the symbolic interactionist Perspective,the

formation of a self-concept is intimately tied to the socialization

process. Therefore, thè labeling of a person is highly likely to

have some impact on hig self-concept. And indeed, the self-concep

is an important 'feature of the labeling perspective as it has been

developed.

Tannenbaum (1938), in tracing through the process of how the,adolescent

involVed in delinquent behaVior is aventually labeled by the communi-

ty, draws on the earlier wokk of W. I. Thomas (1928). Thomas presented

the idea that social definitions of a situation were crucial to the

behavior of the participants. "Prom.the defiRition of the situation came

the "self-fulfilling prophecy" (see also Merton,.1957:421-434) .which

holds that if a situation is defined as real then the consequences

of the definition are real. .This all draws our attentim p 'ale impor-

tance of social definitions of reality. Tannenbgum describiled the

conflict between the delinquent adolescent and the community as one

of "two opposing definitions of the situation° (Tannenbaum, 1938:17)

From the community's point of view, the indivAdual who

used to do bad and miscl4evous things 'has now become a

bad and unredeemable human being. From the individual's

point of view there has taken place a similar-change.

He has gone slowly from a sense of grievance and injt4iticte-,4-
I/
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InieteAted
01.0.404nitiOn-Atat tliC:definitiOn. of him as a human.

.;:beinOvi4,4ifferOt'.070.0'.010-01-04100301 4A. hiei
neighbOrhoOdt, his iiohoot -.0 tree t ty Vh40.:reoo nitiOn on' hi art boo rooess':of seit4

en 'Ca
,

(Exiphasis adaed)

He goes on to'deScribe,the trappings of 'official responbe to the
boy's.delinquent beWavilbr Which transform the boy into the delin-
quent:

44'The fl.rit dramatization of the "evil' which separates

e n'making the'criMinal than piar-
the child out of-kiNroup fOr Specialized treatment
plays a greater rol
haps any/other experience

The proCess of Making the ciiminalv therefore; isa
process of;tcigging, defining iden.4ifying, segregating,
describing,' emphasizing, making conscious and self-
canscious; it becomes a waY.of stimulating, suggesting,
emphasizing, and evoking the very traits that tare
,complained,of.

The person becomes the thing he is described as being.

(TannenbaUm, 1938:19-20)
(Emphasis added).

LeMett (1951) drawd asdistinction between primary and secondary
deviance while tracing personality changes correlated with the shift
from primary to secondary deviance. /n essence he is showing how
societal reaction to.deviant behavior encourages the individual to
occupy the status of deviant and thereby.tO develori A concomitant
self-concept, thus ensuring a dev$ant career or secondary deviance.

However, if the deviant acts ate rapetitive and have
a high visibility, and if there I severe societal
reaction, which, through a process of identification'
is incorporated as part of the "me" of the individual
the probability is greatly increased that the integra-
tion of existing rolds will be dierupted aqd that
reorganization based upon a new role or roles will
occur.... Reorganization may be the adoption of
another normal role in which the tvndencies previously
defined as "pathological" are given a more acceptable
social fl)xpression. TOp other general possibility is
the assumption oi,a deviant r6le, if such exists; or
more rarely, the,person may organize an abertant sect
or group in which he oreateg a sp'ecleil role of his own.

4
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When: a person begj to employ 114 deviant behavar
or'a role based u On it-ap a meatiO ot defense; attack;

or adjustment to he overt and covert problems Created

by the consequent societal reaction'to MA, his &Aria-

tion is sqcondary. 4bjective evidences of thfs.change

will beliound*in the symbolic appurtenances of the new

rolei-In abthes; speech,.posture; and mannerisms, which

in some cases heighten social Visibility, and which in

some cases serve as 'symbolic cues'to.professionalization.

JEE,mert, 1951175-16)

_

More recently, Wiakens (1965) employed a labeling perspective to

his presentation?of a deviation amplification model. One of the

model's compopenis is'the self-concept of the "deviant." Briefly,

certain acts are:defined as deviant and the ',parent system" excludes

the actors by the process of definition. This provides, the actors

'with an information set which enables them to begtinte:o_.perceive

themselves as deviants. It ftis importa to note at this point

Wilkins comments, "Perhaps.the main way in Which any person gets

Jto know what scirt of person he is is through feedback from other

persons." (Wilkins, 1965:94# Of course, this i6 precisely the

position the ,sYmbolic interaction perspective takes. WilkinS

continues:

The.actien i..aken by society and the resulting self-

perception of the individuals' defined as deviant, lead

to the isolation and alienation of the specified

Thltwprovides 'the first part of a'deviation'ampli-

fying system. The definition of society leads to

the development of the self-perception ab 'deviant'

, on the part af the 'outliers' (odtlaws), and it is

hardly to be expected that people who are exclUded

by a system will continue to regard themselveS as

part of it.
4-;

The deviant grOups will tend to develop their own '

values which may run counter to the values of the

parent system, the system which defined them as

'outliers.'

The increased deviance demonstrated by the deviant

groups (resulting_Jrom the deviation-amplifying-

effect of the self-perception, which in turn may

have derived from the defining acts of society)

(-)
results in more forceful action by the conforming

groups against the nonconformists.

(Wilkins, 196592)



The feedback process ftom the definers to the deviants and back. ,

to the definers amplifies the self-perception of'persons as devi-
ants and thereby produdes deviant behavior.(see Hes$, 1971) .

the preceding works have exemplifiied the basic sociological Per-
spective Of labelihg. Through thf ascription or achievement of
a particvlar stasis the,individual may fulfill the role expecta-
tions of that status and thereby identify in'terms of his, self-
concept with thlat status. Payne (1973} in hi.s discussion of the
creation of a deviant self-image presents the following useful
diagram.

Societal Reaction to Individual
(Label)

Individual'S Awareness and Inter-
pretation of Social Reaction

Rbvision of Selt-Labe1 to
Conform to Perceptions of

Social Label

(Payne, 1973;35)

Payne's introduction of the self-label serves two purposes for
this discussion. First, it demonstrates the process of incorpor-
ation or internalization of deviant role expectations by the
aabeled status incumbent. Secondly, it brings to our httlipntion
'again the possibility-of self-labeling without societal ibaction.
The "internalized morality" of society or personal internal controls
may be as efficient in labeling the individual as are external
societal controls.

It is clear then that the labeling process is, intimately involved
in developing and altering self-concepts (for additional works see
Scheff, 1966a; Klapp, 1968; Rubington and Wei,berg, 1968; Lofland,
1969; Quinney, 1970; Fabrega and Manning, 19.7 )'. The extent to
which self-coneept are affected by labeling will be explored next.

Unfortunately, little is eMpirically known about the imeact of the
labeling on the self-concept (see Freidson, 1965:74) . however,
the literature which comments on this and relAed issues provides
some theoretical indication of how the self-concept and labeling
interact. - s:

,
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The .simpli\Oticlriertd-ofthq labeling 00ces's hOldi that the label
is 'applied\and the person labeled responda.according to the par-

,
ticular label. 'trills view has been stated in an interesting way
by Akers (1968),

Ohe sometimes gets the .impression from reading this
literature that people go about minding their own
business, aryl then--'wham'--bad society cOmes along
and,slaps them with a sti6ratized label.. Forced
into the role of deviant the, individual has little
'choice but to be deviant. This IS an exaggeration,
of course, 'pia such an im4ge can be gained dasily .

from an Overemphasis on the' impact bf

(Akers, 1968:463)

AXers is quite 'correct to warn us againet overemphdsizing the
impact of labeling becauee the impact is bound to be variable..

Whge sucirdramatized insults to identity and
inte4rity cut deep for some, their impact varies
and is absorbed or discounted by others.

(Lemert, 1971:12)

Here Lemert is discussing the impact of a part of.the labeling
process, namely, jilvenile court proceedings which have been
despribpd as a "degradation ritual" (Garfinkel, 1956).

a

The variabilit of labeling impact is also noted by Hyman, Stokes,

and Strauss.

Considering the sharp definition of thOx situation,
the blind might also seem to be ideal witnesses for
the advocates of labeling 'theory to cal14P-upon.

The label has been applied to the blind, but oddly
enough it often does not stick. When asked the
direct question, 39 percent of the sample of blind
children answered that they do not consider them-
selves blind. In the equivalent subgroup of adults
ih the sample (also blinded in early childhood or
from bira: and living in the same area of.the
countr'y) who have had years and years of labeling,
37 percent reported that they Ao not regard,them-
selves as blind. Such are the mysterious Workings
of the self. Thus studies of the blind suggest that,

even when labeling is most flagrant, this psychic
shaping of reality must be taken into account.

(Hyman, Stokes, and Strauss,
1973:406),

Who accepts a label, who rejects a label, and why, is still not
wholly understood.
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We turn how tO the consideration of four major, categoriet; o f
resisting the labeling PrOpess. They.are socialization bf
norms, reference groups, teChniques of neuttalization, and the

, negotiation of reality.

The person who is socialized to a deviant mode Of life views
deviance.as "normal."° The normative definitions of deviance for
thelabelin social systemare never interna/ized or shared- by ..

.the "normal I devlant" (see Bredemeier and Stephenson, 1962:126-
,128). Appr A ending.and labeling such a deviant.will hav,e little
effect on.hiM isise'DeLamater, 1968:454). Vrom his point of vieW
it is the others who are the "deviants" and their labeling has
little or no relevance fin. him.

t.

The person in the preceding example is, no doubt, also supported
by a deviant reference group. A reference group is any group
one refers to or identifies with for definitions Of thp social
situation (see Merton, 1957:225-386). Shoham (1970) 1Wirectly
.comments on the effects of labeling and,one's identification or
lack of it-with the labeling group by noting in another context
that stigma as,a means of-social control is more effective when
the gap' between self-imagd and social iMage (that is, the labeling
group's image or definition) is narrow and less effective when
there is a wide gap'between the.self-image and the-social image.
The socialized deviant maintains contact with his deviant refer- .

ence group and thereby.,neutralizes the effect of the labeling group.
The more deep1y a'personiis invorved in sharing the moms and
values of the,labeling geoup, the more likely the labeling will
have an effect on the'pei.son labeled. As Shoham hypothesizes, the
more distant the relationship; the less' the impact.

This point is supported by Dinitz, Dynes, and Clarke (1969:20).
in their discussion of the stigmatization propess on various types
of deviants. They conclude-that where societal response is pro-
tedtive toward the deviant, thus, collipting the deviant and reducing
the gap between self and spcial images, labeling is quite success-
ful and low self=esteem results. But, where society is punitive
toward the-deviant and the gap it widened, societal labeling arid
impact on self-esteem varies,

Thraopoint is also ,supported dramatically in an article by Reiss
(1961) dIscribing the homosexual behaVior of loweY- class boys.

The reactions otthe larger society, in defining
the behavior as homosexual is unimportant in their
own self-definition. What is important 'to them
is tfitkreactions of their pe6rs to,violation of
peer group nprmg which define roles in the peer-
queer transp&tion.

(Reiss, 1964:207)

4 9 °
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Here the peer reference gioup succebefUlly insulates the individual
fidm.the labeling of.the larger society and:thereby preserves his

. self-concept. .,

In some cases labeling of a deviant by the rger societyl.which-
does' not serve as the deviant's 'reference roup, is a rewarding'' ,

,ekperience. 4'

In such criminal subcultures and groups the stigm4-
tized social pariahs may obtain a number of rewards:
status and positive evaluation f

I(

om peers, enhancing
the offender's_self-image....

(Hills, 1971:52)

As Hills notes, not only does the deviant reference group assist
the individual in resisting the labeling assault on his.self7
concept, but his self-concept is "enhanced" by the experiencet
In sum, the reference group can serve as a powerful neutraltzer
of the-labeling process.

Sykes and Matza (1957) present'five techn ues for neutralizing
labeling an0 thereby avoiding feelings t t might contribute to
a poorer se,1f-concept. Three of the'techniques are denial tech-

niques--denial of responsibility, denial of injury,, and denial

of the victim. The offender attributes his behaviOr to forces
beyond his control such as having a broken home or bad companions.
,In denial of injuiT the offender denies that anyone was harmed by
his activItyhe stole a car but who got hurt? And in'the denial .//

o0the Victim the offender might insist that the victim "had it

.00ming to him" so that the victim bas not.been victimized but
justly punished. The fourth technique of neutralization ip call d° /-condemnationof the condemners where the offender usesthe tacti
that the best defense is a good offense and accuses Ids Accusers

of val.ious wrongdoinis. The final technique is" called the appea
to high loyalty where the offender places his' loyalty ito friends

or relat4ives above ,the demands of the laW: Using thes4 tephniques,

,the deviant "tends to develop.a self-conception that allows him )

to admit his delindluencies to himself withouE damao to his self-:

esteem."
(Hartung, 1965:120)

4

While the above techniques of neutralizationlate descrAbed. in th

context Of official sanctions, it shoup be noted that the dange
of labeling tb the self-concept does not only come from the offi

cials of society, but, as.mentioned earlier, from infbrmal §ources
as well as from the self. These sources must be neutralized too,
or the danger to the self-concept is just as great:

450
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A1000 Af 00'0400n cannOt'llearaIize convent:4404
norms awl standa0S, he May label hiMself '41) '41
del4ant; asa res41t, he wiil f,inagr. a negative
se4.g4evaluatiod and, 'may perceiire, his primary rela-
tiOns as being. disrupted.

Such' self-labelling may, produ0e L.much of a iself-
fylfillAg propheelv-as does labelli g by society's
agents:.

(Deliam'fiters 1968:454)

These,neutralizatiOrt_teChniqties therefore:permitheJndividUai
to rePist the-labdling.processand to Maintain their self-concept.
(see.Schervish., 1973;514 4Mersoni 1069:142-143 for\g.review of'
simIllar.techniques).

q . . .
.

.

Another_defense.against the .1Apact ofiJibelinTon the self-concept
'is'to negOtiate thd seriOusness of the l'abel with the 1abei,de-'.
finers (see Scheff, 1068).. torber (1967) notes that when . -. ---1

self-label does-not.agree with a given sOcial label a perso -ma'Y

negotiate- a,pew label. .
0

,

This does not neutralize, the label 0, :signed but'modifies'it anciN

-tIlereby minimizes changes in the'self-concept. Ahother negotiatIng
st ategy is to give an "acdount" which allows otaers to excuse or\
und stand the deviant behavior and. whichYthereby preserves,one's
self esteem (see Scott and.Lyman, 1968). This strafegy is much.
like 'Pome techniquesof neutralization.. Juveniles apprehended
by the police are often abld to negotiate labels based on their'
demeanor toward the police(Piliavin and Briar, 1964). The .

flippant, "6actioue or "nonchalant" youths are typically dealt
with more severely than are the'"contrite," "respectful,"%and
slightly "fearful" youths who were successful in negotiating
their "basically'law abiding or at least 'salvageable'" labels
(see also Emerson, 1969: 10 -102).

0,

haVe'seen that when a el.is applied its impact on the
labelee is not nedessarily complete. or final .(see Schur, 1973:125-
126). Various conditions mitigate the impat in-addition t9 the
several strategies available to the labelee. HoweVer, our
knowledge about the impact of labeling is sparse and leaves

-much to be discovered.

THE EFFECT OF APPREHENSION

'Gold (1970) and Gold and.Wiiliams (1969) provide data on the
effect Of apprehension on subseq0ent juvenile delinquent behavior,
Gold (1970), in a study.of detected and,undetected delinquent
behavior in a large Midwestern city, reported that when a group
of adolescents apprehended by. the poUce were.matched with un-
apprehended. adolesdents sharing the same social and delinquent
behavior characteristicsl. the apprehended group showed signafi-

.cantly more incidences 0 delinquent behavior subsequent to their
apprehension than did their match group: Gold and Williams (1969),

f ,
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reOlAciatO& tr*003.4 ptUdy'.wii4 mat4hea Parii:0 trOil

a 'adolescents. aili0,0104060 MiPPOrtMar:-
the(GOld data *40 ,theY 011011440(1 tOmt uaPPre4OhOlon #0ef
coniribUtes 'to fOrther 401A4UOixce .Adolktan4.11111104696-9:10)
The dynamias.of why thitrelatiOnship '00040.arenot;0410red --
.hyGold and Miliiams,' ,i1Owevert,Q014 (4704108) 'Bugg,Sts, theit
perhaps the apprehended yOUth.mUst'cOntintlefhiidel#400n.t
behavior or else xis]; being labeled-"chlOten" hy hisjpeers.
Gbld also sugg4ts.thatrthe original,motiver for invOlveitient
in delinquent behavi§i rgight be untouche'd blithe .apprehension
and that, therefore, the behavibr cont1Aus. In 'this 'viewit,
is'reasonabie to e)epect'some Of the unaPprehendediAateheS io
share these motivation* and to continue, th'eit behavior.; trideOr
'some did. 00ntinue theit delinquent behavior but' hot enoU4hoof
them to view this expl9at3.on as the entire explanations .GOld

afers,the ad4Ational explana:tiOn that the apprehendedinVenile.
May simply be angered'and strike out with.,:further.delinquent
behavior.. The empirical explanation for increaseciAleviance as
the result of official labeling has yet to be given:' apwever,
ehese two-studies clearly demonstrate,that official apprehension
deften serves to tncrease subsequent devianebehavior. .

The labeling perspective on this issue has been .dlearly stated
by dunc4h (1969)

...stigMa resulting from.being officially labeled
as a "delinquent" increases, the probability of a
youth engaging in further delinquent behavior.

,This stigma Acts to foster delinquent role enact-
ment,.isolates the.youth from effective social.
control, cuts him off from many legitimate .oppor-
tunities, and opens up illegitimate opportunities

,
to him.,

(Dundari; 1969:41)

.And Wheeler and Cottrell (1966) add to thIrs.perspective.
, ,

(
If the 14eling hypotheSis is correct, official
intervention may further define the 'youth aer
delinquent in the eyes of neighbors, family
members,aria peers, thus makino'it more diffi-.
cultfor him to resume conventional activities.

(Wheeler and4cAtre116
1966:23)

Ho ever, Foster (1971) and Foster,' Apinitz, and Reckleps (1972)*
rep rt that their study of apprehendedAboys found very few who
perdeived any difficulties in theif interper9oxia1 relationships
with family or frfends as the result of their official labeling.
They therefore donc1uded that the ,social liability incurred by
zipprehepsion is over-estimated by the labeling perspective
:(Fostei0; Dinitz and Reckless, 1972:208).

5
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..1
Despite .the,4prOs and dons of the ibsue ihere is.MUdh agreement
(dee, for eXample, Whebl r and Cottrell', 19.66y Lemert, 1967b; 4

1. Werthman ; Schur 073) that'Official intervention in '".i,A

. delinquent be avidir, ften sdkves tb propel 'the juvehilgt from
, co

kimary devi tde:td secondary or dareer deviance (LeMert, 1951):

0 .

Ar .

4

'There issa very imporihngdiitlrinction between .'

engaging An a dellinquent act and following a i--

.,.. rdelinquen, carda organ4zWrarOund the repetir,' / ,

%
.

tike commidgIOEOf such'acts. : Giiten. the relatively ..
. Minor, epiSddia; and perhaps, Situationally indtWed .

-character; of Inuch. delinquencY, Many who have
engaged in minor forms' of delinquency once

.-., twice may grow mit of this patterdof bOavipr.
as blley move tOward adu1ttv014 For thoise, the"

' labelingitheorists arguebncertild policy of A

.doing nothing-may be more ,helpp.11 than actiSe'..,

1

intervention, ifthe long-range gogl;is tQ.i. . ..
.

.

w
' reduce thedprobabilio repetition of the

k
acts.

.,,,
.

,
, ..

. , .

( heele and Cotfrell'
' II. ( c,,

. ....

.
., 1966:2 , .,

4 1,
0 .

, 1 .
. , a

t

It has .0.eed noted that mdst deainqvient behaviOr dillo in time, .

"Mature out" (flemert, 1967bi94).Wetthman, 1967:155r/Cdrrections,
1071048). Henley and Adams (1073:514Y report that for4the
cohorts of college gra4lAtes thqx studied, the incitience and
prevalence of marihuana use was increatang despite the increas,
ing age of the gradu'aes. .4adt,-for those gradua0aswho were
married:and parents the manihuana use ceased._ This ce4sation
was presumably due.tO the "mgturing" effect,of matKipge 1-1401

parenthood responsibilitAes. : i.

.1_
.

Becadse pf the "maturing,ouphenomenon attribute4 to.delin-
vent behavior it has bepn suggested that tpese i7pung offenders .

,be.dealt.with by what.I0ert call$ ."judicious noninvention"
(Lemert, 1967b:96; see 8190, Corrections, 1973:248r Sdhur, d.073).

1This dOes not mean'adopting' a -lido nothing" posture but, rather ,

suggests steering the "clang" from the bffIciaf agencieslfi : -

society back to parentsl.'neighbors,, and the_like. ProblAms
should be dealt with' on this level gnd the' 'juvenile court hould
4e "an agency-of last resort for children, holding toa doctrine
anatogous to that of appea court's which require that all-other

i
remedies be exhausted befo e.a,ca'se wilt be cOnpidepid" (Lemert,
1967b:96).

Despite the somewhat con radictory explanatiolls for the impact
.of apprehension on the offender's subsequent behaviore therp is .
/evidence that increased deviant behavior often. results. We now

turn to a study whickpr t.es6rqs .da -on the relaionihip'betweenWapprehension and f-esteem.

A't. -
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Jensen (1972a), in a Study of 2,589 black and white adolescent .

maletif ltobked at the relatiOnship between Official delinquency
(Youths amrehended fdr delinquent behaVior)eand twb self-Concep
measuresself-esteem ahd perceptiqn of self-as delinquent. It

should be noted tamat the self-conceptMeasures were taken subse-
qu(ihtuto *he Official apprehension of approximately 97%'-.99%
.of\the total .of apprehended youths in the sample'.

,

Jensbn reports that the relationship bteen official delinquency
and the evalUtion oT the self as delinq ent is stronger for whites

than blacks in6hi8 sample. Among whitqlithis relationship is.
Weakened in the cage of the middle.and tipper claps youths and 4. .

for those with delinquent companions.- While the direction o
the reported relationship.is consistent for both races, the ..----

strength of relationship is weak'..

:.. there is a persistent tendency for those who
have been officially evaluatedas delinquent to
thfnk of themselves,and to feel thought(of by
others as delinquent, but this tendency was more
characteristic of whites than,blacks. In addi-
tion, the relationships among blacks.and whites
did tend to converge within certain subcategories
either as a product of stronger relationships
in some categories bf blacks, weaker relationships in

some 'CategorieA of whites, or both,. For (example,
amodg'whites', the higher their class Standing (in
terms of father's educational attainment), the

'Iveaker the relationshtp betweemArecorded delinquency
' aki.delinquent. evaluations. This finaing was con-
sibtent with,HeWitt's ... contention that the lower-

, class $cllinquency "feeds upon official definj.tions"
while middle class delinquents are insulated by ,

"understWing" adults. However, this interpreta-
tion must'be tempered with the recognitiOn that
blacks tend tovbe fairly Nell insulated (relative
to whites) irebpectie of class'standing.

Delinquent companions condition the consequences
of official evaluations only am ng whites/ Whites ,

V/P

with several helipquent frieds exhibited a rela-
tionship virtually identical o the black adqlescepts
in general. Some"adolesgents, then,.may be "doubly

'insulated" by adults 9repared to allow."misakes" .'

and peem involved inAimi/#r activities.
,. , .

In mime, the apPbidation of'qffibial labeliicappears
Ieastt consequential.among thos.e who can'readily
rationalVe their aetivitidig or. whoar6 insulated

. by "understanding" parents and peers, .

v.'

pensen, 1972a:139-140)
--

A
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Jensen nOteS Olat While the relatiOnship'between offipial delin-
quency and perCeptiOn of self As delinquent differs for tors.
and Whites, the perception of self bears a weak negatOe
tionship tO self-esteeMfor both racial groups. Apperently,
atthough a youth may accept the delinqUisnt label, his self- -

esteem is. largely unaffected. The relationship between.Official
'delinquency aild self-esteem is even more remote,

Given theImagnitude of the rela4onships between
official definitions arid delinquent self-doncepq.ons
and between such donceptions and self-esteem we would
not expect much of ,a relationship between,,official
delinquencY and 43elf-esteem.

(Jensen 1972a :141,)

So Jensen concludes --
, .

N.
.

... these data suggest that contact with official
labelers has no significant gonsequen6es for feel-
ings of personal worth for most subcategories of
adolescents.

Of all the subCategories in which the4re-atiOnat
between official delinquency ahd self-esteem
Was ekamined-, SOch official definitions made,
the greateSt difference among middlef-to-upper-

_status blacks but even there the relationship
, was weak (-.20,. -.25),, While iRbignificant,

the positive.relatibnship amdhg lower-clasS,
blacks, leaves open the possibility that
la'bels intended .as stigmatic may.have the
opposite effect.

-(Jensen, 1972a:142)
(Emphasis added)

Jensen's interpretation of a trend relationship tiuggetts that,

4t least one group, self-esteem may be slightly iMproved
by official labeling.

k

In summarizing the findings of these studies, one couad say that
apprehension encourages increased delinquent behavior, is sjightly
related to the perqeption or. increaSed perception of oneself as,
delinquent, and has no consequences for one's level of self-

esteem. Since each study deals with a,digerent effect of
apprehension, the queStions concerning the impact of apprehension
and official labeling on the interaction effects (if any) of
behavior and self-concept or its components remain unanswered
by these data.

V.'.
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SELF,CONCEPT ANTECEDENT 'TO APPREHENSION

In the attempt to determine th4Pimpact of official labliling on
the'self-concept it is useful to kno7d about the condition of
the self-concept prior to the apprehensiono Fitts 'and Hamner

(1969) have.stateil.theproblem well.

The question has often been raised as to whether
the self concept causes behavior,or results from
behavior; whether delinquency results from an
.already.existent inadequate'self concept.or
whether the low Self concerit stems'from society's
reaction to the delinquent pattern of behavior,

..The question has been raised but not answered.

(i'itts and Hammer, i969;81)

While the main focus is on the self-concept antecedent to appre-
hetision of official labeling, the informal and self-libeling
processes should not be neglected. For example, Gemignani.
(1973) and Harris (1968) draw out attention to the phenomenon

of predeinquent informal labeling which, in the formative years,
may have definite impact on the socialization-self-concept*
formation process. Fisher (1972.:82) notes that public or offi-
cial labeling "appears not to set in motion a process of
differential treaiment, rather it appears sitply to reflect; and

,
perhaps exacerb.,k, a process already ongoing."

In a longitu4nal study done by Reckless and other at Ohio State
it was determined that a good self-concept acted as an ihsulator
against-delinquent behavior (see Reckless, Dinitz, and Murray,
1956; Recklessi, Dinitz and Kay, 1557; Reckless, Dinitz and Murray,
1957; Scarpitti, Murray, Dinitz, and Reckless, 1960; Dinitz,
Scarpitti, and Reckless, 1962; Rec)çless, 1967; Reckless and

DOlitz, 1967). Mfrifortunately, their.measure of self-concept ,

waspfognd o be inadequate thus negativ the conc1usi $ drawn

from their data (see.,Schwartz and Tangri, 1965; Tangri ) and
Schwartz11967; Orcutt, 1970; Schwartz and Stryker, 1970; and
Jensen, 1972d).

Schwartz ahd'Tangri (1965) essentially repli0 ted th Reckless
study but with a milch improved self-concept ieasure. Their data 0

are interpreted as supporting the Reckless.contentiori that a
positive self-ccOcept insulates the "good" boy in a high delin-

quency are44 wIri a later study reported by'Schwartz ana Stryker
(1970) the data 60te less clear in their support of the Reckless

position The data wore taken from a predominantlr.black "sdbool
and for reasons that are unclear, racial comparisons pi'oduce an .

inconsistent picture. Self-concept for white boys in this situ- ,

ation apparently does not serve as an insulator against delinquency.
It doe's appeal, however, that the Reckless hypothesis ie supported
for.black boys.

a
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The,evidence then.for the sef-'0(50Ce00-arrillSOlitotakgainet;
:deviantIlehaVior.ia ihdoncluSiacand.demonStr0.01:tbe:4ped.forgf'
additiOnal, work in,this area.. 'Therefor0.:1,i the'Condition:Of the
self-Concept antecedent to apprehensibivcAtirPot1;ie-deerMined
with eny Certainty frOm the preceding Studi,eg.

SELF-CONCEPT ANTECEDENT TO DRUG ABUSE

Next, the self-concept as an antecedent 'Condition to drug abuse .

will be explored. Drug abuse, particularly drug AddictiOn, has
beeritreated in the ltterature, as Kaplan acnd Meyerowitz (1970)
noter, as stemming from a sethogenic environmOnt. The general
view ie that the "negative" environment fosters a negative self-
concept which in turn leads to drug abuse. .It stibt4d be stressed
that this view.is derived mainly from data_ori the d:tUg addict
although it tends to be generalized to all drug abuse. The drug
add'ict.has been seen as suffering various sorts of personality
disorders (see, for examp1e, Ausubel, 1948; Cheint Gerard, Lee,
and Rosenfeld, 1964) which imply a poor self7coneept. Winick
(1957:19-20) contends that there "appears to be no one'kind of
pbychiatric diagnosis whick is common to drug addicts" and that
"all.kinds of people can and do become.drug addicts." While this
statedent would seem to allow for antecedent conditions to drug
addiction other thqn pathologidl ones, Lindesmith (1965b)
indicates this is liot the prevdi.ling positioni on °the subject.

An astonishing variety of terM'El have been employed
in the attempt to characterize the addict, particular,
types of addicts, and the addiction-prone,person-
ality, usually with the assumption that the attribute
named has some etiolbgic significance. From a small
segment of the literature the-following examples
have been gleaned: "alienatedr" "frustrated,"
"pas4ve psychopath," "aggressive psychopath,"
"emotionally unstable," "nomadic," "inebriate,"
"narcissistic," "dependant," "sociopath,"
"hedonistic," "childlike," "paranoid," "rebel-,
lious," "hostile," "infantile," "neurotic,"
"overattached to the mother," "tetreatist,"
"cyclothy c," "constitutionally immoral,"
"hyster al," "neurasthenic," "hereditarily
neuropa hic," "weak character and
"lack osf moral sense," "self-indulgent,"
"introspectivereXtroverted," "seIf-conscious,"
"motivational immaturity," "pseudo-psychopathic
delinquent, and, finally, "essentially normal."

He goes on to say:

It is of interest to observe that in this list
opposite traits are sometimes mentioned; that
most of the same terms are applied to other
groups, such as/alcoholics, prisoners, tramps,

826 15'/
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offen4r a, and ,t1100;r014 tha, a.)Aost.
Uwe des'OiiiptionS Oir's b4404 0,n'''ObSeryatioris
of 0004: in ,oaptivitr or On Secondhand reports
of ALIO 'obseryationsi 'that many of the' al:1.69ed'
Attributes are (4early, effect's, or inte4ral
aspect$ of addiction, rather than antecedents,
and that all of them are poorly'defined conoepts,
frequently used simply.as.expressions of disap-
proval.' 'The inultiplioity of these characteri-
Utions is scientifically embarradsing, and their
number is increasing.
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, 'define adbleacenCe; aCecrding tO.bersOhal ,ii."(1,ert)tendi,hg of :the .term as wall 'as'acePtable"
corhoohonts:Of thccourse definitiOk .1,.. :), :,. ','. ',.' ..e :- .". :. ),. :s ,..

identifY et least four tiworists desOribed Iry 'the eourie and at least 'one.Contributiort-tb :the :

study of adolosearlca made by each; , .'' '` ' "

4i: list at least four of Havighurst'sten deVelopmental tasks; . 0
. .. . .

deicribe a youth prOgram as it relatei tc; et least one of the four therhaS of adolescence
discUssed in the Course;

,

. 4 i

define labeling-and stereotyping; ,
$ .fit,

aemonstrate self-awareness by listing at least three personal values and at least five
personal stereotypes that affect one's relationships with youth;

. ,0
'describe each of the elements of the prototype 'decision-making model discuss4 ed n.the
course;

, ,

demonstrate understanding and integration of eadh of the course Modules by aSse§sing
a case study presented by the trainer and by preparing and analyzing a personal 'Case .

study based upon a recent work-experience;

develop a personal learning plan delineating at least,one area in which further skill
development is desired and at least two neWiesources,for'working with yOuth. ,

Trainer Qualifications

As a group, the A IS training team shOuld refl t the following characteristics.
4

Each member
need not have all characteristics, but all members should have'those characteristics that are
marked bY the asterisk. Trainer should have ,l'r

*et least two years of experience in group dynamics and task...oriented training;

*a personal investnienv in .helping youth workers -improve their skills and self under-
,

standing;

experience working with youth in prevention or mental Iralth settings, and Sensitivity
to current issues in worldng with.your;

, .. .

knowledge of dmielopmental theory and adolescent development; .

. ,
,

the ability to conduct an assessment of a training population, and design and conduct ,

an original three-hOUr module appropriate to the needs of that population.

Methodology

The 'course involveS small-grbuP and individual exercises, lea-tures an,d discussion, and case
studids.

Materials ;
Trainer's Manual

,

Participant's Manual, including Personal Course Record an0 Resources

Film: "Everybody Rides th'e Carousel"

Scheduling

The course may be delivered in five cOnsecutive days or module by module over an extended
period of time. The course consiso of eight modules, Modules I, II, I II, IV, VII, and VIII are .

each approximately threeand a half hours in length, Modules V and VI are each approximately
seven hours in length,

A .
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